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The SPARROW Surface Water-Quality Model: Theory,
Application and User Documentation
By G.E. Schwarz, A.B. Hoos, R.B. Alexander, and R.A. Smith

Abstract
SPARROW (SPAtially Referenced Regressions On Watershed attributes) is a watershed modeling
technique for relating water-quality measurements made at a network of monitoring stations to attributes of the
watersheds containing the stations. The core of the model consists of a nonlinear regression equation describing
the non-conservative transport of contaminants from point and diffuse sources on land to rivers and through the
stream and river network. The model predicts contaminant flux, concentration, and yield in streams and has
been used to evaluate alternative hypotheses about the important contaminant sources and watershed properties
that control transport over large spatial scales.
This report provides documentation for the SPARROW modeling technique and computer software to
guide users in constructing and applying basic SPARROW models. The documentation gives details of the
SPARROW software, including the input data and installation requirements, and guidance in the specification,
calibration, and application of basic SPARROW models, as well as descriptions of the model output and its
interpretation. The documentation is intended for both researchers and water-resource managers with interest in
using the results of existing models and developing and applying new SPARROW models.
The documentation of the model is presented in two parts. Part 1 provides a theoretical and practical
introduction to SPARROW modeling techniques, which includes a discussion of the objectives, conceptual
attributes, and model infrastructure of SPARROW. Part 1 also includes background on the commonly used
model specifications and the methods for estimating and evaluating parameters, evaluating model fit, and
generating water-quality predictions and measures of uncertainty. Part 2 provides a user’s guide to SPARROW,
which includes a discussion of the software architecture and details of the model input requirements and output
files, graphs, and maps. The text documentation and computer software are available on the Web at
http://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/sparrow/sparrow-mod.html
.
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Part 1: A theoretical and practical introduction to SPARROW
1.1 Introduction
SPARROW (SPAtially Referenced Regressions On Watershed attributes; Smith and others, 1997) is a
watershed modeling technique that uses a hybrid statistical and process-based approach to estimate pollutant
sources and contaminant transport in watersheds and surface waters. SPARROW employs a statistically
estimated nonlinear regression model with contaminant supply and process components, including surface-water
flow paths, non-conservative transport processes, and mass-balance constraints. Parameters of the regression
equation are estimated by correlating generally available stream water-quality records, such as those from State
and Federal monitoring programs, with GIS (Geographic Information System) data on pollutant sources (e.g.,
atmospheric deposition, fertilizers, human and animal wastes) and climatic and hydrogeologic properties (e.g.,
precipitation, topography, vegetation, soils, water routing) that affect contaminant transport. The statistical
estimation of parameters in SPARROW provides measures of uncertainty in model coefficients and waterquality predictions.
A unique feature of SPARROW is its model infrastructure, which consists of a detailed stream reach
network with digital elevation model (DEM)-delineated watersheds to which all monitoring stations and GIS
data on watershed properties are spatially referenced. This spatially distributed model structure allows separate
statistical estimation of land and water parameters that quantify the rates of pollutant delivery from sources to
streams and the transport of pollutants to downstream locations within the stream network (i.e., reaches,
reservoirs, and estuaries). This mechanistic separation in the model of the terrestrial and aquatic features of large
watersheds and emphasis on parameter estimation techniques represents an important advancement in the use of
water-quality models to objectively evaluate alternative hypotheses about the major contaminant sources and
watershed properties that control transport over large spatial scales. Spatial referencing and the mechanistic
structure in SPARROW have been shown to improve the accuracy and interpretability of model parameters and
the predictions of pollutant loadings as compared to those estimated in conventional linear regression
approaches (e.g., Smith and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000).
SPARROW has been previously applied to the analysis of sources and transport of surface-water
nutrients, pesticides, suspended sediment, organic carbon, and fecal bacteria, and is applicable to other measures
of water quality, stream biology and streamflow. Recent applications of SPARROW have provided reasonably
accurate estimates of nutrient sources and the long-term rates of nutrient removal in surface waters (e.g., Smith
and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000; 2001; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; Alexander, Johnes,
and others, 2002). The model has demonstrated particular utility for quantifying the long-distance transport and
delivery of nutrients to sensitive downstream locations (e.g., estuaries, reservoirs, drinking water intakes).
Federal and State environmental managers are currently using SPARROW to assess the sources of nutrient
loadings in streams, including its use for targeting nutrient reduction strategies in the Chesapeake Bay watershed
(Preston and Brakebill, 1999) and in waters of the State of Kansas (Kansas Dept. Health and Environment,
2004) as well as for developing TMDLs (Total Maximum Daily Loads) in the Connecticut River Basin
(NEIWPCC, 2004). The earliest version of the SPARROW model was developed to describe contaminant
transport in surface waters of the State of New Jersey (Smith and others, 1994). Subsequently, applications were
developed for the Chesapeake Bay watershed (Preston and Brakebill, 1999), New England watersheds (Moore
and others, 2004), New Zealand river basins (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; Elliott and others, 2005),
North Carolina coastal watersheds (McMahon and others, 2003), and watersheds in Tennessee and Kentucky
(Hoos, 2005). Models are currently under development for the Delaware River Basin and are being planned for
selected regions of the U.S. (United States) as part of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National WaterQuality Assessment (NAWQA) Program.
This publication documents the SPARROW modeling technique and computer software for constructing
and applying basic SPARROW models. Details of the SPARROW software include the input data and
installation requirements, guidance in the specification, calibration, and application of basic SPARROW models,
and descriptions of the model output and its interpretation. The documentation is intended for both researchers
and water-resource managers with interests in using the results of existing models and developing and applying
new SPARROW models. The SPARROW software is written in SAS (Statistical Analysis System) IML
(Interactive Matrix Language); however, only a very basic knowledge of SAS is required to develop most
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standard versions of SPARROW models used to date. A more complete knowledge of SAS/IML is required to
make extensive modifications to the model code.
The SPARROW documentation is presented in two parts. Part 1 provides a theoretical and practical
introduction to SPARROW modeling techniques. This includes a discussion of the conceptual attributes and
model infrastructure of SPARROW, background on the commonly used model specifications and the methods
for estimating and evaluating parameters, evaluating model fit, and generating water-quality predictions and
measures of uncertainty. Part 2 provides a user’s guide to SPARROW. This includes a discussion of the
software architecture and details of the model input requirements and output files, graphs, and maps.
Throughout this report, we use a SPARROW model for total nitrogen, based on an application to a national data
set for the United States, to illustrate model concepts and the components and output of SPARROW models that
are supported by the computer software.
A number of technical results related to the SPARROW methodology described in this documentation
have not previously been reported in the literature. We found it necessary, therefore, to expand certain sections
of the manuscript in order to properly derive these results. Unfortunately, providing this level of detail may
burden the reader who simply wishes to get the “big picture.” With this goal in mind, such readers may elect to
skip the more onerous technical sections identified as containing “advanced” material (the advanced material is
shaded to assist in its identification).

1.2 SPARROW Modeling Concepts
This conceptual introduction to SPARROW modeling is intended to orient the reader with respect to the
capabilities and limits of a SPARROW analysis. We first describe the key research and management modeling
objectives that SPARROW can be used to address. We then articulate the general features of the mass balance
approach used in the SPARROW model and the advantages it offers. This is followed by discussions of the
appropriate time and space scales for developing and applying SPARROW models, and issues related to the
accuracy and complexity of these models. Finally, we provide a conceptual description of how the SPARROW
modeling structure compares with other types of water-quality models that are commonly applied to watersheds.

1.2.1 Model objectives
The primary objective of constructing a SPARROW model is to establish a mathematical relation
between water-quality measurements made at a network of monitoring stations and attributes of the watersheds
containing the stations. Once constructed, the model may be used to satisfy a variety of water-quality
information objectives.
1.2.1.1 Water-quality description
One common objective is to describe past or present water-quality conditions for a state or region on the
basis of monitoring data. The underlying challenge is to extrapolate from a sample of water-quality
measurements made at a finite number of stream and river locations (i.e., a monitoring network) to an area
containing the sampling stations and a large number of un-sampled locations. The usual limitations in doing this
are: (1) sparse sampling, reflecting the high cost of monitoring; and/or (2) unrepresentative (i.e., non-random or
targeted) sampling undertaken to satisfy the separate and competing objective of characterizing water quality at
specific locations, especially those suspected of having water-quality problems. In the absence of an interpretive
model such as SPARROW, a single monitoring design cannot be optimal for these two distinct objectives (i.e.
spatially representative sampling to characterize the general water quality of a region, and targeted sampling to
characterize specific water chemistry at “suspect” locations). Because the Federal Clean Water Act requires
state governments to collect and report both types of information, the distinction between the two types of
monitoring is of great practical importance. “Probabilistic” monitoring has been promoted by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) (Yoder, 1997) to obtain a spatially unbiased, broad overview of
water-quality conditions in State waters. An important limitation of this approach to assessment is that the
monitoring data alone do not provide detailed information on the geography of water-quality conditions and
give little understanding of the factors (i.e., sources and processes) that explain those conditions. Targeted
monitoring has been used extensively by the States to identify specific streams with water-quality problems and
to gage compliance with State water-quality regulatory standards and criteria. These data, however, provide a
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spatially biased description of water-quality conditions in watersheds. Modeling tools, such as SPARROW, are
needed to integrate samples from these different monitoring approaches to provide both a geographically
representative description of water-quality conditions as well as insight into the sources and watershed processes
that control water quality. A properly calibrated SPARROW model can assist with these problems and
objectives in the following ways. First, by including data on watershed characteristics (e.g. the size and location
of pollution sources), the model enlarges the information base and reduces the problem of sparse monitoring.
The information gain allows for a more accurate description of the water quality of a region than that provided
by water-quality monitoring data (even spatially representative data) alone. Second, by using the model to
predict water-quality conditions at a representative set of locations, the effects of spatially biased sampling may
be greatly reduced or eliminated. Finally, the model may also be used to identify the specific locations where
poor or unsatisfactory water quality is present. Targeted sampling may then be used more efficiently to confirm
such predictions in cases where model accuracy is estimated to be less than some predetermined tolerance.
There are numerous published examples of the use of SPARROW models to describe water-quality
conditions either in map or tabular form (Smith and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000; 2001; Alexander,
Elliott, and others, 2002; Smith and Alexander, 2000; Preston and Brakebill, 1999; Smith and others, 2003;
Moore and others, 2004; Smith and others, 2004). Maps of stream reaches may be variously colored to indicate
contaminant loads, yields, or concentrations and have the advantage of displaying the general regional pattern of
water-quality conditions along with important details such as the specific locations of extreme values. A tabular
form of presentation, on the other hand, allows for a combination of regional summary statistics compiled for a
set of point predictions and including such statistics as mean values, quantiles, the proportions of locations at
which specified standards or other thresholds are exceeded, and measures of error for all of the above. One
interesting and useful feature of tabulated regional statistics is that the accuracy and precision of regional
statistics can be seen to increase with the size of the region (measured as the number of point predictions; Smith
and others, 1997). This pattern is a reflection of the fact that the quantity of information that is used in making
regional predictions increases with the size of the region.
1.2.1.2 Contaminant source analysis
Another objective of SPARROW modeling is to identify and quantify the sources of pollution that give
rise to in-stream water-quality conditions predicted by the model. In describing pollution sources, we distinguish
between “source categories,” such as point sources, atmospheric sources, and animal agriculture, and
“individual sources” defined as the rate of supply of contaminant of a particular category originating in the
watershed and draining to a specific stream reach. As with the descriptive water-quality applications discussed
above, information on pollution sources may be desired either for an individual stream location or may be
summarized for an area defined as a set of stream locations. The ability to develop quantitative information on
pollution sources in SPARROW models stems from the ability to trace, for each contaminant category, the
predicted in-stream flux through a given stream reach to the individual sources in each of the upstream reach
watersheds contributing contamination to that reach. Sources may be quantified either in mass units or in terms
of their percent contribution to the total contaminant flux to the reach. A national summary of nutrient (total
nitrogen and total phosphorus) sources for the Reach File 1 (RF1) reach watersheds (Alexander, and others,
1999) is presented by Smith and Alexander (2000).
An example application of SPARROW in quantifying pollution sources is in TMDL (total maximum
daily load) analyses (e.g., McMahon and Roessler, 2002). In general, the Clean Water Act requires TMDL
analyses for any stream reach in which the concentration of a contaminant exceeds the applicable water-quality
standard when all pollution discharge limits are met. The ultimate objective of TMDL-related modeling is to
establish a hypothetical waste-load allocation for all individual sources affecting the reach in question that
would cause water quality at that location to meet the standard. In theory, an infinite number of hypothetical
load allocations will satisfy the standard, and choosing the official allocation requires comparing many possible
solutions in search of a least-cost or other optimum solution. Because the model is used in such cases to describe
hypothetical scenarios, the modeling objective is considered to be a simulation exercise (see below). Prior to
conducting the hypothetical analyses, however, a great deal of preliminary quantitative information on the actual
(i.e. baseline) relations between watershed sources and in-stream conditions is useful in preparing for the
discussion of alternative allocations. The percentage contributions (shares) of individual point sources are
commonly of particular interest because point sources are usually the only sources subject to direct regulation.
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The share contributions of individual nonpoint sources are also of interest as a means of identifying the
important stakeholders to include in discussions of voluntary pollution reductions.
1.2.1.3 Water-quality simulation
Simulation refers to the use of a calibrated model to predict conditions on the basis of a set of altered
(usually hypothetical) model inputs. The ability to portray counterfactual conditions for specified inputs is one
of the most powerful uses of and reasons for constructing models; there are often no alternative methods for
conducting controlled experiments on complex systems. In the water-quality arena, model simulations often
depict the in-stream effects of changes in contaminant sources associated with alternative future pollutioncontrol strategies. By linking water-quality conditions to pollution reduction, such simulations provide a critical
step in the analysis of the costs and benefits of pollution control. Simulating alternative waste-load allocations in
a TMDL analysis (see above) is a prime example of water-quality simulation with this objective. The use of
SPARROW in support of TMDL development for the Neuse River Basin, NC, is described by McMahon and
others (2003) and McMahon and Roessler (2002).
In another example of the use of a SPARROW model in simulation mode (Smith and others, 2004),
historical pollution rates rather than future pollution reductions provide the hypothetical model inputs. The study
examines the effects on stream bacteria levels of regional changes in U.S. livestock manure production caused
by structural changes in the agriculture industry between 1982 and 1997. Whereas the agricultural pollution
inputs were based on actual manure production data for the period, other bacterial sources were held constant at
their historical mean levels. The advantage of handling the model inputs in this way is that the effects of
historical changes in one contaminant source category can be viewed without the additional variability caused
by historical changes in other sources.
Reducing cultural (i.e., anthropogenic) pollution sources in models to zero is one of the few methods
available for simulating natural, unpolluted environments of the more distant past. The primary alternative to
simulating natural environments in the water-quality area is the direct study of relatively pristine “reference”
sites in remote regions. A SPARROW-based study by Smith and others (2003) combines these two approaches.
Nutrient measurements from 63 USGS reference sites in 14 nutrient ecoregions were used to characterize small
watershed total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) yields as functions of runoff and the natural vegetation
cover. The small watershed models were then used to provide the nutrient inputs for national-level SPARROW
simulations of natural TN and TP conditions. In applying the nutrient input models, the vegetation cover of the
conterminous U.S. was altered to include only natural vegetation classes.
1.2.1.4 Hypothesis testing: examining the importance of explanatory factors and processes
One common feature of the previous modeling objectives is that they each make use of predictions of
the dependent variable by a calibrated model. Another class of modeling objectives focuses on the calibration
process and its results directly. As with multiple regression modeling in general, the SPARROW estimation
process explores the predictive value of a set of potential explanatory variables and may also compare
alternative mathematical forms. The selection of a final set of predictors and mathematical form usually has the
primary objective of maximizing the accuracy of model predictions of the dependent variable, but an alternative
modeling objective may be to test one or more hypotheses about the nature and importance of factors and
processes that may have influenced water quality at the locations where samples were collected. Hypothesis
tests are performed for each of the model parameters estimated in the calibration, and these serve as indicators
of an empirical relation between the independent variables associated with each parameter and the dependent
variable of the model. Because the coefficients in a SPARROW model are specified to conform to physical
processes, and the potential explanatory variables are selected on the basis of some theoretical or logical
connection to the dependent variable, a statistically strong parameter provides evidence of a physical relation to
the dependent variable (see additional discussion in section 1.5.4.2).
For example, in cases in which multiple categories of potential sources of the contaminant are being
modeled, the model estimation process provides useful hypothesis tests on the importance of each category.
“Importance” is measured by the correlation between contaminant inputs from the source category and
downstream monitored loads of the contaminant. That correlation will tend to be stronger when the mass
contribution of the category to the total mass of contaminant flowing past many of the monitoring stations is
large, but model estimation may also indicate a source category is important even when the mass contribution is
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small, provided the amount contributed to stream loads by each unit of source is consistent from place to place.
An important case in point is the significance of point sources of total nitrogen and total phosphorus observed in
estimating the national-scale SPARROW models (Smith and others, 1997). Hypothesis tests for point sources of
the two nutrients were each highly significant (p < 0.005), but the average mass contributions of point sources to
total mass flux at the Hydrologic Unit outlets were only 2 percent and 9 percent, respectively—although point
sources may dominate in specific reaches. Point sources have also been found to be statistically significant in
most of the regional SPARROW models (Preston and Brakebill, 1999; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002;
McMahon and others, 2003; Moore and others, 2004; see also the discussion in section 1.5.4), despite their
small overall contributions to stream nutrient flux.
The importance of factors and processes potentially related to the transport of contaminants from
sources to stream channels and within stream channels may be tested through calibration of the “land to water”
and “in-stream decay” terms in the model. These terms dictate the fraction of the contaminant mass that
completes the terrestrial and aquatic phases of transport within the watershed draining to each stream reach. The
land-to-water terms describe the land-surface characteristics that influence both overland and subsurface
transport from sources to stream channels. Similarly, the in-stream decay terms describe the effects of channel
characteristics on downstream transport. In addition to their statistical significance, the mathematical form of
these terms, and the signs of their estimated coefficients, provide useful empirical information on the processes
that affect water quality. The form and coefficient sign, for example, indicate whether the effect of a particular
land-surface variable is positively or negatively correlated with contaminant transport. Beginning with the first
SPARROW models (Smith and others, 1997), for example, soil permeability has consistently been found to be
negatively related to TN transport in SPARROW models, which is indicative of the long-term storage or
permanent removal (i.e., denitrification) of nitrogen in soils and the subsurface. Similarly, stream channel size,
measured as either the channel depth or mean flow rate, has consistently been found to be inversely related to
the first-order total nitrogen decay rate in stream channels (Alexander and others, 2000; see discussion in section
1.4.4). In sum, a frequent objective in building and calibrating SPARROW models is to gain insight and to test
hypotheses concerning the role of specific contaminant sources and hydrologic processes in supplying and
transporting contaminants in watersheds.
1.2.1.5 Design of sampling networks
Government programs for collecting water-quality samples from a large network of regularly visited
sites on rivers and streams have existed for approximately a century (Dole, 1909). For most of this history,
monitoring sites have been chosen on a multi-objective basis, balancing the continuous need for a generally
representative picture of regional water-quality conditions with a periodic need for more detailed information on
specific locations or problems. SPARROW models are atypical in the realm of water-quality modeling because
they are designed specifically to interpret the data collected at a network of monitoring sites (see Smith and
others, 1997). Once a SPARROW model has been constructed for a monitoring network, some commonality
likely exists between the objectives of monitoring and those of SPARROW modeling, at least with respect to the
contaminants that have been modeled. It then becomes logical to consider using the model to choose sampling
locations on a more objective basis so as to optimize the ability to achieve the common monitoring/modeling
objectives.
An example of using a SPARROW model to identify high-priority sites for future monitoring is
described by McMahon and others (2003). They point out that when the objective is to establish where
contaminant levels exceed a specific threshold, it makes sense to collect data where the uncertainty about
exceeding the threshold is greatest. Because they are statistically calibrated, SPARROW models are able to
provide quantitative information on model prediction uncertainty for each stream reach and, thus, indicate where
additional sampling would best support that objective. Other objectives may call for addressing other aspects of
model uncertainty. For example, if information on the future effects of reducing a certain source of
contamination is desired, it would likely be most beneficial to collect data so as to reduce the uncertainty of the
model parameter that is associated with that source rather than addressing overall prediction uncertainty. In
conclusion, it is important to note that usually there are multiple objectives of water-quality monitoring and that
in order to design an optimal monitoring network it is necessary to precisely state the objectives and their
relative importance in quantitative terms. Once this is done, however, a SPARROW model can form the
infrastructure of an algorithm for optimizing network design. A great deal of work in this area is expected in the
future.
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1.2.2 Mass balance approach
SPARROW models constructed to date, like most water-quality models and many other models
describing some aspect of the physical world, are expressed in the form of a mass balance. Such models describe
the movement of mass in space and/or the change of mass in time. The law of conservation of mass implies that
certain basic accounting rules must apply to a mass balance, water-quality model, such as: (1) the sum of fluxes
entering the confluence of two streams equals the flux leaving the confluence; (2) the sum of the fluxes
attributable to each contaminant source must equal total flux; and (3) a doubling of all sources in the model
results in an exact doubling of the predicted flux at each location. Because the dependent variable in SPARROW
models (the mass of contaminant that passes a specific stream location per unit time) is, in mathematical terms,
linearly related to all sources of contaminant mass in the model, all accounting rules relating to the conservation
of mass will apply.
Mass accounting in SPARROW models is also supported by the explicit spatial structure defined by the
stream network. Most other empirically based surface water-quality and streamflow models, however, use a
spatially inexplicit approach that does not support mass balance (Larson and Gilliom, 2001; Mueller and others,
1997; Tasker and others, 1996; Vogel and others, 1999). Typically, these models relate measurements of stream
water quality and streamflow to spatially averaged basin characteristics via a log-linear functional relation.
Because the log-linear relation is non-additive, the sum of fluxes entering a confluence, as predicted by separate
sets of basin characteristics, does not equal the flux leaving a confluence, as predicted by a single set of
aggregated basin characteristics.
There are a number of advantages to the mass balance approach. Because of the linear relation between
flux and sources, there is an expectation that the estimation of flux over spatial scales smaller and larger than
that covered by the model’s sample data will yield reasonably accurate results. This would not generally be an
expectation for the log-linear basin-oriented models. The imposition of mass balance greatly improves the
interpretability of model coefficients. For example, because of the assumption of mass balance, the coefficient
associated with the reach time-of-travel variable is interpreted as a first-order decay rate and, because pointsource loadings are delivered directly to the stream network, a reasonable null hypothesis for coefficients
associated with point sources is that they equal 1.0 (Smith and others, 1997; see the discussion in sections 1.4.1,
1.4.2, and 1.5.4.2). The enhanced interpretability of the model coefficients in turn facilitates the comparison of
coefficient estimates from the model with other estimates described in the literature. These comparisons have
been generally favorable, especially for the model components that quantify in-stream nitrogen decay rates
(Alexander and others, 2000; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; McMahon and others, 2003; see section
1.4.4), nutrient and suspended sediment removal rates in reservoirs (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002;
Schwarz and others, 2001; see section 1.4.5), and the nutrient export associated with various land uses and
pollutant sources (e.g., Alexander and others, 2001, 2004; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; McMahon and
others, 2003; see sections 1.4.2 and 1.5.4).
Mass balance provides a basis for flux accounting, whereby flux can be allocated to its various sources,
both spatially and topically (that is, according to the location and type of source—for example, fertilizer,
atmospheric deposition, etc.). For example, mass balance makes it possible to attribute nutrients discharged to
the Gulf of Mexico to specific sources within the Mississippi basin (Alexander and others, 2000), thereby
providing guidance in managing the reduction of this discharge.
There are at least two ways in which mass balance can be imposed in a hydrologic model. The first
approach, which might be called the traditional approach, imposes mass balance dynamically. This approach is
implemented by requiring that the mass of water entering a reach from upstream at time t, plus the mass
discharged at time t into the reach from sources within the reach’s incremental watershed, equals the mass of
water leaving the reach at time t + d, where d is the time of travel through the reach. Such restrictions are
commonly used in deterministic models such as TOPMODEL (Wolock, 1993) and models in the USEPA’s
BASINS system (Better Assessment Science Integrating Point and Nonpoint Sources; USEPA, 2001;
http://www.epa.gov/docs/ostwater/BASINS/). The restrictions are useful because they make explicit the
dominant fluvial pathways—by knowing what the water is exposed to, it is possible to infer what is in it. The
complication arising from this approach, however, is the extensive infrastructure required to support it. All data
must be referenced with respect to both space and time, making it difficult to construct large-scale regional
models. Moreover, many of these models are over-parameterized (that is, the parameters of the model are under
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identified), causing the coefficients describing contaminant supply, transformation, and transport processes to be
subject to large uncertainties (see additional discussion in section 1.2.5).
An alternative approach is to impose mass balance on average, removing entirely the temporal
component. In this case, the model is described in terms of summary statistics that must balance over time. The
simplest summary statistic to work with is the mean—for example, the long-term annual mean flux or the longterm mean flux during a given season. This is the statistic SPARROW has been designed to model and for
which all applications to date have been developed. As discussed in the subsequent section, this approach is
sensitive to the effects of natural and human-related processes that supply and remove contaminants from
watersheds over long periods. Thus, this approach de-emphasizes the quantification of short-term cycling and
transformation processes, which are often central to the functioning of many dynamic mechanistic models, in
favor of processes that have a long-term impact on elemental budgets in aquatic ecosystems. Scientific and
management interests in understanding the nature of these persistent impacts have grown considerably in recent
years, with particular attention focused on nutrients (e.g., Howarth and others, 1996; Vitousek and others, 1997;
Carpenter and others, 1998; Preston and Brakebill, 1999; National Research Council, 2000; Boyer and others,
2002; Moore and others, 2004).
Other summary statistics also could be modeled using a mass balance approach. For example, a mass
balance approach could be developed to explain the variance of flux over time. Such a model, used in
combination with a model of the mean value of flux for a specified period, could then yield estimates of the
distribution of flux over time—information that would be of considerable utility in evaluating many waterquality standards promulgated by the USEPA. Models of higher order statistics could be developed to fine tune
the estimate of the flux distribution. Moreover, by expanding the analysis to one that determines the bivariate
distribution of contaminant flux and streamflow, it becomes possible to determine the distribution of
concentration over time—another important distribution for addressing USEPA water-quality standards. The
feasibility of each of these extensions of the basic SPARROW model remains speculative pending the outcome
of future research.
Technically, a mass balance approach focused on long-term conditions would preclude the analysis of
water-quality and streamflow data expressed in terms of frequency of occurrence. Analyses of these types of
variables have been the domain of the basin-oriented statistical models cited above. The limitation of the massbalance approach in this context refers to a lack of simultaneity across all reaches for the particular frequency
th
condition being studied—that is, if a particular reach is at the 70 percentile with regard to some water-quality
or streamflow condition, it cannot be expected that all other upstream reaches are simultaneously experiencing
the same percentile condition.
Finally, it should be pointed out that nothing in the SPARROW methodology or the program code
described in this manual precludes the modeling of dependent variables that are not expressed as a mass flux.
Indeed, many important water-quality variables are expressed in non-flux units, and brief mention of a few of
these may serve to encourage future experimentation with SPARROW models in which the usual mass balance
characteristics would either be modified or dispensed with entirely; for example, results of a preliminary
SPARROW model of fecal coliform bacteria in which the dependent variable was the number of bacteria
colonies passing a stream location per unit time were recently reported by Smith and others (2004). Because the
flux of bacteria colonies in a stream would be expected to vary in approximate linear proportion to the mass of
animal waste and other bacteria sources released per unit time in the surrounding watershed, the model retains a
strong mass-balance character. If, however, the dependent variable of interest is the concentration of a
contaminant in benthic sediments or in fish tissues for example, which do not flow with the water and cannot be
expressed in flux units, the mass balance nature of the model is more tenuous. If the dependent variable makes
no reference to mass or mass-proportional quantities whatsoever, as in species diversity for example, then
clearly the model does not represent a mass balance at all. Nevertheless, all of the above dependent variables are
important measures of water quality and share an important characteristic with those that have been successfully
modeled with SPARROW—they may be strongly correlated with contaminant sources or other spatially
referenced attributes of watersheds. Thus, attempting to model them with the methods and software described
herein may be worthwhile. The absence of a mass balance relation in SPARROW models may make it more
difficult to interpret the physical meaning of the predictor variables, but the spatially explicit relation between
the dependent and predictor variables in such models may enhance interpretability of the model in comparison
to non-spatially referenced regression models.
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1.2.3 Time and space scales of the model
Previously developed SPARROW models and the basic version of the model described in the
accompanying computer code and supported in this documentation are structurally designed to explain spatial
variability in the long-term mean-annual or mean-seasonal flux (mass per unit time) of contaminants in streams,
the response variable of the model. Spatial variability in the long-term mean flux is modeled as a function of
natural and human-related properties of watersheds that influence the supply and transport of contaminants.
Estimates of the long-term mean flux are developed from water-quality and streamflow monitoring data that are
regularly collected at fixed locations on streams and rivers. The basic form of SPARROW models presented in
this report is structured to describe the long-term, steady-state water-quality and flow conditions in streams.
Contaminant source inputs are assumed to be in balance with the estimated sinks and measured riverine output
(i.e., in-stream water-quality load) such that there is conservation of mass among the model components that
describe the source inputs, sinks, and the in-stream flux of contaminants. The principal objective supported by
this model structure is the quantification of the location and rates (and statistical uncertainties) of the supply,
transport, and fate of contaminants within the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems of watersheds. In the current
specifications of SPARROW models, temporal variability in contaminant loads, including intra- and interannual variations in water quality and streamflow reflected in the monitoring data, are explicitly modeled and
accounted for in a step prior to modeling spatial variability in loads with SPARROW. We comment later in this
section on SPARROW model specifications that would be of interest in modeling variations in contaminant
loads in both space and time.
The computation of a long-term mean-annual or mean-seasonal flux, the SPARROW response variable,
requires the prior application of a water-quality flux-estimation model constructed on the basis of streamflow
and water-quality records from regularly monitored stream locations (see section 1.3.1 for details). The fluxestimation model explicitly accounts for temporal variability in contaminant loads related to streamflow, season
of the year, and trends (either continuous or abrupt) with time. In previous applications of SPARROW, the trend
term has been used to remove time trends in contaminant loads by detrending the mean-annual contaminant load
to a particular base year. A base-year load estimate ensures that the stream water-quality loads and the
contaminant source data (which are commonly reported only periodically, e.g., the U.S. Agricultural Census
reports agricultural conditions every five years) are contemporaneous. Therefore, the mean-annual loads used to
calibrate SPARROW models (and also the SPARROW predictions of contaminant load) describe the mean load
that would be expected to occur during a particular base year under long-term mean streamflow conditions.
Provided there are sufficient data describing the contaminant sources in watersheds, one could alternatively
estimate long-term averages in both stream water-quality loads and source inputs for a contemporaneous period
of record without explicitly detrending the estimates to a base year.
The steady-state mass-balance structure of the basic SPARROW model quantifies the long-term net
effects of biogeochemical and hydrologic processes on contaminant transport in terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems. Modeling the effects of these processes is typically of greatest interest for non-conservative
chemical, physical, and biological properties of water, such as nutrients, pesticides, fecal coliform bacteria,
organic carbon, and suspended sediment. Many of these constituents are subject to chemical transformations or
degradation during transport and may be stored over short or long periods. For example, large quantities (greater
than 75 percent) of the nitrogen input to watersheds from various sources over annual time scales are either
permanently removed or stored in the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems of many eastern U.S. watersheds
(Howarth and others, 1996). In SPARROW models that are estimated using long-term water-quality records
(multi-year to decadal periods), biogeochemical cycling and storage processes that temporarily immobilize or
remove contaminants from flow paths are generally in steady state with those processes that mobilize or release
contaminants from storage. Hence, the effects of transformation and removal processes (e.g., mineralization,
nitrification, uptake by stream algae) that operate on relatively short intra-annual time scales (e.g., daily, weekly,
seasonal), or over multi-year time scales that are less frequent than the period of model estimation, are not likely
to be detected as contaminant losses in the steady-state form of SPARROW models.
The emphasis on long-term mean conditions in SPARROW allows the model to be especially sensitive
to detecting the effects of biogeochemical processes that either remove contaminants from watersheds
permanently or result in their storage over time scales that are longer than the period of the monitoring records
used to estimate the model. Permanent removal processes may include denitrification—a biologically mediated
conversion of inorganic nitrogen to gaseous nitrogen, the mortality of pathogens (e.g., fecal coliform indicator
bacteria) from exposure to ultraviolet light or high salinity, and the natural degradation of pesticides and
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formation of by-products or lower-order chemical forms. SPARROW models have been used previously (e.g.,
Smith and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002) to quantify net losses
of the total forms of phosphorus and nitrogen in terrestrial and aquatic systems over nearly decadal or longer
periods. These losses would be expected to reflect the long-term net effects of the rates of such processes as
denitrification, immobilization, mineralization, nitrification, and particulate settling and resuspension. The
losses may include the net loss or storage of nutrients (e.g., sediment-bound phosphorus, organic nitrogen) on
land (e.g., soils, ground water) and in reservoirs and streams and their nearby floodplains.
Limitations in our knowledge of temporal lags in chemical transport and their causes create
uncertainties in the periods over which steady-state conditions apply. For example, the time scales for the
transport of sediment in streams reflect erosion, storage, and transport processes that operate from seasonal to
decadal or even longer (e.g., century) periods (Trimble and Crosson, 2000). Dissolved substances, such as
nitrate, are readily transported in the subsurface and may be permanently removed from watersheds via
denitrification, but may also be attenuated along lengthy subsurface flow paths over periods of years to decades
(e.g., Bohlke and Denver, 1995). Recent SPARROW nitrogen models are generally sensitive to the effects of
subsurface properties that affect water and nitrogen movement; the models indicate that the largest nitrogen
losses occur in watersheds with permeable soils and topographic properties that accentuate water infiltration and
movement into the subsurface. The available information on the age of stream waters is limited, but indicates
that streams may contain an appreciable contribution of older waters with ages in excess of 10 or more years.
For example, based on available tritium measurements at a small number of U.S. river locations (Michel, 1992),
older waters (greater than 1 year in age) may constitute an average of nearly 50 percent of total river flow; the
estimated mean residence times of these waters ranges from 10 to 20 years (Michel, 1992; Focazio and others,
1997). Temporal lags, ranging from 2 to 9 years, have also been estimated in the mean-annual nitrogen flux near
the outlet of the Mississippi River (McIsaac and others, 2001). Moreover, recent studies of European rivers have
noted many instances where, despite substantial declines in agricultural fertilizer use and livestock manure
production, such as those evidenced after the fall of the former Soviet Union, decreases in riverine nutrient
concentrations were not observed in subsequent sampling periods that ranged from 5 to 10 years (Stalnacke and
others, 2003). In general, where the in-stream response of contaminant flux to changes in watershed sources is
believed to be delayed because of long subsurface residence times (e.g., Bachman and others, 1998; McIssaic
and others, 2001; Lindsey and others, 2003), the mean estimates of the in-stream flux and source inputs should
be based on data for a correspondingly long period to more accurately reflect steady-state conditions. Water and
contaminant residence times in ground water are highly uncertain (e.g., Focazio and others, 1997), however, and
the temporal lags in the response of stream loads to changes in source inputs are unknown for most watersheds.
As a result, multi-year temporal lags in contaminant transport have not been explicitly modeled in most surfacewater contaminant transport models. In developing SPARROW models, to address uncertainties over time lags
in transport, preference should be given to the use of data from lengthy multi-year periods to estimate waterquality loads and source inputs.
In addition to developing spatial models of mean stream water-quality conditions, temporal changes in
mean conditions also can be explicitly modeled in SPARROW using the current model structure and software,
although little work has been done on testing such models. One approach is to estimate multiple steady-state
models that explain mean-annual or mean-seasonal stream contaminant loads for separate multi-year periods.
Alternatively, the current software permits the estimation of a single SPARROW model having timedimensioned dependent and independent variables—each assumed to pertain to different steady-state conditions.
In this approach, temporal changes in mean-annual stream contaminant flux may be modeled as a function of
temporal changes in contaminant sources, land use, and climatic factors (e.g., precipitation, streamflow, and
temperature) over similar multi-year periods as those used to estimate stream loads at each monitoring station.
The coefficients in this model can be time dependent or restricted to take common values over the full period of
the analysis. This type of model structure has considerable data demands that require the development of
historical data on contaminant sources and climatic/hydrologic variability in the watersheds and reaches
(including stream velocity, which is sensitive to average streamflow and thus varies in response to changes in
mean streamflow across different periods). Such a model would allow users to explicitly test for temporal
changes in model parameters to determine whether changes are evident in process rates or contaminant export
coefficients with time.
As an alternative to the explicit estimation of a SPARROW model with time-dimensioned coefficients,
existing SPARROW models can be used to simulate changes in mean-annual stream water-quality loads as a
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function of changes in source inputs. This approach assumes that the process rates and contaminant export
coefficients of the model do not change with time. One recent application of this approach was developed to
evaluate the effect on fecal bacteria concentration in streams from changes in the wastes emitted from confined
and unconfined livestock operations (Smith and others, 2004).
The development of dynamic SPARROW models to describe short-term, intra-annual variability in
water-quality loads, the long-term storage of contaminants, or short-term cycling processes that involve separate
nutrient forms requires more advanced software and model specifications than those described in this report.
Non-spatially referenced statistical models of time-varying mean-annual nitrogen loads as a function of
contemporaneous and antecedent nitrogen source inputs were developed for the outlets of the Mississippi River
basin (McIsaaic and others, 2001) and basins draining to Long Island Sound (Mullaney and others, 2002). A
spatially referenced extension of these models would require the specification of storage pools within the
interior reach catchments of the basin—a feature that is not part of the current SPARROW model structure and
software. Dynamic versions of SPARROW models that simulate inter- and intra-year variability in stream
contaminant loads for seasonal, monthly, or daily time scales could ultimately provide the most detailed
temporal descriptions of water quality. However, the similarity of the structure of this type of model to existing
dynamic simulation models, such as the HSPF and SWAT watershed models, may argue for simply replacing
current ad hoc methods used to fit these models with traditional parameter-estimation methods from the
statistics literature (e.g., using nonlinear parameter-estimation software such as PEST; Doherty, 2004). In
keeping with SPARROW approaches, this would entail simplifying these simulation models to only the set of
sensitive parameters (i.e., those for which the predictions are the most responsive); most existing simulation
models are over-parameterized and executed with many non-sensitive and sometimes highly collinear
parameters.

1.2.4 Accuracy and complexity of SPARROW models
It is generally the case for SPARROW, as for any model with statistically estimated parameters, that
model accuracy (bias and precision) and complexity (number of statistically significant or sensitive parameters)
are dependent on the “information content” of the water-resources data used in the model calibrations.
Investigations of hydrologic models have demonstrated that both the quantity and quality of the calibration data
define the information content and have important effects on parameter estimation and precision (e.g., Gupta
and Sorooshian, 1985; Yapo and others, 1996). Increasing the quantity of data can improve the precision
provided the data give new, independent information about the values of the model parameters. Data quality, as
defined by Gupta and Sorooshian (1985), generally increases as the data become more “representative” of the
range of watershed properties that affect transport and the range of conditions present in the sampled
watersheds. An orthogonal or independent set of measurements are preferred for estimating parameter values,
such that the data reflect the most extreme combinations of watershed conditions for the various properties. This
often provides the best information for assessing a parameter’s statistical significance.
These general statistical guidelines have implications for the time and space scales required to develop
SPARROW data sets and accurate models. First, a sufficiently large number of water-quality monitoring
stations are required. In SPARROW models, the monitoring-station loads serve as the response variable
observations in the nonlinear spatial regressions. The number of stations has a demonstrable effect on the
statistical power of the regression—i.e., the capacity of the model to detect the effect of an explanatory factor on
stream loads. Models with more stations generally have greater power, which typically supports more complex
models—i.e., models with a larger number of statistically significant parameters and functional components.
Table 1.1 and figure 1.1 illustrate this relation for previously developed national and regional SPARROW total
nitrogen models. The number of statistically significant parameters in these models (fig. 1.1a, 1.1c) generally
increases with the number of monitoring stations used in the calibrations. For example, the number of
parameters increases from typically 6 or 7 in the regional models having fewer than about 60 stations to about
10 parameters in the Chesapeake Bay and national New Zealand models, which have nearly 80 stations, and
finally to 18 parameters in the U.S. national model, which has more than 300 stations.
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Table 1.1.

Station characteristics and model performance data for national and regional SPARROW total nitrogen models.

[km2, square kilometers; RMSE, the root mean square error, expressed in percent, is a measure of the average percentage
error in a prediction of mean-annual concentration at a given reach]
Station Characteristics

Model Location
United States

Number
of sites

Site
Density
(km2 /
site)

Accuracy
[RMSE]
(percent)

Complexity
[number of statistically
significant parameters1]

6,057,000

375

16,590

56

18

New Zealand national

136,000

77

1,766

34

11

Chesapeake Bay

125,000

79

1,582

41

10

Northeast U.S.
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Statistical significance for an alpha of 10 percent.
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Figure 1.1. Characteristics of the national and regional SPARROW total nitrogen models: (a) number of statistically significant
model parameters, (b) drainage area, (c) model complexity (number of parameters tested) and number of stations.
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Second, the amount of spatial variability in the stream monitoring data and explanatory factors should
reflect as broad and representative a range of watershed conditions as possible. The most complex SPARROW
models typically have been developed for regions that have relatively large spatial variability (greater than one
order of magnitude) in the watershed properties that affect contaminant transport. Watershed properties that vary
over a wide range within a modeled region generally provide more information about the response of stream
loads to different levels of a given watershed property and are more likely to be statistically significant in
SPARROW models.
Consider, for example, the case of mean-annual estimates of nitrate deposition (fig. 1.2), an important
source of nitrogen that is included in most SPARROW total nitrogen models. The SPARROW models for which
a statistically significant coefficient has been estimated for atmospheric deposition include the national U.S.
model and regional models developed for the northeastern U.S., Chesapeake Bay, and Tennessee/Kentucky. All
of these models were developed for geographic areas in which the mean-annual rates of deposition vary
considerably over generally short distances. In general, it is difficult to estimate a statistically significant
atmospheric-deposition source variable in models where there is little spatial variability in mean-annual rates of
deposition, such as the rates observed in many of the watersheds in the western and southeastern U.S. We have
also found that only the largest drainage areas (i.e., associated with the U.S. and New Zealand national models)
typically have sufficient spatial variation in mean-annual precipitation for the models to detect a statistically
significant response in the mean-annual stream nutrient loads. Developing time-dependent models could
potentially improve the responsiveness of the regional models to properties such as atmospheric deposition and
precipitation.

Figure 1.2. Spatially interpolated mean-annual estimates of wet nitrate deposition, based on measurements from National
-2
-1
Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP) sites. Units of deposition are kilograms kilometer year . [Image from J. W. Brakebill,
U.S. Geological Survey, written comm., 2002.]
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The spatial variability of a given variable is most readily increased in SPARROW models by expanding
the spatial domain of the model to include larger drainage areas. This, of course, has the effect of increasing the
number of monitoring stations, which also contributes to the potential for greater model complexity. Both of
these effects can be seen in the greater complexity of the U.S. national, Chesapeake Bay, and New Zealand
national nitrogen models (table 1.1, and fig. 1.1b). In comparison to the other regional models, these have
expanded descriptions of terrestrial and aquatic loss processes and a broader description of the land uses and
contaminant sources that supply nutrients to streams. In selecting water-quality monitoring sites for modeling, it
is especially important to obtain sites that are located on a wide range of stream sizes (especially small streams)
and are inclusive of impoundments of varying size. Nutrient removal rates are highly responsive to the hydraulic
characteristics of streams and reservoirs (e.g., flow, velocity; Alexander and others, 2000; Alexander, Elliott,
and others, 2002). Accounting for the wide variation in these properties can provide more accurate estimates of
nutrient removal and improve the separation of land and water effects on transport in the model.
The accuracy of SPARROW model predictions as measured by the root mean square error (RMSE), a
measure of the average model error, is also highly influenced by the range of stream water-quality and
watershed conditions reflected in the calibration data. The level of model accuracy shows a general relation to
the size of the model domain (i.e., total monitored drainage area) and the level of spatial variability in watershed
properties within the domain (table 1.1). For example, the model accuracy is lowest (highest RMSE of 56
percent) for the U.S. national model, which also has by far the largest monitored drainage area used to estimate
the model. By contrast, the regional models have higher accuracy with RMSE less than 47 percent, but are
typically less complex, with six or seven significant parameters. The nutrient concentrations and watershed
properties of the regional models typically span fewer orders of magnitude as compared with the national model.
Despite the exceptionally large monitored drainage area of the Tennessee regional model (approximately
2
100,000 km ), this model is the most accurate (RMSE of 19 percent) among all models. The relatively small
variation in total nitrogen yields of only one order of magnitude in the watersheds (compared to two or more for
the other models) contributes to this result; the watershed also shows generally small variation in certain
ecological properties that may affect the supply and transport of nitrogen.
The accuracy of SPARROW model predictions is also intrinsically linked to the accuracy of the
monitoring station flux estimates (i.e., the response variable of the SPARROW model), determined in a prior
step to SPARROW modeling (see section 1.3.1). In evaluating water-quality monitoring stations for use in
modeling, users should consider the characteristics of the water-quality records that affect the accuracy of
monitoring station estimates of mean-annual contaminant flux. As described in table 1.3 of section 1.3.1.5, the
accuracy of the mean-annual flux is correlated with various properties of the watersheds and the water-quality
data. Important water-quality properties include the number of observations and the extent of coverage of the
streamflow hydrograph by the observations. Smaller estimation errors often result from a larger number of
observations and a more complete sampling of high-flow conditions. In general, estimation errors tend to be
larger for the mean fluxes of smaller watersheds, which generally respond faster to changes in precipitation and
thus have more variable streamflow. Estimation errors are much larger for constituents that are most affected by
high flows, such as total phosphorus, suspended sediment, and fecal coliform bacteria. These constituents are
generally more difficult to measure and exhibit larger variability in concentrations in streams, which can
produce less precise estimates of the mean-annual flux. By contrast, dissolved substances, such as nitrate,
sulfate, and total dissolved solids exhibit less variability with flow, and their fluxes can generally be more
accurately estimated. Note that differences in the accuracy of the mean-annual flux estimates among the sites
can be accounted for in SPARROW by executing a weighted SPARROW calibration (see discussion in section
1.5.2). Nevertheless, as pointed out in section 1.3.1, we recommend that users apply reasonable filters to the
monitoring station data in advance of SPARROW modeling to eliminate stations with unacceptably few
observations, those for which the range of streamflow conditions is poorly represented, and cases where the
flux-estimation model fits the observed data poorly (e.g., as expressed by a high RMSE for the estimate).
On the basis of experience from national and regional modeling efforts, we recommend that stream
fluxes, watershed data on pollutant sources, and watershed properties affecting contaminant transport vary over
at least one order of magnitude. Stream water-quality records should be at least 2 years in length (at least 24-30
observations) and preferably include long-term continuous (i.e., daily) measures of streamflow, although the
records may contain some gaps. The discussion in section 1.3.1 contains additional recommendations regarding
the acceptability of monitoring data for estimating long-term flux.
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The network of monitoring stations should consist of more than about 20 sites. To satisfy this
requirement, SPARROW users may need to consider increasing the size of the study area (i.e., the watershed
domain of the model) to increase the number of monitoring stations and also to possibly expand the variability
reflected in the water-quality concentrations and explanatory factors in the model. Increasing the number of
monitoring stations may be more easily accomplished if users are relying on historical stream water-quality
monitoring data collected by state and local agencies (e.g., USGS National Water Information System (NWIS)
or USEPA Storage and Retrieval (STORET) system). Expanding the study area to include nearby watersheds is
likely to provide a much broader range of watershed conditions for the model, which will assist parameter
estimation. An expansion of the study area may be especially needed to model contaminant sources or
watershed properties that tend to show only modest variations over space on annual time scales, such as
atmospheric nitrogen deposition or precipitation.
If increasing the size of the study area is not feasible, an alternative approach is to nest the smaller scale
model inside an existing regional or national model that has greater variability in watershed characteristics and
more monitoring stations. This approach, described in some detail in section 1.4.6, combines the watershed and
monitoring data from a smaller study area with similar data available for a larger, existing study to form a hybrid
model, one that includes the coefficients estimated from the larger-scale data along with a set of “adjustments”
to those coefficients for which the smaller-scale data demonstrate there is a statistically significant difference.

1.2.5 Comparison of SPARROW with other watershed models
A wide variety of hydrologic and water-quality models have been used to describe contaminant sources
and transport in watersheds and surface waters. These models can be characterized on the basis of their process
complexity and the temporal and spatial scales that are used in the models (e.g., Singh, 1995). The level of
complexity or process detail represented by model descriptions of hydrologic and biogeochemical processes
commonly varies with the extent to which “deterministic” (i.e., mechanistic) and “statistical/empirical” methods
are used to describe and estimate these processes (fig. 1.3; e.g., see Alexander, Johnes, and others, 2002). All
models reflect some blend of these methods, but most place greater emphasis on one or the other type of model
structure and process specification.

Figure 1.3. A simple continuum of model types based on the level of statistical and mechanistic descriptions of contaminant
sources and biogeochemical processes.

In general, purely statistical models tend to reflect more simplistic model constructs. These models have
a simple correlative mathematical structure and typically assume limited a priori knowledge of various
processes. Conventional versions of these models (i.e., “linear regression”) are expressed as simple linear (or log
linear) correlations of stream measurements with watershed sources and landscape properties (e.g., Caraco and
others, 2003; Peierls and others, 1991; Howarth and others, 1996). The methods have the advantage of being
readily applied in large watersheds (often relying on generally available stream monitoring records) and can
readily quantify the errors in model parameters and predictions. Simple correlative approaches, however, offer
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little mechanistic explanation of contaminant sources and transport. They generally lack spatial detail on the
distribution of sources and sinks within watersheds, rarely account for nonlinear interactions between sources
and loss processes, and do not impose mass-balance constraints on contaminant transport. The most purely
statistical approaches are found in artificial neural network and kriging techniques. These models commonly
provide an excellent fit to the observations, but have the disadvantage of providing little understanding of the
processes that affect contaminant transport.
By contrast, mechanistic water-quality models have a highly complex mass-balance structure that
simulates hydrologic and contaminant transport processes, often according to relatively fine temporal scales
(e.g., HSPF, Bicknell and others, 2001; SWAT, Srinivasan and others, 1993; INCA, Whitehead and others,
1998; AGNPS, Young and others, 1995). The components of these models frequently provide a highly detailed
temporal description (e.g., daily, hourly) of the response of stream contaminants to climatic variability; the
effects of coarser temporal variations in land use and management activities are often superimposed on the more
detailed climatic variations). The mathematical descriptions of these responses are frequently based on a priori
assumptions about the dominant processes and their reaction rates. The complexity of mechanistic simulation
models creates intensive data and calibration requirements, which generally limits their application to relatively
small watersheds. If the observed data for estimating the models are insufficient, reaction rates and other process
components cannot be directly estimated in the models, but must be assumed. Because mechanistic waterquality models are frequently calibrated manually, robust measures of uncertainty in model parameters and
predictions cannot be quantified. Two of the most commonly applied mechanistic water-quality models in large
watersheds are HSPF (Hydrologic Simulation Program—Fortran; Bicknell and others, 2001) and SWAT (Soil
Water Assessment Tool; Arnold and others, 1990). These models are now part of the USEPA’s BASINS system
(Better Assessment Science Integrating Point and Nonpoint Sources; U.S.EPA, 2001;
http://www.epa.gov/docs/ostwater/BASINS/) for use in development of TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load)
assessments. The models are a common choice among water-resource managers to address various water-quality
assessment needs.
Despite the common use of highly complex mechanistic models, especially among water-resource
managers, there are growing concerns about whether sufficient water-resources data and knowledge of
biogeochemical processes exist to reliably support the general use of such highly complex descriptions of
processes (Beven, 2002; Jakeman and Hornberger, 1993). The intensive data and calibration requirements of
these models are costly and can rapidly exceed project budgets. Without sufficient data, there is limited ability
to apply formal parameter-estimation techniques, which are needed to quantify model uncertainties and to
identify unique models having parameters that are sensitive and uncorrelated. Non-unique models are those for
which nearly identical model predictions result from the use of different parameter sets and values. These
models may have large uncertainties in the interpretability of the parameters and their characterization of the
effects of specific processes (e.g., Wade and others, 2002), such as denitrification in streams (Boyer and others,
in press; Filoso and others, 2004). Recently, there has been considerable discussion among hydrologists (e.g.,
Hill, 1998; Bevin, 2002; Duan and others, 2003) of the problems with non-unique models (i.e., statistical models
with under-identified parameters), which have commonly been reported in the literature. As a result, there is
growing recognition that increases in model complexity beyond certain limits results in only marginal
improvements in model accuracy and interpretability (fig. 1.4; Hill, 1998). The notion is that a large fraction of
the total variability in the observations can frequently be explained by a relatively small number of model
parameters—increases in the number of parameters beyond these limits are likely to have only marginal
increases in explanatory value (fig. 1.4). In some cases, if erroneous values of parameters are selected (e.g.,
“default” parameter values), model accuracy could potentially decline. The estimation of parameters using
nonlinear optimization or inverse modeling techniques, such as those in PEST (Doherty, 2004) and UCODE
(Poeter and Hill, 1998), and the development of other optimization methods (Duan and others, 2003) have been
promoted as ways of identifying how much model complexity can be supported by the data used for parameter
estimation. The use of parameter estimation has been growing with ground-water models, such as MODFLOWP
(Hill, 1992, 1998). There also is increasing recognition of the value of using relatively simple statistical models
for purposes of conducting TMDL assessments (National Research Council, 2001a) and investigating the
sources, transport, and fate of contaminants over large spatial scales (National Research Council, 2000; Bricker
and others, 1999; Alexander and others, 2000).
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Figure 1.4. Hypothetical illustration of the relation of model accuracy to model complexity.

By comparison to other types of water-quality models, SPARROW may be best characterized as a
hybrid process-based and statistical modeling approach for estimating pollutant sources and contaminant
transport in surface waters. The mechanistic mass transport components of SPARROW include surface-water
flow paths (channel time of travel, reservoirs), non-conservative transport processes (i.e., first-order in-stream
and reservoir decay), and mass-balance constraints on model inputs (sources), losses (terrestrial and aquatic
losses/storage), and outputs (riverine nutrient export). Separating land and water components provides estimates
of the rates of pollutant delivery from point and diffuse sources to stream reaches and locations along
downstream reaches, including reservoirs and estuarine waters. The statistical features of the model involve the
use of nonlinear parameter-estimation techniques. Parameters are estimated by spatially correlating stream
water-quality records with geographic data on pollutant sources (e.g., atmospheric deposition, fertilizers, human
and animal wastes) and climatic and hydrogeologic properties (e.g., precipitation, topography, vegetation, soils,
water routing). Parameter estimation ensures that the calibrated model will not be more complex than can be
supported by the data. This provides an objective statistical approach for evaluating alternative hypotheses about
important contaminant sources and controlling transport processes over large spatial scales in watersheds.
Indeed, the model has been shown to improve the accuracy and interpretability of model parameters and the
predictions of nutrient loadings and sources in streams as compared with conventional statistical modeling
approaches (Smith and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002;
Alexander, Johnes, and others, 2002). As with any model that relies upon parameter estimation, SPARROW
may be most reliably used in watersheds that have appreciable spatial variation in water-quality concentrations
and explanatory factors as well as large numbers of stream monitoring stations (see section 1.3.1), such as those
from state and local monitoring programs. The statistical estimation of parameters in SPARROW is critically
important to provide robust measures of uncertainty in both the model coefficients and water-quality
predictions.
Few other source-transport watershed models have used spatially referenced river networks in large
watersheds together with simple process-based descriptions of sources and transport such as those used in
SPARROW. One exception is the regional-scale spatially distributed watershed model, PolFlow (De Wit, 2000,
2001), which has been used to describe mean-annual total nitrogen flux in large European watersheds of the
Rhine and Elbe Rivers. The model (De Wit, 2000) was recently expanded (De Wit, 2001) to include water and
nutrient routing components similar to that of SPARROW. The model accounts for various natural and
anthropogenic nitrogen sources, storage and permanent loss of nitrogen in soils and ground water, and nitrogen
delivery to surface waters. The functional relation of nitrogen removal to stream size, channel slope, and water
velocity is generally similar to that of SPARROW (Boyer and others, in press); however, the specification of the
aquatic decay variables does not provide first-order rate expressions, meaning that units are neither reciprocal
time (i.e., reaction-rate coefficient) or length per time (i.e., mass-transfer coefficient), so that estimated
coefficients cannot be directly compared with literature or SPARROW rates (see, the SPARROW comparisons
in section 1.3.1.3). Moreover, PolFlow model coefficients typically have been estimated by using manual “trialand-error” type approaches (De Wit, 2001) rather than using formal optimization routines as in SPARROW, and
thus do not provide measures of the uncertainties in model parameters and predictions.
A number of inter-model comparisons have been previously conducted that compare the performance
and properties of SPARROW to those of other water-quality models. These include national comparisons with
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SWAT (Soil Water Assessment Tool) and comparisons in the Chesapeake Bay watershed with HSPF (see
Alexander and others, 2001). Inter-model comparisons also have been conducted with statistical and quasideterministic models in watersheds of the northeastern U.S. (see Alexander, Johnes, and others, 2002; Seitzinger
and others, 2002). Finally, evaluations of the SPARROW technique also are included as part of a number of
recent National Research Council (NRC) reports (2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2002a, 2002b). At least two of the NRC
reports (2000, 2001a) have noted the advantages of statistical modeling approaches, such as SPARROW, for
general water-quality assessment and use in TMDL assessments.

1.3 SPARROW model infrastructure
This section describes the major components of the spatial infrastructure that support the calibration and
application of SPARROW models. The parameters of SPARROW models are statistically estimated with
nonlinear regression techniques by spatially correlating water-quality flux estimates at monitoring stations with
watershed data on sources, and landscape and surface-water properties that affect transport. The calibrated
models are then used to predict flux, total and disaggregated by contributing source, for stream reaches
throughout a river network. A “flow” diagram is shown in figure 1.5 below to illustrate the functional linkages
between the major spatial components of SPARROW models. Details of the SPARROW model specifications
and mathematical equations supported by these components are presented in section 1.4.

Figure 1.5. Schematic of the major SPARROW model components. [Modified from Alexander, Elliott, and others (2002).]

In the following subsections, we briefly outline the pre-processing steps that are required to develop
reach-level information for the major components of the SPARROW model infrastructure shown in figure 1.5.
Monitoring station flux estimation refers to the estimates of long-term flux used as the response variable in the
model. Flux estimates at monitoring stations are derived from station-specific models that relate contaminant
concentrations from individual water-quality samples to continuous records of streamflow and time. The
methods required to derive these estimates are described in section 1.3.1. The stream reach (and its incremental
contributing drainage basin) is the most elemental spatial unit of the infrastructure used to estimate and apply
the basic SPARROW models described in this report. Stream reaches typically define the length of stream
channel that extends from one stream tributary junction to another. In section 1.3.2, we provide a conceptual
description of the stream reach network to support SPARROW modeling. The remaining sections describe in
general terms the explanatory data required for input to SPARROW water-quality models. Explanatory data
(e.g., climate, topography, land use) are frequently compiled according to geographic units that are not
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coincident with the drainage basin boundaries of river reaches. These data may be collected at different spatial
scales and according to spatial units that reflect political (e.g., counties) or other non-hydrologic features of the
landscape. Basic methods are discussed for the assignment of explanatory variable characteristics to reaches,
and references to other methods that use conventional GIS software to obtain watershed properties by reach are
provided.

1.3.1. Monitoring station flux estimation
The estimation of a SPARROW model requires estimates of long-term mean flux from a spatially
distributed set of monitoring stations within the study area. To produce such estimates, a monitoring station
must have a sufficiently long period of record. Because water quality is rarely measured with the frequency
necessary to directly estimate long-term mean flux, an indirect method is needed to estimate flux from available
measurements to account for hydrologic conditions during periods when water-quality measurements are not
made. The estimation procedure must account for the fact that water-quality measurements are not always
collected in a random manner, implying the arithmetic average of flux is not a reliable estimate of mean flux.
Rather, the measurements of flux must be related in some way to other information, collected on a continuous
basis, which exhibits a close relation to flux. Invariably, this other information is streamflow. The limitation,
therefore, in constructing a mass-balance model using long-term mean flux is that only water-quality
measurements that can be associated with a continuous record of streamflow will be suitable for model
estimation.
In order to reliably estimate the effects of processes affecting contaminant transport, it is necessary to
include data from a diverse set of monitoring stations, inclusive of a wide range of spatial scales and expressing
considerable variation in predictor variable conditions. Unfortunately, a problem often arises in developing such
a set of stations: monitoring stations commonly have different periods of record. Long-term variations in
hydrologic conditions, combined with long-term trends in water quality, imply mean fluxes computed over
different periods may not be directly comparable. If there are trends in water quality, the estimate of long-term
mean water-quality flux will depend on the period or window through which the water-quality data are acquired.
The problem of incomparable periods of record is perhaps best understood in the context of two nested
stations—the situation in which one station is located upstream from another station. In SPARROW, the flux
estimate for an upstream station is used to determine the flux at a downstream station (see section 1.4.1 for
details). This conditioning of downstream flux on upstream flux serves to minimize error and reduces the
correlation of errors between nested basins. If the two stations exhibit trend, however, and there are differences
in the period of record, the measured mean flux between the two stations could be gained or lost for reasons that
are unrelated to intervening processes affecting flux. Under ideal conditions, the incomparability of station
record simply creates additional noise in the model. But bias could result if, as is typically the case, record
length is a function of stream characteristics. For example, it is common for stations on larger rivers to have
longer periods of record than stations on smaller rivers.
Another context in which trend in water quality creates problems for the mass balance approach arises
in relating water quality to its predictor variables, principally the source variables. Ideally, the source variables
will consist of a time series of estimates, and these source variables would be included in SPARROW as longterm averages in the same way the flux estimates are included. A problem with this formulation is that source
information is rarely available for multiple periods. Even if source information is available over time, the period
over which it is compiled will rarely match the period of the flux information; for example, point-source and
land-use data are infrequently available due to the high cost of compiling this information. Other information,
such as atmospheric deposition and soil erosion, is compiled on a periodic schedule, but the periods covered by
these data generally differ from those covering the water-quality data.
To address the problem of incompatibility in periods of record, a SPARROW model is typically
specified for a single base year; that is, all water-quality and source information is assumed to pertain to a given
point in time. The severest constraint on the period of the analysis is imposed by source information that is
available only for a single year. Consequently, the base year is generally selected to be in the middle of the
range of available years for this ‘one-time’ information. For other information that is available over a range of
years, such as contaminant flux, the base year estimate is constructed by detrending the data.
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Figure 1.6. A graphical depiction of a detrended series.

The effect of detrending data is shown graphically in figure 1.6. The original time series, shown in gray,
displays an erratic upward trend. The first step in the process of detrending is to fit a simple function of time, in
this case a straight line, through the data (see the upward sloping line in the figure). A constant is then subtracted
from the function of time to create an adjustment function to be applied to the original series; the constant used
to create the adjustment function is chosen to make the adjustment function equal to zero for a particular point in
time, T0 , referred to as the ‘base date.’ The detrended series is then obtained by simply subtracting the
adjustment function, a function of time only, from the original series. In the figure, the subtraction of the
adjustment function produces the erratic but non-trending series shown in red. Note that the effect of the
adjustment is to shift the original positive trending series upward for periods before the base date T0 and
downwards for periods after the base date T0 ; the value of the series is unchanged for the base period, T0 . The
detrended series can be interpreted as the series that would have been observed if the dynamic factors causing
trend, whatever they might be, were held constant throughout the entire period, equal to the values they had on
the base date T0 ; all other dynamic factors determining the short-term variations in the series are left unchanged.
This is a purely counterfactual scenario, a ‘what-if’ exercise in which the factors determining trend are frozen
for all time at their base period values. Thus, for example, peak flow events affecting the original series would
remain in the detrended series; however, gradual improvements in water quality resulting from the adoption of
improved technology over time would be substituted for technology that was in place on the base date, T0 .
In mathematical terms, the process of detrending can be described as follows. Let h(t) be the function of
time used to describe trend through the original series X(t). The detrended series X*(t) is given by

(1.1)

X * (t ) = X (t ) − (h (t ) − h (T0 )) .

In equation (1.1), the term h (t ) − h (T0 ) is the adjustment function and the constant h (T0 ) is the constant that
causes the adjustment to equal zero for the base date, T0 .
It is important that the function of time h (t ) used to detrend a series not be so variable that it removes
cyclical or short-term variations. In the parlance of spectral analysis, detrending only filters out the power in the
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lowest frequencies of the series, the frequencies corresponding to the long-term variation in the data; detrending
should not affect the power of the higher frequencies associated with the short-term variations in the data.
Simple functions that meet this requirement are the linear and quadratic functions of time. A step function in
time would also be acceptable, as long as the number of steps is not too large. Another common filter for
removing trend is the first difference, in which the previous value of the series is subtracted from the current
value. This method is not typically used for detrending water-quality data because the data are not sampled with
a fixed frequency.
Because the function that describes trend, h (t ) , must be estimated from the data, the act of detrending
necessarily introduces uncertainty into the analysis. This uncertainty can be reduced by estimating the trend
function as accurately as possible. Generally, this implies the estimation of h (t ) in the context of a model that
explains as much as possible the variation in the original series, X (t ) . For many applications, the requirement
that a model be specified in order to remove trend introduces little additional burden into the analysis; if X (t )
is a water-quality variable, a model is already required in order to extrapolate the infrequently sampled waterquality data to other periods so as to obtain a better estimate of long-term mean flux. The only additional
consideration arising from trend removal is that the specified model must include a time component, h (t ) . For
other analyses, such as the detrending of streamflow, the data are often continuously available. In these cases,
the specification and estimation of a model represents an additional step that would otherwise not be required.
The detrending of water-quality flux serves another purpose that is perhaps more useful than its role in
equalizing station records. In forming an estimate of the long-term mean flux, it is advantageous to base the
estimate on a long and rich history of hydrologic events. Many streamflow stations, in fact, have very long
records to support this objective. The same is not generally true, however, for water-quality stations. A conflict
arises if the relatively short water-quality record expresses a trend: How reliably can the trend estimated from a
short water-quality record be extrapolated to the entire period for which streamflow data are available?
Detrending provides a conservative means of extrapolating the water-quality model without having to accept a
potentially misspecified relation with trend. If the trend relation is not misspecified, detrending reduces the
sampling error arising from excessive extrapolation of the model beyond the conditions under which it is
estimated. Conversely, if trend is misspecified, the process of detrending effectively erases the bias induced by
improper extrapolation of trend. The final result is an estimate of flux having reduced error.
1.3.1.1 Model specification for monitoring station flux estimation
The extrapolation of infrequently sampled water-quality data and removal of trend dictates the
specification of a model of flux. To be used for extrapolation, the model must relate infrequently measured data
to variables that are measured continuously over time, and to accommodate detrending, the model must include
a function of time. For water-quality applications, these requirements suggest a model that relates infrequently
measured concentration to the variables streamflow and time. The inclusion of streamflow as an explanatory
factor serves another purpose in the analysis. Because flux is typically positively related to streamflow, it has
become common practice to bias water-quality sampling towards high flow events. The inclusion of flow in the
water-quality model effectively conditions the estimation of flux so as to remove the effects of high-flow
sampling bias.
The estimation of mean flux by a station-specific model need not account for all the processes affecting
flux within a basin; this task is assigned to the SPARROW model. All that is required is that the estimated mean
flux at a station be reflective of long-term average processes within the basin. This association with process
could be realized by explicitly accounting for processes via the inclusion of explanatory variables; but it is also
implicitly revealed in the values taken by the estimated coefficients of a less refined station-specific flux model.
Thus, the station-specific flux models need not be structurally accurate; they need only be predictively accurate.
A causal explanation of flux is ultimately obtained through application of a SPARROW model, whereby
variations in mean flux conditions across stations, estimated either explicitly or implicitly, are correlated with
variations in basin attributes across space.
There are a number of ways to specify the relation between water-quality data and the explanatory
variables streamflow and time. Cohn, Caulder, and others (1992) have suggested a simple seven-parameter
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model in which the logarithm of contaminant concentration c is related via a linear model to an intercept, the
logarithm of flow q , the square of the logarithm of flow, decimal time T (decimal time is time expressed as a
decimal number, with whole numbers representing the year and decimal numbers representing the fraction of the
year), decimal time squared, and a seasonal harmonic consisting of two trigonometric terms—the sine and
cosine of 2 π times decimal time. The quadratic flow term is included to account for nonlinearity in the waterquality/flow relation; for example, it is common to observe the percentage increase in sediment concentration
from a percentage increase in flow become greater for very high flows.
The seven-parameter model for period t is written as
(1.2)

ct = γ 0 + γ q qt + γ q 2 qt2 + γT Tt + γT 2 Tt 2 + γ s sin (2πTt ) + γ c cos (2πTt ) + et ,

where γ 0 , γ q , γ q2 , γT , γT 2 , γ s , and γ c are coefficients to be estimated, and et is an independent, normally
distributed error term, uncorrelated with each of the predictor variables, having mean zero and variance σe2 .
Higher order harmonics, given by sin ( j 2πTt ) and cos ( j 2πTt ) terms, where j is an integer greater than 1,
could be included in equation (1.2) to account for more complex seasonal patterns.
Vecchia (2000) has argued that there are important long-term lags affecting the relation between water
quality and flow. He suggests a specification that relates the log of contaminant concentration to a set of
compound flow terms consisting of moving averages of flows, of various lengths, in addition to time trend
terms. A specification that generalizes both the seven-parameter and the lag flow models takes the form
(1.3)

ct = M (Qt ) βQ + h (Tt ) βT + Xt β X + et ,

where Qt is a p-element row vector consisting of current and lagged logarithms of flow, Q t = {qt ,… , qt − p +1 } ;

M (Qt ) is a vector function that transforms the p-element logged flows into a K q element row vector; β q is a
K q element vector consisting of coefficients associated with the transformed flow terms; h (Tt ) is a KT
element row vector function of decimal time; βT is a K T element vector of coefficients associated with the
transformed decimal time terms; Xt is a K X element row vector of other exogenous variables affecting water
quality; β X is a K X element vector of coefficients associated with the other exogenous variables; and et is the
normally distributed error term, independent over time and uncorrelated with each of the predictor variables,
having a mean of zero and variance σe2 . In the sequel, a model variable displayed in bold font pertains to a
vector or matrix.
The function M (Qt ) is quite general and can accommodate many different specifications of the flow
variables. For example, in the seven-parameter model p equals one, Qt equals qt , and M (Qt ) is a two-element
row vector function with elements {qt , qt2 } . In the compound flow model developed by Vecchia (2000), the
function M (Qt ) forms various moving averages of the current and lagged flow terms. The only restriction to
be placed on M (Qt ) is that it be continuous in its arguments.
The function h (Tt ) is included to account for long-run variations in water quality that are unrelated to
flow. Typically, these changes are assumed to arise from management changes that affect water quality—for
example, the construction of new wastewater treatment plants or the imposition of regulations that affect the
runoff of contaminants from farms. In the case of the seven-parameter model, h (Tt ) consists of two elements,
with h (Tt ) = {Tt , Tt 2 } . Alternatively, h (Tt ) could specify a step change function to account for one-time
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permanent changes in water quality within a basin. Note that h (Tt ) does not represent cyclical or other shortterm variations in time, such as the sine and cosine terms in equation (1.2); these variations are assumed to be
included in the other exogenous variables, Xt .
An important feature of equation (1.3) is that it is linear in its parameters. If no censored observations
are included in the water-quality data, the model can be estimated easily using ordinary least squares. If
censored observations are present, Cohn, Gilroy, and others (1992) suggest using the maximum likelihood
method for parameter estimation. For Type I censored data, corresponding to data in which the censoring
threshold is known, the appropriate maximum likelihood method is given by the Tobit model (Cohn, Gilroy, and
others, 1992). The Tobit model is nonlinear and must be estimated using iterative methods (see section 1.5 for a
description of nonlinear estimation methods in the context of SPARROW model estimation). Consequently, the
small sample properties of the coefficient estimates are not easily obtained. However, being a maximum
likelihood method, the estimated parameters are consistent and efficient in large samples. Moreover, it has been
shown (see Maddala, 1983) that the model with linear coefficients, as in equation (1.3), has a single maximum,
corresponding to its global maximum, assuring the convergence of iterative methods.
The likelihood function of the Tobit model is given as follows. Let Z t represent the row vector of all

′

explanatory variables in (1.3), so that Z t = ⎡⎣ M (Q t ) h (Tt ) Xt ⎤⎦ , and let β = ⎡⎢β Q′ βT′ β ′X ⎤⎥ be a K ×1
⎣
⎦
vector of the combined associated coefficients; let the water-quality sample consist of N observations; let ct
represent the censoring threshold (in logarithm space) for observation t; and let dt be an indicator variable that
equals 1.0 if observation t is censored and equals zero otherwise. In the context of estimating equation (1.3), the
Tobit log likelihood function is given by

⎛ c − Zt β ⎞⎟
⎛ c − Zt β ⎞⎟
⎟⎟ + (1− dt )φ ⎜⎜ t
⎟⎟ ,
L ∝ −N ln (σe ) + ∑ dt Φ ⎜⎜ t
⎜⎝ σe ⎠⎟
⎝⎜ σe ⎠⎟
t

(1.4)

where Φ (⋅) and φ (⋅) are the natural logarithms of the standard normal cumulative distribution and density
functions.
Estimation by maximum likelihood requires finding the values of the parameters θ = ⎡⎣β ′

′
σe ⎤⎦ that

maximize equation (1.4). Because of the global convexity of L (Maddala, 1983), this is equivalent to finding
the roots of the first-order partial derivatives L θ = 0 . The covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood
estimates, θ̂ , is given by (Cramer, 1986)
(1.5)

()

V θˆ = − ⎡⎢ E ( Lθθ′ )⎤⎥
⎣
⎦

−1

−1

= ⎡⎢ E ( Lθ Lθ′ )⎤⎥ ,
⎣
⎦

where the expectation is over alternative realizations of the dependent variable sample, c . For independent
observations, the covariance matrix can be consistently estimated by

(1.6)

−1

⎡ −1 N ˆ ˆ ⎤
ˆ
ˆ
V θ = ⎢ N ∑ Ltθ Ltθ′ ⎥ ,
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
t =1

()

where,
(1.7)

⎛ c − Z βˆ ⎞⎟
⎛ c − Z βˆ ⎞⎟
ˆ
⎜ t
t ⎟
t ⎟
Lt ∝ − ln σˆ e + dt Φ⎜⎜⎜ t
⎟⎟ + (1− dt )φ ⎜⎜
⎟,
⎜⎝ σˆ e ⎠
⎜⎝ σˆ e ⎠⎟
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and β̂ and σˆ e are the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters β and σ e . Equation (1.6) is a popular
estimator in applied work due to its ease of computation.
1.3.1.2 Monitoring station flux prediction (advanced)
The coefficient estimates from the water-quality sample can be used to predict flux for every day in
which there is a complete observation of the explanatory variables. A complication in making this estimate is the
need to retransform the estimates from logarithm space, the space in which the model is estimated, back into real
space, the space that supports mass balance. Because the model is estimated in logarithm space, the
retransformation to real space requires an application of the exponential function. The convexity of the
exponential function implies a random variable having a zero mean in logarithm space will have an expectation
that is greater than 1.0 upon transformation into real space. This deviation from 1.0 of the expected transformed
random variable is called retransformation bias. Two sources of uncertainty contribute to retransformation bias:
uncertainty in the estimated model coefficients—sometimes called sample error because the error is eliminated
in large samples—and uncertainty caused by model error, the variation in flux that is unexplained by the
model’s explanatory variables.
To demonstrate the full nature of the retransformation bias, consider first the unbiased estimate of flux
in the case that model coefficients are known. In this case, the only source of uncertainty is the model error.
Because model error cannot be removed, estimates of flux are expressed as expectations of flux conditioned on
known components of the model. In logarithm space, actual flux in period t is given by
(1.8)

ft = Zt β + qt + et .

The logarithm of actual flux depends on a modeled component, the modeled component of concentration Z t β ,
plus the logarithm of streamflow (any conversion constants, in logarithm space being represented by additive
constants, are assumed to be subsumed in the model intercept, an element of Z t ), and a non-modeled
component, given by the model error.
Before deriving the conditional expectation of flux, we state a simple mathematical fact that is
indispensable to understanding the retransformation problem. The fact is this: if x is a normally distributed
variable with mean μ and variance σ x2 , the expectation of exp ( x) is exp (μ + σ x2 2) . From this fact, the
conditional expectation of flux in real space is given by

(1.9)

Ft = E (e ft ) = exp (Z t β + qt ) E (exp (et )) = exp (Z t β + qt ) exp (σe2 2) .

The conditional expectation of flux in real space is given by the conditional expectation of flux in logarithm
space, transformed to real space (the first exponential term in the third equality in equation (1.9)), times a
retransformation factor that depends on the variance of the model residual σe2 (the second exponential term of
the third equality in equation (1.9)). Because the error variance σe2 is necessarily positive, the retransformation
factor is necessarily greater than 1.0, and will be equal to 1.0 only if the model has no error. Consequently,
unless the retransformation factor is included in the prediction, the estimated flux is biased downwards—a result
that is obtained even if the coefficients of the model are known without error.
We now extend the analysis by assuming the coefficients of the model are not known but must be
estimated. Assume the water-quality data contain no censored values so that the water-quality model given by
equation (1.3), with explanatory variables denoted by the row vector Z t , can be estimated efficiently without
bias using ordinary least squares. Let c denote the N× 1 vector of logarithm transformed water-quality
concentration measurements, Z the N× K matrix of explanatory variables, and e the N× 1 vector of independent,
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identically normally distributed errors with variance σ e2 I . The predicted flux for period t in logarithm space is
given by
−1
fˆt = Z t βˆ + qt = Zt (Z ′Z) Z ′c + qt

(1.10)

−1

= Z t β + qt + Z t (Z ′Z) Z ′e.

A naïve estimate of flux in real space is simply an exponential transformation of the predicted flux fˆt given in
equation (1.10)

( )

(

)

Fˆt = exp fˆt = exp Zt βˆ + qt ,

(1.11)

with expectation given by
(1.12)

E ( Fˆt ) = exp (Zt β + qt ) exp

(

1
2

−1

)

σe2 Zt (Z ′Z) Z t′ .

The ratio of the actual conditional expectation of flux given in equation (1.9) and the naïve estimate in equation
(1.12) represents the inverse of the retransformation bias factor associated with the naïve estimate. The inverse
retransformation bias factor is
(1.13)

Ft
E ( Fˆt )

= exp

( σ (1− Z (Z′Z) Z′)) .
1
2

2
e

−1

t

t

The term in the exponential function on the right-hand side of the equality in equation (1.12) can be positive or
negative, implying the bias factor associated with the naïve estimator can be greater than or less than 1.0—
although it is likely to be positive if the model is not greatly extrapolated to conditions outside the range of
explanatory variables for the sample. A somewhat more complicated expression for the inverse retransformation
bias factor is obtained if the water-quality data include censored data.
The problem of retransformation bias is solved if it is possible to derive a sample-based correction
factor that is independent of fˆt and has an expectation equal to the right-hand side of equation (1.12). Cohn,
Gilroy, and others (1992) describe a method that can be used to remove first-order retransformation bias for
cases with and without censored data. The method consists of first transforming the β̂ vector so that it is

ˆ = βˆ − γσˆ e , where γ is the correlation coefficient
uncorrelated with σˆ e . The transformation takes the form w
between β̂ and σˆ e as determined from the covariances estimated in equation (1.6). For the case without
censoring, the ordinary least squares estimates of β̂ and σˆ e are already uncorrelated, so no adjustment is
needed. In large samples, β̂ and σˆ e are normally distributed so the lack of correlation between ŵ and σˆ e
implies they are independent; because σˆ e2 is simply the squared value of σˆ e , it must also be independent of ŵ .
It can be shown that the inverse retransformation bias factor for a naïve estimate of flux based on ŵ
depends critically on σe and σe2 , both unknowns. The retransformation bias problem is solved, therefore, by
deriving a function pt (σˆ e2 ) that has an expectation equal to the inverse retransformation bias factor. Finney
(1941) derives the appropriate function in the case of no censored data; Cohn, Gilroy, and others (1992) derive
an analogous function to be used for data that include censored observations.
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The unbiased estimate of flux in real space, for period t, is given by

ˆ ) pt (σˆ e2 ) ,
Fˆt * = exp (Zt w

(1.14)

the expectation of which is equation (1.9). An estimate of mean daily flux is obtained by averaging these period
t estimates over all NT P days in the prediction period T P

Fˆ * = NT−P1 ∑ Fˆt * .

(1.15)

t ∈T P

To ensure that seasonal patterns in flux are equally represented in the mean estimate, it is best to include
predictions for only those days in which a complete year of estimates is available.
Gilroy and others (1990) and Cohn, Gilroy, and others (1992) derive the standard error of the mean flux
as

σ Fˆ * = NT−P1

(1.16)

∑ ∑ Cov ( Fˆ * , Fˆ * ) ,
t

s

t ∈T P s∈T P

where

(

) (

) ( ) ( )

Cov Fˆt * , Fˆs* = E Fˆt * Fˆs* − E Fˆt * E Fˆs*
(1.17)

ˆ )) E ( pt (σˆ e2 ) ps (σˆ e2 )) − exp ((Zt + Z s ) β + σe ).
= E (exp ((Zt + Z s ) w

The second equality in (1.17) follows because (approximately) ŵ and σˆ e2 are independent and the estimator

Fˆt * is unbiased. Cohn, Gilroy, and others (1992) derive explicit expressions for the expectation terms in the
second equality.
The retransformation problem discussed above will be encountered again in section 1.6 where we
discuss the prediction methodology for the SPARROW model. Many of the concepts developed here will
reappear in that discussion, although a different method will be proposed for resolving the problem. The
discussion of the standard error of the mean flux estimate given in equation (1.16) will also have relevance to
SPARROW model estimation and prediction, as will be shown in sections 1.5.3.5 and 1.6.6.1.
1.3.1.3 Mean detrended flux (advanced)
There are two sources of trend in the standard water-quality model given by equation (1.3) and both
must be evaluated in order to obtain estimates of mean detrended flux. The primary source is the time trend term
in the model, represented above by the function h (t ) . The second source is streamflow, the current and lagged
values of which affect water quality through the function M (Qt ) .
Let the base year for detrending be denoted T0 ≡ Tt0 . The detrending of the time trend term in the
water-quality model is straightforward; simply replace h (Tt ) with the constant h (T0 ) in the Zt vector used to
predict water quality in period t. Because the standard error of the mean flux also depends on Zt , use of the
modified Zt vector in the standard error calculation (equations (1.16) and (1.17)) fully accounts for the effect of
detrending the time trend term on the uncertainty of mean flux.
The removal of trend due to streamflow is more complicated. One approach, which is consistent in large
samples, is to replace the streamflow vector Qt in the function M (Qt ) with a detrended streamflow vector
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QtD . This requires the estimation of a streamflow model that includes trend terms. Let the equation for the
logarithm of streamflow in period t be given by

qt = g (Tt ) αT + xt α x + ut ,

(1.18)

where g (Tt ) is a K g -element row vector of deterministic functions of time, excluding seasonal variations; xt is
an exogenous process (possibly deterministic as well), including an intercept; and ut is a normally distributed,
possibly serially correlated residual.
The efficient estimation of the streamflow model coefficients requires specification of the serial
correlation structure of the residual. Generally, it is our experience that a high-order autoregressive process is
sufficient to capture the serial correlation in the daily streamflow residuals. A Box-Ljung chi-square test based
on the estimated autocorrelations can be used to determine if a sufficient order for the autoregressive process has
been specified (see SAS, 1993). If the streamflow record contains data gaps, then the estimation method may
use a Kalman filtering procedure (see Hamilton, 1994).
Let the matrix G t represent a p × K g matrix consisting of the current and lagged row vectors of g (Tt ) ,
and let G 0 be the G t matrix evaluated at the base period t0 . We have,

⎡ g (T ) ⎤
⎡ g T ⎤
t0
⎢
⎥
⎢ ( t) ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
Gt = ⎢
⎥.
⎥ , G0 = ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ g (T
⎥
⎢ g (Tt− p+1 )⎥
)
t
p
1
−
+
0
⎣
⎦
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

(1.19)

Using equation (1.1), given estimates of the coefficient vector αˆ T , the detrended streamflow vector QtD is given
by

QtD = Qt + (G 0 − G t ) αˆ T .

(1.20)

{

Let ZtD = M (QtD ) , h (T0 ) , Xt

} represent the row vector of detrended water-quality explanatory variables.

Detrended flux for period t is obtained simply by substituting the detrended explanatory variables Z tD for Zt in
equation (1.14), and the mean detrended flux is obtained by using the detrended period t fluxes to estimate
equation (1.15).
The substitution of detrended streamflow for actual streamflow in the determination of mean detrended
water-quality flux introduces two effects on the standard error of mean detrended flux. The first and most
important effect is the change in the standard error calculation (equations (1.16) and (1.17)) caused by
uncertainty in the βˆ Q coefficients interacting with the change in Zt caused by substituting the series of
detrended streamflow vectors QtD for actual streamflow vectors Qt . Because equation (1.17) is conditioned on

Zt , the effect of this substitution is fully accounted for in the estimation of flux uncertainty.
A secondary effect on uncertainty in detrended water quality arises because the αT vector used to
compute QtD is estimated with uncertainty. There are two reasons why this effect is likely to be negligible
relative to the first effect. First, the streamflow model is generally estimated with considerably more
observations than the water-quality model, implying the estimates of αˆ T are quite precise relative to the
estimates of βˆ Q . Second, if the streamflow equation consists of a simple linear time trend, the variance of the
estimated trend coefficient is of order O ( N q−2 ) , where N q is the number of streamflow observations, as
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compared to O ( N −1 ) for coefficients associated with non-trending variables. For these reasons, we do not
derive a more complete estimate of uncertainty for the mean detrended streamflow to account for sample error
in the αˆ T coefficients.
1.3.1.4 Tools for flux estimation
If the water-quality data do not include any censored observations, the water-quality models described
above can be easily estimated using ordinary least squares. For cases in which the water-quality data include
censored observations, Cohn, Gilroy, and others (1992) suggest estimation via adjusted maximum likelihood. In
large samples, the method of maximum likelihood is consistent and efficient (Cohn, Gilroy, and others, 1992).
The standard maximum likelihood method to apply to type I censored data (that is, data for which the censoring
threshold is known) is the Tobit model, so named after its inventor, economist James Tobin (1958). The method
of adjusted maximum likelihood combines the Tobit model with an adjustment to correct for first-order bias in
the coefficient estimates caused by estimation using a small sample.
The method of adjusted maximum likelihood is implemented within the recently released USGS
program LOADEST 2000 (Runkle and others, 2004). In addition to estimates of the parameters and their
covariance matrix, the program uses the retransformation methods described above to produce unbiased
estimates of daily and annual flux. A simple averaging of the daily or annual estimates over all days or years
yields an estimate of long-term mean flux. Unfortunately, the program does not compute a standard error for the
long-term mean estimate, and detrending the estimates requires additional processing of the daily results.
The estimation of the model used to detrend flow requires a maximum likelihood method capable of
correcting for serial correlation in the errors. This capability is included in the PARMA model developed by
Vecchia (2000), but can also be implemented using standard statistical packages such as SAS (SAS, 1993).
More recently, a program called Fluxmaster developed by G.E. Schwarz (principal author of this
documentation) includes methods to estimate the time-series flow model using maximum likelihood, detrend
flow, and estimate the water-quality model via adjusted maximum likelihood. The program also computes
unbiased detrended estimates of long-term mean flux, and provides an estimate of the associated standard error.
The exact methods used to implement adjusted maximum likelihood and correct for the retransformation bias in
Fluxmaster differ from those used in LOADEST 2000, but they are a close approximation and exactly the same
if there are no censored observations. The difference pertains to parameter estimation arising from the correction
of maximum likelihood coefficient estimates for first-order bias (the uncorrected parameter estimates of
Fluxmaster and LOADEST 2000 are the same aside from slight differences due to differences in numerical
optimization methods). The correction for first-order bias depends on an estimate of the parameter covariance
matrix. Fluxmaster estimates the covariance matrix using a numerical method to estimate the expectation of the
numerically approximated Hessian matrix; conversely, LOADEST 2000 estimates the covariance matrix using
analytic derivatives of the likelihood function for individual observations evaluated at sample data values.
The similarity between the LOADEST 2000 and Fluxmaster methods can be demonstrated via a Monte
Carlo experiment. Figure 1.7 and table 1.2 present results from a Monte Carlo analysis consisting of 1,000 cases
in which 365 days of streamflow and water-quality values are randomly generated. The logarithm of streamflow
is generated from a standard normal distribution; the logarithm of water quality equals the logarithm of
streamflow plus a standard normal random error. All values of the logarithm of water quality below zero are
censored, resulting in a 50 percent censoring threshold. For each case, a sample consisting of 52 water-quality
values, one value per week, was selected and used to estimate annual flux using the Fluxmaster and LOADEST
2000 flux estimation algorithms. Figure 1.7 shows close agreement between the two algorithms. As is evident
from table 1.2, both methods exhibit virtually identical bias and precision.
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Figure 1.7. Monte Carlo analysis comparing flux estimates from the programs Fluxmaster and LOADEST 2000. The comparison
consists of 1,000 replications of simulated streamflow and water-quality data, where the logarithm of streamflow is generated from
a standard normal distribution and the logarithm of water quality equals the logarithm of streamflow plus a standard normal
random variable, the sum of which is censored at zero (approximately 50 percent censoring).

Table 1.2.

Monte Carlo evaluation of Fluxmaster and LOADEST 2000 annual flux estimates.

[Analysis consists of 1,000 repetitions, with 52 observations per case, 50 percent of which are censored; the logarithm of
streamflow is generated from a standard normal distribution; the logarithm of water quality equals the logarithm of
streamflow plus a standard normal random variable]
Fluxmaster

LOADEST 2000

Bias (percent)

-4.1

-4.0

Standard Error (percent)

66.4

65.3

Ratio Standard Error to Mean Estimated Standard
Error (percent)

120

114
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1.3.1.5 Guidance on station and record selection
To provide guidance in determining criteria for selecting monitoring stations and specifying an
acceptable record length, a simple analysis was performed using data from the USGS’s National Stream Quality
Accounting Network (NASQAN). In the analysis, long-term mean annual total nitrogen and total phosphorus
flux was estimated for approximately 700 monitoring stations across the nation using water-quality and flow
data available from Alexander and others (2000). Flux estimates were based on a simple model in which the
logarithm of concentration is regressed on the logarithm of contemporaneous flow, a time trend, and a sine and
cosine term. The method of adjusted maximum likelihood (Cohn, Gilroy, and others, 1992) was used to
accommodate stations with censored data. All available flow and water-quality data between the period 1970
and 2000 were used at each station. As a result of NASQAN program changes, however, the number of
observations and exact periods of record varied considerably across stations. An estimate of flux was made only
if a station had at least 15 water-quality observations. The mean flux estimates were detrended if the waterquality period of record included the base date June 30, 1992. A standard error was computed for each flux
estimate using the methods described above.
Table 1.3 presents the results from a simple analysis in which the logarithm of the standard error of
long-term flux is regressed on various features of the basin in which the estimate is made and characteristics of
the sample used to estimate the station-specific flux model. The reported coefficient estimates can be interpreted
as the change in percent standard error of the mean flux estimate from a one-percent change in the
untransformed explanatory variable. The table shows considerable agreement between the determinants of flux
precision in the two models. The estimate of mean flux, either total nitrogen (TN) or total phosphorus (TP), is
more precise in basins with larger mean flow, smaller variability of flow and, not unexpectedly, smaller
unexplained error (RMSE). In terms of sample characteristics, holding features of the basin fixed, the estimate
of TN or TP flux is more precise as more days are used to predict mean flux, as more observations are used to
estimate the water quality model, the higher the mean flow and the larger the variation in flow on days in which
water quality is sampled, and the smaller the number of days between water-quality samples. Samples with more
censored observations tend to correspond to reduced precision of the mean flux estimate, but this effect is not
statistically significant. The finding that a larger variation in streamflow on water-quality sampling days causes
improved precision in flux estimates is due to reduction in the error of the flux model coefficient estimates
caused by increased variability in the streamflow predictor.
Table 1.3. Factors affecting the percent standard error of total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) flux estimates at 700
National Stream Quality Accounting Network monitoring stations.

[POR refers to period of record, and RMSE refers to the root mean square error of the station flux model]

Intercept
Log mean flow POR
Log std flow POR
Log No. predict days
Log No. WQ obs
Log mean flow for WQ samples
Log std flow for WQ samples
Log median days betwn obs
No. WQ censored obs
Log RMSE
No. obs
R2
* Significant at 0.05
** Significant at 0.01
*** Significant at 0.001

TN
-0.068
-0.148***
0.336***
-0.042*
-0.319***
-0.080
-0.126***
0.152***
0.130
1.143***
700

TP
0.578***
-0.149**
0.387***
-0.044*
-0.378***
-0.132*
-0.119**
0.073**
0.000
1.337***
693

0.854

0.836
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1.3.1.6 Guidance for specifying monitoring station flux models
The principal source of statistical inference in SPARROW applications comes from having a large set of
water-quality stations covering a wide range of values of the predictor variables. In this context, the need for
highly accurate flux estimates is of secondary concern. A simple model of water quality may be preferred to a
more complex model, particularly if the complex model has the capability of producing unacceptable estimates
of flux. For example, models that include quadratic terms for flow or time may provide extremely poor
estimates if the models must extrapolate to conditions that are significantly different from those exhibited by the
sample. Unless the researcher has considerable time and patience to examine each of the station estimates in
detail, it is suggested that the specified model err towards being too simple. This reasoning argues for models
that include only a few variables, such as the logarithm of flow, a time trend, and one or two seasonal
harmonics. Quadratic terms should be included only with great care. Even seasonal harmonics can be a problem
if the sample does not include observations from all seasons.
The ideal water-quality record is one that has sufficient observations to reliably estimate the coefficients
in the model. Models that include both flow and time require a fairly long record, one that includes the base date
for detrending, and contains observations covering a wide range of hydrologic conditions. One consideration
that places limits on the length of the record is the need for flux estimates to be representative of base-year
conditions. By this, it is not meant that the record must be representative of the hydrologic conditions in the base
year: the SPARROW model is estimated using mean estimates of water quality with the intention of removing
variations due to hydrologic conditions. Rather, what is meant is that the long-term patterns in water quality
should be adequately captured by the model specification. Given the argument above for a simple model, this
implies the period of record should not be so long as to violate the assumption that water-quality trend is
reasonably approximated by a simple linear function of time. It is, however, generally true that longer waterquality records display more complex patterns of trend. Too long a record, therefore, runs the risk of
misrepresenting the trend in water quality for any given year, adding noise to the detrended flux estimate. For
national analyses, Smith and others (1997) and Alexander and others (2000) have based mean flux on waterquality data that span a 15 to 20 year period. Regional analyses by Preston and Brakebill (1999) and Moore and
others (2004) have used water-quality data that span 20 to 25 years. Shorter periods of about six years were used
by Alexander, Elliott, and others (2002). Shorter records may certainly be used to obtain an estimate of mean
flux, although a shorter record will generally result in a larger standard error in the mean flux estimate. For very
short records, however, the specification of trend becomes unreliable. It is recommended, therefore, that trend
terms be excluded from the model if the water-quality record spans less than three years.
One problem with including trend in an analysis is the potential for bias in applying the estimated trend
to predict periods beyond the beginning and ending dates of the sample record. If the results are to be detrended,
the potential for bias arises if the base period is not within the beginning and ending dates of the sample record.
Conversely, if the base date is within the sample record, the potential for bias is not a concern: any trend that
would be applied to periods outside the sample period is ultimately removed through the process of detrending.
Consequently, it is recommended that the trend term be suppressed, and no detrending of the data be undertaken,
if the base date is more than a year beyond the upper and lower bounds of the sample period. If the results are
not detrended, it is recommended that the trend term be suppressed if the prediction period extends beyond 50
percent of the sample period.
As discussed in section 1.3.1.3, the detrending of water-quality data requires a coincident detrending of
streamflow data via the estimation of a streamflow model, and it is possible that only one of the two models,
either the flow model or the water-quality model, meets the criteria for inclusion of trend. In this case, the trend
in the model that does not meet the criteria is suppressed and the trend in the other model is retained. Thus, it is
possible—actually common—for the water-quality flux to be partially detrended; the flow component of the
model is detrended because the flow record meets the criteria for trend estimation, whereas the trend term in the
water-quality model is removed. In this case, the partially detrended water-quality series will exhibit no trend
because all estimated trend terms influencing the series are detrended.
As explained at the end of section 1.3.1, if flux estimates are detrended there is little risk from
extrapolating a water-quality model to a prediction period that greatly exceeds the water-quality sample period.
In order to adequately account for hydrologic variability, this argues for having a prediction period that is as
long as the flow record would allow. Another point made above, however, is that the period should not be so
long as to invalidate the specification of the trend function. Therefore, because trends in flow are not generally
as large as trends in water quality, a reasonable upper limit for prediction is 30 years. This is, as it happens, a
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practical limit as well because the time required to estimate the standard error of mean flux grows with the
square of the length of the prediction period. A prediction period greater than 30 years causes significant
increases in the computer time required to estimate this standard error.
As was demonstrated in table 1.3 in section 1.3.1.5, one of the principal determinants of accuracy in flux
estimation is the number of observations input to the water-quality model. Generally, it is recommended that an
estimate of flux depend on no fewer than 15 uncensored water-quality observations. However, it may be
necessary to deviate from this threshold in some cases; situations in which a site is subject to high variability in
streamflow, the other principal determinant of accuracy in table 1.3, dictate that more water-quality observations
are required to obtain acceptable error in water-quality estimation.
Ultimately, the final consideration for inclusion of data for a station in the SPARROW analysis is that
the standard error of the mean flux estimate not be too large. SPARROW has the capability of weighting
observations according to their standard errors; it would appear, therefore, that wholesale exclusion of high-error
flux estimates is unnecessary. If, however, a high-error flux estimate enters the model as an upstream source for
some downstream flux observation, the so-called nested basin arrangement, the potential for biasing estimates is
increased. High-error flux estimates also present a problem in assessing the error of SPARROW predictions if
the predictions are conditioned on observed, upstream flux estimates. In national analyses, we have frequently
excluded mean flux estimates that have a standard error greater than about 20 to 30 percent.
1.3.1.7 Related topics
There are applications of the SPARROW model that can be envisioned in which the subject of the
analysis is mean flux for a given time interval of the year, say a particular month or season (for example, mean
flux for spring). The mass balance assumption for these analyses may be reasonable if the time required for the
majority of the contaminants to move through the hydrologic system is considerably less than the time interval
being analyzed. The dependent variable in these situations is the long-term mean flux pertaining to the given
interval. This variable can be estimated using the same methods described above with the modification that only
prediction days corresponding to the specified month or season are included in the determination of average
flux. Similarly, a model of flux during certain hydrologic conditions, such as low flow, might also justify mass
balance. The dependent variable for these analyses would be the average of daily flux estimates for days in
which flow meets the specified condition.
Another potential application of the SPARROW model is to assess the determinants of changes in flux
between two periods. In this case, one can contemplate the construction of two SPARROW models, one for each
of the two periods, with each model relating time-specific sources to temporal estimates of mean flux. The mean
flux concept is retained in this analysis by estimating a single set of station-specific models of flux over all time,
but using the trend terms of these models to detrend the estimates to the two separate periods of the analysis.
Complications in this kind of analysis could arise if explanatory variables of a fundamentally different character
are used in the two periods; for example, if the distribution of land-use category estimates for each period is
obtained from different studies employing inconsistent methodologies.
The methods described above for detrending flux could (and should) also be applied to any source
variables that depend on hydrologic conditions and have sufficient time series data to support detrending. One
example of such a source variable is wet atmospheric deposition, which is variable from year to year due to
climatic changes in precipitation. To remove some of the noise in this variable, it is advisable that the data be
detrended and a long-term mean estimate normalized to the base year of the SPARROW model be used.
1.3.1.8 Mean flow-weighted concentration (advanced)
The SPARROW model can be used to compute an estimate of mean, detrended, flow-weighted
concentration. Let ct* , f t * and qt* be detrended concentration, water-quality flux and streamflow in period t.
The mean, detrended, flow-weighted concentration, defined over the period t = 1,… , T , is given by
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which is simply the ratio of mean detrended flux to mean detrended streamflow. The estimation of mean,
detrended, flow-weighted concentration can be obtained by developing two SPARROW models, one model for
water-quality flux and a second model for streamflow. The mean, detrended, flow-weighted concentration at
reach i is simply the ratio of the reach i SPARROW estimates of mean water-quality flux and streamflow.
1.3.1.9 Mean time-weighted concentration (advanced)
An estimate of mean, detrended, time-weighted concentration can be made by combining mean
detrended flux estimates from SPARROW with information on the covariance between the logarithms of
concentration and streamflow. The estimate requires an assumption that water-quality concentration and
streamflow are log-normally distributed. Under this assumption, the limit of cq* given in equation (1.21) as T
goes to infinity is
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where ct* and qt* are the natural logarithms of detrended concentration and streamflow in period t.
The limit of mean, detrended, time-weighted concentration is given by
(1.23)
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From equations (1.22) and (1.23), it is apparent that if the covariance between the logarithms of detrended
concentration and streamflow is known, a consistent estimator of mean, detrended, time-weighted concentration
is
(1.24)
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cˆ * = cq* exp −Cov c * , q * .

The utility of this relation obviously depends on the availability of estimates of the covariance term. For a
SPARROW model, this requires an estimate of covariance for every reach. One approach is to obtain estimates
of covariance at each monitoring station using the water-quality and streamflow sample records. The estimate of
covariance for any reach could then be obtained by taking the covariance estimate from the station for which
basin characteristics are closest to those of the reach. The viability of this approach is a subject of future
research.
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1.3.2 Stream network topology
A vector- or raster-based digital representation of the stream and river network topology is the most
fundamental component of the spatial infrastructure that supports the SPARROW model (fig. 1.8). Vector-type
representations are based on point and line (i.e., arc) geographic features, whereas raster representations are
based on a cell (i.e., areal) structure. Whether based on vector or raster-cell topology, a stream reach network
explicitly defines surface-water flow paths that spatially connect contaminant sources and landscape features
with observations of water quality at downstream monitoring stations. In a vector-reach topology, a stream reach
represents the length of stream channel that extends from one tributary junction to another. Reach nodes are
point features that are associated with the location of tributary junctions (i.e., the ends of a reach). Reach nodes
may also occur (and, in fact, are preferred) at the locations where reaches overlay with the shorelines of
impoundments (reservoirs, lakes) and stream water-quality monitoring sites. In the case of a raster
representation of streams, nodes may also define various intermediate locations along the stream reach between
tributary junctions.

Figure 1.8. Schematic illustrating a vector stream reach network with node topology and water/contaminant reach-node routing
table. The reach-type indicator has possible values of “0” (stream reach), “1”(impoundment reach), and “2” outlet reach for
impoundment.

Whether the stream reach network is digitally represented in vector or raster form, the reach topology
must define either a set of reach nodes or raster cells that are linked hydrologically to indicate the direction of
water flow. The node topology must be defined according to an upstream (from-node) and downstream (tonode) node attribute table (fig. 1.8). This tabular listing of the surface-water flow paths is required for the
routing of water and contaminants through the river network by SPARROW navigation software during
estimation and application of the model. Thus, the reach-node table defines the fundamental data infrastructure
of the model.
The SPARROW model structure supports the presence of distributary reaches or reach diversions in the
stream network; these may include braided channels or reaches where water is diverted to canals or other
waterbodies. The SPARROW model assumes that contaminants are diverted in proportion to water flow.
Therefore, an estimate is required for each reach of the “diversion fraction”—a measure of the fraction of the
stream flow that is diverted in distributary reaches. A diversion fraction of 1.0 is assigned to reaches without
water diversions. In the example distributary reaches shown in figure 1.8, the fraction of the flow in reach 7 that
is diverted to the two downstream reaches is 0.7 for reach 5 and 0.3 for reach 6. The diversion fraction is a key
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reach-level metric that is needed to make accurate computations of the downstream routing of water and mass,
and is directly incorporated into the SPARROW mass-balance equation [see equation (1.27)].
The reach topology and SPARROW model also support the separate designation of impoundments (e.g.,
lakes, reservoirs) that are associated with stream reaches. This designation is used in SPARROW to separately
estimate the contaminant attenuation in reservoirs and lakes. In the example in figure 1.8, reaches 9-11 are
associated with a reservoir. A “reach-type” indicator is used to identify reaches associated with impoundments
separately from conventional stream reaches (see reach type in figure 1.8). The outlet reach of an impoundment
is coded separately from other interior impoundment reaches to facilitate the pollutant attenuation calculations.
The complete listing of the ancillary properties of the stream reaches that are required for SPARROW
modeling is given in table 2.1 of the user’s guide in Part 2 of this document. In addition to the properties listed
in the table in figure 1.8, the reach length and an estimate of the mean-annual streamflow of the reach is also
required. Estimates of mean water velocity are required to estimate in-stream contaminant attenuation as a
function of the water time of travel (alternatively, in-stream attenuation can be estimated as function the reach
length; e.g., see Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002). Measures of the areal water load are needed for
impoundments (i.e., lakes, reservoirs) to use in estimating the contaminant attenuation in these water bodies; the
areal water load is computed as the quotient of the outflow to surface area of the water body (see Alexander,
Elliott, and others, 2002). Digital representations of the drainage basin boundaries associated with river reaches
are also needed to estimate the incremental and total drainage area of the reaches and to support the digital
overlay of drainage boundaries with polygonal boundaries (vector or raster) that define the locations of
contaminant sources (point and diffuse) and various landscape properties.
The assessment of pollutant loadings to coastal estuaries requires an expanded reach network that
includes shoreline features and the identification of reaches that terminate at estuaries. The node points of
shoreline reaches include the downstream nodes of the terminating reaches. Shoreline reaches are used to define
coastal drainage areas—areas that discharge runoff directly to the estuary without transport through a stream
reach. Because the discharge for a shoreline reach does not accumulate from any upstream location, the
diversion fraction for these features is set to zero. Shoreline reaches also have no stream attenuation so
traveltime along the reach is set to zero.
Examples of vector-based stream networks determined from digital line graph (DLG) hydrography
include the 1:500,000 scale River Reach File 1 (RF1) hydrography developed by the USEPA (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 1996) and the 1:100,000 scale National Hydrologic Dataset (NHD; U.S.
Geological Survey, 1999). An enhanced RF1 (ERF1) file was previously developed to support national
SPARROW modeling in the conterminous U.S. (ERF1 version 2.0, see Nolan and others, 2002; ERF1 version
1.2, Alexander and others, 1999). An enhanced NHD network was recently developed to assist with SPARROW
modeling in the northeastern U.S. (Moore and others, 2004). A comparison of the two reach networks is given in
figure 1.9 for the northeastern U.S. ERF1 includes approximately 62,000 river reaches covering more than 1
million kilometers of streams in the conterminous U.S. The median value for reach drainage area is 67
2
3
-1
kilometers and the mean-annual streamflow is 62 feet second . Drainage basin boundaries and contributing
areas were determined from digital elevation models (DEMs), based on the HYDRO 1K
(http://edcdaac.usgs.gov/gtopo30/hydro/namerica.asp) using conventional geographic information system (GIS)
methods (Nolan and others, 2002; see also Brakebill and Preston, 1999).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.9. Digital river reach networks for the northeastern United States, based on (a) the 1:500,000 scale River Reach File 1
(RF1), and (b) the 1:100,000 scale National Hydrologic Dataset (NHD). The number of stream reaches shown in the maps is 2,462
and 42,000 for RF1 and NHD, respectively. [Image from R. Moore, U.S. Geological Survey, written comm., 2005.]

The task of “spatial referencing” is a critical step in SPARROW modeling that is necessary to construct
the watershed attribute data used as explanatory variables in the models and to verify the accuracy of the
hydrologic connectivity of the stream reaches (which governs routing and accumulation of mass in the model).
Spatial referencing entails the use of GIS techniques (e.g., point-arc or polygon-polygon intersections) to
digitally establish the geographic relation between stream reaches in the river network and the various watershed
attributes that are used to develop and estimate the model. Watershed attribute data sets (e.g., land use, climate,
fertilizer use) are frequently compiled and reported according to areal geographic units that are not coincident
with the drainage basin boundaries of river reaches; they may instead be collected at finer spatial scales or
according to spatial units that reflect cultural (e.g., counties, states) or other non-hydrologic features of the
landscape (e.g., interpolated contour intervals for atmospheric deposition). Watershed attributes may also be
geographically located according to precise locations coded according to latitude and longitude, which must be
digitally linked to a watershed or nearby river reach. For example, this may include the locations of stream
monitoring gages or municipal wastewater treatment outfalls. Linking point locations to river reaches requires
the use of GIS operations that intersect points and arcs (i.e., when using a vector-based river network).
Wastewater facilities and stream monitoring gages can be spatially referenced to stream reaches by using GIS
operations, such as ARC NEAR, to link the latitude and longitude of the facility or gage with a nearby river
reach. Additional verification of these automated GIS operations is often required to ensure accurate spatial
referencing; this includes, for example, comparisons of the river name of a gage with that of a river reach or the
comparison of the reported drainage area of a gage with that estimated for a river reach.
Verification of the connectivity of river reaches and nodes commonly entails the use of GIS routing
software that allows a user to pick a reach or grid location and trace upstream or downstream within the network
to visually determine that all reaches and grid cells are connected. Once node connections have been visually
evaluated and verified, a check for proper node connectivity in the drainage basins of selected reaches may also
be executed by comparing the known drainage area at monitoring sites or other locations with the total drainage
area of their associated reaches. The executable program—“assign_hydseq.exe” (described in Appendix B)—
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can be used to compute the total drainage area above the reaches in a stream network (this assumes that the
drainage basin area of individual reaches has been determined in a prior step). Drainage area comparisons can be
made for reaches where monitoring stations have been spatially referenced to the reach network. The computer
program “assign_hydseq.exe” can also be used to derive the incremental drainage area for multiple reaches that
lie between user-selected reach locations, such as the incremental drainage areas associated with a network of
monitoring sites.
Finally, although not discussed in this document, the SPARROW node and routing architecture also can
fully support the modeling of contaminant transport along “off-reach” (i.e., “landscape”) flow paths according to
flow directions defined by landscape topography as reflected, for example, in digital elevation models (DEMs).
Such architecture could facilitate the incorporation of high-resolution spatial data sets that delineate sources and
other explanatory variables at scales finer than an incremental drainage area for the reach (see the discussion of
a raster-based model of land processes in section 1.4.3).

1.3.3 Watershed sources and explanatory variables
The specific explanatory variables evaluated in SPARROW models should reflect current knowledge of
natural and human-related sources and the important physical, chemical, or biological properties of the
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems that affect the supply and transport of contaminants in watersheds in
combination with practical considerations of the types of digital data that are available to the user. Point- and
diffuse-source variables may include direct measures of the introduction or supply of contaminant mass to the
landscape and streams and reservoirs (e.g., municipal and industrial wastewater effluent, atmospheric nitrogen
deposition, fertilizer application, nitrogen fixation in terrestrial ecosystems). Alternatively, source variables may
be selected to serve as surrogate indicators of the contaminant mass supplied by point and diffuse sources in
watersheds, such as land-use/land-cover data or census data on human and livestock populations. More
discussion of the specific types of explanatory variables for sources and landscape properties that can be used in
SPARROW models is given in subsequent sections on model specifications (see section 1.4.1).
To develop the inputs of explanatory variables for SPARROW water-quality models, users are required
to spatially reference watershed data on sources and other properties (e.g., climate, topography, land-use) to the
drainage basins and stream reaches of the SPARROW river network as described in the previous section. Figure
1.10 shows the relation between areas of the source polygons and the incremental drainage basin of a
hypothetical stream reach. Estimates of the diffuse sources associated with the drainage basins of stream reaches
can be obtained using GIS operations (e.g., polygon-polygon intersections) to digitally overlay the drainage
basin boundaries of stream reaches with the polygonal areas associated with the diffuse source data. Once this
GIS procedure is used to obtain quantitative measures of the overlap in watershed areas (fig. 1.10), estimates of
the area-weighted sum of source characteristics (Sn,j) for reach j and source type n can be calculated as
(1.25)

Sn, j =

∑

Sn,k ( Aj ,k / Ak* ) ,

k ∈P ( j )

where P(j) is the set of all source-related polygons that intersect the incremental drainage polygon for stream
reach j, S n , k is the quantity of source-type n associated with polygon k, A j , k is the sub-area of reach j’s
incremental drainage that intersects the source-related polygon k, and Ak* is the total area of the source-related
polygon k.
If it is known that a particular contaminant source is associated with a specific land use (or some
grouping of land uses)—for example, fertilizer is associated with cultivated land—and if the spatial scale of
land-use information is similar to the scale at which watersheds are delineated, then the method described above
can be modified to obtain a more refined estimate of sources within a reach incremental drainage area. The
enhanced method requires only that the area term A j , k in equation (1.25) be redefined to represent the area of
the associated land use that intersects the reach j incremental drainage and source polygon k, and that the area
term Ak* be redefined to equal the total area of the associated land use within the source polygon k. Otherwise,
the evaluation of the source area-weighted sum is identical to equation (1.25).
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Figure 1.10. Schematic illustrating digital overlay of stream reach drainage area and polygonal areas associated with diffuse
sources.

Climatic and landscape properties that affect contaminant transport may include measures of waterbalance terms (e.g., solar radiation, precipitation, evaporation, evapotranspiration), soil characteristics (e.g.,
permeability, moisture content), water-flow path properties (e.g., slope, topographic index), or management
practices and activities (e.g., tile drains, conservation tillage, Best Management Practices (BMPs)). Estimates of
various climatic and landscape characteristics or properties are often calculated as an area-weighted mean
estimate ( Zi , j ) for stream reach j and landscape property i according to
(1.26)

Zi, j =

∑

Z i ,k ( Aj ,k / A*j ) ,

k ∈P ( j )

where P(j) is the set of all land-characteristics polygons that intersect the incremental drainage polygon for
stream reach j, Zi ,k is the landscape property i associated with polygon k, Ak ,i is the sub-area of reach j’s
*
incremental drainage that intersects the landscape property’s polygon k, and Aj is the total drainage area of the

reach watershed j. Figure 1.11 below shows the relation between areas of landscape polygons and the
incremental drainage basin of a hypothetical stream reach that is described in equation (1.26). Note that the areaweighted mean estimate defined in equation (1.26) differs from the area-weighted sum given by equation (1.25)
in that the area ratio terms sum to 1.0 in equation (1.26) but not in equation (1.25).

Figure 1.11. Schematic illustrating digital overlay of stream reach drainage area and polygonal areas associated with landscape
properties.
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The basic SPARROW models described in this report are designed to model long-term mean
contaminant loadings in streams (see the next section 1.3.1 for details), implying explanatory variables in the
model should be computed to reflect long-term conditions. Variables that describe contaminant sources and
landscape characteristics may be averaged over multiple years, corresponding to the available period of record
for water-quality monitoring data, or may reflect the conditions during a specified base year used to estimate
stream water-quality loadings. The discussion in section 1.3.1 describes additional considerations for obtaining
multi-year averages, including detrending the series to a base period.

1.4 Model specification
The specification of a SPARROW model consists of identifying the explanatory variables and
functional forms for the associated processes the model is to include. The subsequent sections describe model
specification in generic terms, followed by specific suggestions for variables and processes that have been used
in previous SPARROW applications.

1.4.1 Model equation and specification of terms
Conceptually, the contaminant load or flux leaving a reach is the sum of two components:
Load leaving the
reach

=

Load generated within upstream
reaches and transported to the
reach via the stream network

+

Load originating within the reach’s
incremental watershed and
delivered to the reach segment

The first component represents the load that is delivered to the reach from upstream reaches via the stream
network. Losses of flux from the stream network may occur at points where flow is diverted; additionally, in
moving through the reach, flux will generally be attenuated by stream or reservoir processes. The second
component consists of source flux that is generated within the reach’s incremental watershed and first delivered
to the stream network somewhere along the reach segment. A number of source-dependent processes, in
addition to stream attenuation processes, affect the amount of source flux reaching the stream network and
transported to the reach’s downstream outlet node. For flux originating on the landscape, the processes affecting
delivery to the stream network are called land-to-water delivery processes, and may include both surface and
sub-surface elements.
A conceptual illustration of the pertinent spatial relations is given in figure 1.12. A connecting reach is
generally defined as a stream segment that connects the confluence of two stream segments; a headwater reach
is a reach that is defined without an upstream confluence. Figure 1.12 shows five complete reaches, two of
which are headwater reaches, with one of the headwater reaches classified as a reservoir. Each reach is
embedded within a color-coded area representing the reach’s incremental drainage—the area that drains directly
to the reach without passing through another reach. Because there are five reaches, there are five incremental
drainage areas. Land-to-water delivery processes determine the amount of contaminant generated within an
incremental drainage area, excluding contaminant generated directly on a reach, which is then delivered to the
area’s corresponding reach. In the figure, two monitoring stations, X and Y, form the boundaries of a nested
basin, defined as all reaches above a monitored reach i, containing monitoring station X, but exclusive of
reaches above and including all upstream monitoring stations—in this case the single monitoring station Y.
Although not resolved within the figure, all monitoring stations are located within a reach segment, a segment
that excludes points of confluence. In-stream attenuation processes associated with headwater reaches affect
only the transport of contaminants from their incremental drainage; in-stream attenuation processes for all nonheadwater reaches affect the transport of contaminants from their own incremental drainage and also from the
incremental drainage of all upstream reaches (including reaches in upstream nested basins).
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Figure 1.12. Conceptual illustration of a reach network for five incremental watersheds. Model equation (1.27) describes the
supply and transport of load within an individual reach and its incremental watershed. [From McMahon and others, (2003).]

This conceptual model can be formalized through a mathematical equation. Let Fi* be the modelestimated flux for contaminant leaving reach i. This flux is related to the flux leaving adjacent reaches upstream
of reach i, denoted by Fj′ where j indexes the set J (i ) of adjacent reaches upstream of reach i, plus additional
flux that is generated within the incremental reach segment i. In most cases, the set of adjacent upstream reaches
J (i ) will consist of either two reaches, if reach i is the result of a confluence, or no reaches if reach i is a
headwater reach (see figure 1.12). The functional relations determining reach i flux are given by
*
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The first summation term represents the amount of flux that leaves upstream reaches and is delivered
M
downstream to reach i, where Fj′ equals measured flux, Fj , if upstream reach j is monitored or, if it is not, is
given by the model-estimated flux F j* . δi is the fraction of upstream flux delivered to reach i. If there are no
diversions, then δi is set to 1. In most applications, this fraction is defined by the fraction of streamflow leaving
upstream reaches that is delivered to reach i. If the streamflow delivery fraction is not known, it is possible to
define it as a parametric function of stream characteristics that can be used to model and estimate the amount of
flow diverted from the channel. For example, useful information for determining the amount of flux diverted at
reach i would be whether or not the reach network has a diversion at reach i and whether or not the diversion
reconnects with the main channel downstream (in which case the diversion is part of a braided channel). A (⋅) is
the stream delivery function representing attenuation processes acting on flux as it travels along the reach
pathway. This function defines the fraction of flux entering reach i at the upstream node that is delivered to the
reach’s downstream node. The factor is a function of measured stream and reservoir characteristics, denoted by
the vectors Z S and Z R , with corresponding coefficient vectors θ S and θ R . If reach i is a stream, then only the

Z S and θ S terms determine the value of A (⋅) ; conversely, if reach i is a reservoir then the terms that determine

A (⋅) consist of Z R and θ R .
The second summation term represents the amount of flux introduced to the stream network at reach i.
This term is composed of the flux originating in specific sources, indexed by n = 1,… , N S . Associated with
each source is a source variable, denoted S n . Depending on the nature of the source, this variable could
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represent the mass of the source available for transport to streams, or it could be the area of a particular land use.
The variable αn is a source-specific coefficient. This coefficient retains the units that convert source variable
units to flux units. The function Dn (⋅) represents the land-to-water delivery factor. For sources associated with
the landscape, this function along with the source-specific coefficient determines the amount of contaminant
delivered to streams. The land-to-water delivery factor is a source-specific function of a vector of delivery
variables, denoted by Z iD , and an associated vector of coefficients θ D . For point sources that are described by a
measured (in the same units as flux) discharge of mass directly to the stream channel (e.g., municipal
-1
wastewater effluent measured in kilograms year ), the delivery factor should be 1.0, with no underlying factors
acting as determinants, and the source-specific coefficient should be close to 1.0. The last term in the equation,
the function A′ (⋅) , represents the fraction of flux originating in and delivered to reach i that is transported to the
reach’s downstream node. This function is similar in form to the stream delivery factor defined in the first
summation term of the flux equation; however, the default assumption in SPARROW models is that if reach i is
classified as a stream (as opposed to a reservoir reach), the contaminants introduced to the reach from its
incremental drainage area receive the square root of the reach’s full in-stream delivery. This assumption is
consistent with the notion that contaminants are introduced to the reach network at the midpoint of reach i and
thus experience only half of the reach’s time of travel. For reaches classified as reservoirs, the default
assumption is that the contaminant receives the full attenuation defined for the reach.
The nonlinear model structure in equation (1.27) contains several key features. The additive
contaminant source components and multiplicative land and water transport terms are conceptually consistent
with the physical mechanisms that explain the supply and movement of contaminants in watersheds. Total
modeled flux for a reach is shown to be decomposed into its individual sources. Because this same
decomposition is done for all upstream reaches, it is possible in this framework to perform flux accounting,
whereby total flux is attributed to its source components. All processes are spatially referenced with respect to
the stream network according to the reach in which they operate. This means, for example, that a reservoir at
reach i affects the transport of all contaminants entering the reach network upstream (but not downstream) of
reach i. The additive source components also provide a mathematical structure in the model that preserves mass.
This can be seen by noting that a doubling of each of the source variables S n ,i , along with a doubling of all
upstream sources, as represented by a doubling of Fj′ , results in an exact doubling of modeled flux Fi* . Finally,
the modeled flux at any reach i is conditioned on monitored fluxes entering the stream network anywhere
upstream of reach i. This approach to nested basins serves to isolate errors introduced in any upstream basin
from incremental errors that arise in a downstream basin, making it defensible to treat nested basins as
independent observations. Formally, the approach is similar to the way time series models condition predictions
on past realizations of the series.
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1.4.2 Contaminant sources
The selection of suitable contaminant source variables to evaluate in SPARROW models initially
depends upon a user’s particular knowledge of a watershed as well as inferences that can be derived from the
research literature about the major sources that contribute pollutants to watersheds. For example, in the case of
nutrients, the most commonly modeled pollutants with SPARROW, information from catchment- and regionalscale mass-balance or budget studies (e.g., Puckett, 1995; Boyer and others, 2002; Howarth and others, 1996,
2002; see figure 1.13) is often useful in identifying the principal pollutant sources and in determining the
appropriate specification for the sources in SPARROW models.
Newly Fixed Sources

Recycled Sources

Figure 1.13. Regional nitrogen budget for watersheds of the northeastern United States. [Modified from Howarth and others
(2002).]

Knowledge of the geography of these sources, based on direct measures or surrogate indicators of the
contaminant mass supplied to the land surface and surface waters, is also critical to provide an effective use of
the spatially distributed structure in SPARROW to model the origin and fate of contaminants in watersheds. The
compilation and availability of large digital spatial data sets has become much more common (e.g., Brakebill
and Preston, 1999; also see figure 1.14) and the advances in many types of digital topographic and stream
network data (e.g., NHD) have made spatially distributed modeling more feasible. The inclusion of detailed
information in the SPARROW model on the geographic locations where contaminants are released in
watersheds has particular relevance to the potential policy and management applications of the model. Consider,
for example, the specification of nitrogen in SPARROW models, a substance that undergoes extensive recycling
in the production of food and animal feed (Jordan and Weller, 1996). Although nitrogen inputs to watersheds
from newly fixed sources—i.e., fertilizers and atmospheric deposition—are recycled and exported from
watersheds in food and animal feed (Jordan and Weller, 1996; Howarth and others, 1996; fig. 1.13), the
mechanics of these nutrient transfers, which often involve considerable uncertainties, have not been typically
included in SPARROW models. Instead, the geography of the releases of these recycled nutrients to watersheds,
which has primary interest from a management perspective, is often explicitly accounted for by directly
including animal and human (municipal wastewater effluent) wastes as sources in the model. Detailed spatial
data are commonly available for describing the geography of these sources in watersheds (Smith and others,
1997; Brakebill and Preston, 1999). Refinements to the source data or the use of more complex model
specifications to account for the removal of nitrogen in harvested crops (or to account for other details of the
agricultural production system) can be accommodated in SPARROW models, provided spatial data are available
that describe these activities and processes. Details of the agricultural production system may perhaps be best
specified as land-to-water delivery factors (see discussion in the next section). In fact, we have previously
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evaluated specifications in SPARROW nutrient models that included the available estimates of residual fertilizer
applications, based on assumed exports in harvested crops and volatilization losses (Kellogg and others, 2000);
however, these have been found to provide little to no additional explanatory power in the models. This
highlights the need to place initial emphasis on developing simple SPARROW model specifications that
accurately account for the principal source inputs. The model infrastructure can then be used to test more
complex specifications that incorporate other details of the transport pathways and subtleties of the management
system in cases where the data are available.

(a)

(b)
NLCD 1K

Water
Ice, snow
Low intensity residential
High intensity residential
Commercial, industrial, transportation
Bare rock, sand, clay
Quarries, strip mines, gravel pits
Transitional

Shrubland

Row crops

Woody wetlands

Deciduous forest

Orchards, vineyards, other

Small grains

Emergent herbaceous wetlands

Evergreen forest

Grasslands, herbaceous

Fallow

Mixed forest

Pasture, hay

Urban, recreational grasses

Figure 1.14. Examples of (a) intensive and (b) extensive measures of nitrogen sources in United States watersheds. [County
fertilizer use is from Puckett (1995); National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) land-use data (Vogelmann and others, 2001) are
aggregated to one-kilometer areas.]

Note that there can be statistical limits to building more highly complex models of similar contaminant
sources. The individual coefficients of sources with similar or correlated spatial distributions (e.g., confined and
unconfined animal wastes; nitrate and ammonia wet deposition) may be difficult to statistically estimate in a
SPARROW model. Difficulties can also arise if individual components of a source (e.g., total fertilizer)
contribute relatively small quantities of pollutant mass to streams (e.g., non-farm fertilizer use). Moreover,
additional complications can arise if the monitoring stations are located too far downstream to detect the effects
of a sub-component of a major source. One alternative (and more deterministic) approach is to combine the
mass quantities from multiple sources and statistically estimate a single coefficient in the model. This provides a
mechanism in an estimated version of the model for simulating the effects of changes in the inputs from the
individual sources that were combined.
Overall, the availability of digital spatial data on pollutant sources can also place practical limits on the
set of feasible specifications of the source variables in SPARROW models. For example, estimation of the
nitrogen supplied to watersheds by N fixation can involve considerable uncertainties (Jordan and Weller, 1996;
Boyer and others, 2002) because the spatial measurements are relatively sparse and highly variable among
different vegetation types. Moreover, there are frequently considerable difficulties in obtaining reliable
measurements of wastewater treatment plant effluent loadings (Knopman and Smith, 1993); spatially detailed
population statistics from the Census Bureau may need to be used as surrogate measures of human wastes when
other information is not available or is unreliable.
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Table 1.4.

Potential types of contaminant-source variables in SPARROW models.

[P, phosphorus; kg, kilograms; km, kilometers; yr, year]
Examples for total phosphorus (TP)
as a response variable
Source type

Explanation

Source variable

Model coefficient units

Intensive

Direct measures of
contaminant mass

Nutrient mass in fertilizer,
livestock waste, and
atmospheric deposition

Dimensionless—mean
fraction of source input
delivered to streams

Extensive

Measures of area or
population; surrogate
indicators of mass

Land area in crops, forest, or
impervious cover

kg P km-2 yr-1

Population served by septic or
sewer disposal systems

kg P person-1

National Resources Inventory
(NRI) Universal Soil Loss
Equation (USLE) estimated
erosion

kg P per kg sediment

Net primary production from a
terrestrial biogeochemical
model

kg P per kg carbon

Erosion Productivity Impact
Calculator (EPIC) agricultural
model estimate of P runoff

Dimensionless

Predictions from
terrestrial and
atmospheric
mechanistic
models

Measures of
contaminant mass or
surrogate indicators
of mass

A summary of the types of source variables, S n , j , that can be included in SPARROW models is given in
table 1.4. The source terms used in the model can be generally classified as intensive and extensive measures of
contaminant mass (see examples in figure 1.14). The former measures are typically descriptive of direct
measures of pollutant mass, such as fertilizer application, livestock waste, atmospheric deposition, or sewageeffluent loadings. In these cases, the source-specific parameter ( αn ) is expressed as a dimensionless coefficient
that, together with standardized expressions of the land-to-water delivery factor, describes the proportion or
fraction of the source input that is delivered to streams (note that source and land-to-water delivery coefficients
that are standardized in relation to the mean values of the land-to-water delivery variables are necessary to
compare and interpret the physical meaning of source coefficients; see discussions in the next section). This
fraction would be expected to be less than 1.0 but greater than zero, reflecting the removal of contaminants in
soils and ground water. In the case of fertilizer, for example, the coefficient would include the aggregate effects
of a variety of processes and human activities that remove nitrogen from agricultural lands and subsurface flow
paths, such as the volatilization of ammonia fertilizer forms, the removal of nitrogen in harvested crops, and the
long-term immobilization and storage of N or denitrification in soils and ground waters.
Exceptions to the required upper bound of 1.0 on source coefficients with dimensionless units may
occur, however. One such case is that in which the measured input of a source that is used as an explanatory
variable in the model is less than the total amount of the contaminant that is likely to be introduced to the
watershed, implying the source specified in the model is a surrogate for the total mass input. For example,
spatially detailed measurements of atmospheric deposition are available only for wet inorganic nitrogen forms;
other forms of nitrogen (organic and dry) are measured too sparsely to be used as an explanatory variable in a
national SPARROW model. In this case, a greater than unity coefficient is potentially estimated and will reflect
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additional contributions from wet deposition of organic N and dry deposition of inorganic N, which are not
included in the inputs to the model. This result is expected, provided that these unmeasured quantities are
correlated with the measured wet deposition, which is commonly the case (Alexander and others, 2001). A
second exception is that in which direct measures of point-source loadings (e.g., in municipal wastewater
effluent), that have identical units as the response variable, are used in the model. In this case, the point-source
coefficient is expected to be close to 1.0 (and can even slightly exceed 1.0) and the confidence interval is
expected to contain 1.0. A significant deviation of the coefficient from unity is not expected because point
source facilities discharge directly to water bodies without any loss of contaminant mass. In fact, the confidence
intervals of the point-source coefficient for many of the regional SPARROW models frequently contain 1.0 (see
the discussion in section 1.5.4.2). Appreciable deviations in the coefficient value from 1.0 may indicate a poor
specification of the model or inaccurately measured point-source effluent data.
Extensive measures of contaminant mass also may be used in SPARROW models. These are surrogate
indicators of contaminant mass and include measures of watershed properties such as specific land-use area and
sewered population that are considered to be proportional to the actual mass loadings generated by a general
type of a contaminant source. The empirical estimates of the source coefficients in the model provide a
quantitative measure of the proportion of the mass loading that is associated with a specified source. If extensive
measures are used, the associated model coefficients are expressed as the contaminant mass generated per unit
-2
-1
-1
-1
of the source type (e.g., kilograms kilometer year ; kilograms person year ). If combined with the land-towater delivery factor and expressed as a standardized source coefficient (see the discussion in section 1.4.3), the
coefficient indicates the mean quantity of contaminant mass per unit of the surrogate source measure that is
delivered to streams. For land-use terms, the standardized coefficient gives what is frequently cited as an
“export” coefficient (Johnes and others, 1996; Beaulac and Reckhow, 1982). Observed values of export
coefficients have been reported in the literature for various land-use/land-cover types, such as crop, urban, and
forested lands (Beaulac and Reckhow, 1982); the literature coefficients often compare favorably with those
estimated by SPARROW for these land-use/land-cover types (e.g., Alexander and others, 2004). For surrogate
measures based on sewered population, the standardized coefficient gives a per capita rate of contaminant
-1
discharge to streams. For nitrogen, we commonly estimate SPARROW per capita rates of 2-5 kilograms person
-1
year , which is similar to the reported range of per capita values associated with discharges of wastewater
effluent from municipal treatment plants (Alexander and others, 2001).
The predictions of contaminant mass from mechanistic terrestrial and atmospheric spatial models may
also be used to define the source input terms in SPARROW models. For example, these include measures of net
primary productivity from biogeochemical models such as BIOME-BGC (BioGeochemical Cycles) as an
indicator of organic carbon availability (Running and Hunt, 1993), estimates of wet and dry atmospheric
deposition of oxidized and reduced nitrogen forms from atmospheric models such as Regional Modeling System
for Aerosols and Deposition (REMSAD; ICF Consulting, 2002), sediment erosion estimates generated from the
Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) as part of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) National
Resources Inventory (NRI; Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2005), and edge-of-field deliveries of
nutrients from the agricultural model Environmental Policy Integrated Climate (EPIC; Sharpley and Williams,
1990), which describes the effects of agricultural management on crop productivity and erosion. SPARROW
provides a spatial framework that can be used to evaluate whether the additional complexity reflected in such
model predictions offers greater explanatory power than the more simple intensive and extensive measures of
contaminant sources.
The discussion above pertains to the use of SPARROW to model water quality. An equally valid
exercise, however, would be to apply SPARROW to streamflow, in which case a principal source variable is
atmospheric precipitation. In modeling streamflow, it may be necessary to introduce the concept of a negative
source—a “source” that represents removal of flux from the stream network. Examples of a negative source
would be the consumptive use of water by various water users, such as irrigation, public supply, industrial and
commercial users (Solley and others, 1998).
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1.4.3 Landscape variables
Landscape variables in SPARROW describe properties of the landscape that relate to climatic, or
natural- or human-related terrestrial processes affecting contaminant transport. These typically include
properties for which there is (1) some conceptual or empirical basis for their importance in controlling the rates
of contaminant processing and transport, and (2) broad-scale availability of continuous measurements of the
properties for use in model estimation and prediction. The model structure allows the user to test hypotheses
about the influence of specific features of the landscape on contaminant transport. Landscape variables may
include water-balance terms (e.g., precipitation, evapotranspiration) related to climate and vegetation, soil
properties (e.g., organic content, permeability, moisture content, see figure 1.15), topographic water flow-paths
variables (e.g., TOPMODEL overland flow, topographic index, and slope) (Beven and Kirkby, 1979), or
management practices and activities, including tile drainage, conservation tillage practices, and BMPs related to
stream riparian properties. Particular types of land-use classes, such as wetlands or impervious cover, may also
be potentially used to describe transport properties of the landscape.
Overall, users of SPARROW models should select for evaluation landscape properties that are known to
be associated with water inputs and with overland and subsurface transport as well as with biogeochemical
processes in vegetation, soils and ground waters that control the long-term transport of contaminants. The model
specification assumes steady-state conditions so that the landscape properties are indicative of the long-term
aggregate, net effects of processes such as denitrification, mineralization, or long-term storage in ground waters.
Thus, landscape properties are used to infer the net effects of a variety of processes on nutrient transport and
delivery to aquatic ecosystems. The sign of the landscape delivery coefficients commonly provide important
information for inferring the nature of the relation to in-stream flux; however, the magnitude of estimated
coefficients in the model cannot be specifically interpreted as is possible with the aquatic decay terms that are
discussed in subsequent sections of the report.

Figure 1.15. Mapped hydrologic soils groups from the STATSGO database reflecting the water infiltration and saturation
properties of soils. [From Miller and White (1998).]

In general, it is advisable to select landscape variables that describe properties of the landscape
exclusive of those of the aquatic systems (i.e., streams, reservoirs, and lakes). For example, the use of
“precipitation” as a delivery factor would be generally preferable to using “runoff”, which frequently is
estimated using water gage data, and would not generally provide climatic information that is independent of the
in-stream velocity data used to estimate in-stream decay rates in SPARROW models.
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The interaction of particular land-to-water delivery factors with individual sources may also be
important to consider in SPARROW models, and the software can accommodate the investigation of these
interactions. The software allows each source and land-to-water delivery factor interaction to be set to an “off”
or “on” position so that such interactions can be evaluated. Several examples are described in detail in Part 2 of
this report to assist users with these investigations. Example interactions include the effects of tile drainage or
conservation tillage practices on nitrogen export from row-cropped lands or on the delivery of fertilizer nitrogen
to streams. These agricultural management activities would not typically interact with other types of diffuse
sources in the model, such as urban land export or atmospheric sources deposited on nonagricultural lands. In
addition, measures of soil permeability or porosity would not generally interact with contaminant mass released
in areas with impervious surfaces, such as commercial or high-density urban land uses. Because municipal
wastewater loadings discharge directly to stream channels, point-source terms have no interaction with land-towater delivery factors in the SPARROW model specification.
The land-to-water delivery factor in equation (1.27), Dn ( Z iD ; θ D ) , is a source-specific function of a
vector of delivery variables, denoted by Z iD , and an associated vector of coefficients θ D . In basic SPARROW
models, the land-to-water delivery factor has been commonly expressed according to an exponential functional
form. For source n, the fraction of contaminant mass that is generated in the incremental drainage area of the
reach and delivered to the reach (excluding the source coefficient term) is estimated as
(1.28)

⎛ MD
⎞
Dn (Z ; θ D ) = exp ⎜⎜⎜∑ ωnm Z mD i θDm ⎟⎟⎟ ,
⎝ m=1
⎠⎟
D
i

where Z mD i represents delivery variable m for the incremental drainage of reach i, θD m is its corresponding
coefficient, ω nm is an indicator variable that is 1.0 if delivery variable m affects source n and zero otherwise,
and M D is the number of delivery variables. In our experience, we have found that log-transformed delivery
variables, such as the logarithm of soil permeability, may provide an improved fit to the data in certain cases.
Under the log-transformation, the land-to-water coefficient is interpreted as the percent change in flux delivered
to streams, derived from all sources to which the land-to-water variable is applied, from a one-percent increase
in the land-to-water delivery variable.
The full effect of landscape variables on the delivery of source n to streams is determined by the product
of the delivery factor in equation (1.28) and the source coefficient αn . Therefore, a modification of delivery
factor specification can be expected to change the mean of the delivery factor, resulting in a corresponding
counter-adjustment of the source coefficient αn . In order to improve the interpretability of the source
coefficient, and to provide some stability in its value across alternative specifications of the land-to-water
delivery factor, it is recommended that the delivery variables Z mD i in equation (1.28) be expressed as differences
from their mean value over all reaches. The SPARROW code allows the user to select this option to compute
and report standardized delivery and source coefficients as part of the model output.
Other functional forms of the landscape variables have been used in previous SPARROW models (e.g.,
Smith and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000). In these cases, the delivery factor was specified by using
an imbedded negative sign in the exponential function, and variables having a positive effect on delivery were
−1

expressed as reciprocals (that is, as ( Z mD i ) ). This specification allows all delivery coefficients to be reported as
positive values, but requires that delivery variables having a positive effect on delivery be transformed to their
reciprocal form prior to model execution, implying the user has a priori information regarding the direction of
the effect of a particular delivery variable on the delivery factor. In general, we recommend use of the
expression in equation (1.28)—i.e., the non-reciprocal form—to allow a more transparent reporting of the sign
of the land-to-water delivery coefficient. This approach also eliminates the need for the user to identify the
direction of the flux and delivery variable relation in advance of model estimation.
It is also feasible for SPARROW to operate with a more spatially detailed specification of the land-towater delivery term to account for transport-altering properties along “off-reach” flow paths within the
incremental reach watersheds, although this functionality has not been previously evaluated in the model. In this
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approach, an incremental watershed is subdivided into τ i individual cells, each cell having high-resolution
information concerning the cell’s elevation, source contributions, and other attributes. A generalization of the
model source and delivery terms in equation (1.27) as applied to M D land-to-water delivery variables results in
a first-order approximation of the source n delivery factor for reach i given by
(1.29)

MD
⎞
⎛ MD
⎞⎛
Dn ( Z iD ; θD ) = exp ⎜⎜ ∑ ωnmθDm zmiD⎟⎟⎟⎜⎜⎜1 + ∑ ωnmθDm τi Cov ( sn ,i , zmD i )⎟⎟⎟ ,
⎝m=1
⎠⎜⎝ m=1
⎠⎟

where z miD , representing the cell equivalent of Z mD i in (1.28), is the average across all τ i cells comprising the
incremental drainage for reach i of the individual cell values zmD i of the m delivery variable, sn ,i are the
th

individual cell values of the source n for reach i, and Cov ( sn ,i , zmD i ) is the cell-based covariance between source
n and delivery variable m in the incremental watershed i.

1.4.4 Stream transport
Stream attenuation processes that act on contaminant flux as it travels along stream reaches are
frequently modeled according to a first-order reaction rate process (Chapra, 1997). A first-order decay process
implies that the rate of removal of the contaminant from the water column per unit of time is proportional to the
concentration or mass that is present in a given volume of water (note that a zero-order process would
correspond to a constant rate of removal per unit of time). According to a first-order decay process, the fraction
of contaminant removed over a given stream distance is estimated as an exponential function of a first-order
reaction rate coefficient (expressed in reciprocal time units) and the cumulative water time of travel over this
distance.
A reaction rate expression is estimated on a volumetric basis, and therefore is expected to be dependent
on properties of the water column that are proportional to water volume, such as streamflow and water-column
depth (Stream Solute Workshop, 1990). Accordingly, in basic forms of the SPARROW model, the fraction of
the contaminant mass originating from the upstream node and transported along reach i to its downstream node
is estimated as a function of the mean water time of travel ( TcS i ; units of time) in reach i and stream class c
defined according to discrete intervals of mean streamflow or depth (in this case, Z iS = {TcS i } , c = 1,… , CS ,
where TcS i is nonzero only for the streamflow class corresponding to reach i), and a stream-size dependent loss
rate coefficient ( θS c ; units of time ) such that
-1

(1.30)

⎛ CS
⎞
A(Z , Z ; θ S , θ R ) = exp ⎜⎜⎜−∑ θS cTcS i ⎟⎟⎟ .
⎝ c=1
⎠⎟
S
i

R
i

Mean water time of travel is estimated as the quotient of the reach channel length and mean water
velocity. The most accurate estimates of water velocity are obtained from time-of-travel dye studies (Jobson,
1996), but in some cases may be obtained from instantaneous measurements of water velocity taken during flow
gage site visits. Empirical geomorphic relations, which use regression methods to relate time-of-travel
measurements to channel and basin properties (e.g., streamflow, slope), also are available for regions of the U.S.
and other countries (e.g., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1996; Alexander and others, 1999; Jobson,
1996; Jowett, 1998) and can be used to estimate the time-of-travel of stream reaches for a given river network.
Alternatively, channel length may be used in equation (1.30) where water velocity estimates cannot be obtained
for the stream network. This assumes that the water time of travel is proportional to the channel length, and the
estimates of the removal rate are expressed as reciprocal length (e.g., see McMahon and others, 2003;
Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002).
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Figure 1.16. Estimates of in-stream nitrogen removal from SPARROW and experimental studies. [TN, total nitrogen; NO3, nitrate;
DIN, dissolved inorganic nitrogen; CB, Chesapeake Bay; from Alexander and others (2000).]

The specification of a stream-size dependent loss rate coefficient in equation (1.30) is appropriate for
modeling the transport of many non-conservative contaminants in which water depth or volume are expected to
influence in-stream removal processes. For nitrogen, this includes processes such as denitrification and
particulate settling and storage (e.g., Alexander and others, 2000; Peterson and others, 2001; Stream Solute
Workshop, 1990). A decline in the rate of contaminant removal in streams with increasing water depth (as
illustrated for nitrogen in figure 1.16) is generally consistent with theories about the physical and biological
mechanisms that explain solute loss from the water column (Stream Solute Workshop, 1990). For nutrients, the
rates of removal are controlled by the contact and exchange of stream waters with the benthic sediments (e.g.,
hyporheic zone), where denitrification and heterotrophic and autotrophic uptake occur (Peterson and others,
2001; Harvey and Wagner, 2000; Bohlke and others, 2004; Alexander and others, 2000). The rate at which these
removal processes occur is generally expected to decline with increasing stream depth and flow, corresponding
to an increase in the water volume relative to the surface area of the benthic sediment.
The in-stream loss rate coefficients estimated by SPARROW in equation (1.30) reflect the mean-annual
rates of contaminant removal in the stream reach. The mean-annual rates reflect the steady-state form of the
basic SPARROW model, based on the use of a detrended flow-adjusted mean-annual flux as the response
variable. The in-stream loss rate represents a net annual removal rate that would be expected to describe
relatively permanent removal processes. For example, in the case of nutrients, these removal processes may
include denitrification and any long-term storage of particulate phosphorus or organic particulate nitrogen that
may occur over long periods in the stream channel or flood plain. The estimated loss rate should not be sensitive
to seasonal removal processes (e.g., algal uptake), which would not be expected to cause a net removal of
nutrients over an annual period because of the seasonal re-cycling of nutrients in stream biota.
In recent SPARROW nitrogen models, the estimates of the nitrogen loss in streams display an
exponential decline in magnitude with increasing water depth (fig. 1.16). Comparisons with literature rates of
nitrogen removal, which reflect permanent loss (i.e., denitrification) or long-term storage, are generally similar
in magnitude to the SPARROW rates and also show a decline with increasing channel size. By comparison,
these removal rates are only 1 to 10 percent of the removal rates associated with the temporary removal of
nitrogen via heterotrophic uptake (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002), based on Lotic Intersite Nitrogen
eXperiment (LINX) stream measurements (Peterson and others, 2001). Evidence for similar inverse relations
between in-stream removal and stream size has been obtained in SPARROW models for TP (Smith and others,
1997; Alexander and others, 2004) and fecal coliform bacteria (Smith and others, 2004). Settling processes and
mortality from ultraviolet light exposure (for fecal coliform) are mechanisms that may explain the relation of
fecal bacterial losses to stream size. By contrast, a recent SPARROW model of suspended sediment flux
(Schwarz and others, 2001) indicates strong empirical evidence that streams act as a sediment source,
presumably related to channel erosion (i.e., a negative decay coefficient)—a result that is generally consistent
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with current understanding of long-term sediment deposition and transport based on catchment-scale
observations (Trimble and Crosson, 2000). The sediment model indicates that most of the long-term aquatic
removal of sediment occurs in reservoirs rather than in streams.
The choice of the appropriate number of loss-rate coefficients and steam-size classes in SPARROW
nutrient models has been typically based on an empirical evaluation of model fit (e.g., mean square error), the
presence of a positive sign on the rate coefficients among competing models, and evidence of an inverse relation
with stream size (e.g., see Alexander and others, 2000; Alexander, Elliot, and others, 2002). In previous
SPARROW studies, rate coefficients have been typically estimated for two or more stream size classes defined
on the basis of mean streamflow. Properties such as water depth or measures of Strahler stream order may also
be used in SPARROW models to separate steams according to their size. Initial streamflow breakpoints may be
selected to reflect order-of-magnitude separations and to ensure that a sufficient number of stream reaches and
monitoring sites are represented in the flow classes.
Alternatively, in-stream contaminant removal may be modeled as a continuous function of streamflow
by re-expressing equation (1.30) as

(1.31)

A (ZiS , ZiR ; θ S , θ R ) = exp (−θS 1QiθS 2 Ti S ) ,

where Qi is the mean-annual streamflow of reach i, and θS 1 and θS 2 are estimated coefficients. This type of
continuous function has been used in SPARROW (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; Elliott and others, 2005)
and other watershed models (Cooper and Bottcher, 1993) to estimate nutrient removal in New Zealand streams.
The rates, obtained empirically in these models, are generally consistent with experimental measurements of
nutrient removal in New Zealand streams, which has been shown to be exponentially related to streamflow
(Rutherford and others, 1987; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002). A negative θS 2 coefficient is consistent
with an inverse relation between the in-stream removal rate and stream size.
Based on our experiences in previous studies (e.g., Alexander and others, 2000; Alexander, Elliott, and
others, 2002; Elliott and others, 2005) and in recent updates and evaluations of the U.S. national nutrient
models, both the discrete and continuous in-stream loss functions generally provide nearly equally acceptable
statistical fits to the observed data, as measured by the RMSE. Some differences are apparent, however, in the
estimates of the mean and variance of the loss rates over a range of stream sizes. Figure 1.17 illustrates how the
two loss specifications compare for their estimated in-stream removal rates of total nitrogen over a range of
stream sizes based on mean-annual streamflow. These rates were estimated on the basis of an analysis of the
U.S. stream data used as the illustration dataset in this report, with source and land-to-water delivery variables as
described in Alexander and others (2000) and a reservoir removal rate specified according to equation (1.34)
given in section 1.4.5. The model was applied to the Enhanced Reach File 1 (ERF1) version 2.0 infrastructure
described in Nolan and others (2002). The statistical fit is virtually identical for the two functions (RMSE of
0.6229 versus 0.6211 for the discrete and continuous models, respectively—i.e., less than 0.2 percent difference
in model error). The discrete loss rates approximate the general shape and magnitude of the loss rates associated
with the continuous function—the closest agreement in the decay rates is observed in mid-size rivers
3
-1
(approximately 1,000 to 10,000 feet second ). Somewhat larger continuous loss rates are generally estimated
3
-1
3
-1
for the smallest streams (less than 100 feet second ) and the largest rivers (greater than 10,000 feet second ).
The model compensates for these differences in the loss rates, in part, by upwardly adjusting the export for
nonagricultural diffuse sources in the continuous loss rate model. Despite these differences in loss rates, the
rates of both functional forms generally agree well with the available literature estimates of in-stream nitrogen
removal as given in figure 1.16 above, although there is evidence that the in-stream removal rates for nitrogen in
large rivers based on the continuous function are somewhat larger than those reported in the literature.
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Figure 1.17. Estimates of in-stream total nitrogen removal from SPARROW. Mean rate (bold lines) and standard errors were
estimated from the illustration national dataset prepared for this report.

Larger differences are apparent in the estimates of the variance of the in-stream loss rates (i.e.,
coefficient standard error of estimate) for the discrete and continuous loss functions shown in figure 1.17. The
standard errors of the discrete function are typically smaller and generally uniform in absolute units over the
range of flows as compared to those associated with the continuous function. In contrast to the standard errors of
the discrete loss rates, those associated with the continuous function decline in absolute units with an increase in
stream size. The standard errors associated with both the discrete and continuous loss functions increase in
relative units (i.e., expressed as a percentage of the mean) with increasing stream size.
The uniformity of the standard errors of the discrete loss function suggests that the particular choice of
flow intervals shown here provides a generally similar level of precision in absolute units for estimating the loss
coefficients. Differences in the t-statistics and the statistical significance of the coefficients are, therefore,
largely a function of the magnitude of the coefficient estimates. Other choices of flow intervals result in
different levels of precision, especially in the tails of the flow distribution; for example, the choice of narrower
flow intervals to define the smallest and largest rivers would reduce the number of reaches and monitoring
stations associated with the smallest and largest flow classes, and lower the precision of the coefficients.
By contrast, the decline in the absolute variance of the in-stream loss rate with increasing flow, based on
the continuous loss function, suggests that the most precise estimates of nitrogen loss and smallest range of
uncertainty in absolute units exist for the loss rates of large rivers. Conceptually, this description of our
knowledge of the uncertainties in the rates of in-stream removal is perhaps reasonable for contaminants where
the removal processes are explained by water volume/surface area ratios and hyporheic interactions. For
example, in large rivers where relatively little of the water column interacts with the benthic sediment, in-stream
removal of nitrogen would be expected to be negligible, and the empirically estimated loss rates would be
constrained in the vicinity of zero. Conversely, in small streams, where hyporheic interactions with the water
column are more prominent, removal rates for nitrogen can vary over a large range as a function of variation in a
wide range of non-volume related rate-controlling properties of the benthic sediment (e.g., organic carbon and
oxygen content, sediment grain size, denitrifying bacteria density) and water column (e.g., nitrate and oxygen
concentration). This notion is generally supported by the observed decline in the variability of the literature rates
of nitrogen removal with increasing stream size (e.g., fig. 1.16; Alexander and others, 2000).
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In general, it is difficult to identify either the discrete or continuous loss functions as having a unique
advantage over the other for estimating the mean rates of contaminant removal; both merit evaluation and
comparison in SPARROW modeling studies. On the one hand, the discrete function provides the most flexible
functional form to estimate the loss coefficients over a wide range of streamflow. It also provides a somewhat
direct measure of the information content in the highest and lowest flow classes (e.g., number of reaches and
monitoring station observations) and the effect of this information on parameter estimation (i.e., mean and
standard error) within specific intervals of stream size. Having estimates of the contaminant removal rates that
are specific to the smallest and largest rivers can be helpful in defining unique breakpoints of the discrete
function because these waters typically contain the least amount of information for fitting the in-stream loss
function (i.e., few or no monitoring stations may be available for the smallest streams and, in the largest rivers,
the rates of in-stream loss are relatively small and typically statistically indistinguishable from zero). The
discrete function, however, is limited by the subjectivity of defining the streamflow class intervals and the
simplicity of assuming that a single loss rate is applicable throughout a given interval of flow. The continuous
function, although more constrained in its functional form, perhaps has the advantage of providing a more
integrated view of contaminant removal across the full range of stream sizes. The continuous function also
provides excellent complementary information about the slope of the loss relation that can be useful in defining
stream size classes to support the use of the discrete loss function.
As an alternative to volume-dependent first-order reaction rates as given in equations (1.30) and (1.31),
contaminant removal in streams can also be described as a flux to the benthic sediment as measured according to
a volume- or depth-independent mass-transfer coefficient (expressed in units of length per time). The masstransfer coefficient quantifies the vertical velocity at which a contaminant migrates from the water column into
the sediment. This expression can be especially useful (as described below) for evaluating the effects of nonvolume-related or non-hydrologic (i.e., biologic-related) properties on in-stream contaminant removal. The
fraction of contaminant removed according to this expression is proportional to an estimated coefficient for the
mass-transfer rate and the measured hydraulic load or water velocity in a stream or lake. Therefore, we can reexpress equation (1.30), such that
(1.32)

A (Z iS , Z iR ; θ S , θ R ) = exp (−θSMT Ti S DiS ) ,

where θSMT is the mass transfer coefficient in units of length per time and DiS is the water depth in units of
length. This expression intrinsically accounts for the effects of water depth on in-stream processing of
contaminants. The reciprocal of the Ti S DiS term is the hydraulic loading—also a measure of the water
displacement or water velocity in the reach (note that this term is mathematically equivalent to the reciprocal of
the areal hydraulic loading, described in the next section as the ratio of the reservoir discharge to the reservoir
surface area).
A mass-transfer coefficient can be used to calculate a continuous set of depth-dependent reaction rates
(units of reciprocal time) for a range of stream channel depths by dividing the mass-transfer coefficient by
stream depth. The resulting depth-dependent reaction rates are virtually identical to those estimated using a
continuous reaction-rate function. For example, the SPARROW estimated mass-transfer coefficient (59 meters
-1
year ) for our illustration data set in figure 1.17 corresponds to a series of depth-dependent reaction rates that
-1
3
-1
-1
3
-1
range from 1 day at 10 feet second to 0.06 day at 10,000 feet second . These reaction rates derived from a
SPARROW estimated mass-transfer coefficient are virtually the same as those estimated using the continuous
reaction-rate function (fig. 1.17). The estimates of variance for the mass-transfer coefficient also decline with
increases in stream size, but are slightly smaller than those associated with the reaction-rate function for rivers
of intermediate and large sizes.
Mass-transfer coefficients are commonly used by researchers in experimental tracer studies when
comparing removal rates among streams of differing size (Stream Solute Workshop, 1990; Peterson and others,
2001) and are frequently cited in discussions of stream nutrient dynamics and nutrient spiraling concepts
(Newbold and others, 1981; Stream Solute Workshop, 1990; Thomas and others, 2001; Peterson and others,
2001). Experimental mass-transfer coefficients are computed as the quotient of the measured areal rate of
nutrient removal (related to heterotrophic or autotrophic processes) and the nutrient concentration in the water
column. The mass-transfer coefficient is considered to be more descriptive of the intrinsic effects of nonhydrologic processes on nutrient removal (e.g., sediment grain size, organic carbon, dissolved oxygen content,
and microbial population densities) than a volumetric-based reaction rate that includes the effect of water depth.
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This expression of the in-stream loss rate is generally well suited for use in SPARROW to evaluate hypotheses
about the effects of non-hydrologic processes on the aquatic removal of contaminants (see discussion below).
Note that the mass-transfer coefficient has identical units as the apparent settling velocity coefficient
that has been used to describe the benthic flux of nutrients in lakes and reservoirs; this flux is related to
denitrification and particulate settling losses from the water column (see discussion in the subsequent section).
The settling velocity coefficient has been frequently used in empirical mass transport models for lakes and
reservoirs to estimate the rate of nutrient removal from the water column (Chapra, 1997).
In estimating contaminant removal in streams in SPARROW models, no definitive statistical case can
be conclusively made for using a depth-dependent reaction rate versus a depth-independent mass-transfer rate
[although it is of note that estimation of a mass-transfer rate function uses fewer degrees of freedom as it
typically requires fewer model parameters than a similar application of a depth-dependent reaction rate loss
function]. One important consideration in selecting a removal rate expression is which approach best satisfies
the objectives of the study (e.g., evaluation of hydrological or biological-related processes on in-stream
removal) or perhaps provides removal rates that are most readily compared with literature rates. As noted
previously, there are also differences in the magnitude of the variance of the removal rates. In previous
SPARROW applications, we have frequently estimated multiple depth/flow-dependent reaction rates (e.g.,
Smith and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000; Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002) as a means of
evaluating and quantifying their relation to stream size. In fact, the effect of water volume on reaction rates had
not been previously demonstrated over a broad range of stream and river sizes prior to the initial SPARROW
studies of nutrients (Smith and others, 1997; Alexander and others, 2000).
The mass-transfer rate expression has particular merit for investigations of the effects of non-hydrologic
processes on in-stream contaminant removal. Conceptually, a mass-transfer coefficient describes in-stream
nutrient loss as a benthic flux process and may provide a generally more realistic description of nutrient removal
mechanisms that occur as the result of interactions with the benthic sediment and hyporheic zone (related to
denitrification or settling/storage processes). The expression of the mass-transfer function in SPARROW,
equation (1.32), provides an estimate of the net removal rate that is adjusted for the effects of stream water depth
and water time of travel (i.e., the hydraulic loading). Hence, the estimated mass-transfer coefficient is generally
more descriptive of the intrinsic effects of non-hydrologic factors on nutrient removal than a reaction rate
measure that is dependent on depth. Mass-transfer rate expressions in SPARROW can provide an important
approach for directly testing hypotheses about the effects of biologic controlling properties, such as
concentration (i.e., saturation kinetics) and temperature, on in-stream contaminant removal. One limitation of
using the discrete depth-dependent reaction rate to evaluate non-hydrologic effects is that the implicit masstransfer rate associated with the estimated reaction rates changes with water volume or depth (i.e., within each
discrete flow/depth class the implied mass-transfer rate increases with stream size; note that the implied masstransfer rate based on the continuous reaction rate expression increases only slightly with stream size).
Therefore, the mass-transfer rate provides a generally more precise mechanistic separation in the model of the
effects of hydrologic and non-hydrologic properties on contaminant processing.
The effects of non-hydrologic properties on in-stream removal of contaminant mass can be evaluated in
SPARROW using discrete functional forms of the mass-transfer function by estimating separate mass-transfer
coefficients for stream reaches that are classified according to discrete intervals of these properties. In evaluating
temperature effects, for example, streams could be classified according to two classes—those having high and
low water temperature—for which two separate mass-transfer coefficients are estimated. A larger mass-transfer
coefficient for streams with warmer water temperatures than that estimated for cooler water temperatures would
be theoretically consistent with the expectation that reaction kinetics increase with temperature. Alternatively,
continuous functions describing the effects of non-hydrologic properties on contaminant loss can also be used in
combination with equation (1.32)—see, for example, the temperature expression used in modeling contaminant
removal rates in reservoirs in the subsequent section (1.3.1.4). SPARROW can also support the use of
continuous functions of non-hydrologic properties, such as temperature, in combination with the discrete and
continuous depth-dependent reaction rate expressions in equations (1.30) and (1.31).
As a final note, the discrete removal function in equation (1.30) can theoretically be modified in
SPARROW to address the subjectivity of manually evaluating breakpoints for the stream size classes (i.e., based
on flow or depth). The modification involves estimating separate reaction rate coefficients for the smallest and
largest rivers according to the discrete functional form in equation (1.30) and a continuous function for
intermediate-sized streams, based on a mass-transfer rate expression. In this formulation, SPARROW explicitly
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estimates the appropriate stream size class breakpoints defined according to the stream depth. Note that whereas
this technique performs well on simulation datasets, we have found that real datasets lack sufficient information
to reliably estimate the flow breakpoints. We nevertheless present this approach to illustrate the flexibility of
SPARROW model specifications. The process includes an additive coefficient (reaction rate) and an additional
mass-transfer coefficient multiplied by stream depth. The functional form of the relation is
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where DiS is stream depth for reach i, Dlow
and DhiS are lower and upper cut-offs for stream depth (representing
coefficients to be estimated), and θS 0 and θS 1 are the reaction rate and mass-transfer coefficients, respectively.
The decay rate is multiplied by the negative of reach time of travel and exponentiated to determine the fraction
of flux entering the reach from upstream that is delivered to the downstream node.

1.4.5 Reservoir/lake transport
Attenuation processes that act on contaminant mass as it travels through a lake or reservoir are
frequently modeled according to a net removal process, with the loss coefficient expressed as either a first-order
reaction rate or a mass-transfer coefficient (also referred to as an apparent settling velocity in the lake literature)
(Chapra, 1997). Both of these expressions of the loss processes have been used in empirical mass-balance lake
models for phosphorus (e.g., Vollenweider, 1976; Reckhow and Chapra, 1983) and nitrogen (e.g., Kelly and
others, 1987; Molot and Dillon, 1993), although preference has been generally given to the use of the masstransfer rate expression. These mass-balance models typically assume steady-state and uniformly mixed
conditions in the waterbody. The reaction rate is expressed in reciprocal time units and its estimation and use is
dependent on knowledge of the water depth and surface area of the waterbody (i.e., water volume). The
apparent settling velocity is expressed in units of length per time and is estimated as a function of the ratio of the
outflow rate for the reservoir and the surface area of the reservoir sediments (which are assumed to be
equivalent to the surface area of the waterbody); this ratio, denoted qiR for reach i, is termed the areal hydraulic
load and is a measure of the water displacement or velocity in the reservoir. The term “apparent” indicates that
the settling velocity measures the net effect of various processes that remove the contaminant from the water
column and deliver it to the sediments, and processes that may add contaminant to the water column (e.g.,
nitrogen fixation; nitrogen mineralization; phosphorus dissolution and resuspension).
Although the reaction rate and settling velocity expressions can be shown to be mathematically
equivalent (and have been found to be statistically indistinguishable based on evaluations of the literature data
on lakes; Reckhow and Chapra, 1983), preference has frequently been given to the use of a settling velocity
expression in many of the empirical models (Chapra, 1997). This is because this loss expression generally
provides a more accurate conceptual description of the mechanics of the flux (i.e., mass transfer) of nutrients
and many other contaminants to the benthic sediments and their removal from the water column (e.g., via
particulate settling, algal uptake and burial, and benthic denitrification). Moreover, as discussed in the previous
section, this depth-independent measure of the removal rate provides a more explicit description of the effect of
biological properties on contaminant removal. For practical purposes in SPARROW modeling, the use of a
measure of contaminant loss that is independent of the water-column volume or depth of a lake or reservoir is
advantageous because this information can sometimes be difficult to obtain from public databases. Data on the
surface area of reservoirs are typically more readily available from public databases and, perhaps most
importantly, can be digitized directly from topographic maps or easily obtained from DEMs.
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Figure 1.18. Nutrient removal in lakes and reservoirs of the Waikato River Basin, New Zealand, expressed as a fraction of the
nutrient inputs to the water body in relation to the areal hydraulic load for (a) total phosphorus and (b) total nitrogen. [Modified
from Alexander, Elliott, and others (2002).]

In SPARROW models, we have more recently used an apparent settling velocity expression to describe
the loss of contaminant mass in lakes and reservoirs. Several recent SPARROW models illustrate (fig. 1.18) the
use of this expression for total nitrogen (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; McMahon and others, 2003;
Moore and others, 2004) and total phosphorus (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; Alexander and others,
2004). The fraction of nutrient inputs that are removed in reservoirs as shown in figure 1.18 is estimated as a
function of an estimated settling velocity rate and the measured areal hydraulic load; nutrient removal declines
in more rapidly flushed reservoirs and shows generally close agreement with the predictions of other models and
measurements of the nitrogen removal fraction reported for selected lakes in the literature. Estimates of the
settling velocities for total nitrogen and total phosphorus in U.S. and New Zealand SPARROW models are less
-1
than 20 meters year , which agree well with the reported range of literature values. The SPARROW removal
rates reflect the net annual removal of nutrients, and therefore, reflect the net balance of processes that supply
(e.g., nitrogen fixation, phosphorus resuspension) and remove nutrients from the water column of reservoirs and
-1
lakes. For nitrogen, settling velocities of less than about 10 meters year have frequently been observed in lakes
where denitrification (rather than algal uptake) is known to be the predominant removal process; algal uptake is
generally a more efficient removal process than denitrification and is typically consistent with settling rates of
-1
more than 25 meters year (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002). Higher reservoir settling velocities (150-300
-1
meters year ) have been estimated with SPARROW for suspended sediment (Schwarz and others, 2001) and
fecal bacteria (Smith and others, 2004), which are consistent with the settling rates reported for clays/colloids
and algal cells with sizes similar to those of pathogenic indicator bacteria (Chapra, 1997).
Other types of loss expressions may be more appropriate for other modeled contaminants and conditions
and can be easily applied in SPARROW models, including plug-flow type expressions (Chapra, 1997). These
may be more appropriate to describe the exponential loss of contaminant with distance that can occur in
reservoirs with large length to width ratios (e.g., Higgins and Kim, 1981). Loss expressions may also be
modified in SPARROW to include the potential effects of temperature or other reservoir properties as described
below.
In the current SPARROW model specification, the fraction of the contaminant mass originating from
the upstream reach node and transported through the reservoir segment of reach i to its downstream node is
−1

estimated as a function of the reciprocal of the areal hydraulic load (qiR )

-1

(units of length time ) for the

reservoir associated with reach i and an apparent settling velocity coefficient ( θR 0 ; units of length time ) (e.g.,
see Reckhow and Chapra, 1983), such that
-1
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A (ZiS , ZiR ; θ S , θ R ) =

(1.34)

1
−1

1 + θR 0 (qiR )

.

The areal hydraulic load is computed as the quotient of the outflow discharge to surface area of the
impoundment. This expression assumes that the surface area of the impoundment accurately reflects the surface
area of the benthic sediments.
Equation (1.34) can be modified to evaluate how the apparent settling rate coefficient might change in
response to the effects of non-hydrologic properties of reservoirs, such as temperature, concentrations of
dissolved oxygen or nutrients, or the organic carbon content of the sediments—all of which can regulate biochemically mediated reactions such as benthic denitrification. Discrete functions of these properties can be
evaluated by estimating separate settling rate coefficients for reservoirs classified according to the specified
properties of interest. For example, reservoirs could be classified according to two classes—those having high
and low water temperature—for which two separate settling rate coefficients are estimated. A larger settling rate
in reservoirs with warmer water temperatures than that for cooler water temperatures would be consistent with
the expectation that reaction kinetics increase with temperature.
Alternatively, equation (1.34) can be modified to account for the continuous effects of water
temperature on contaminant loss, such that

A(Z , Z ; θ S , θ R ) =
S
i

(1.35)

C R −20

where 1 + θR1 i

R
i

R

1 + θR1Ci −20
−1

1 + θR 0 (qiR )

,

is a simplified temperature-dependent expression of the Arrhenius equation (Chapra, 1997)

for observed values of temperature CiR in units of Centigrade for the reservoir segment of the i reach and θR1 is
th

the estimated Arrhenius coefficient. Values of θR1 above zero indicate a positive relation between the loss rate
and temperature (the expected sign of most temperature-dependent reactions); values below zero indicate a
negative relation. Note that the Arrhenius coefficient is typically evaluated in relation to unity rather than zero; a
numerical value of 1.0 has been added to equation (1.35) so that the t-statistic accurately evaluates deviations of
the coefficient from zero. Also note that the Arrhenius expression used here may also be applied to the stream
decay functions discussed in the previous section of this report.
Previous SPARROW models of total nitrogen (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002; McMahon and
others, 2003) estimated the nutrient transport in reservoirs as an exponential expression of the apparent settling

(

−1

velocity coefficient and areal hydraulic load, such that A ( Z iS , Z iR ; θ S , θ R ) = exp −θR 0 (qiR )

) . This expression

was necessary because of the path-dependent calculations of stream reach properties required in earlier versions
of the SPARROW infrastructure (i.e., earlier models required linear specifications of the aquatic loss terms in
the exponential because reach properties, such as water time of travel and areal hydraulic load, were summed
along the entire flow path between monitoring stations and upstream reaches). Reach-level flow path
calculations are now used in the current version of SPARROW infrastructure and the model can support the
nonlinear specification given in equations (1.34) and (1.35).
Contaminant removal in reservoirs may also be modeled according to a depth-dependent reaction rate
expression similar to that in equation (1.30). Accordingly, the fraction of the contaminant mass originating from
the upstream reach node and transported to its downstream node through the reservoir associated with reach i is
estimated as a function of the mean water residence time ( TcR i ; units of time) in the reservoir associated with
reach i and the reservoir size class c defined according to discrete intervals of the mean outflow rate of the
reservoir ( TcR i , c = 1,… , CR , is nonzero only for the class corresponding to the outflow rate of reservoir reach
i), and a reservoir-size dependent loss rate coefficient ( θRc ; units of time ) such that
-1
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This type of expression was evaluated in the earliest SPARROW model specifications for nutrients (Smith and
others, 1997); however, an expression that used the much shorter mean water time of travel in the reaches
associated with reservoirs was found to provide a better fit to the data for total phosphorus than an expression
based on the available estimates of the water residence time in the reservoirs.

1.4.6 Regional model coefficients and nested model designs
SPARROW models can be used to evaluate the regional influence of watershed properties on in-stream
pollutant flux. The estimated coefficients in the previous models are designed to provide measures of the net
rates of contaminant supply and processing that apply to the entire modeled watershed area. There are instances,
however, in which users may want to test whether the model coefficients associated with a given watershed
property vary geographically over large and generally contiguous regions within the modeled area. These
regions may describe the spatial distribution of explanatory properties of watersheds (e.g., soils, geology) that
can be broadly grouped into contiguous geographic units. SPARROW can be used to test for geographic
variations in the aggregate effect of various process rates (e.g., denitrification, storage) that may be associated
with a particular watershed property and are reflected by the model coefficients. Separate coefficients may also
be estimated and evaluated for geographic regions for which local management applications of the model are of
interest. The spatially distributed model structure in SPARROW can support the development and testing of a
spatially distributed set of parameters that is required to address these needs.
An example of the former case is that in which a physiographic region, such as a coastal plain or
mountainous region, is believed or known to be associated with soil or geologic properties that potentially affect
the removal and transport of a pollutant, such as nitrogen (McMahon and others, 2003; S. Preston, U.S.
Geological Survey, written comm., 2004). Physiographic regions also may represent a geologic source of a
pollutant, such as phosphorus in the case of the Tennessee/Kentucky regional SPARROW model (Hoos, 2005).
These properties can be specified in SPARROW models as discrete explanatory variables that correspond to
contiguous or nearly contiguous regional areas. These discrete variables are sometimes referred to as “indicator”
or “dummy” variables, and are typically used in analysis of covariance regression methods (see Helsel and
Hirsch, 1992). Such variables are incorporated into the model as binary (“0” or “1”) variables that represent
different classifications of an explanatory factor and its associated model coefficient. Although regional
specifications of SPARROW models are most reliably developed and tested using direct spatial measurements
of watershed properties (e.g., soils, geology, physiography), regional patterns in model prediction errors—i.e.,
areas of consistent over- or under-prediction—may potentially provide insight into other explanatory factors and
regional specifications of those factors that are not accounted for, but need to be included, in the model (e.g.,
McMahon and others, 2003).
One notable use of regionally specific coefficients in SPARROW models is to accommodate regional
applications of the model (see figure 1.19), including the use of the model in a specific State, particular
watersheds within a State, or by a regional multi-state management authority (e.g., New England Interstate
Water Pollution Control Commission). These more geographically focused modeling interests have previously
been addressed by developing regional SPARROW models, such as those in New England (Moore and others,
2004), the Chesapeake Bay (Preston and Brakebill, 1999), North Carolina coastal watersheds (McMahon and
others, 2003), and watersheds in the states of Tennessee and Kentucky (Hoos, 2005). These models are typically
estimated using local USGS and State stream monitoring data and may include spatial data on pollutant sources
that have been developed by local political and scientific organizations.
As an alternative to these regional modeling approaches, users may also develop and test regional
specifications within the existing national SPARROW models or even more locally specific specifications
within regional models. We refer to these types of applications as nested model designs in which the
local/regional model and its application are nested within a larger (e.g., national) spatial model structure. The
advantage of this approach is twofold. First, this approach uses a much larger number of stream monitoring
stations to estimate the model. For example, the local stream monitoring station flux estimates may be combined
with the larger number of station flux estimates used to estimate the national model. The statistical power of
such a model is generally much higher than can be achieved by using a conventional regional model based
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exclusively on the local monitoring data. The estimation of regionally specific coefficients on selected
explanatory variables in the model evaluates whether there is sufficient statistical evidence so that the
local/regional response of in-stream flux to watershed properties differs from that estimated in the national
model. Second, this approach enhances the ability of a user to account for the effects of an important watershed
property for which there is too little regional variation to explicitly estimate its effects in a regional model. For
example, some regions may contain too little spatial variation in mean-annual measures of atmospheric nitrogen
deposition to statistically estimate a coefficient in a regional model, although this source may contribute
appreciable quantities of nitrogen to streams in the region. An estimate of the contribution of the source in
regional watersheds can be obtained directly from the national model. Therefore, a coupling of the regional and
national models can provide a more comprehensive accounting of the sources of pollutants than can be achieved
through the independent use of a regional model.

Figure 1.19.

Completed and active SPARROW regional modeling applications.

The following example illustrates how a regional coefficient for in-stream contaminant removal would
be specified in a national SPARROW model. In the U.S. national total nitrogen model, the estimated depthdependent reaction rates (as shown in figure 1.17) describe the nitrogen removal rates that apply nationally to
three different sizes of streams. There may be reason to believe that these removal rates might vary regionally in
response to high dissolved organic carbon loads in low-gradient southeastern rivers or might differ in the
northeastern U.S. where particular TMDL uses of the model are of interest (e.g., Moore and others, 2004). To
evaluate such potential regional differences, the specification of the stream attenuation function described in
equation (1.30) would be re-written as

(1.37)

⎛ CS
⎞
A(Z , Z ; θ S , θ R ) = exp ⎜⎜⎜−∑ (θS c + θSΔc ηcS i )TcS i ⎟⎟⎟ ,
⎝ c=1
⎠⎟
S
i

R
i

where ηcS i is a regional binary variable for stream size class c in which the value of the variable for each reach
is coded as “1” for reaches in the region of interest and “0” for all reaches in other geographic areas; and θSΔ c is
-1
the regional incremental stream attenuation coefficient expressed in units of day that indicates the incremental
difference in the rate of nitrogen removal within the streams of the region of interest (note that the regional
nitrogen removal rate is computed as θS c + θSΔ c , where θSΔ c can be either positive or negative). A formal
hypothesis test (i.e., evaluation of t and p statistics; see subsequent section 1.5.4.1) of each of the regional
incremental coefficients, θSΔ c , would provide explicit information about whether statistically significant
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differences are observed in the rates of in-stream removal of nitrogen within the specified region. The regional
model specification would be based on a modified national estimation data file in which the regional stream
monitoring flux estimates have been added to reaches. Moreover, if regional data are available for any of the
explanatory variables (e.g., fertilizer use, soil permeability), then new explanatory variables would be created
that reflect a combination of the national and regional data in which the regional data supersede the national data
in the estimation file.

1.5 Model estimation
The SPARROW model equation, given in equation (1.27), is clearly a nonlinear function of its
parameters. As such, the model must be estimated using nonlinear techniques. The errors of the model are
assumed to be independent across observations and have zero mean; the variance of each observation may be
observation specific. A general method commonly used for these types of problems, one in which it is not
necessary to assume the precise distribution of the residuals, is nonlinear weighted least squares (NWLS). This
is the estimation method used by SPARROW.
There are a number of algorithms in use for obtaining nonlinear weighted least squares estimates. This
documentation will not delve into the details of any of these other than to identify the particular algorithm
implemented in SAS to estimate the SPARROW model, the Levenberg-Marquardt Least-Squares Method, and
to direct the reader to SAS documentation that provides additional information (SAS, 1999). In the following
section, however, we describe how to think about nonlinear estimation in terms of an iterative linear estimation
process. This discussion is useful for obtaining an intuitive understanding of the nonlinear estimation
methodology and the diagnostic statistics generated by the SPARROW model, particularly as they relate to
ordinary least squares.
Unlike linear models, the statistical properties of the estimated parameters for nonlinear models are not
precisely known in finite samples. For this reason, much of the theory of nonlinear estimation has focused on
characterizing asymptotic properties—the statistical properties of the coefficient estimates as the sample size
goes to infinity. A discussion of these properties and of the restrictions of the model necessary to obtain them is
given in section 1.5.2. Section 1.5.3 follows on this discussion by providing a description of bootstrap methods
that are used to infer some of the small sample properties of the estimates—allowing the user to increase or
decrease their confidence in the reliability of the asymptotic properties as they pertain to their particular
SPARROW application.
An important topic for the practical user of SPARROW is how to interpret SPARROW model
estimation results. Section 1.5.4 provides details on what to look for in the model estimates and how to interpret
what is found. Sections 1.5.5 and 1.5.6 impart additional insight, of a practical nature, into the lessons to be
learned from plotting the residuals and how to know if the model has adequate fit.

1.5.1 A guide to nonlinear estimation
The estimation method of nonlinear weighted least squares is not generally as well known as that for
ordinary least squares (OLS). In order to improve interpretation of nonlinear model estimation, the following
describes the close relation between nonlinear weighted least squares and the ordinary least squares method. In
particular, it is shown that nonlinear weighted least squares can be interpreted simply as an iterative application
of ordinary least squares. As such, many of the concepts developed from ordinary least squares analysis are
directly transferable to the estimation of nonlinear models. This understanding is useful for understanding the
derivation of the covariance matrix and leverage factor under nonlinear weighted least squares.
1.5.1.1 Brief review of ordinary least squares
A useful way to begin the discussion is to briefly review the results of ordinary least squares analysis.
Consider a linear model, expressed in matrix notation, defined as
(1.38)

y = Xβ + e ,

where y is an N by 1 vector containing the dependent variable data, X is an N by K matrix containing the
explanatory variable data, where K is the number of explanatory variables, β is a K by 1 vector of unknown
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coefficients, and e is an N by 1 vector of errors assumed to be mutually uncorrelated with zero mean and
variance σe2 . The estimated values of the coefficients are given by
−1
βˆ = ( X′X) X′y .

(1.39)

Associated with the least squares methodology are a number of statistics that are useful for interpreting
the statistical significance of the estimates and diagnosing potential problems in the data. These statistics include
the covariance matrix and the leverage factor. The estimated covariance matrix of the estimated coefficients is
given by

()

−1
V βˆ = s 2 ( X ′X) ,

(1.40)

where s 2 is the estimated error variance σe2 , or mean squared error given by

s2 =

(1.41)

(

)

−1

y ′ I − X ( X′X) X y
N −K

,

where I is the N × N identity matrix.
The square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix represent the standard errors of the
coefficients and are used to compute the t-statistics and probability values. The t-statistic for coefficient k,

( )

denoted t βˆk , is given by the ratio of the coefficient estimate to its standard error

( )

t βˆk =

(1.42)

()

βˆk

()

Vkk βˆ

,

()
p (βˆ ) , corresponds to the

where Vkk βˆ corresponds to the k diagonal element of the covariance matrix V βˆ . Under the hypothesis that
th

the true value of βˆk is zero, the two-sided probability value for βˆk , denoted

k

probability of obtaining a t-statistic having an absolute value that is greater than or equal to the absolute value of

( )

t βˆk . If the errors e are normally distributed, and the hypothesis that βˆk equals zero is true, the t-statistic in
equation (1.42) is distributed Student’s t with N − K degrees of freedom and the two-sided probability value is
given by

(1.43)

⎛
⎛
⎞⎟⎞⎟
⎜⎜
⎜⎜ βˆ
⎟⎟⎟⎟
k
⎟⎟⎟⎟ ,
p βˆk = 2 ⎜⎜⎜1−Τ( N −K ) ⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
ˆ
⎜⎜
Vkk β ⎠⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎜
⎝
⎝
⎠

( )

()

where Τ( N −K ) (⋅) is the Student’s t cumulative distribution function for N–K degrees of freedom.
The confidence interval for βk is defined as the random interval having a probability Pc , called the
coverage probability or confidence level, of including the true coefficient value. Under the hypothesis that the

(

errors are normally distributed, the statistic βˆk − βk

)

()

Vkk β̂ is distributed Τ( N −K ) (⋅) . Let T(−N1−K ) ( p) be

the quantile of the Student’s t distribution correspond to the probability p. Upon careful manipulation of the
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⎛
probability statement Pr ⎜⎜ βˆk − βk
⎜⎝

(
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⎞
Vkk βˆ ≤ T(−N1−K ) ((1− Pc ) 2)⎟⎟⎟ = Pc , we obtain the confidence interval
⎠

)

()

for βk given by

(1.44)

⎛
⎞
Pr ⎜⎜βˆk − Vkk βˆ T(−N1−K ) ((1 + Pc ) 2) ≤ βk ≤ βˆk − Vkk βˆ T(−N1−K ) ((1− Pc ) 2)⎟⎟
⎝
⎠

()

()

= Pc .
The leverage statistic is used to determine observations that have undue influence in the determination
of model coefficients. Formally, the leverage of observation i is given by

hi =

(1.45)

V (eˆi − ei )
σ

2

=

( (

) )

V Xi β − βˆ Xi′
σ

2

−1

= Xi ( X′X) Xi′ .

The leverage statistic is always positive and has an average value over all observations equal to K N . A “rule
of thumb” criterion for identifying a high influence observation is one in which hi > 3 K N .
1.5.1.2 Nonlinear weighted least squares
Each of the statistical results stated above has an analog in a nonlinear weighted least squares analysis.
In order to better understand the derivation of those results, we show how the method of nonlinear weighted
least squares can be framed as an iterative application of ordinary least squares.
To focus the discussion, the extensive notation in equation (1.27) is greatly simplified. The objective of
estimation is to explain measured flux, so the abbreviated notation explicitly references only monitored reaches
i ∈ I . For convenience, we also refer to the monitoring stations associated with monitored reach i as monitoring
station i. Let measured flux at reach i continue to be denoted as Fi M . The abbreviated notation for modeled flux

′

is Fi* (β) , where β = {α ′, θ′D , θ′S , θ′R } is a vector of all the model coefficients. Included as determinants of

Fi* (β ) , but not explicitly stated, are the source, land-to-water delivery and in-stream attenuation variables that
determine flux within the nested basin of monitoring station i. Also included are any measured fluxes upstream
of reach i that define the boundary of monitoring station i’s nested basin.
The relation between measured ( Fi M ) and monitored ( Fi* (β) ) flux for monitored reach i is assumed to
be given by
(1.46)

(

)

ln ( Fi M ) = ln Fi* (β) + ei ,

where ei is a random error that is independent across monitored basins i = 1,… , N , with mean zero and
variance σi2 . The assumption that the random error is additive in logarithm space, implying it is multiplicative
in real space, is reasonable given the non-negativity of flux. Less defensible is the assumption that the error
terms are independent across monitored basins. There are, undoubtedly, unobserved factors, such as unmeasured
climate factors, that would cause errors between basins to be correlated. Unfortunately, the additional model
structure required to incorporate that correlation is beyond the reach of the current SPARROW model. For now,
we remark that correlated residuals do not lead to biased estimates of the coefficients, although they can
potentially bias the covariances of the estimates and make the estimation methodology described below
inefficient. Note also that equation (1.46) is not a conventional log-linear regression on basin attributes. The
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logarithm function on the right hand side of equation (1.46) pertains to an overall transformation of all the
additive terms on the right hand side of equation (1.27). As such, mass balance continues to hold.
An appropriate estimation methodology for models with independent, heteroscedastic (that is, not
identically distributed) errors is nonlinear weighted least squares (Judge and others, 1985, Gallant, 1987), the
objective of which is the minimization of
(1.47)

Q = ∑ wi ei2 ,
i∈ I

with respect to β , where wi is the weight applied to monitored reach i. [Technically, the presence of upstream
monitored fluxes in Fi* (β ) makes the estimation problem more complicated than it appears here. Some of these
complications are addressed in section 1.5.2.1.]
To show the relation with ordinary least squares, we simplify the notation further and write the model
for all N monitored basins as
(1.48)

f M = f * (β ) + e ,

(

)

*
where f M and f * (β ) are each N ×1 vectors having elements ln ( Fi M ) and ln Fi (β) , i = 1,… , N , and e is

an N ×1 vector of the corresponding error terms. The estimation of the nonlinear model in equation (1.48)
using OLS methods is achieved by taking a first-order Taylor approximation around an initial parameter vector

β0
(1.49)

f M = f * (β0 ) + fβ*′ (β0 )(β − β0 ) + e ,

*
where f * (β 0 ) is the N ×1 vector function evaluated at the initial coefficient estimate β 0 , and fβ ′ (β 0 ) is the

N × K matrix of partial derivatives of f * with respect to β , also called the gradient of f * , evaluated at the
initial coefficient estimate β 0 .
An assumption of the SPARROW model is that ei , the error of observation i, has an observationspecific variance σi2 . One implication of this assumption is that the ordinary least squares method of estimation
is inefficient. Additionally, if the observation-specific variance is correlated with any of the explanatory
variables, the standard estimation of the coefficient covariance matrix is biased (White, 1980). An appropriate
approach to estimation in this case is weighted least squares or, in the context of the nonlinear model, weighted
nonlinear least squares. The optimal weight for observation i is proportional to the inverse of the variance of
observation i’s error, such that wi ∝ 1 σi2 (Judge and others, 1985). To retain the average variance of the error
in the weighted procedure, the proportionality constant used to compute wi is the average of the error variance,
resulting in
N

(1.50)

wi =

∑σ

2
j

j =1

N σi2

.

The close link between weighted nonlinear least squares and ordinary least squares becomes clear by
applying weights to both sides of equation (1.49) and transforming terms as follows
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)

y 0 = D (w ) 2 f M − f * (β 0 ) + fβ*′ (β 0 ) β 0 ,
1

X0 = D (w ) 2 fβ*′ (β 0 ) , and
1

(1.51)

1

e = D (w ) 2 e,
1

where D (w ) 2 is a diagonal matrix with the vector of the square roots of the weights wi along the diagonal.
Given β 0 , the next iteration’s estimate of β is obtained by estimating the transformed equation
(1.52)

y 0 = X 0β + e .

Equation (1.52) is linear in β and can be easily estimated using ordinary least squares to obtain the next
iteration’s estimate of the coefficient vector, denoted β+1 ,
(1.53)

−1
βˆ +1 = ( X ′0 X 0 ) X 0 y 0 .

The above discussion suggests two iterative procedures for obtaining the nonlinear weighted least
squares estimates, the first to be used if the weights are known and the second to be used if the weights are
unknown. Both procedures begin with a selection of initial coefficient estimates β 0 . If the weights are known,
the initial coefficient estimates and known weights are used to compute the transformations given in equation

(1.51) and estimate a new coefficient vector βˆ +1 by estimating equation (1.52) using ordinary least squares. The

coefficient vector βˆ +1 is then used to define a new set of initial estimates β 0 , reevaluate the transformations in
equation (1.51) and obtain a new coefficient vector βˆ +1 . This procedure is continued until the change in the
estimated vector βˆ +1 between iterations meets a specified convergence criterion.
If the weights are unknown, it may be possible to estimate them from an estimate of the un-weighted
residuals ê . In the first step, the nonlinear model is estimated with weights set to 1.0 to obtain consistent
estimates of the errors,
(1.54)

()

eˆ = f M − f * βˆ ,

where β̂ is the vector of parameter estimates obtained from the converged iterative procedure without
weighting. In a second step, the estimated errors can be used to estimate a functional relation with additional
explanatory variables W. Let the relation between error variance and the explanatory variables be given by
(1.55)

σi2 = g ( Wi , γ ) + vi ,

where γ is a vector of unknown parameters and Wi . It is assumed the errors vi are independent of Wi and of
*
the gradient fβ′ (β) evaluated at the actual coefficient values. The γ coefficients in equation (1.55) can be

estimated by nonlinear regression, with eˆi2 substituting for σi2 as the dependent variable. The second step of the
procedure is to estimate the nonlinear weighted least squares model using weights
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∑ g (W , γˆ )
j

wˆ i =

(1.56)

j =1

Ng ( Wi , γˆ )

.

The two-step procedure is consistent and efficient in large samples (White, 1980).
White (1980) suggests a general procedure that does not require an explicit model of error variance.
Under his approach, the modeled component of error variance takes the form g ( Wi , γ ) = Wi γ , where Wi is a

( )

( )

row vector consisting of the row vector fβ*′ βˆ 0 and all unique convolutions of fβ*′ βˆ 0 , where β̂ 0 is a vector of
coefficient estimates from the first step. The selection of weights in this way results in consistent and an
asymptotically efficient estimator for the coefficients. In practice, however, it is generally impossible to fully
specify the Wi vector in this way due to the large number of terms implied by the convolution. A practical
approach, therefore, may be to limit the convolutions to those terms showing the greatest correlation with the
squared residuals.
1.5.1.3 The asymptotic covariance matrix
Following the least squares analogy, the estimated covariance matrix of the nonlinear weighted least
squares coefficients is given by

()

−1
V βˆ = s 2 ( X*′ X* ) ,

(1.57)

where X* is the transformed value of X given in equation (1.51) evaluated at the converged parameter
estimates β̂ , and
N

∑ wˆ ( f
i

s2 =

(1.58)

M
i

( ))

− fi* βˆ

i =1

2

N

is the mean squared weighted error for the model (colloquially referred to as the mean squared error or MSE).
1.5.1.4 Estimation of leverage in the nonlinear model (advanced)
The leverage statistic, which is used in ordinary least squares to identify observations that exert
disproportionate influence on the estimated values of the coefficients, has an asymptotic analog under nonlinear
least squares. For the nonlinear model, leverage is derived analogously to equation (1.45) by considering the
large sample limit of the sampling variance of the weighted estimated error
(1.59)

lim Nhi = lim

N →∞

where σ N2 = 1 N

(

∑

N
i =1

) = lim V (

N wi (eˆi − ei )
σ N2

N →∞

Taylor expansion of

(1.60)

V

( ()

))

N wi fi* βˆ − fi* (β)
σ N2

N →∞

,

σi2 . The large sample limit of equation (1.59) can be determined by taking a first-order

()

N fi* βˆ about β , yielding

( ()

)

(

)

N fi* βˆ − fi* (β) = fiβ*′ (β) N βˆ − β ,
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where βk = λk βˆk + (1− λk ) βk , for some λk ∈ [ 0,1] , k = 1,… , K . Under large sample theory, given certain
regulatory conditions (see section 1.5.2), β̂ is consistent and the asymptotic distribution of

(

normal with mean zero and covariance matrix lim Nσ N2 X*′ X*
N →∞

−1

)

(

)

N βˆ − β is

. The consistency of β̂ implies the

()

*
probability limit of f iβ*′ βˆ equals f iβ′ (β) (see Rao, 1973, p. 122), which, by the definition of β , implies the

()

*
*
probability limit of f iβ ′ β also equals f iβ′ (β) . Consistency also implies that the probability limit of the

ˆ i is wi . Consequently,
estimated weights w

(1.61)

lim

V

(

))

( ()

N wi f i* βˆ − fi* (β)
σ

N →∞

2
N

−1 ⎤
⎡
= lim X*i ⎢ N ( X*′ X* ) ⎥ X*′i ,
N →∞
⎣
⎦

where X*i is the i row of the X* gradient matrix.
th

It is straightforward to show that lim N
N →∞

∑

N

h = K . Thus, asymptotically, the nonlinear leverage

i =1 i

statistic
−1

hi = X*i ( X*′ X* ) X*i′

(1.62)

retains the same interpretation as the leverage statistic defined under ordinary least squares, where the weighted
gradient matrices X* serve as nonlinear analogs to the design matrix X.
1.5.1.5 Estimation of gradients (advanced)
As is evident from equation (1.51), the method of nonlinear optimization requires the computation of
gradients, and the particular optimization routine used in SPARROW requires the computation of second-order
derivatives. A SPARROW model represents a complex function of the coefficients making analytic first- and
*
*
second-order derivatives fβ ′ (β 0 ) and fββ ′ (β 0 ) difficult to obtain. An alternative is to estimate the derivatives

using a numerical method called forward finite differences. The first-order partial derivative of the function fi*
with respect to βk is given by

(1.63)

∂f i* (β 0 ) f i* (β 0 + hk e k ) − fi* (β 0 )
,
≈
∂βk
hk

where ek is a vector, of the same dimension as β 0 , having a 1.0 recorded in the k row and zeros in all other
th

rows, and hk is a step change given by

η (1 + β0 k ) , where η is the machine precision (SAS, 1999). The

forward difference estimate of the second-order derivative is
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⎧
⎪
fi* (β 0 + h′j e j + hk′e k ) − fi* (β 0 + h′j e j ) − f i* (β 0 + hk′e k ) + fi* (β 0 )
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
h′j hk′
∂ 2 f i* (β 0 ) ⎪
⎪
≈⎨
(1.64)
⎪⎪
∂β j ∂βk
f i* (β 0 − h ′j e j ) − 2 fi* (β 0 ) + fi* (β 0 + h′j e j )
⎪
,
⎪
⎪
′j 2
h
⎪
⎪
⎩

j≠k
j = k,

where hk′ is the step size for computing the second-order derivative, given by η 3 hk (SAS, 1999).
A more accurate estimate of derivatives is possible using a central finite difference algorithm (SAS,
1999), but this method requires significantly more evaluations of the SPARROW objective function. For most
applications, the forward finite difference algorithm is sufficient. In the interest of limiting computation time,
this is the algorithm used.
2

1.5.2 Asymptotic properties of the estimators (advanced)
Unlike for linear models, the statistical properties of the estimated parameters for nonlinear models are
not precisely known in finite samples. For example, in a linear model, if it is known that the errors are
independent identically distributed Gaussian (that is, normal) and the predictors are non-stochastic, then the
estimated parameters are normally distributed. Such a conclusion cannot be made when the parameters are
estimated in a nonlinear model with a finite sample. Despite this limitation, quite a bit can be said about the
statistical properties of the estimated parameters in a nonlinear model as sample size becomes large. Because
these properties are attained only in large samples, they are referred to as asymptotic properties, and the
derivation of these statistical properties is called an asymptotic analysis. Two statistical properties of the
parameters require verification: consistency of the parameter estimators and the form of their asymptotic
distribution. A parameter estimator is consistent if, as sample size becomes large, the estimates converge on the
true parameter values. This convergence is described probabilistically: consistency is established if as sample
size goes to infinity the probability goes to zero that the estimated parameters deviate from the true parameters
by any specified amount ε > 0 (Amemiya, 1985, p. 95).
The second statistical property established in an asymptotic analysis is the distribution of a parameter
estimator as sample size goes to infinity. One might think that if a parameter is consistent, then the asymptotic
distribution consists of a mass of probability at the true parameter value and zero probability everywhere else.
As such, the derivation of the asymptotic distribution is trivial. What is typically meant by an asymptotic
distribution, however, is the distribution of a standardized estimate, which is formed as the difference between
the parameter estimate and its true value, divided by the standard error of the estimate. That is, if we define a
parameter estimator βˆ as the estimate of βk from a sample of size N, then the standardized statistic
kN

(βˆ

kN

− βk

)

( ) is the ratio of two terms that under certain conditions each go to zero as N goes to

Vkk βˆ N

infinity. Because under general conditions both the numerator and denominator of this ratio have the same rate
of convergence to zero as sample size gets large, the ratio itself has a limiting distribution that is non-degenerate.
Indeed, one of the great achievements in statistics theory is the finding that this limiting distribution is the
standard normal. This is a powerful result because it makes it possible, in the context of a nonlinear model, to
use standard hypothesis tests based on the normal distribution to evaluate the estimated coefficients.
The attainment of asymptotic consistency and normality is not guaranteed but depends on underlying
properties of the nonlinear model, properties that can be conservatively assessed in terms of a set of general
sufficient conditions. These conditions are technical and in practice rarely given much attention: more
commonly, as an afterthought, they are simply assumed to hold. There are, however, certain features of a
hydrologic model that test the limits of these conditions. It is necessary, therefore, that we expend some effort
discussing them.
The salient features of the SPARROW model that affect the manner of conditions that must be satisfied
in order to attain consistency and asymptotic normality are these:
(a) the general form of a SPARROW model is nonlinear in terms of its parameters;
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(b) a SPARROW model is estimated with restrictions on the values of its coefficients, it being possible for a
true coefficient value to exactly satisfy its restriction;
(c) the error term is heteroscedastic;
(d) a SPARROW model is accumulative of flux within a given basin, with accumulation according to a
dendritic pattern;
(e) the uncertainty associated with the accumulation of flux is such that it does not go to zero at the outflow
of any basin and may scale with the size of the basin; and
(f) the modeled flux may depend on flux measurements from upstream basins.
Features (a) and (c) have already been discussed. Feature (b) refers to the fact that there are restrictions on some
model coefficients; for example, source coefficients are generally restricted to be non-negative. Features (d), (e)
and (f) are suggestive of a time series analysis in which the value of the dependent variable depends on an
accumulated history of events, some of which can be summarized by previous values taken by the dependent
variable, and uncertainty regarding the future value of the dependent variable becomes larger the further the
future is extended. The comparison with time series analysis is only suggestive, however, owing to the dendritic
nature of the accumulation.
We are not aware of any formal technical analysis in the literature that establishes sufficient conditions
for consistency and asymptotic normality in the context of a hydrologic model having features (a)-(f). In lieu of
this, we appeal to rather general conditions that have been established in the literature for nonlinear dynamic
models in time, a particularly general statement of which has been made by Gallant and White (1988). The
specific assumptions required to establish consistency and asymptotic normality as stated by Gallant and White
are quite technical, serving to set limits such that it is possible to apply a law of large numbers—a general law
that states that the sum of independent random numbers goes to a normal distribution. Here we give a nontechnical account of what these assumptions accomplish.
First, it is assumed that the set of possible parameter values is compact, meaning that they are restricted
to a definite range defined by closed operators such as ‘≤’ and ‘≥’ as opposed to open operators such as ‘<’ and
‘>’. This is a technical restriction that can be imposed on the SPARROW model with little loss of generality.
A number of the assumptions stated by Gallant and White (1988) pertain to nonlinear models in general,
*

models without a dynamic element. For example, these assumptions require the modeled flux function f to be
compact over the range of admissible parameter values and to be continuously differentiable of order two for all
possible values of the parameters, a condition that is also required in order to implement the iterative algorithm
used to minimize the nonlinear weighted least squares objective function. The modeled flux function and its first
and second derivatives are also assumed to be Lipschitz, a condition that bounds the smoothness of these
functions in a somewhat stronger way than continuity. Generally, these conditions can be satisfied by any
SPARROW model by appropriate specification of the admissible values of the parameters.
Consistency requires that the objective function in equation (1.47) is assumed to have identifiably
unique minimizers β within the set of admissible parameters. Asymptotic normality requires the identifiably
unique minimizers are in the interior of the set of admissible parameters. These are standard assumptions for
nonlinear least squares estimators. The interior restriction would seem to rule out parameter constraints, or at
least the attainment of these constraints by the estimated parameters. The restriction can be avoided, however,
by assuming parameters estimated to exactly meet a constraint are treated as known coefficients fixed at their
constrained values, in which case the parameter space is reduced to include only the unconstrained parameters.
The remaining parameters would then be subject to the interior condition, but not the constrained parameter.

(

)

2
The weighted squared difference between measured flux and modeled flux, wi f i M − f i* (β ) , and its

first and second derivatives are also required to be stochastically bounded or ‘dominated.’ This is a technical
restriction that places limits on the extent of variance in the heteroscedastic errors, as well as on the variation of
scales of the watersheds included in the model. Because watersheds are physically bounded, this restriction
essentially places limitations on the amount of variation allowed in the errors. An appropriate choice of weights
should suffice to assure heteroscedasticity is appropriately bounded.
The other assumptions imposed by Gallant and White (1988) deal with limitations in the amount of
dependence between temporally separated stochastic variables as the separation becomes large. Generally, these
assumptions require that this dependence must go to zero at a sufficient rate. This would seem to have a bearing
on hydrologic models applied to conservative contaminants, in which case the dependence between upstream
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and downstream fluxes would not be expected to go to zero as distance between them is increased. As we show
below, there are important reasons, of an asymptotic nature, that a hydrologic model be estimated on data that
include non-nested basins, although including some nested basins is allowed. Because the dependence problem
created by conservative contaminants is purely a consequence of nesting, the restriction that the model include
non-nested basins helps alleviate the dependence problem if it can be assumed that other, non-modeled factors
causing dependencies between basins, such as unobserved climate variables, satisfy the types of limitations
assumed by Gallant and White. These assumptions thus reduce to the same types of assumptions that would be
required to estimate any model composed of correlated unobserved factors. The assumption made for
SPARROW in section 1.5.1 is that the errors across nested and non-nested basins are stochastically independent.
This is an extreme assumption that is probably unfounded (see Qian, 2005) but suffices in the present context to
ensure that fluxes across non-nested basins are also independent, thereby satisfying the assumptions of
dependence imposed by Gallant and White.
1.5.2.1 Implications of asymptotic normality (advanced)
If the assumptions described above are satisfied, Gallant and White (1988) show that

(

)

N βˆ N − β ,

where βˆ N is the coefficient vector that minimizes equation (1.47), is asymptotically distributed normal with a
vector mean of zero and covariance matrix given by

⎛
lim NV βˆ N = lim sN2 ⎜⎜⎜ N −1 ∑ wi f i*,β βˆ N f i*,β β̂ N
N →∞
N →∞
⎝
i∈ I

( )

(1.65)

2
−1
where sN = N

∑

(

( ) ( )

( ))

wˆ fi M − fi* βˆ N
i∈ I i

−1

′ ⎞⎟
⎟⎟ ,
⎠⎟

2

, I represents the set of N monitored reaches, indexed by i, and

( )

fi*,β βˆ N is the derivative of the function defining modeled flux at reach i with respect to the coefficient vector
β , evaluated at the nonlinear weighted least squares coefficient estimates βˆ N .
This result can be used to justify estimates of the p-value and confidence interval based on the normal
th
distribution. Given asymptotic normality, the standardized statistic for the k coefficient,

(βˆ

kN

− βk

)

( )

V kk βˆ N , is distributed standard normal in large samples. Therefore, the p-value for the kth

coefficient is given by

(1.66)

⎛
⎛
p βˆ kN = 2 ⎜⎜⎜1−Φ ⎜⎜⎜ βˆ kN
⎜⎝
⎜⎝

( )

⎞⎞

( )⎟⎟⎟⎠⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟ ,

Vkk βˆ N

⎠

and the confidence interval with coverage probability Pc has lower and upper bounds βˆ

(1.67)

kN

and βˆ

kN

given by

−1
βˆ kN = βˆ kN − V kk (βˆ N )Φ ((1 + Pc ) 2) , and
−1
βˆ kN = βˆ kN − V kk (βˆ N )Φ ((1− Pc ) 2) ,

−1
where Φ (⋅) is the cumulative standard normal distribution function and Φ (⋅) is the inverse of the cumulative

standard normal probability distribution.
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1.5.2.2 Asymptotic properties within a single basin—three examples (advanced)
In an attempt to establish consistency and asymptotic normality for the SPARROW model parameter
estimates, we immediately encounter a technical problem. The problem arises in the assumptions needed to
extend the number of observations to an infinitely large size. In many applications of a SPARROW model, the
researcher will have a prescribed watershed containing a defined reach network. Because the watershed
represents a bounded region, the only way in which observations can be extended to infinity is by infilling—that
is, increasing the density of measurements within the study area. A hydrologic system is by nature bounded and
accumulative, however, meaning the contaminant flux at the outflow of the basin is an accumulation of
individual processes within a bounded watershed. It is also true that not all uncertainty in the description of the
basin can be resolved at the basin outlet, even if the uncertainty is independent at the smallest scale. As is shown
below, the existence of error at the aggregate scale implies asymptotic theory commonly used to justify finite
sample estimates is not valid in the context of a finite watershed.
To better understand the limitations imposed by a finite basin with aggregate error, we present three
examples. Each example is built from a stochastic process that is well defined and statistically independent at
the smallest scale, yet leads to non-degenerate stochastic behavior at the aggregate scale. The examples
demonstrate that model estimates from finite basins do not converge in probability to a constant, implying the
asymptotic properties of consistency and normality do not necessarily hold. The utility of this result is technical;
however, the examples serve another purpose—they demonstrate how a SPARROW model arises from a
fundamental description of hydrologic stochastic processes. In this way, some light is shed on the somewhat
‘black box’ nature of large-scale hydrologic models.
The first example, conceptually depicted in figure 1.20, considers a simple SPARROW model for a
single reach of length dT . In this example, we assume that there are no incremental additions to stream flux
along the reach. The only hydrologic process acting on flux is in-stream attenuation, governed by the decay
parameter δ and the length of the reach to which it is applied. Let there be n monitoring stations along this
reach, sequentially indexed by i beginning with the station located at the furthest upstream location (fig. 1.20).
Let di represent the length of stream between station i – 1 and station i. Let the decay process operating on the
section of stream between station i – 1 and station i be subject to error ui . This error is assumed to be
continuous, independent between any two non-overlapping segments of the stream, and have a mean of zero and
a variance that is proportional to the stream length di . An example of such a random process taken from the
stochastic calculus literature is the Brownian motion process derived from the Weiner process (see Malliaris and
Brock, 1982). It has been shown that any process exhibiting continuity and having stationary, independent and
identically distributed increments must be normally distributed (Breiman, 1968, proposition 12.4). Finally, let
yi represent the log of flux measured at location i, and let y0 , the log of flux at the upstream end of the reach,
be defined and known.
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Figure 1.20. A graphical depiction of a simple hydrologic system consisting of a single reach segment of length
sub-segments of length

dT

divided into n

di , each having a measured logarithm of flux yi .

The SPARROW model equation in this case for any measured segment i is

yi = ln (e yi−1 e−δ di +ui ) = yi−1 − δ d i + ui ,

(1.68)

2
where V (ui ) = σv di , σv2 being the variance of the decay process per unit distance. From equation (1.68), we

see that this simple case leads to a SPARROW model that is linear with heteroscedastic errors; a model that is
efficiently estimated using standard weighted least squares.
To facilitate exposition, we write the simple model for all n observations in vector notation
Δy = −δd + u ,

(1.69)

′

′

′

where Δy = { y1 − y0 ,… , yn − yn−1 } , d = {d1 ,… , d n } , and u = {u1 ,… , un } . Using this notation, the
2
covariance matrix for the errors is E (uu′) = σv D (d) , where D (⋅) is the diagonal matrix operator that creates

an n× n diagonal matrix from its n-element vector argument. The weighted least squares estimate of the
coefficient δ and its variance are given by

(

−1
δˆ = d ′D (d) d

(1.70)

()

(

)

−1

−1

d ′D (d) Δy = (i ′d) i ′Δy =

−1
V δˆ = σv2 d ′D (d) d

−1

)

−1

=

yn − y0
,
dT

σv2
.
dT

Notice that the optimal weighted least squares estimate of δ depends only on the change in flux over the entire
pathway, yn − y0 ; measurements of flux made at intermediate locations along the pathway have no bearing on
the optimal estimate. Consequently, the variance of δ̂ does not depend on n, implying that no amount of infill
sampling can improve its estimate. In this case, the estimate δ̂ is unbiased; it has an expectation of δ . δ̂ is not
consistent, however, because its variance does not go to zero asymptotically (this is a consequence of δ̂ being
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normally distributed; see theorem 18.14 in Davidson, 1994). Here, because ui are derived from a Wiener
process, the distribution of δ̂ will be normal. It is possible, however, to construct other examples in which the
underlying process is not continuous, and therefore not Wiener and not normally distributed. Consequently, the
asymptotic distribution of the estimated decay rate need not be normal.
A trivial extension of this simple example can be used to show that the asymptotic limitations of the
hydrologic model cannot be overcome by simply appealing to a higher dimension. Consider a single dendritic
reach network consisting of an infinite number of reach segments indexed by i, i = 1, … , ∞ , contained within a
bounded two-dimensional watershed of area A (see figure 1.21). For each reach segment i, define a
corresponding sub-basin of area Ai that represents the incremental drainage of the segment, so that

∑

∞

i =1

Ai = A . Assume there exists some finite constant b such that di ≤ bAi for all i. This assumption implies

that no segment can be infinitely long, a reasonable assertion if flux is to accumulate at the outlet of the
watershed in finite time. Finally, as in the previous example, we make the simplifying assumption that sources
are located only at the upstream ends of each segment.

Sources
Reach

Reach

Monitoring
Stations

Monitoring
Stations

Reach

Figure 1.21. The arrangement of reaches, sources and monitoring stations in a two-dimensional hydrologic model.

The previous example shows that the most efficient way to monitor a reach is to monitor the endpoints;
monitoring intermediate locations along a reach has no bearing on the estimate of decay. Here it is assumed that
the monitoring of reach i represents two measurements—a downstream measurement at the reach outlet and an
upstream measurement just below the introduction of the reach’s source. In a sample of N independent reaches,
the estimate of decay is again efficiently estimated by weighted least squares. The first two equalities for δ̂ in
equation (1.70) remain applicable, resulting in
N

(

−1
δˆ = d ′D (d) d

)

−1

−1

d ′D (d) Δy = (i ′d) i ′Δy =
−1

(1.71)

∑ Δy

i

i =1
N

∑d
i =1

()

(

−1
V δˆ = σv2 d ′D (d) d

)

−1

=

σv2

,

N

∑d
i =1

i

i

,
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th
where, in this context, the i element of Δy pertains to the difference between the downstream and upstream

measurements of reach i. Since d i ≤ bAi for each i, we have
(1.72)

()

V δˆ >

σv2
b ∑ i=1 Ai
N

≥

σv2
.
bA

The variance of the estimator is again bounded away from zero, regardless of the number of observations. As N
goes to infinity, and every segment of the reach network becomes monitored, the variance of δ̂ does not go to
zero. Consequently, the conditions for consistency are not met.
The last example demonstrates that the limitations of asymptotic analysis within a finite basin are not
restricted to the estimation of the decay rate, but also pertain to the estimation of source coefficients. Consider
again the simple case of a single reach of length dT . For this example, it is assumed that the in-stream decay
rate is zero throughout the full reach segment. Arrayed along the reach segment are sources, defined
continuously by the function S (t ) . Associated with each source is a source coefficient that determines the
amount of source S (t ) that is delivered to the stream. The source coefficient is assumed to be stochastic and is
given by a ( dq (t )) , where a is a constant and dq(t) is a Poisson jump process defined over continuous distance
t, where dq(t) equals 1 with probability λ dt and equals zero with probability 1− λdt (see Malliaris and Brock,
1982). Thus, the expectation of dq(t) is λ dt, and the variance is (ignoring terms smaller than dt) also λ dt. The
adoption of a Poisson process to define the source coefficient implies sources are effectively distributed
discretely over the length of the reach but can occur at any location with equal probability. Because q(t) has
jumps, it is not a continuous process, as was the case for the Wiener process used in the examples involving
stream decay. Like a Wiener process, however, the Poisson process q(t) has the Markov property that the
probability distribution for all downstream values of the q(t + s) conditioned on all information available at
location t depends only on the local value of q(t) and not on any upstream values. This implies the intervals dq(t)
and dq(s) are independent for s ≠ t .
Assume monitoring stations are positioned at locations ti , i = 1,… , n , with spacing d i = ti − ti−1 . The
flux measured at station i is given by
(1.73)

Yi = Yi−1 + a ∫

ti−1 + di
ti−1

S (t ) dq (t ) .

The mean and variance of Yi − Yi−1 are given by
ti−1 + di

(1.74)

E (Yi − Yi−1 ) = aλ ∫

(1.75)

V (Yi − Yi−1 ) = a 2λ ∫

ti−1

S (t )dt , and

ti−1 + di
ti−1

S 2 (t ) dt .

Due to the assumptions associated with q(t), the covariance between Yi − Yi−1 and Y j − Y j−1 is zero for i ≠ j .
Estimates of the source coefficient a and Poisson parameter λ can be obtained from a simple linear
model having the form
(1.76)

ΔY = bX + Z ,
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where ΔY = {Y1 , Y2 − Y1 ,… , Yn − Yn−1 } , X =

{∫

d1
0

S (t ) dt , ∫

t1 + d 2
t1

S (t ) dt ,… , ∫

tn−1 + d n
tn−1

73

′
S (t ) dt , b = aλ ,

}

′

2
and error vector Z = {Z1 ,… , Z n } has zero mean and diagonal covariance matrix a λD (g ) , with D(g) being a

diagonal matrix having diagonal elements g given by the vector

g=

{∫

d1
0

S 2 (t ) dt , ∫

t1 + d 2
t1

S 2 (t ) dt ,… , ∫

tn−1 + d n
tn−1

′
S 2 (t ) dt . The model given in equation (1.76) is not

}

technically a SPARROW model because it is estimated in real space as opposed to logarithm space, but it is a
valid model and will suffice to make the necessary point concerning asymptotic properties of estimators based
on infinitely dense monitoring stations.
Equation (1.76) can be estimated using linear weighted least squares, with the weight of observation i
set to 1

∫

ti−1 + di
ti−1

S 2 (t ) dt . The expectation of the mean squared weighted residual is given by
⎛ n
⎞
E ⎜⎜∑ wi Z i2 n⎟⎟⎟ = a 2λ .
⎜⎝ i=1
⎠

(1.77)

The weighted least squares estimate of the slope coefficient b is

(

−1

b̂ = X ′D (g ) X

(1.78)

)

−1

−1

X ′D (g ) ΔY ,

and the variance of this estimate is given by
−1

2
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎛ ti−1 +di
⎞⎟ ⎫
⎪
S (t ) dt ⎟ ⎪
⎪
n ⎜
⎜
∫
−
1
⎪
⎪
⎝ ti−1
⎠ ⎪
−1
⎪
V bˆ = a 2λ X ′D (g ) X = a 2λ ⎪
⎨∑
⎬ .
ti−1 + di
⎪
2
=
i
1
⎪
⎪
S (t ) dt ⎪
∫
⎪
⎪
ti−1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭

(

()

(1.79)

)

Estimates of the slope coefficient b and the mean squared weighted residual suffice to identify the source
coefficient a and Poisson scaling factor λ ; that is, the estimated slope coefficient is an estimate of the product
a λ , and the estimated mean squared weighted residual is an estimate of the product a 2λ . The ratio of mean
squared weighted residual to the coefficient b provides an estimate of a and the ratio of the squared coefficient
estimate to the mean squared weighted residual gives an estimate of λ .
From the inequality
(1.80) 0 ≤

∫

ti−1 + di
ti−1

⎛

we have d i ≥ ⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎜⎜ S (t ) − 1
⎜⎝
d

i

∫

ti−1 + di
ti−1

∫

ti−1 + di
ti−1

2

⎞
S (t ) dt ⎟⎟
⎠

∫

2

2
⎞
ti−1 + di
1 ⎛ ti−1 +di
⎞
S ( s ) ds⎟⎟⎟ dt = ∫
S 2 (t ) dt − ⎜⎜ ∫
S (t ) dt ⎟⎟ ,
⎠
ti−1
di ⎝ ti−1
⎠⎟

ti−1 + di
ti−1

S 2 (t ) dt , and
2

(1.81)

n

n

i =1

i =1

dT = ∑ d i ≥ ∑

⎛ ti−1 +di
⎞
⎜⎜ ∫
S (t ) dt ⎟⎟
⎝ ti−1
⎠

∫

ti−1 + di
ti−1

S 2 (t ) dt

,
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which, via equation (1.79), leads directly to the lower bound on the variance of b̂ ,
2

aλ
.
V bˆ ≥
dT

()

(1.82)

As with the previous examples, a finite basin, here represented by a finite value for the length of the reach, dT ,
places a lower bound on the variance of the estimated slope coefficient b̂ , implying b̂ is not consistent.
The above examples illustrate that the conditions required to apply large sample theory in a hydrologic
model can be met only by expanding the analysis to non-nested basins. In some sense this limitation is technical
and refers only to the theoretical justification of certain statistical results. The practical implication, however, is
that large sample theory cannot be applied in the context of a small basin in which additional observations are
generated by increasing the density of the sampling network. If the choice is between expanding a sampling
network by including other basins or by concentrating more samples within a given basin, large sample theory
suggests the former would have a larger statistical payoff. There are, of course, other reasons for adopting this
protocol; statistical inference is always improved the greater the variability in conditions expressed by the
explanatory variables of a model. The consideration of large sample properties addressed here marginally adds
to the considerable weight of these arguments.
It is important to recognize that the failure of the model to yield consistent estimates within a finite
basin is a direct consequence of the hydrologic system and is not due to any assumptions used to define the
SPARROW model. The statistical analysis of a fixed basin using any model faces the same limitations described
above. As long as basins are finite and uncertainty accumulates in them, it is not possible to satisfy the
conditions needed to apply asymptotic properties to the model estimates. An alternative to the static models
described above would be to consider data collection in the context of a dynamic model. A dynamic model
implies data can be accumulated along a temporal dimension, in addition to the spatial dimension exploited by
SPARROW. If the underlying error processes are dynamic, meaning, for example, the Brownian motion process
u used in the first example varied randomly with time, then repeated sampling of a fixed basin through time
would yield consistent estimates. Consequently, a dynamic model may display large sample behavior that
cannot be obtained by a purely spatial analysis. If any of the underlying stochastic processes are static, however,
varying only over space and not time, the statistical description of these processes by a dynamic model confronts
the same asymptotic limitations as a strictly spatial analysis, such as SPARROW.

1.5.3 Coefficient bias and uncertainty—additional issues
The methods described in the previous sections pertain to large sample properties of the estimators. In
finite samples, parameter estimators may be biased and may not be normally distributed; consequently, standard
methods for testing the statistical significance of parameters could be invalid. Explicit knowledge of the
distributions of estimators would correct this deficiency, but these distributions are typically unknown. An
alternative approach, known as bootstrapping, is to infer the distributions of parameter estimators by assessing
their empirical distributions, the distributions implied by the available sample data (as opposed to the population
of all possible data). The idea is to generate all possible N-element combinations of the N observations, allowing
repetitions of observations, with a set of coefficient estimates obtained for each combination. The distribution of
these sets of estimates forms the empirical distribution of the coefficients. With N observations in a sample,

⎛
⎜⎝

⎞
⎠⎟

2N −1
⎟⎟ possible unique combinations of the observations on which to base the empirical distribution,
there are ⎜⎜
⎟
N

a prohibitive number for even modest sample sizes. An alternative approach is to build the empirical distribution

⎛
⎜⎝

⎞
⎠⎟

2N −1
⎟⎟ possible combinations. SPARROW implements such an approach, which
from R random draws of the ⎜⎜
⎟
N

is called Monte Carlo resampling, or simply resampling.
The bootstrap paradigm is this: the relation between the population distribution and the true moments of
the population is assumed to be the same as the relation between the empirical distribution and the estimated
moments, as obtained via minimization of some objective function (nonlinear least squares, for example). The
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practical implication of this paradigm is that if the computation of some statistic of interest requires knowledge
of the relation between the population distribution and the true moments, the relation between the empirical
distribution and the empirical moments can be used in its place. This paradigm is later shown in section 1.6 to be
most useful for the assessment of bias and uncertainty in predictions, but is shown here to also be useful for
assessing small sample properties of the coefficient estimates.
1.5.3.1 Bootstrap estimate of coefficient bias (advanced)
The additive bias of a coefficient estimate, say βˆk , is given by

( )

( )

B βˆk = E βˆk − βk .

(1.83)

Both terms in the right-hand side of this expression are unknown. The bootstrap paradigm tells us to use the
empirical distribution relative to the empirical estimate βˆk to assess the bias. That is, random sets of N
observations, drawn from the original set of N observations with replacement, are used to generate alternative
estimates of the coefficients, each using the same methodology that was used to compute βˆk . Let there be R
such random re-samples drawn from the original sample, with R corresponding estimates of the coefficient
vector βˆ r . The bootstrap paradigm says that the relation between the true value βk and the population

distribution of βˆk is the same as the relation between the empirical estimate βˆk and the R coefficients βˆk , r
derived from the randomly drawn samples.
The implementation of the bootstrap procedure used in SPARROW can be described in terms of
repetitive application of random weights to the model observations, following each reweighting with a reestimation of the coefficients. For each bootstrap repetition r = 1,..., R , randomly generate N observation

(

)

r
r
indices with replacement ϑ j , j = 1,… , N : ϑ rj = max 1, ceil ( Nξ rj ) , where ξ j , j = 1,… , N is drawn from a

uniform [0,1] distribution. Let nir be the number of times observation i is selected in repetition r (i.e., the
r
number of times over all j that ϑ j equals i). Then βˆ r is the value of K-element coefficient vector β that

minimizes Q r =

∑

(

)

2
th
th
*
r r
M
, where wir is the standard weight for the i observation and r
w
n
f
−
f
β
(
)
i
i
i
i
i=1

N

bootstrap repetition as determined using the methods described in section 1.5.3.1.
The bootstrap estimate of bias mirrors equation (1.83) and is given by

( )

B βˆk

(1.84)
R

where β k = R−1
(1.85)

∑

R
r =1

R

R
= β k − βˆk ,

βˆk ,r . Consequently, the bootstrap bias-corrected estimate of βk is given by

( )

βkR = βˆk − B βˆk

R

R
= 2βˆk − β k .

βkR represents an estimate of βk approximately corrected for first-order bias. That is, for any P < 2, N P times
the remaining bias (after bootstrap bias correction) goes to zero as N goes to infinity, a limit that has the
mathematical notation O ( N −2 ) (Davison and Hinkley, 1997; Shao and Tu, 1995). The correction is assessed as
approximate because a formal proof of the limit pertains to the assumption that βˆk is a quadratic statistic, which
is only approximately true in the case of nonlinear least squares (Davison and Hinkley, 1997).
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The difference between the average of the bootstrap estimates and the parametric estimate indicates the
degree to which the estimation methodology can recover the original parameters that underlie the data
generating process. In large samples, given the standard assumptions described above, the coefficient estimates
are consistent and the t-statistics have a standard normal distribution. If the bootstrap estimate of bias, which is
sensitive to sample size, were large, then this would indicate the assumption of large sample properties is not
appropriate.
1.5.3.2 Bootstrap estimate of the coefficient covariance matrix (advanced)
The R estimates of the coefficient vectors βˆ r also can be used to derive the bootstrap estimate of the
covariance matrix of the coefficient estimates (Efron and Tishirani, 1993)

()

V βˆ

(1.86)

where βˆ R = R−1

∑

R
r =1

R

=

′
1 R ˆ
ˆ R βˆ − β̂ R ,
−
β
β
∑ r
r
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β̂ r . The bootstrap estimates of the variances of the coefficients are given by the diagonal

elements of this matrix. Efron and Tishirani (1993) show that this estimate has a variance (that is, the variance

()

of the variance) of order O ( N −2 ) , meaning that for any P < 1 the variance estimate N P V βˆ

R

goes to zero as

N goes to infinity. This is the same accuracy as the asymptotic covariance matrix given in equation (1.57), so
there is no advantage in using the bootstrap estimate of the covariance matrix as compared to the parametric
(that is, asymptotic) estimate.
1.5.3.3 Bootstrap coefficient confidence interval (advanced)
The standard confidence interval given above in equation (1.67) requires the assumption that the
coefficient estimates have an underlying normal distribution. Although the large sample distribution of the
coefficient estimates approaches normal, there is no assurance that the normal approximation is valid in finite
samples. Bootstrap analysis has been used to derive a more refined estimate of the confidence interval in these
cases.
One bootstrap approach, called the hybrid approach, uses the quantiles of the empirical distribution for
ˆ
ˆ
βk ,r − βk in place of the standard normal quantiles appearing in equation (1.67). Let H k , R ( x) represent the
empirical distribution of βˆk ,r − βˆk ; that is, H k , R ( x ) is the share of the R bootstrap estimates of βˆk ,r − βˆk that
−1
are less than or equal to x. The inverse of the empirical distribution, denoted H k , R ( p ) , represents the empirical

quantile associated with the cumulative probability p. The hybrid bootstrap equal-tail two-sided confidence
interval lower and upper bounds are
R

(1.87)

R
βˆ k = βˆk − H k−,1R ((1 + Pc ) 2) , and βˆ k = βˆk − H k−,1R ((1− Pc ) 2) .

Note that a standard error term, comparable to the

()

V kk βˆ term in equation (1.67), is absent from (1.87). This

is because the empirical distribution pertains to βˆk ,r − βˆk , which is not normalized by its standard deviation.
Note also that it is not necessary to apply bias correction to the estimates in order to obtain valid confidence
intervals. This follows from the assumption that bias is additive and constant in the sense that the entire

distribution of βˆk is shifted with respect to βk by the same amount, as is the distribution of βˆk , r with respect to

βˆk* . In this case, as long as the bias in the bootstrap estimates equals the bias in the parametric coefficient
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−1
estimate βˆk , the bias in the derivation of the quantile H k , R ( p ) is negated by the bias in βˆk resulting in an

unbiased interval. Further remarks regarding this property of the hybrid interval are included in the discussion of
prediction intervals in section 1.6.5.
In practice, the quantiles are determined by ordering the R estimates of βˆk ,r − βˆk in ascending
th
order, with qk ( s ) representing the s value from this list. Then

(1.88)

H k−,1R ((1− Pc ) 2) = qk ( ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ +1) , and
H k−,1R ((1 + Pc ) 2) = qk ( ⎡⎢ Pc R⎤⎥ + ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ ) ,

where ⎢⎣ z ⎥⎦ is the floor function (round to the next lowest integer), and ⎡⎢ z ⎤⎥ is the ceiling function (round to the
next highest integer) (see appendix A for a derivation).
Shao and Tu (1995) show that the hybrid bootstrap equal-tail two-sided confidence interval is secondorder accurate (meaning that for all P < 1, N P times the difference between the hybrid confidence interval
coverage probability and the stated confidence level goes to zero as N goes to infinity)—the same as the normal
approximation for the parametric method. Therefore, there is no statistical advantage to using bootstrap methods
for estimating equal-tailed two-sided confidence intervals for parameters. [Note that second-order accuracy for
confidence intervals means something different from removal of second-order bias, which explains why the
criterion for P here is P < 1 and was P < 2 above in reference to bias.]
Shao and Tu (1995) also show that for one-sided confidence intervals, accuracy can be improved by
expressing the desired coefficient in its pivoted form—that is, βˆk ,r − βˆk is divided by a bootstrap estimate of its
standard error. The accuracy of the one-sided confidence interval in this case is greater than the accuracy
obtained with the one-sided normal approximation or the hybrid bootstrap described above. Unfortunately, the
method requires a double bootstrap whereby an additional set of bootstrap estimates is required for each original
bootstrap repetition in order to estimate the variance. Given the high computational costs required to obtain a
single set of bootstrap estimates in SPARROW, performing a double bootstrap is infeasible and the more
accurate pivot form of the confidence interval is not implemented.
1.5.3.4 Discussion of bootstrap methods for coefficient estimation
Shao and Tu (1995) point out that for any given bootstrap replication it is possible the resampled data
may be collinear. This would occur if a large number of draws from the N observations happened by chance to
come from only a small number of observations. They suggest a filter be placed on the execution of each
bootstrap iteration such that the iteration’s coefficient estimates are set to the parametric estimates βˆk if the
smallest eigenvalue used to evaluate multicollinearity (see the discussion of eigenvalues in section 1.5.4.3) is
below some specified threshold. In practice, even with a modest sample size, this is a highly unlikely outcome
unless the sample itself, without resampling, is already highly multicollinear. SPARROW currently does not
check the eigenvalues of the individual bootstrap iterations in order to prevent the inclusion of highly
multicollinear coefficient estimates in the bootstrap analysis.
The bootstrap methods described above are useful for assessing small sample bias in the nonlinear
weighted least squares estimated coefficients. The methods are less useful for testing hypotheses. As explained
above in section 1.5.3.3, the bootstrap estimate of the confidence interval is of the same order of accuracy as the
standard normal assumption. Thus, with regard to evaluation of model specification and reporting of the
estimation results, it is reasonable to limit the analysis to the parametric estimates—the estimates obtained
without resampling that are justified on the basis of asymptotic behavior. This is a practical observation as well
for it means much of the hard work required to specify a model can be completed without the need for the
computationally expensive bootstrap analysis. A useful estimation strategy, therefore, is one that applies
bootstrap analysis only after a satisfactory model specification has been achieved. The estimate of bias in the
coefficient estimates revealed by that analysis demonstrates the reasonableness of the assumption of asymptotic
conditions for the evaluation of the parametric coefficient estimates. Of greater utility, however, as shown in
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sections 1.6.3-5, will be the application of the empirical distribution of the coefficient estimates to the evaluation
of bias and uncertainty in model predictions.
1.5.3.5 Measurement error (advanced)
We conclude this section with a discussion of the effects of measurement error on the analysis of bias
and uncertainty. Measurement error can arise in the model in either the explanatory variables or the dependent
variable. In linear models, it can be shown that the presence of measurement error in explanatory variables tends
to bias coefficients towards zero. The intuitive understanding of this bias is that greater noise in a predictor
makes it more difficult to detect a causal relation with the dependent variable, causing a reduction in the
absolute value of the correlation between the dependent variable and the predictor measured with noise. A
technical explanation shows the bias to arise due to correlation between the measured values of the explanatory
variable and the error terms that, under conditions of measurement error in a predictor, incorporate some of the
error associated with that predictor. In the limit, as the variance of the measurement error goes to infinity, it will
not be possible to discern any relation between the predictor and the dependent variable, and the correlation
becomes zero. The introduction of measurement error in one of the predictors has the potential of biasing the
coefficient estimates for other predictors if the covariance between these predictors and the true value of the
noisy predictor is non-zero. Unfortunately, the direction of this “collateral” bias cannot be predicted without
knowledge of this covariance structure.
It is important to understand that the effect of measurement error in the predictors, although leading to
biased coefficient estimates, does not necessarily imply bias in the model predictions. For linear models, in fact,
the best prediction of the dependent variable is obtained using the coefficient estimates from standard least
squares methods, without adjustment for measurement error bias. It is not immediately clear whether this
assessment carries over to nonlinear models because the measurement error creates error in the model that is
non-additive with respect to the dependent variable.
The ability to detect a relation between the dependent variable and the predictors may also be impeded
if there is large measurement error in the dependent variable. This may be of particular concern because the
dependent variable, flux, is not typically observed but is estimated from a separate relation involving streamflow
(see section 1.3.1 above). As usually formulated, measurement error in the dependent variable does not result in
a bias in coefficient estimates; rather, measurement error increases the mean squared error of the model, thereby
proportionately inflating the standard error of all model coefficients. The measurement error introduced by the
estimation of flux, however, is not the standard measurement error. The usual definition of measurement error
expresses error as orthogonal to the true variable, implying the error is correlated with the measured variable.
But for flux estimation, which is an expectation of true flux conditioned on streamflow and other variables, the
error is orthogonal to the measurement. This implies a potential bias is introduced in the coefficient estimates if
the SPARROW predictor variables are correlated with the unobserved error in flux.
To understand the nature of the bias, consider a simple analysis of such bias arising in a linear model.
Let y be a N ×1 vector of the true dependent variable and let y be its measured value. Because y is a
conditional expectation of y, we have
(1.89)

y = y +u ,

where u is a N ×1 vector of error terms orthogonal to y with mean zero and variance σu2 . Consider a
regression of y on a set of K predictors, denoted by the N × K matrix X. The estimated coefficients, which are
−1
best linear unbiased, are given by βˆ = ( X′X) X′y . The coefficients estimated with the measured dependent

variable is
(1.90)

−1
−1
βˆ M = ( X′X) X′y = βˆ −( X′X) X′u .

Thus, if the predictors are correlated with the orthogonal component u, the estimated coefficients using the
measured flux are biased relative to the true coefficients.
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An upper bound on the absolute magnitude of the bias can be obtained by noting that the absolute value
of the correlation between u and any of the predictors is bounded by 1. Equivalently, without centering of the
th
variables, consider the regression of u on X k , the k column of the transformed explanatory variable
−1

X = X ( X′X) . The sum of squared errors of that regression must satisfy
−1

u ′u − u ′X k ( X ′k X k ) X ′k u > 0 ,

(1.91)

or X′k u <

(u′u)( X′k Xk ) . Let D ( X′X) represent the diagonal matrix composed of the diagonal elements of
−1

the square matrix X′X = ( X′X) , let σu ≡ u ′u N , and let the bias in βˆ M be given by
−1

βΔ ≡ ( X′X) X′u = X′u . The bound in equation (1.91) implies a bound on the absolute value of the bias
given by
(1.92)

(

−1

β Δ ≤ N σu D ( X′X)

)

1

2

i,

where i is a K ×1 vector of ones. It is obvious from equation (1.92) that the upper bound on bias goes to zero as
the measurement error in the dependent variable, σu , goes to zero. The bias bound is also smaller the larger is
the variation in the predictors; however, because of the N term, the bias does not go to zero as sample size
goes to infinity.
All terms on the right-hand side of the inequality in equation (1.92) can be computed from information
on the standard error of the flux estimates, σu , obtained from output of the flux estimation model, and the K-

( )

(

−1
element vector of the standard errors of the βˆ M coefficient estimates, SE βˆ M = D σe2 ( X′X)

)

1

2

i , and root

mean squared error of the regression model, σ e , both obtained from regression model output. The bound given
in equation (1.92) expressed in these terms is
(1.93)

βΔ ≤ N

σu
SE βˆ M .
σe

( )

Although the analysis used to obtain equation (1.93) is based on the assumption of a linear model, the
bound is equally valid, in an asymptotic sense, for coefficients estimated from a nonlinear model. Note,
however, that the standard error of flux, σu , for a SPARROW analysis would need to be in logarithm units. An
approximation of this standard error can be made by taking the average across monitoring stations of the ratio of
standard error of the mean flux estimate, in mass units, to the estimate of mean flux.
The primary protection against bias arising from dependent variable measurement error is to exclude
stations from the analysis that have a large standard error for their flux estimate. The weighting of observations
according to the standard error of the flux estimate may be another, less drastic option, although it should be
noted that the problem of bias cannot be eliminated by weighting alone.
The nature of the measurement error in the dependent variable removes a potential concern in models
that include nested stations (models in which some monitoring stations are located upstream of other monitoring
stations). For these models, the dependent variable is also a predictor, and the measurement error in the
dependent variable would seem to induce coefficient bias for the same reasons, remarked above, that predictor
variable error causes bias. Because the error in this case is not correlated with the dependent variable, however,
no bias will arise.
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1.5.4 Evaluation of the model parameters
Parameter evaluation in SPARROW modeling has the objectives of determining whether a converged
model gives statistically sound and physically interpretable coefficient values. The process of parameter
evaluation commonly becomes a delicate balance, with allowances being made for one consideration in order to
accommodate strong evidence or beliefs from the other. If after completing this section the reader retains a view
that statistics is best practiced as an art, a proper understanding of this process will have been achieved.
1.5.4.1 Statistical evaluations
The first objective in parameter evaluation entails the appraisal of model parameters for statistical
significance and the quantification of uncertainty (i.e., the range of probable values of the parameters). This
provides important information for identifying unique model specifications (i.e., parameters and values for
which the model predictions are sensitive) and determining the level of model complexity (i.e., number and
types of explanatory variables and model functions) that can be empirically supported by the stream monitoring
data. The emphasis on parameter estimation in SPARROW models has the objective of identifying the important
contaminant sources and factors affecting mean-annual contaminant transport over large spatial scales in soils
and in ground and surface waters.
The key parameter statistics that a user should examine include the estimated mean values of the
coefficients, estimates of the variance of these coefficient estimators based on the standard error estimate, and
measures of statistical significance based on statistical evaluations of the t statistics (ratio of the coefficient
value to its standard error) (see table 1.5). These statistics are biased in finite samples but consistent as sample
size goes to infinity; the t statistics are asymptotically distributed as a standard normal. The p-values are based
on a two-tailed probability from a Student’s t distribution. The p-values can be used to identify statistically
significant model coefficients—i.e., those that are statistically distinguishable from zero—and can be used to
refine the parameter set to identify parsimonious SPARROW models. The derivation of these statistics for
nonlinear optimization procedures is shown in section 1.5.2.1.
Evaluations of the statistical significance of SPARROW model coefficients allow a user to determine
whether the coefficients are statistically distinguishable from zero. The results of a two-sided hypothesis test are
routinely reported in the SPARROW software. The null hypothesis ( H 0 ) of this test is β1 = 0 versus an
alternative hypothesis ( H a ) β1 ≠ 0 . The reported p statistic is the probability that the absolute value of a
statistic drawn from a Students t distribution, with degrees of freedom equal to the number of observations
minus the number of estimated coefficients (that is, the number of coefficients not determined by prior
constraints), equals or exceeds the absolute value of the computed t statistic for the estimated coefficient. Large
absolute values of t are less frequently observed in the Students t distribution and thus are indicative of model
coefficients that are more statistically distinguishable from zero. This implies the confidence intervals of
statistically significant coefficients are not likely to include zero.
Because the distribution of the t statistic is valid only asymptotically (see section 1.5.1.3), it would be
equally valid to base the p statistic on a Students t distribution having infinite degrees of freedom—that is, the
standard normal distribution. Note also that if the alternative hypothesis restricts the value of the coefficient to
be either positive or negative, as would be the case if the model specifies either a lower or upper bound of zero
for the coefficient, it is appropriate to use a one-sided p statistic. One-sided p statistics are not reported by
SPARROW, but can be easily calculated by dividing the reported two-sided p statistic by two.
Upon examination of the p-values reported in table 1.5, we determine that all but four coefficients
(point-source effluent, grass land, shrub land, and large stream reach decay) are statistically significant at the
5 percent level (p-value < 0.05). The three source coefficients for which the null hypothesis of β = 0 is not
rejected at the 5 percent level would be considered statistically significant at the 10 percent level under the
restriction that the coefficients must be positive. In that case, the null hypothesis is rejected if
(p-value / 2) < 0.10, which is the case for these three coefficients.
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Table 1.5.

SPARROW estimates of model statistics for the United States national total nitrogen illustration data set.

[The land-to-water delivery variables are expressed as deviations from their national means, thereby standardizing the
source coefficients to reflect the mean rate of delivery of nitrogen from each source to aquatic systems; Q is the stream
reach mean-annual streamflow; “N.A.” indicates not applicable; kg, kilograms; ha, hectares; yr, year; hr, hours; cm,
centimeter; km, kilometers; ° F, degrees Fahrenheit; ft, feet; sec, second; m, meters; <, less than; and > greater than]
Literature /
expected
range

Mean
Coeff.

Std.
Error

t
statistic

dimensionless

0.1340

0.0893

1.50

0.1343

1.0

dimensionless

1.406

0.3762

3.74

0.0002

0 – 3#

dimensionless
dimensionless
kg ha-1 yr-1
kg ha-1 yr-1

0.1882
0.2136
2.82
1.42

0.0433
0.0814
0.8354
0.9515

4.35
2.62
3.39
1.50

<0.0001
0.0090
0.0008
0.1354

kg ha-1 yr-1

1.02

0.6565

1.55

0.1216

kg ha-1 yr-1

75.10

18.43

4.07

<0.0001

0.3 – 40*

kg ha-1 yr-1

64.60

16.30

3.96

<0.0001

3 – 40*

hr cm-1
km-1

-0.1177
1.575
-0.0331

0.0158
0.4124
0.0069

-7.42
3.81
-4.81

<0.0001
0.0002
<0.0001

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

day-1

0.3676

0.046

7.98

<0.0001

day-1

0.1029

0.0245

4.20

<0.0001

Q >10,000 ft3sec-1

day-1

-0.0003

0.0294

-0.0099

0.9921

Reservoir decay

m yr-1

3.85

0.0001

Mean square error

0.337

Root mean square error

0.581

Number of observations

379

R-squared

0.910

Parameter

Coefficient
units

p-value

Sources
Point-source effluent
Wet-nitrate atmospheric
deposition
Fertilizer use
Livestock waste
Forest land
Grass land
Shrub land
Transitional land (forestagriculture)
Urban land

0–1
0–1
0.3 – 12*
0.5 – 25*

Land-to-Water Delivery
Permeability
Drainage density
Temperature

°F

-1

Reach decay
Small streams

Q <500 ft3sec-1
Intermediate streams
500< Q <10,000 ft3sec-1
Large streams

7.34

1.91

0.005 – 2

< 10

# The land-to-water delivery of wet nitrate deposition may exceed unity because of additional contributions from wet
deposition of ammonium and organic nitrogen and dry deposition of inorganic nitrogen (Alexander and others, 2001)
* Literature ranges from Jordan and Weller (1996) and Beaulac and Reckhow (1982)
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The two-sided t statistic reported in SPARROW is equivalent to a partial F test (i.e., F = t 2 ) in which
the test evaluates the statistical significance of a complex model that results from the addition of one additional
explanatory variable to a simple model that has all of the other variables present. The simple model is therefore
nested within the more complex model and differs by only one explanatory variable. By contrast, cases may
exist in which a nested F test needs to be applied to determine whether the addition of more than one
explanatory variable (e.g., the collection of aquatic decay variables or land-to-water delivery variables) results in
a significant improvement in the performance of the model (i.e., improved explanation of the variability in the
response variable). This test is not calculated as part of the SPARROW software, but can be manually calculated
by the user. The nested F statistic is expressed as

( SSES − SSEC )
(df S − df C )
,
F=
SSEC
df C

(1.94)

where SSES is the sum of squares of error of the simple model with degrees of freedom, dfS; and SSEC is the sum
of squares of error of the complex model with degrees of freedom, dfC (degrees of freedom equal the difference
between the number of observations and the number of estimated parameters—excluding parameters determined
by a prior constraint). The test provides a measure of the tradeoff between the reduction in error (i.e., improved
explanatory power) that results from a more complex model and the estimation penalty that results from the
addition of parameters and the corresponding reduction in the model degrees of freedom. The test, therefore,
assesses whether the reduction in error is statistically worth the loss of information for estimating the model as
measured by the degrees of freedom. As with the t test, the F test is valid only asymptotically, implying it could
be replaced by a chi-square test with degrees of freedom equal to dfs – dfc.
One example use of a nested F test in SPARROW is the evaluation of a hypothesis concerning whether
the addition of aquatic decay parameters to a model collectively results in a statistically significant improvement
in the overall model performance. In this test, we compare the more complex model containing aquatic decay
variables as given in table 1.5 (MSE equals 0.337) with a simple model wherein both the in-stream and reservoir
decay coefficients are removed (MSE equals 0.767). In this case, an F statistic is computed such that

(1.95)

(283.6 −122.4)
(379 −12) − (379 −16)
F=
= 119.5 .
122.4
(379 −16)

The p-value (less than 0.00001) associated with this F statistic is highly significant, and indicates that the
addition of the aquatic decay coefficients provides a significant improvement in the explanatory power of the
model. Note that this test does not indicate that all of the aquatic coefficients are significantly distinguishable
from zero, but only that at least one of the coefficients is. The results of a partial F test (i.e., the individual
coefficient t statistics) must be examined to determine the significance of individual coefficients.
1.5.4.2 Physical interpretations
A second complementary objective in assessing SPARROW model parameters is the evaluation of the
parameters for their physical interpretability. This objective entails the evaluation of the sign and magnitude of
model coefficients to test hypotheses about the importance of different contaminant sources and the hydrologic
and biogeochemical processes that are represented by the explanatory variables of the model. The
interpretability of the parameters and their relation to specific processes is enhanced in SPARROW by the use of
a mass balance, mechanistic structure that explicitly separates the terrestrial and aquatic properties of watersheds
and accounts for nonlinear interactions among watershed properties (see section 1.2.2), together with an
emphasis on the statistical estimation of parameter values. As discussed in section 1.2.3, the SPARROW model
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parameters reflect the net effects over large spatial scales of an aggregate set of hydrologic and biogeochemical
processes and human-related activities.
The sign of SPARROW model coefficients can be evaluated to determine the direction of the relation of
any explanatory variable to the in-stream estimates of the mean-annual flux (i.e., the model response variable).
The direction of the relation should be assessed for consistency with the anticipated response based on available
theoretical or empirical information about processes that may be related to individual explanatory factors. For
example, for the model results shown in table 1.5, a negative sign on the soil permeability coefficient indicates
that total nitrogen loads in streams are inversely related to permeability—i.e., in-stream loads of nitrogen are
generally lower in watersheds with highly permeable soils. This relation is frequently found in SPARROW
nitrogen models and is consistent with the storage or permanent removal (i.e., denitrification) of nitrogen in soils
and the subsurface. The relation indicates that nitrogen losses are larger (and in-stream nitrogen flux smaller) in
watersheds where water and nitrogen are more readily routed through permeable soils. The sign of the
coefficient is also important in estimating physically meaningful contaminant source terms in SPARROW.
Interpretable sources within the model are generally expected to contribute positive mass to the watersheds. In
fact, we often constrain the sources to be positive; thus, a one-sided hypothesis test is frequently of interest in
evaluating the statistical evidence of the importance of source inputs in the model. Constraints on the coefficient
sign are generally not applied to land-to-water delivery factors as there is commonly no compelling prior
expectation as to the nature of the physical relation to flux. Constraints on the aquatic decay factors are also
generally unnecessary; however, there may be a need to constrain the “large” river decay rates (mean rates are
frequently near zero with a considerable fraction of the parameter distribution below zero) and reservoir decay
rates to positive values in bootstrap executions of final SPARROW models to obtain a more physically realistic
simulation of contaminant transport in rivers (i.e., negative portions of the parameter distribution may
unrealistically skew the estimates of the mean; e.g., see discussion in Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002).
The values of selected source and aquatic decay coefficients should also be evaluated to determine
whether they are consistent with the range of values expected on the basis of literature studies and the prevailing
information on experimental reaction rates. For the source coefficients to be easily interpreted, they must be
standardized for mean levels of the land-to-water delivery variables (see section 1.4.3), such as those shown in
table 1.5. It is important to note that the coefficients of the land-to-water factors cannot be interpreted
individually in terms of a contaminant transport rate that is specific to the landscape property, but must be
combined with individual sources to quantify an aggregate delivery of the contaminant mass to streams. By
contrast, the aquatic decay coefficients can be directly interpreted without any standardization. For example, the
-1
-1
rates of nitrogen removal in streams (ranging from near zero to 0.37 day ) and reservoirs (7.3 meters yr )
reported in table 1.5 can be directly compared to literature rates, as illustrated in previous sections of this report.
Source-related coefficients that are based on source inputs expressed in areal units, such as the land-use
source terms (forest, grass, shrub, urban) in table 1.5, describe the mass per unit area delivered to streams from
these land areas. These areal expressions of contaminant transport or “export” can be directly compared with
ranges of export coefficients that are frequently reported in the literature (e.g., Beaulac and Reckhow, 1982).
Coefficients reported for different land uses such as those in table 1.5 generally compare favorably with export
coefficients reported in the literature. The SPARROW estimated export coefficients in table 1.5 are standardized
to reflect the supply and delivery of nitrogen to aquatic systems under the mean levels of the landscape delivery
factors in the model. Of course, one complicating aspect of such a comparison is that the literature export
coefficients implicitly include the effects of watershed properties (e.g., soils, climate, in-stream processes) on
nutrient transport that likely differ from those in the SPARROW model. Nevertheless, SPARROW estimates
and export coefficients reported in the literature are consistent in indicating that the nutrient supply and delivery
to streams and reservoirs is generally larger in urban and agricultural watersheds; much lower export
coefficients are found in forests and in grass and shrub lands, where relatively small natural sources (e.g.,
nitrogen fixation by vegetation) of nitrogen predominate.
Other source coefficients that are expressed in dimensionless units provide a measure of the fraction of
the contaminant that is delivered from each source to streams, rivers, and reservoirs. These coefficients can be
evaluated to determine how reasonably they reflect the net mean rates of contaminant removal by a source as
part of the delivery to aquatic systems. For example, about 18 percent of the fertilizer inputs of nitrogen are
delivered to streams based on the model results reported in table 1.5. Such large losses of fertilizer inputs are
generally expected and reflect the numerous processes and activities that remove nitrogen from agricultural
lands and along subsurface flow paths. The estimated fertilizer coefficient reflects the aggregate effects of these
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factors and may include the volatilization of ammonia fertilizer forms, the removal of nitrogen in harvested
crops, and long-term immobilization of nitrogen and denitrification in soils and ground waters. In the case of
atmospheric deposition, the greater than unity coefficient of 1.4 is consistent with additional contributions from
wet deposition of organic nitrogen and dry deposition of inorganic nitrogen, which are not included in the wet
nitrate measurements input to the model. This result would be expected, provided that these unmeasured
quantities are correlated with the measured wet deposition, which is commonly the case (Alexander and others,
2001).
When direct measures of point source loadings (e.g., municipal wastewater effluent) are used in the
model (and the response variable has identical units), the point-source coefficient estimated in SPARROW is
expected to be close to 1.0 (i.e., the confidence interval should contain 1.0). A significant deviation from 1.0 for
the estimated point-source coefficient may indicate a poor specification of the model or inaccurately measured
point-source effluent data. Point-source coefficients for the national and selected regional total nitrogen models
are shown in figure 1.22. The confidence interval for most of the regional models contains 1.0, and many mean
estimates are also very close to 1.0 in value. By contrast, the national model displays a very low coefficient (less
than 0.20) that suggests appreciable bias in the point-source coefficient estimate. Because of the known poor
quality of the wastewater treatment plant estimates of nitrogen loads in the national dataset, it seems likely that
the bias reflects point-source data quality problems rather than a misspecification of the model.

Figure 1.22. Estimated municipal wastewater treatment coefficient in the national and regional SPARROW models. [The United
States (U.S.) 1992 model is based on estimates of municipal/industrial nitrogen loads from a 1992 data retrieval from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Permit Compliance System (PCS); TN, total nitrogen; TP, total phosphorus; CI, confidence
interval.]

1.5.4.3 Statistical insignificance and multicollinearity
A SPARROW model coefficient that is statistically insignificant (e.g., p equals 0.50) indicates that the
estimated mean value of the coefficient is statistically indistinguishable from zero and that a large proportion of
the parameter distribution would lie below zero (i.e., the confidence interval includes zero). This implies that the
associated explanatory variable is relatively uncorrelated with the response variable. It is important to recognize
that this outcome of the statistical evaluation of the coefficient does not necessarily indicate that the watershed
properties represented by this variable are intrinsically unimportant in affecting the supply and transport of
contaminants in the modeled region. Several possible statistical factors may explain the occurrence of
statistically insignificant coefficients that should be considered in evaluating the model fit and coefficient
estimates, including the number of observations (i.e., station mean loads) in the regression (i.e., quantity of the
information), the amount of variability in the explanatory factors (i.e., quality of the information content), and
the level of collinear variability in the explanatory factors (i.e., multicollinearity).
One cause of a statistically insignificant coefficient is the lack of a sufficient quantity of stream
monitoring data. The statistical power to detect the effects of explanatory factors on stream contaminant loads in
a SPARROW model is dependent on the number of observations (i.e., monitoring station mean flux
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measurements) used in the nonlinear regression. As discussed in section 1.2.4, the number of stream monitoring
stations influences the level of complexity (i.e., number of explanatory variables) that can be supported in
SPARROW models. For example, we find that fewer explanatory variables—typically from six to eight—are
statistically significant in many of the regional models as compared to upwards of 18 or more variables in the
national model. Therefore, models with fewer station flux measurements are generally more limited in their
ability to identify statistically significant explanatory variables.
A second cause of a statistically insignificant coefficient is the lack of sufficient spatial variability in an
explanatory factor (in the introduction, we cited this as related to issues of the quality of the data). The effect of
explanatory factors on stream contaminant flux can be difficult to detect in SPARROW models if the spatial
variability in the factor is relatively small over the modeled region. For example, precipitation is clearly an
important contributor in determining the magnitude of stream contaminant flux at regional and national spatial
scales. In many of the regional SPARROW models, however, variability in mean-annual precipitation is small
across the regions (i.e., variations that are less than an order of magnitude) and this factor is rarely found to be
statistically significant as a land-to-water delivery factor. By contrast, mean-annual precipitation varies by
several orders of magnitude in the national SPARROW model and in the New Zealand national model (Elliott
and others, 2005) and has been found to be highly significant as a delivery factor in recent versions of these
models. Given the level of statistical power for many of the regional models, the spatial variability in the
regional measures of precipitation in comparison to that of other controlling factors in the models is typically
insufficient to support the estimation of an explicit precipitation term in the models. It is important to note that
this does not imply that a model without precipitation data as input is invalid as a prediction tool. Indeed, such a
model can be reliably used to predict in-stream flux and the contributions of pollutant sources to streams. The
model does not, however, provide an explicit description of how precipitation influences pollutant flux, and
therefore could not be used to assess climate-related effects on stream water quality.
It is also noteworthy that the source coefficient for a relatively small contaminant source (e.g., natural or
background inputs of nitrogen) may be difficult to estimate with a high degree of statistical significance because
the true numerical value of the coefficient is small, especially relative to its level of precision (i.e., standard error
of estimate). The detection of only weak statistical significance for such a variable does not necessarily provide
sufficient cause to exclude it, especially if the intent in using the model is to provide a comprehensive
understanding of contaminant sources. For example, the grass and shrub land export coefficients are only
weakly significant in the national SPARROW model illustrated in table 1.5, although the level of precision of
these terms is equal to or even surpasses the precision associated with the more highly significant forest export
coefficient. Nitrogen from natural fixation on grass and shrub lands is generally smaller in comparison to
nitrogen generated from fixation and other sources in forests (Jordan and Weller, 1996; nitrogen export from
forested land may also include some contributions from atmospheric deposition). This is a likely explanation for
why the estimated mean nitrogen export from grass and shrub land (table 1.5) is only about one half of that
estimated for forested lands.
Finally, another potential explanation for the lack of statistical significance in two or more explanatory
variables is the effect of multicollinearity on the variance of the model parameters. Multicollinearity describes
the presence of high levels of correlation between two or more explanatory variables in a regression model that
cause all of the correlated variables to have statistically insignificant coefficients. SPARROW provides several
statistics and matrices that are useful for evaluating the presence and causes of multicollinearity.
The problem of mulicollinearity is one of model interpretability rather than model validity. The
presence of multicollinearity does not imply the model coefficients or their standard errors are estimated with
bias. Moreover, the predictions from the model are asymptotically minimum variance unbiased. The most
serious consequence of multicollinearity is that coefficients associated with collinear variables (or, in the case of
the nonlinear SPARROW model, collinear gradients) are imprecisely estimated. This lack of precision is
reflected in large standard errors and a tendency for coefficients of collinear variables to be individually
insignificant. Thus, in cases of multicollinearity, a coefficient estimated as statistically insignificant may in fact
represent an important process in the model, but its incremental contribution to model fit is masked by other
collinear processes. Indicators of multicollinearity are useful therefore in distinguishing coefficients that have
potential significance and coefficients that truly should be dropped from the model.
An interesting situation arises if two coefficients are collinear but one coefficient is statistically
significant and the other is not. It can be shown that collinearity does not affect the ratio of variance between
two coefficients or, therefore, the ratio of t-statistics. It can be concluded therefore that the signal being
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transmitted through the significant coefficient from its associated predictor is quantitatively more important than
the signal transmitted through the insignificant coefficient. In other words, collinearity in this case is not so
strong that it masks the contribution of a quantitatively important predictor. For example, as illustration of this,
we modified the total nitrogen model described in section 1.4.4 so two highly spatially correlated atmospheric
deposition sources, wet nitrate and ammonia, are included in the model. In the resulting model, we find that only
the nitrate deposition coefficient is statistically significant (p equals 0.0007), whereas the ammonia deposition
coefficient is negative and statistically insignificant (p equals 0.90). This result suggests that the strongest
atmospheric deposition effect on in-stream nitrogen flux is apparent from the wet nitrate deposition source in the
model.
The variance inflation factor (VIF) is a commonly used statistic for determining the importance of
multicollinearity. Under linear least squares, the variance inflation factor for coefficient k, VIFk, is given by the
−1

k diagonal element of the ( X ′X)
th

matrix, where X is the N × (K – 1) matrix of predictor variables, excluding

the intercept, centered and scaled to unit length (Montgomery and Peck, 1982). That is, observation i for
predictor variable k has been transformed according to X ik = ( X ik − X k ) S k1 2 , where X k is the mean of the N
observations of the k variable and S k =
th

N

∑( X

− X k ) . It can be shown (Montgomery and Peck, 1982) that
2

ik

i =1

VIFk =

(1.96)

1
,
1− Rk2

where Rk2 is the coefficient of multiple determination from the regression of Xk on the remaining K – 1
predictor variables, including an intercept. If there is a close relation between variable k and the remaining
variables, then Rk2 is near one and the variance inflation factor is large. Conversely, if the kth variable is
independent of the other variables, then Rk2 is near zero and the variance inflation factor is near its lower bound
of one.
Another useful interpretation of the variance inflation factor relates to the effect that collinearity of the
predictors has on coefficient variance, t-statistics, and confidence intervals (Montgomery and Peck, 1982). The
th
th
square root of the k coefficient’s variance, given by the model root mean squared error times the k diagonal
th
element of the inverse of the X′X matrix, is proportional to the length of the k coefficient’s symmetric
th
confidence interval and is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the k coefficient’s t-statistic. Suppose
observations could be chosen in such a way that each predictor is independent of all others but retains the
predictor variances exhibited in the original sample. Such a sampling scheme, called an orthogonal design, has
no collinearity and results in the smallest possible coefficient variances—that is, the smallest possible values
along the diagonal of the X′X matrix. Consequently, orthogonal design sampling results in the smallest
possible (symmetric) confidence intervals and largest possible t-statistics for the estimated coefficients. It can be
shown that the variance inflation factor for a coefficient is equal to the ratio of that coefficient’s variance to the
coefficient’s variance that would be possible under orthogonal design. The square root of the variance inflation
factor, therefore, represents the proportion by which the t-statistic could be increased if multicollinearity were
eliminated. This insight provides a useful interpretation of the variance inflation factor. If a coefficient is
insignificant, and inflating the coefficient’s t-statistic by the square root of its variance inflation factor fails to
make the coefficient significant, then multicollinearity is an unlikely explanation of the coefficient’s
insignificance. Conversely, if applying the inflation factor makes the coefficient significant then it is possible
that multicollinearity is masking the significance of the coefficient.
To apply the variance inflation factor to a nonlinear model, and thus provide for interpretation of
collinear coefficients as described above, the gradients (see section 1.5.1.2) evaluated at the final coefficient

()

estimates, fβ* βˆ , are substituted for the predictor variables, X. Because a SPARROW model typically has no
intercept, however, it is inappropriate to center the gradients prior to normalizing to unit length. This is because
2
the R statistic implied by a variance inflation factor computed from centered predictors is a valid indicator of
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explanatory power only if the set of predictors includes an intercept; the relation between the variance inflation
factor computed using centered predictors and coefficient variance does not hold absent the intercept term.
SPARROW automatically tests the gradient vectors to determine if they include an intercept term. If no
intercept is present, the normalization of the gradient vectors is performed without centering, resulting in the
computation of an uncentered variance inflation factor, VIF . This factor can be used to determine the potential
effect collinearity has on the coefficient t-statistics in exactly the same way the standard variance inflation factor
is used if an intercept is present.
The uncentered variance inflation factor also bears a relation to a fit statistic. That is,
VIFk = 1 (1− Rk2 ) , where Rk2 is the uncentered r-square statistic formed by regressing the kth gradient on the
remaining K – 1 gradients. The uncentered r-square statistic, defined as the ratio of the sum of squares of the
regression predicted values to the sum of squares of the regression dependent variable, is commonly used in
place of the normal r-square if the regression does not include an intercept. The uncentered r-square statistic is
bounded between 0 and 1 and will always exceed the standard r-square. This implies that the uncentered
variance inflation factor always exceeds the standard variance inflation factor, the relation between them being

⎛
1 ⎞⎟
⎟,
VIFk = VIFk ⎜⎜1 +
⎜⎝ CVk2 ⎠⎟⎟

(1.97)

where CVk is the coefficient of variation for the k gradient.
As an illustration of the effects of multicollinearity in a SPARROW model, we modified the total
nitrogen model described in section 1.4.4 by adding a new explanatory variable that is the square of an existing
variable (see results in table 1.6). In this example, the new variable (TEMP2) is the square of temperature
(TEMP), which is a statistically significant (p less than 0.0001) land-to-water delivery factor in the original
th

model. The new estimated coefficients are both statistically insignificant with, VIF values of about 30. The
magnitude of the variance inflation factor indicates that the variance of the coefficients has been inflated by
about a factor of five (i.e., VIF equals 5.5). At least one of the coefficients (TEMP2) would be statistically
significant (t equals 3.7; p equals 0.0001) if this effect were accounted for and suggests that multicollinearity
could be masking the significance of the coefficient.
Table 1.6.
model.

Model coefficient results for two correlated temperature land-to-water delivery factors in the national total nitrogen

[The total nitrogen model contains source, land-to-water delivery, and discrete reach-decay variables as described in
Alexander and others (2000), a reservoir removal rate specified according to equation (1.35); the model, applied to the
Enhanced Reach File 1 (ERF1) version 2.0 infrastructure as described in Nolan and others (2002), was modified by adding
a new temperature variable (TEMP2) that is equal to the square of a land-to-water temperature variable (TEMP) already in
the model; VIF is the variance inflation factor]
Parameter

Coefficient

Standard
Error

t
statistic

p-value

VIF

Eigenvector
term

Temperature
(TEMP)

-0.0046

0.0382

-0.1197

0.9048

30.42

0.7072

Temperature
squared
(TEMP2)

-0.0010

0.0015

-0.6769

0.4989

29.51

-0.6957

Eigenvalue
Spread

312.4
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Another statistic reported by SPARROW to help identify multicollinearity is the eigenvalue spread. The
eigenvalue spread is computed from the eigenvalues of the X′X matrix of normalized gradients. If an intercept
is absent from the model then the normalized gradients are uncentered prior to normalization. The eigenvalues
of the K × K matrix X′X represent the K roots, denoted λ , of the equation det ( X ′X − λI ) = 0 . Because

X′X is a positive semi-definite matrix, all of its eigenvalues must be greater than or equal to zero. The
eigenvalue spread is defined as

κ=

(1.98)

λmax
.
λmin

If the X′X matrix is nearly singular, an implication of multicollinearity among the gradients, then one or more
eigenvalues will be near zero; a large value for eigenvalue spread is therefore evidence of multicollinearity. In
practice, if the eigenvalue spread is less than 100 there is no serious problem with multicollinearity
(Montgomery and Peck, 1982). As discussed above, however, issues of collinearity make sense only in the
context of determining coefficient significance. The fact that a general model statistic like the eigenvalue spread
is large does not necessarily imply any of the coefficients are insignificant or help identify which coefficients
have statistical significance that is sensitive to collinearity. According to our illustration model results in table
1.6, the eigenvalue spread was reported as being well above 100.
Perhaps the most useful interpretation derived from the X′X matrix is the use of its eigensystem for
determining which coefficients are related to each other through collinear gradients. Inference on this issue can
be ascertained by looking at the eigenvectors corresponding to very small eigenvalues. The X′X matrix can be
factored into the following eigensystem

X ′X = CΛC′ ,

(1.99)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues, λ , of X′X , and C is a K × K orthogonal
th
th
matrix having the property that C′C = I . The k column of C is called the k eigenvector corresponding to
eigenvalue λk . Pre- and post-multiplying X′X by C′ and C results in the relation C′X ′XC = Λ . Define

Z ≡ XC . Then, for each k,
N

λk = ∑ Z k2,i .

(1.100)

i =1

th

Suppose the k eigenvalue is nearly zero—indicating collinearity. Then equation (1.100) implies that for each
observation i, Z k ,i is nearly zero which, through the definition of Z, implies
K

∑C

(1.101)

j ,k

X i, j ≈ 0 .

j =1

th

That is, the k eigenvector represents the coefficients that define a collinear grouping of the normalized
gradients. Because the normalized gradients are unitless, so too are the elements of the eigenvector, implying the
th
values of individual terms are comparable. Therefore, the largest absolute value elements of the k eigenvector
effectively define the group of gradients that are collinear.
A table of eigenvalues and eigenvectors is reported in the SPARROW software output that lists the
eigensystem of the X′X matrix (see figure 1.23). The first row of the eigensystem output gives the K
eigenvalues, and the column beneath each eigenvalue represents the associated eigenvector. Insight into the
collinear structure of the model is obtained by first looking across the first row to determine if there are any
eigenvalues near zero. If an element in the first row is near zero, then the largest absolute value elements in the
column below it correspond to the predictors that form a set of collinear gradients. According to our illustration
results for the model given in table 1.6, the largest absolute value eigenvector elements in the column
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue appear for the two temperature variables and have values of 0.7072
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and -0.6956 for TEMP and TEMP2, respectively. All other eigenvector elements—those associated with all the
other variables in this column—are near zero, between -0.05 and 0.05. The high values of the eigenvector
elements for TEMP and TEMP2 indicate the presence of two collinear variables in the model.

Figure 1.23. SAS output showing the eigensystem from an example SPARROW model.

In the event that multicollinearity is identified as a problem for a particular model specification, the
following corrective actions are suggested (although none of these are completely satisfying and/or consistently
successful). The first defense against multicollinearity is to collect more monitoring data. The standard errors of
coefficients are inversely proportional to the square root of the number of observations. Therefore, increasing
the number of observations has the effect of enlarging the magnitude of t-statistics, making it more likely that a
given value of a coefficient is significant. A second approach is to simply remove one of the coefficients
associated with a collinear set of gradients. Although this approach could lead to a misspecified model and
thereby bias the estimates of coefficients, it could also improve the accuracy with which other collinear
coefficients are estimated, thereby increasing their significance. Finally, if it is suspected that collinearity is
causing a group of coefficients to be individually insignificant, it is possible to form a statistical test, an F test,
that jointly evaluates their significance (see the previous discussion of the F test in this section; the F statistic is
given in equation (1.94)). A significant F statistic is evidence that the collinear coefficients are jointly
significant and that collinearity is masking the significance of individual coefficients. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to know if one or all of the collinear coefficients belong in the model. Moreover, the F test is not
appropriate when one of the collinear coefficients is individually significant.
The explanatory variable covariance and correlation matrices provide additional information about
collinear relations between the variables; however, this evaluation is less useful if the collinearity involves more
than two predictors. The covariance matrix describes the covariances between the estimated coefficients that
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arises from the particular finite sample used to estimate the model. The reported covariances for the nonlinear
SPARROW model are asymptotically valid, meaning that the estimates are valid in large samples but are only
suggestive in small samples. The K × K covariance matrix is computed as the mean squared error of the model
times the inverse of the X′X matrix, where X in the nonlinear context is the N × K matrix of gradients
corresponding to each of the K parameters. The matrix is symmetric with the coefficient variances along the
diagonal. Because covariances are somewhat difficult to interpret, and depend on the units of the underlying
variables, the associated correlation matrix provides a more readily interpreted metric for examination. An
element in the correlation matrix represents the correlation between two estimated coefficients. The element
given in the ith row and jth column is computed by taking the covariance between the ith and jth coefficients
and dividing by the square root of the product of the variances for the ith and jth coefficients. As with
correlations in general, the elements of this matrix must lie between –1 and 1. Because a coefficient estimate is
perfectly correlated with itself, the elements along the diagonal are set to one. As previously explained in this
section, collinear predictors tend to have coefficients with large standard errors—the large standard errors
arising from large covariance among the collinear coefficients. The correlation matrix can be useful in
identifying the bivariate case of multicollinearity—that is, collinearity between only two predictors; in this case
the coefficients estimated for the two predictors will have high variance and a large mutual correlation. A simple
way to evaluate suspected collinearity between two statistically insignificant coefficients is therefore to check
the correlation matrix for a large value of correlation between these two coefficients.

1.5.5 Evaluation of model errors
The estimated residuals from the model contain a great deal of information for evaluating model
specification. The assumptions of the model (see section 1.5.1.2) require the weighted residuals to be identically
distributed (homoscedastic), independent across observations, and uncorrelated with the explanatory variables.
In this section, we describe various statistics and graphical procedures that are useful for evaluating the
reasonableness of these assumptions for a given SPARROW application.
1.5.5.1 Heteroscedasticity
Estimation of a SPARROW model, based on nonlinear least squares methodology, requires that the
model residuals be independent and identically distributed. The residuals are not required to be normally
distributed; however, certain types of departures of the residuals from normality are also indicative of cases
where the residuals are heteroscedastic—that is, not identically distributed. Heteroscedastic residuals may
present problems for the interpretation of coefficient test statistics, which are inconsistent (biased in large
samples) if the variance of the residuals is systematically related in some way to the predictors or, for the
nonlinear model, to the gradients (White, 1980). Heteroscedastic residuals also cause the estimated model to be
inefficient (Judge and others, 1985).
Departure of the residuals’ distribution from normality does not necessarily invalidate the SPARROW
model. The test statistics used for validating coefficient significance are based on large sample properties that
assure normality regardless of the underlying form of the residual distribution. With regard to prediction,
departures of the residuals’ distribution from normality can affect the validity of certain methods used for
transformation of predictions from logarithm space to real space. However, this concern does not apply to the
Smearing estimator used for SPARROW transformations; the Smearing estimator is consistent regardless of the
error distribution (see section 1.6.2).
Evidence of problems related to heteroscedasticity can be obtained primarily by inspection of a set of
four diagnostic graphs shown in figure 1.24; the graphs are generated using the example nitrogen model
described above in table 1.6. The first plot is of the observed versus predicted flux in log units (figure 1.24a).
The graphed points should exhibit an even spread about the one-to-one line (the straight line in figure 1.24a)
with no outliers. A common pattern expressed in this graph for SPARROW nutrient models is the tendency for
larger scatter among observations with smaller predicted flux—a pattern of heteroscedasticity. One possible
cause for this pattern is greater error in the measurement of flux in small basins due to greater variability in flow
or to greater relative inhomogeneity of contaminant sources within small basins. If the heteroscedasticity is
caused by measurement error, then appropriate assignment of weights reflecting the relative measurement error
in each observation (plus an additional common model error) can improve the coefficient estimates and correct
the inference of coefficient error. If the heteroscedasticity is due to structural features of the model, the
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observations can be weighted to improve the coefficient estimates and correct their estimates of error.
Alternatively, the heteroscedasticity observed in this graph could be caused by structural processes that are not
yet included in the model.
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1.24. Diagnostic plots for evaluating SPARROW model errors and adherence of the residuals to the model assumptions:
(a) predicted and observed flux; (b) residuals and predicted yield; (c) residuals and predicted flux; and (d) a probability plot of
residuals.

The pattern of predicted versus observed logarithm of flux may also indicate systematic bias in the
model. A significant deviation of the plotted points from the one-to-one line in a particular region of the graph
indicates the model is structurally biased. Structural bias of this kind implies the residuals of the model are
likely to be correlated with the predictors (another example of failure of the third assumption that residuals are
independent of predictors) and may result in biased coefficient estimates. Such bias is generally not eliminated
by including additional observations; rather, it is likely that an important predictor—one associated with basin
scale—is absent from the model. Identifying such a predictor will usually correct the problem and remove the
region-specific bias of residuals from the one-to-one line.
The plot of log residuals versus predicted yield (i.e., mass per unit of drainage area), as shown in figure
1.24b, is also useful for validating the model fit. The graphed points once again should exhibit an even spread
about the one-to-one line, with no outliers. The graph is useful for identifying and diagnosing bias and
heteroscedasticity in much the same way as the graph of predicted versus observed log of flux (fig. 1.24a). The
conversion to yield units, however, tends to remove scale effects, such as those related to drainage area.
Deviations from the one-to-one line in this graph are indicative of a systematic bias or misspecification of the
model at the watershed scale related to specific land-to-water or in-stream processes, such as reservoir
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attenuation. In this case, including an additional process or modifying the functional form of an existing process
may solve the problem.
A plot of log residuals versus predicted flux, as shown in figure 1.24c, provides a third check of whether
residuals meet the assumptions of the least squares methodology: the residuals should not vary systematically
either in terms of spread or bias with the predictions. The plotted residuals are the weighted residuals, eˆi wi ,
where eˆi is the estimated residual from the fitted model and wi is the associated weight assigned to each
observation. Under heteroscedasticity, unweighted residuals may exhibit varying levels of spread across the
range of predictions. If a proper weighting of the observations has been applied, so that the heteroscedasticity is
removed, the residuals in figure 1.24c will show a common spread that is centered near zero throughout the
range of predictions (homoscedasticity). A user may thus test various assignments of weights by comparing
figures 1.24a and 1.24c: weights are optimal if the systematic pattern of heteroscedasticity in figure 1.24a is
absent from figure 1.24c.
A fourth type of graph that is indicative of cases of heteroscedasticity, but is most commonly used to
identify non-normally distributed residuals, is a probability plot of the model residuals, as shown in figure 1.24d.
The probability plot depicts the relation between the empirical distribution of the residuals and the normal
distribution: specifically, it is the scatter plot relating the ordered standardized weighted residuals, ei∗ and the
quantiles of the adjusted ranks qi . The standardized weighted residuals have the form

ei∗ = eˆi

(1.102)

wi
,
s (1− hi )
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th
where eˆi is the estimated least-squares residual, wi is the weight for the i observation, s 2 is the mean squared

weighted error of the model, and hi is the leverage of observation i,
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where fβ*′ βˆ is the N × K matrix of gradients (see section 1.5.1.4) and fβ*′ ,i βˆ is the 1 × K row vector of
gradients for observation i. The intended effect of weighting the residuals is to make the variance of ei* (the
standardized weighted error) the same for each observation. The user-supplied weights, if appropriately
specified, should correct for structural heteroscedasticity in the distribution of model residuals and the correction
for leverage removes small sample effects on the accuracy with which specific errors are estimated. [Note that
the standardized form of the residual in (1.102) is also known as an internally studentized residual, as distinct
from an externally studentized residual, which is based on a mean squared error in the denominator that omits
th
the i observation.] The quantiles of the standard normal distribution are generated from N values of Cunnanne
(1978) adjusted ranks (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992, p. 27). The N quantiles take the form
(1.104)

⎛ i − a ⎞⎟
,
qi = Φ−1 ⎜⎜
⎜⎝ N + 1− 2a ⎠⎟⎟

−1
where Φ (⋅) is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative probability distribution, i is the rank of ei∗ , and a

is the rank offset. For the Cunnane adjustment, a is set to 0.4.
The empirical distribution will plot along the reference line in figure 1.24d if the standardized weighted
residuals are normally distributed. Conversely, if the empirical distribution plot is a convex shape (that is, the
steepness of the graph is greater than the one-to-one line for the lower portion and less than one-to-one for the
upper portion), then the residuals are skewed to the left (negative skew), implying there are more small residuals
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and fewer large residuals compared to a normal distribution. If the empirical distribution is a concave shape (that
is, the steepness of the graph is less than the one-to-one line for the lower portion and greater than one-to-one
for the upper portion), then the residuals are skewed to the right (positive skew), implying there are more large
residuals and fewer small residuals compared to a normal distribution. If the empirical distribution generally
plots along the one-to-one line in the middle section of the graph but the tails of the figure show points
consistently above or below the line, then there is more or less probability in the tails as compared to a normal
distribution. For example, a group of points falling below the one-to-one line at the low end of the graph is
indicative of an empirical distribution having a fatter left tail than the normal distribution. A group of points
lying above the one-to-one line on the upper end of the graph is indicative of an empirical distribution that is
fatter than the normal distribution in the right tail.
Because departure of the residuals distribution from normality does not necessarily invalidate the
SPARROW model results, departures of the empirical distribution from the one-to-one line is not necessarily of
concern. Failure to meet the three assumptions of the nonlinear least squares methodology (that residuals are
mutually independent, identically distributed, and independent of the predictor variables) is, however,
sometimes associated with deviations from the one-to-one line in the normal probability plot. For example,
heteroscedasticity of the residuals (failure of the second assumption) causes the tails of the empirical distribution
to be fatter than the normal distribution, which is expressed on the probability plot as points at the low end of the
probability plot lying below the one-to-one line and points at the high end lying above the one-to-one line (as is
the case for the residuals of the example nitrogen model shown in figure 1.24d). It is stressed, however, that
heteroscedasticity represents a problem for model estimation and interpretation only if the heteroscedasticity is
caused by failure of the third assumption, that is, if the residuals are related to the predictors (i.e., gradients).
This particular cause of heteroscedasticity can be detected by interpreting the graph of predicted and observed
flux in figure 1.24a.
The probability plot correlation coefficient provides a measure of the linear correlation between the
ordered, standardized weighted residuals ( ei∗ ), obtained from the estimated parametric model, and the quantiles
of the standard normal distribution ( qi ). A value of the correlation coefficient near one is evidence that the
residuals are from a normal distribution, whereas a value below 0.98 is generally indicative of non-normal
residuals. A table of critical values for the normal probability plot correlation coefficient is given in Vogel
(1986).
A formal test of the normality assumption is provided by the Shapiro-Wilk’s test statistic. The ShapiroWilks statistic takes the form

(1.105)

W = v ′x x′Mx ,

where x is a vector of the weighted residuals eˆi wi ordered from low to high; M is the idempotent matrix
calculated as I − i (i ′i) i ′ , where i is a vector of ones; and v is a vector of factors representing the normalized
values of the order statistics derived from a standard normal distribution
(1.106)

v = Vm−1m

m ′Vm−2m ,

where m is the vector of order statistics from a standard normal distribution and Vm is the covariance matrix of
m. The W statistic is essentially the squared value of the correlation coefficient between the residuals and the
expected values of the normal order statistics. Because v is approximately proportional to the normal scores, W
is a measure of the straightness of the normal probability plot. Probability values for evaluating the statistical
significance of W are numerically estimated in SPARROW using an algorithm by Royston (1982). The standard
SPARROW output includes the normal distribution probability plot correlation coefficient, the Shapiro-Wilks
normality test statistic, and the probability value of the Shapiro-Wilks test statistic.
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1.5.5.2 Spatial biases
An important additional assessment concerns the spatial distribution of the prediction errors to
determine if the model systematically under- or over-predicts in certain regions of the modeled basin. Evidence
of a regional bias in the prediction errors suggests that the errors are geographically correlated and may indicate
a misspecification of the model. In this case, the prediction errors are likely to be associated with some
underlying property of the watershed that has important large-scale effects on stream contaminant flux, but is
not accounted for in the model.
One example of a spatial bias in model prediction errors was indicated in the North Carolina coastal
SPARROW total nitrogen model (McMahon and others, 2003). A map of the prediction errors for the stream
monitoring sites (see figure 1.25) indicated that the model over-predicted stream nitrogen flux in the headwater,
Piedmont portions of the watersheds and generally under-predicted in the lowland, coastal areas. One possible
explanation is that physiographic differences in the land-to-water factors related to soil properties may not be
properly accounted for in the model. Additionally, the types and intensity of cultivation (e.g., fertilizer use) is
generally greater in the coastal plain. The effects of these practices on stream nitrogen flux are unlikely to be
accurately reflected in a model in which agricultural land area is used to predict agricultural nitrogen sources
(McMahon and others, 2003).

Figure 1.25. Map of prediction errors for the SPARROW total nitrogen model plotted for the stream monitoring stations in the
North Carolina coastal watersheds. The prediction errors are expressed as log values of the residuals, computed as the difference
between the predicted and actual log of flux. [From McMahon and others (2003).]

The SPARROW software contains a mapping routine that allows users to plot standardized model errors
at station locations (see figure 1.26) and visually determine whether regional patterns are present in the model
residuals. A standardized residual has unit variance, making it interpretable in absolute terms (see equation
(1.102)). The mapping of standardized residuals can be helpful in evaluating whether the model provides similar
predictive capability over different regions of the modeled drainage basin. In the example in figure 1.26, there is
an indication that the model specification slightly over-predicts stream nitrogen flux in the Ohio Valley and
Upper Mississippi, as evidenced by the large number of green triangles that are associated with small (0 to 1.5),
positive residuals. Regions of slight under-prediction are evident in the Columbia and Upper Missouri Rivers as
well as along the southeastern Atlantic coast. Areas of large over- (less than -1.5) or under-prediction (greater
than 1.5) are not as evident, but include some monitoring stations in the drainages of California and the southern
Plains states.
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Figure 1.26. Map of prediction errors for the SPARROW national total nitrogen model plotted for the stream monitoring stations,
as displayed by the SAS-based SPARROW modeling software. Residuals are expressed in standardized form.

1.5.5.3 Statistical outliers
A final consideration of the validity of the model fit is whether there is evidence of outlier predictions—
i.e., predictions that deviate considerably from the overall distribution of the observations. The graphs of
predicted versus observed flux, predicted versus residual flux, and predicted versus residual yield (figures 1.24ac) are useful for evaluating the presence of unusual or “outlier” predictions of flux from the model. Outliers may
be indicative of model misspecification (i.e., failure to include a variable that affects stream flux) or may be
caused by errors in the station flux estimates or explanatory factor data. Past experiences with SPARROW
models show that many of the outlier observations are likely to be caused by problems with the data rather than
problems with model specification, and correction of these data problems commonly leads to an improved
model fit. One illustration of the former problem is apparent from the regional SPARROW model applied to the
Waikato River Basin in New Zealand, as shown in figure 1.27. Here, an outlier is evident in the predicted versus
observed yield plot (figure 1.27b)—the model greatly underpredicts the amounts of nitrogen loading measured
at the watershed outlet. This underprediction may be explained by the predominance of horticulture or market
gardening operations within this particular watershed, a source that was not explicitly included in the land-use
based source model because of the unavailability of data on fertilizer use. Agricultural sources of nitrogen in the
Waikato Basin, and those reflected in the SPARROW model of this basin, originate primarily from livestock
wastes, especially sheep and dairy cows. Row crop agriculture is limited entirely to the one watershed for which
the model provided a poor fit (Alexander, Elliott, and others, 2002); the inclusion of fertilizer data in the model
would likely provide a solution to the problem.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.27. Plots of predicted and observed total nitrogen (TN) (a) flux and (b) yield for the New Zealand Waikato River Basin
SPARROW model. [From Alexander, Elliott, and others (2002).]

Outlier observations may also exist for one or more of the explanatory variables and may exert
considerable influence or leverage on the model fit. Leverage statistics provide the most efficient method to
identify these observations. The calculation of the leverage statistic is given in equation (1.103) above and is
also discussed earlier in section 1.5.1.1. Observations with a high degree of leverage can be determined for a
given model based on the number of estimated parameters, K, and the number of observations in the model, N.
Leverage statistics that exceed 3K N are those that may exert considerable influence on the model fit; these
observations should be examined to determine whether any data errors might explain their values and to
improve understanding of the sensitivity of the model fit to these observations.

1.5.6 Measures of model performance and fit
A number of standard summary statistics are reported by the SPARROW software to describe the
absolute and relative performance of the models in explaining variablity in the response variable. The Sum of
Squared Errors (SSE) statistic is the squared value of the estimated residual, ê , times its weight, w, and summed
over all N monitored reaches
(1.107)

SSE = ∑ wi eˆi2 .
i∈ I

The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is equal to the SSE divided by (N – K), the number of degrees of freedom for
the error (DF Error). The “DF Error” statistic pertains to the difference between the number of observations and
the number of degrees of freedom used in model estimation (N – K). This statistic represents the number of
degrees of freedom used to estimate the residuals of the model.
The root mean squared error (Root MSE or RMSE) is the square root of the mean squared error. A ruleof-thumb for interpreting its value in relation to percent error is as follows. Let F and F̂ denote the actual and
predicted flux at a given location, in real space, where the predicted flux is assumed to include the adjustment
for retransformation bias. If the residual in the model is assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and
RMSE σ , then the percent error in the prediction is given by
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(1.108)

100

( F − Fˆ ) = 100 e

(

Fˆ

ε−σ 2 2
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)

−1 .

Consider the percent error in flux associated with a one standard deviation error, PE( σ ). We have,
(1.109)

(

PE (σ ) = 100 eσ−σ

2

2

)

−1 ≈ 100σ ,

where the approximation corresponds to a second-order Taylor expansion of the exponential term with respect
to σ , which is approximately valid for all σ between 0 and 0.6. Thus, 100 times the RMSE approximately
equals the percent error in the flux estimate, for any given reach, associated with a one standard deviation error.
For σ greater than 0.6, the approximation is less precise and results in an overestimate of the percent error.
The remaining fit statistics reported by the SPARROW software are R-square, adjusted R-square, and Rsquare of the logarithm of contaminant yield. The R-square statistic (denoted R 2 ) is given by (Judge and others,
1985, p. 30)
N

(1.110)

R 2 = 1−

∑e

2
i

i=1

N

∑( f

*

−f

i

)

* 2

,

i =1

where ei is the model residual, in log space, for the ith observation, f i * is the logarithm of measured flux for the
i observation, and f * is the average of the f i * over all N observations. Adjusted R-square applies a degrees of
freedom adjustment to the R-square statistic (Judge and others, 1985, p. 30)
th

(1.111)

⎛ N −1 ⎟⎞
Adjusted R 2 = 1− ⎜⎜
1− R 2 ) .
⎜⎝ N − K ⎟⎟⎠(

The R-square and Adjusted R-Square statistics for a SPARROW model tend to be large (greater than
0.6). Large values for these statistics result partly from the fact that much of the variation in the dependent
variable is associated with the size (drainage area) of the basin upstream from the monitored reach, and drainage
area in turn is typically highly correlated with contaminant source variables. A high R-square, therefore, does
not necessarily indicate the strength of the model within a smaller basin. Goodness of model fit for small basins
2
. This statistic is
might be better described by R-square of the logarithm of contaminant yield, denoted RYield
defined as
N

(1.112)

2
RYield
= 1−

∑e

2
i

i =1

N

∑ (( f
i =1

*
i

−f

*

)−(di − d ))

2

,

where di is the log of drainage area for the ith observation and d is the mean of di over all N observations.
Because the log of drainage area is highly positively correlated with the log of flux, the denominator of the ratio
term will be smaller than the corresponding term in the R-square equation, implying a smaller value for yield Rsquare.
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1.5.7 Non-nested tests (advanced)
It is commonly the case that there are alternative ways of specifying a SPARROW model. For example,
suppose that two alternative SPARROW models, of identical functional form, use different data sets to
characterize a given source variable; perhaps one model uses fertilizer sales to characterize the fertilizer nitrogen
source, whereas the other model uses an estimate that corrects the sales information for exports associated with
the sale of agricultural products. Another example would be the case in which there are two potential
specifications for the in-stream decay process: one process uses the discrete streamflow classes approach
whereas the other process uses the continuous function of streamflow approach (see section 1.4.4). The question
arises: which is the better specification?
The nature of the question just raised poses a challenge for hypothesis testing. The classical hypothesis
test investigates the effect on model fit caused by a restriction on the model; that is, the model conforming to the
null hypothesis is nested within a more general model specification. As such, the hypothesis is tested by
determining the effect on model fit from a restriction imposed on the model. The null hypothesis of a non-nested
test, conversely, cannot be structured in this way; first the model is restricted, to negate the alternative
specification, and then the model is appended to include the specification corresponding to the null hypothesis.
Indeed, the entire classification of specifications into nulls and alternatives is somewhat arbitrary. Clearly, a
different testing framework is needed to address this question.
The following describes two approaches to testing non-nested hypotheses. The two approaches, called
the J-test and the P-test, are similar in concept but differ in form: the J-test is evaluated using a generalization of
the two models that requires estimation by nonlinear methods; the P-test evaluates a generalization of two
models based on a linear analysis (see Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993). Superficially, the P-test would appear
to be the easier test to implement, but this is not necessarily the case. Neither test is implemented directly in
SPARROW; however, as explained below, output from the SPARROW model can be used to implement either
test as a follow-on exercise to a SPARROW analysis.
To describe the two tests, suppose there are two competing specifications of a model explaining some
dependent variable y. Both specifications are assumed to be nonlinear with respect to their parameters, although
they may also be linear. [In fact, if the alternatives are both linear models, the J-test and the P-test are
equivalent.] Let the alternative specifications be defined as
(1.113)

yi = xi (β) + ei

(1.114)

yi = zi ( γ ) + ui ,

where yi is the dependent variable for observation i, xi (β) is the first model, which depends on the parameter
vector β , and zi ( γ ) is the second model, which depends on the parameter vector γ . The error terms ei and ui ,
having respective variances σe2 and σu2 , are each assumed to be identically and independently distributed across
observations, but may be correlated to each other for the same observation.
The J-test is implemented by first estimating equation (1.114) using nonlinear least squares. The
coefficients obtained from that estimation are used to form the prediction zˆi = zi ( γˆ ) . The estimated zˆi are then
inserted into the augmented model
(1.115)

yi = (1− α ) xi (β) + α zˆi + ei′ ,

which is estimated for the unknown parameters α and β using nonlinear least squares. The null hypothesis under
this specification is that equation (1.113) is the correct model. This hypothesis is evaluated by testing the
ancillary hypothesis that α = 0 using a simple t-test. The procedure is then reversed and the predictions from

()

estimating equation (1.113), xˆi = xi βˆ , are entered into the model
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yi = (1− θ ) zi ( γ ) + θ xˆi + ui′ ,

to obtain nonlinear least squares estimates of θ and γ , with subsequent testing of the null hypothesis that θ = 0.
There are four possible outcomes for this approach. If the hypothesis α = 0 is rejected and the
hypothesis θ = 0 is not, we then conclude that the correct model is given by equation (1.114). If the hypothesis
θ = 0 is rejected and the hypothesis α = 0 is not, then the conclusion is that the model given by equation
(1.113) is correct. If both hypotheses are rejected, then we say that both models fit the data well and neither
model shows the other to be misspecified. If we fail to reject both hypotheses, then the conclusion is that neither
model is satisfactory.
The P-test is implemented by first estimating equations (1.113) and (1.114) separately using nonlinear

()

least squares and forming the predictions xˆi = xi βˆ and zˆi = zi ( γˆ ) . Additionally, output from the

()

SPARROW model will include the gradients from each model xi β ′ βˆ and zi γ ′ ( γˆ ) . To test the null hypothesis
that equation (1.113) is correct, ordinary least squares is used to estimate the model
(1.117)

()

yi − xˆi = xi β ′ βˆ b + α ( zˆi − xˆi ) + ei′′ ,

and the hypothesis that α = 0 is tested using an exact t-test. To test the null hypothesis that equation (1.114) is
correct, use ordinary least squares to estimate the complementary model
(1.118)

yi − zˆi = zi γ ′ ( γˆ ) c + θ ( xˆi − zˆi ) + ui′′ ,

and test the hypothesis that θ = 0 , again using an exact t-test. As with the J-test, there are four possible
outcomes. The model in equation (1.113) is accepted in favor of equation (1.114) if we reject θ = 0 and fail to
reject α = 0 . The model in equation (1.114) is accepted in favor of equation (1.113) if we reject α = 0 and fail
to reject θ = 0 . Both models are acceptable if both hypotheses are rejected, and if we fail to reject either
hypothesis then neither model is satisfactory.

1.6 Model Predictions
SPARROW output contains prediction results paired with measures of accuracy. A number of technical
issues can arise in the derivation of these statistics—most of these are caused by the nonlinear nature of the
SPARROW model. The following sections provide a detailed description of the methods used to obtain
prediction results using SPARROW.

1.6.1 Prediction equation
The prediction equation is similar to the calibration equation (1.27) given in section 1.4.1. Because
predictions are generated for specific sources, however, it is necessary to decompose flux into source-specific
components. Let Fi*,n denote the reach i model-estimated flux associated with source n, and let F j′, n be the
source-n flux from upstream reach j. If reach j is monitored (that is, j ∈ I, where I is the set of monitored
reaches), and predictions are conditioned on measured flux, then F j′, n is apportioned from the measured flux

FjM according to
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F j′,n =

(1.119)

F j*,n
Ny

∑ F*

FjM .

j ,m

m=1

Otherwise, if reach j is not a monitored reach (that is, j ∉ I) or predictions are not conditioned on measurements,
then F j′, n is set equal to F j*, n .
The equation defining the model-estimated flux for source n, Fi*,n , is given by

(1.120)

⎛
⎞⎟
Fi*,n = ⎜⎜⎜ ∑ Fj′,n ⎟⎟ δi A (Z iS , ZiR ; θ S , θ R ) + S n ,i αn Dn (Z iD ; θ D ) A′ ( Z iS , Z iR ; θ S , θ R ) .
⎜⎝ j∈J (i)
⎠⎟⎟

The actual flux leaving reach i attributed to source n, denoted Fi ,n , is based on the modeled flux Fi*,n times a
multiplicative error term. The predicted flux leaving reach i, denoted Fi ,n is based either on the modeled flux

Fi*,n times the expectation of the exponentiated error or, if the prediction is conditioned on measurements, on the
apportioned measured flux Fi M using the apportioning method described in equation (1.119) (see section 1.6.6
for additional discussion concerning the conditioning of predictions on flux measurements).
An assumption of model estimation is that the model error, ei , for total flux is additive in logarithm
space and independent across monitored nested basins i ∈ I [recall from section 1.4.1 that a nested basin
comprises all reaches upstream from monitored reach i, exclusive of reaches at or above all upstream monitoring
stations]. In deriving predictions, particularly for disaggregated components of monitored flux, such as flux for
non-monitored reaches or flux by source, it is necessary to add structure to the error properties of the model. The
additional structure is needed to provide a basis for estimating prediction uncertainty. There is only one way this
can be done while retaining the simple error structure assumed for estimation: to assume that every additive
term in equation (1.120), for every reach i ′ within the nested basin of monitored reach i, is multiplied by the
same multiplicative error term exp (ei ) associated with the monitored flux at reach i. Monitored reaches above
the nested basin of reach i express a separate, independent, multiplicative error. If it is necessary to attribute a
source to this error, the only model factor that appears with every additive term in equation (1.120) is the stream
attenuation factor A (⋅) (or A′ (⋅) ). Thus, the implicit assumption is that all model error is associated with
unobserved in-stream attenuation processes.
The error structure just described is certainly unrealistic. It implies the error covariance between reaches
is determined arbitrarily by the location of monitoring stations: reaches within a nested basin are perfectly
correlated; reaches on either side of a monitoring station are perfectly uncorrelated. It also implies a perfect
correlation for errors associated with flux distributed to the individual topical sources (e.g., fertilizer, point
sources, and atmospheric deposition). The assumed error structure requires estimates of incremental flux to be
multiplied by the same error factor as total, accumulated flux. This can be rationalized by the assumption that
error is scale invariant. Indeed, a number of SPARROW applications in the literature exhibit error that is
approximately scale invariant (that is, the error has constant variance in logarithm space over the full range of
observations; see Preston and Brakebill, 1999 and Moore and others, 2004). The national applications of
SPARROW, however, show residuals that are not scale invariant (see, for example, Smith and others, 1997).
Despite these shortcomings, the assumed error structure is the best we can do within the current SPARROW
modeling framework. Future refinements to the model are planned that will allow for a much more general
specification of error.
Because the error terms in the SPARROW model are permitted to be heteroscedastic, it would make
sense to assign the variance of the logarithm-transformed error term for nested basin i (that is, the error
associated with the monitoring station i) to equal the variance that was used for purposes of weighting the
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observation for model estimation. As shown in section 1.3.1, this variance has relevance for the expectation of
the error term transformed back into real space. However, this is not what is done. For reasons that will be made
clear later in the next section, a robust estimator of the expectation of the multiplicative error term, that is, the
retransformation factor, is one that treats errors as interchangeable, implying they have a common distribution.
In that case, the appropriate error term to apply in prediction is one that has a variance equal to the variance of
the weighted residual, given by wi ei .
Given these considerations, the predicted flux attributed to source n leaving reach i is

⎧⎪ F *
⎪⎪ i ,n F M , i ∈ I
i
⎪⎪ N S
*
⎪
Fi , n = ⎨ ∑ Fi ,m
⎪⎪ m=1
⎪⎪
⎪⎪ Fi*,n e wε ,
i ∉ I,
⎩

(1.121)

where the retransformation factor e

wε

is the expectation of the exponentiated weighted residual.

1.6.2 Parametric predictions
The discussion of prediction in this and remaining sections adopts a simplified notation—one that
focuses on the role of coefficients and errors. To this end, we simplify the notation that associates a prediction to
a specific source n, and simply note that the expressions given below pertain to the prediction of any reach-level
flux quantity, including total flux, flux from the incremental watershed, accumulated flux by source, and
incremental watershed flux by source. In section 1.6.6 we include additional comments regarding the special
considerations required to make predictions of non-flux quantities.
The relation between actual flux expressed in real space, Fi , modeled flux, Fi * , and error for reach i is
given by

Fi = Fi* (β) eεi ,

(1.122)

′

where Fi * is defined by equation (1.120) in section 1.6.1, β = ⎡⎣α ′, θ′D , θ′S , θ′R ⎤⎦ is a collection of all model
parameters, and εi = ei wi is the weighted error term. In accordance with the efficient notation, we have
expressed Fi * as a function of its parameters only, suppressing the dependence of Fi * on upstream monitored
fluxes, F M . The expectation of Fi conditioned on model information (and upstream monitored fluxes), denoted

Fi , is given by
(1.123)

Fi = Fi * (β) eεi ,

where eεi is the expectation of the exponential of the error term. Because the exponential function is concave,
by Jensen’s inequality, e εi > e εi = 1 . As explained in section 1.6.1, the SPARROW model used for prediction
assumes all errors have the same distribution, implying eεi can be replaced by e ε , which is not reach specific.
This value is referred to as the “retransformation” factor.
The evaluation of equation (1.123) requires estimates of β and e ε . The estimation of the SPARROW
model provides estimates of both the coefficient vector, β̂ , and residual terms, εˆ j , j = 1,… , N , where N is the
number of monitored reaches. If the underlying residuals were normally distributed, the retransformation factor
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would be eσε 2 ; if the estimated residuals were also derived using ordinary least squares, the expectation of an

(

)

(

)

exponentiated estimated residual would be E exp (εˆ j ) = exp σε2 (1− h j ) 2 , where h j = X j ( X′X) X j is
−1

the residual’s leverage statistic. A more robust estimate of e ε , one that does not depend on the residuals being
normally distributed, is made by taking a simple average of the exponentiated, weighted estimated residuals,
where the assigned weight for residual j is 1 1− h j (see equation (1.62) in section 1.5.1.3 for the determinants
of the nonlinear analog to the leverage statistic), resulting in
∧

(1.124)

eε =

1
N

N

∑e

εˆ j

1−h j

.

j =1

Such an estimate, called a Smearing estimator (Duan, 1983), is unbiased in small samples under the assumption
of normality, and consistent (that is, unbiased in large samples) regardless of the underlying error distribution.
For a nonlinear least-squares analysis such as SPARROW, the values of the Xj vector and X matrix in the
observation-j leverage statistic are the gradients evaluated at the optimal parameter estimates (see section 1.5.1
above). In this case, because the coefficients are unknown, the Smearing estimator is not unbiased in small
samples, even if the residuals are normally distributed. However, the estimator remains consistent in large
samples and the effect of weighting generally reduces bias in small samples.
∧

The values of the estimated parameters β̂ and the Smearing estimator e ε are substituted for the
unknown quantities β and e ε in equation (1.123) to obtain what is called a parametric estimate of Fi

()

∧

Fˆi = Fi * βˆ e ε .

(1.125)
∧
ε

Because of the consistency of β̂ and e (see section 1.5.2), the parametric estimate Fˆi is also consistent. In
small samples, however, due principally to the nonlinearity of Fi * , the expectation of Fˆi is not equal to Fi .
Moreover, the complex nature of the nonlinearity of Fi * also implies there is no analytic function of β̂ that is
unbiased.

1.6.3 Bias-corrected predictions based on bootstrapping (advanced)
A widely used approach to bias correction is the bootstrap method. A typical bias-correction bootstrap
analysis assumes bias is linear, so that bias is simply the difference between the expected value of the estimator
and the true mean. This characterization of bias is inappropriate, however, if the desired estimate must always be
positive, as it must for contaminant flux. To show this, consider the case in which you wish to estimate e μ and
you have an unbiased estimate of μ , x , that is distributed normal with mean μ and variance σ 2 . As explained
in section 1.3.1.2, the naïve estimator e x is biased with bias given by
(1.126)

(

B = E ( e x ) − e μ = e μ eσ

2

2

)

−1 .

Consider the correction of this bias using the linear parametric bootstrap procedure (see section 1.5.3.1),
in which R normally distributed random variables w( r ) , with mean zero and variance σ 2 , are generated to
evaluate
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R

B R = R−1 ∑ exp ( x + w( r ) ) − exp ( x ) .

(1.127)

r =1

The expectation of (1.127) is

E ( B R ) = eμ+σ

(1.128)

2

2

(e

σ2 2

)

2

−1 = eσ 2 B .

So the estimate of bias is itself biased and the “bias-corrected” estimate e x − B R is not an unbiased estimate of
e μ , even for large R. In fact, the linear bootstrap bias correction procedure results in a bias-corrected estimate of
e μ that has expectation

E (e x − B R ) = eμ+σ

(1.129)

2

2

(2 − e ) ,
σ2 2

which can be negative for sufficiently large values of σ 2 .
An alternative approach is to express the bias as a ratio

b=

(1.130)

E (e x )
eμ

,

with an associated bootstrap estimate given by
R

bR =

(1.131)

R−1 ∑ exp ( x + w( r ) )
r =1

exp ( x )

.

The bias-corrected estimate of e μ becomes
(1.132)

(e μ )

R

=

exp (2 x )
ex
ex
=
=
.
b R R−1 ∑ R exp ( x + w( r ) ) R−1 ∑ R exp ( w( r ) )
r =1
r =1

For large R, the denominator term goes to exp (σ 2 2) , implying the limit of the expectation of equation (1.132)
is
(1.133)

(

)

lim E (e μ ) = eμ .

R →∞

R

In this case, therefore, the bootstrap ratio bias correction is unbiased.
It is suspected that the ratio bias correction will work best in those cases, as above, in which the
empirical distribution of the predictions in real space is skewed. A skewed distribution makes it likely that the
average of the bootstrap predictions will have large variance, implying it is likely that the bootstrap average will
exceed the parametric prediction. For applications in which the predictions from each bootstrap iteration are
restricted to be positive, as occurs in cases where the parametric prediction for a strictly positive quantity—such
as mass—is forced to be admissible, a skewed empirical distribution is virtually guaranteed. The high variability
in the bootstrap average prediction in these applications makes it likely that an additive bias correction, which
involves taking the negative of the average bootstrap prediction, will result in a negative estimate—a result that
is inadmissible. The ratio form of bias correction represents a sort of weighting in which an unusually large
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average bootstrap prediction has a proportionately smaller effect on modifying the parametric estimate,
explaining its superior performance in the above example.
All predictions generated by SPARROW are restricted to be positive values, implying the ratio form of
bootstrap bias correction should perform better than the additive form. Accordingly, the proportional bias in the
parametric estimate of Fi is given by

bi =

(1.134)

E ( Fˆi )
Fi

.

To compute the proportional bias coefficient, one needs the expectation of Fˆi , which is a complex function of
∧

the sample estimates β̂ and e ε the joint distribution of which is unknown. The bootstrap method provides a
paradigm for making the necessary inference. The basic idea is that Monte Carlo methods can be used to define
∧

an empirical joint distribution for β̂ and e ε , which bears a relation to the estimated parameter vector β̂ and
∧
ε

∧
ε

retransformation factor e that is analogous to the relation between the distribution of the estimates β̂ and e

and the true values β and e ε . Thus, under this paradigm, the estimation of the bias coefficient can be achieved
∧
ε

by using the empirical distribution for β̂ and e to evaluate the expectation in the numerator, and using the
parametric estimate Fˆi to evaluate the denominator.
SPARROW implements two bootstrap approaches for generating the empirical distribution. The
simplest and fastest approach, known as a parametric bootstrap, uses a random number generator to create
alternative realizations of the β̂ vector. Under the assumptions of nonlinear least squares (see section 1.5.2), the
coefficient estimates are asymptotically normally distributed. Therefore, the parametric bootstrap generates R
replications of the β̂ vector, denoted by βˆ ( r ) , r = 1, …, R, from a multivariate normal distribution with mean
and covariance equal to the nonlinear least squares estimates. Each set of randomly generated coefficients is
∧
ε (r )

used to compute a corresponding set of N residuals from which a retransformation factor e

is derived using

equation (1.124).
A more robust bootstrap approach uses random sampling with replacement to generate the empirical
distribution. Under this approach, random positive integer weights, summing to the number of reaches with
monitored fluxes, are applied to the observations (see section 1.5.3.1 for a description of resampling). The
weighted observations are used in the context of nonlinear weighted least squares to obtain bootstrap iteration r
∧ (r )

estimates of the coefficients, βˆ ( r ) , and associated retransformation factors, e ε

. Repeating this process R times
∧ (r )

generates R realizations of the βˆ ( r ) coefficient vector and retransformation factor e ε

, which serves as the

basis of the requisite empirical distribution.
∧ (r )

The R realizations of βˆ ( r ) and e ε
th
r bootstrap replication of Fˆ , where

(r )
can be used to generate R realizations of Fˆi . Define Fˆi to be the

i

(1.135)

( )

∧ (r )

Fˆi ( r ) = Fi * βˆ ( r ) e ε

,
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and let the average bootstrap estimate be
(1.136)

1 R
Fˆi R = ∑ Fˆi ( r ) .
R r =1

Using the bootstrap paradigm analogy, the bootstrap estimate of proportional bias is

(1.137)

Fˆ R
bˆiR = i .
Fˆi

c
Therefore, the bootstrap proportional bias-corrected estimate of Fi , denoted Fˆi , is

(1.138)

Fˆ
Fˆi c = Ri =
bˆi

Fˆi 2
.
Fˆi R

Because all terms in this equation are positive, this estimate must also be positive.
(r )
An important point to note is that although each bootstrap iteration estimate of Fˆi retains mass

balance, the bias-corrected estimates do not. That is, the Fˆi have source shares that sum to one, and the sum
of flux entering a confluence exactly equals the flux leaving the confluence. The effect of bias correction causes
a breakdown in these restrictions because each estimate is corrected individually, without regard for global
restrictions on mass balance. The absence of strict mass balance in the bias corrected predictions does not mean
that SPARROW is not a mass balance model. In the limit, as sample size becomes large, the bias correction goes
to zero and mass balance is retained; moreover, strict mass balance remains a property of the parametric
estimates (see section 1.6.2). In order to obtain better individual predictions, however, it is necessary to loosen
restrictions that pertain to the comparison of predictions. There are alternative approaches that retain mass
balance but they come at a cost. One approach is to use linear bias correction, the same correction applied to the
coefficient estimates (see above and section 1.5.3.1). Linear bias correction retains all the restrictions of mass
balance; however, it also has the capacity to produce inadmissable negative flux estimates. An alternative
estimation approach called Bayesian analysis could also resolve the mass balance problem. Bayesian analysis
derives a posterior distribution for predicted quantities based on the posterior distribution of the coefficients.
Because no bias correction of these predictions is necessary, the Bayesian predictions perfectly retain the mass
balance restrictions. The estimation of Bayesian models, however, requires a significantly different estimation
methodology that requires the evaluation of highly dimensioned integrals. The numerical accuracy of estimating
a national SPARROW model in this way has yet to be evaluated (however, see the recent paper by Qian and
others, 2005, for an example of a regional scale SPARROW model estimated using Bayesian methods). Given
these tradeoffs, it was decided to sacrifice small sample strict mass balance in favor of estimates that are
individually admissible.
(r )

1.6.4 Prediction standard errors based on bootstrapping (advanced)
The variance of the prediction error can be divided into two parts: the sample variance arising from
sample error in the coefficient estimates, and the model variance arising from model error. Sample variance is a
consequence of using a finite sample to estimate the model and will go to zero as the sample size becomes large.
Model variance is fixed by the number of relevant predictors included in the model and can be lowered only by
extending the model to include additional explanatory variables. Because the prediction formula is a nonlinear
function of the parameters, bootstrap methods are required to estimate sample variance. Model variance is
estimated with a robust method that does not require an assumed probability distribution.
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Using the abstract model described in sections 1.6.2 and 1.6.3, prediction error can be expressed as

ui = Fi − Fˆi c = ( Fi − Fi ) − ( Fˆi c − Fi ) .

(1.139)

Prediction error is decomposed into a term depending solely on model error and a second term that depends only
on sampling error. Because the model error for each reach is assumed to be independent of the model errors for
c
all other reaches, the model error term and the sampling error terms are also independent. Because Fˆi is an

unbiased predictor of Fi (at least at first order), the expectation of prediction error is zero.
The variance of prediction error is given by the sum of the variance caused by model error and the
variance caused by sampling error. The variance caused by model error is given by

⎛
2
E ( Fi − Fi ) = E ⎜⎜ Fi* (β) eεi − eεi
⎜⎝

(

(1.140)

(

)

(

⎞

)) ⎠⎟⎟⎟ = F (β) V (e
2

2

*

i

εi

).

A consistent estimator of this variance is given by

(

)

(

2
Eˆ ( Fi − Fi ) = Fˆi c 2Vˆ eεˆ

(1.141)

1−h

∧

)

2

eε ,

∧

c
where Fˆi is given by equation (1.138), e ε is given by equation (1.124), and

(

Vˆ eεˆ

(1.142)

1−h

)

⎛ εˆ
= N ∑ i=1⎜⎜⎜e i
⎜⎝
N

−1

1−hi

∧ 2
ε

⎞⎟
− e ⎟⎟ .
⎠⎟

R
The variance of the sampling error is predicated on the assumption that the bootstrap bias ratio bˆi is a

constant. An attempt to estimate a distribution for bˆi would require a double bootstrap, a method that is
computationally intractable given the complexity of the SPARROW model. Using bootstrap methods, the
sampling error variance is
R

Vˆ R ( Fˆi c ) = Vˆ ( Fˆi ( r ) ) bˆiR 2 ,

(1.143)

(

)

∑ ( Fˆ − Fˆ ) . Equation (1.143) is derived by noting that, with bˆ a constant, the
variance of Fˆ equals V ( Fˆ ) bˆ , and the bootstrap paradigm is used to justify substituting Vˆ ( Fˆ ) for the
unknown variance V ( Fˆ ) . Combining the variances due to model and sampling error in equations (1.141) and
R

where Vˆ Fˆi ( r ) = R−1

(r )

r =1

c

i

i

R

i

2

R
i

i

R
i

2

(r )

i

i

R
c
c
(1.143), and taking note that bˆi = Fˆi Fˆi (equation (1.138)), the standard error of the prediction Fˆi is given
by

(1.144)

SE ( Fˆi c ) = Fˆi c

(

Vˆ eεˆ

1−h

∧
2
ε

e

) + Vˆ ( Fˆ ) .
(r )

i

Fˆi 2
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1.6.5 Prediction intervals based on bootstrapping (advanced)
A prediction interval represents a stochastic interval that has a probability, Pc , called the coverage
probability or confidence level, of including some unknown value of predictive interest. The derivation of this
interval must account for two sources of uncertainty, the sampling error of the coefficients and the model error
associated with the inability of the model to fully account for all factors determining the true value of the
predicted variable. Because of the complex nonlinear relation between predictions and underlying coefficient
estimates in SPARROW, it is not possible to base intervals on known parametric distributions—such as the
normal distribution. The bootstrap method represents an alternative approach capable of overcoming this
problem.
A number of different bootstrap intervals have been proposed in the literature (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993). These include the percentile interval, the bootstrap-t, a hybrid method, and an “accelerated” bootstrap
method. Shao and Tu (1995) analyze these interval concepts, in the context of a confidence interval, to
determine the relative rates at which the different interval’s coverage probability converges on the true
confidence level. The results of that analysis show that all two-sided, equal-tailed intervals have equal accuracy
in terms of the order in which the coverage probabilities converge. It is not clear, however, how relevant this
discussion is with respect to prediction intervals. The reason is that prediction intervals, unlike confidence
intervals, must incorporate uncertainty associated with a single model error—uncertainty that is not amenable to
asymptotic convergence theorems (see section 1.5.2). Consequently, it is difficult to assess the relative
accuracies of different prediction interval approaches.
A second complication to be dealt with concerns the admissibility of the prediction interval. Predictions
from the SPARROW model are always non-negative quantities, implying that in order for a prediction interval
to be admissible, the interval must reside entirely in the space bounded from below by zero. As we saw in the
discussion of bias in section 1.6.3, standard bootstrap methods do not guarantee admissible estimates. Some of
the bootstrap interval methods listed above are admissible and some are not. Those that are not must be further
modified to achieve admissibility.
Finally, the prediction interval we derive must account for the fact that, because of the nonlinearity of
the SPARROW model, standard predictions are biased. As shown in section 1.6.3, bootstrap methods provide an
estimate of proportional bias that can be used to obtain an admissible, corrected estimate. As we show below,
the presence of bias affects different intervals in different ways, with differing levels of complexity required to
address the problem.
We shall argue the merits of the various bootstrap prediction intervals in terms of their ability to
accommodate the complications described above. To simplify and focus the discussion, the methods are
compared in terms of their roles as confidence intervals: the extension of the methodology to obtain prediction
intervals is discussed once a suitable method is decided. The percentile method is conceptually the simplest and
was used to derive prediction intervals in earlier SPARROW papers (Smith and others, 1997, and Alexander and
others, 2000). The interval is computed directly from the quantiles of the distribution of bootstrap replication
estimates of the predictions, where the quantiles correspond to the percentiles representing equal probability in
each tail and the share of the replications within the interval equals the coverage probability. Because each
bootstrap replication is admissible, the quantiles forming the interval must also be admissible. The replications
are not centered with respect to the parametric prediction. Therefore, if the replications are biased with respect
to the parametric estimate, the bias would need to be removed in order to obtain an unbiased estimate of the
interval. In fact, the bias would need to be removed twice: first to remove the bias between the bootstrap
replications and the parametric estimate and second to remove the bias between the parametric estimate and the
true value.
The accelerated bootstrap method is like the percentile method in that it is derived directly from the
quantiles of the empirical distribution, without centering. As such, it must be admissible. Like the percentile
method, in order to obtain an unbiased interval the interval must be shifted by twice the bias factor. The specific
quantiles forming the interval are selected in a complex manner that requires additional bootstrap replications,
the added computations resulting in a more accurate interval. Given the high computational costs of obtaining a
bootstrap replication in SPARROW, however, the use of this method presents significant computational
challenges.
The remaining bootstrap methods, the hybrid and bootstrap-t, are centered; that is, the empirical
distribution is derived from bootstrap replication estimates that are expressed as differences from the parametric
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estimate. The hybrid method, described in detail in section 1.5.3.2, uses bootstrap methods to determine the
equal-tailed quantiles of the empirical distribution of the difference between the bootstrap replication estimates,

Fˆi ( r ) (see equation 1.135), and the parametric estimate, Fˆi (see equation (1.125). The bootstrap-t approach uses
(r )
bootstrap methods to determine the quantiles of the empirical distribution of Fˆ − Fˆ , standardized (that is,
i

i

divided) by the standard error of Fˆi . If the standard error of Fˆi were known, the standardization would have no
effect on the determination of quantiles as compared to the hybrid method except to divide each quantile by the
standard error of Fˆi . As such, the bootstrap-t and hybrid approaches would be equivalent. The two methods are
not equivalent if the standard error of Fˆi is not known. In this case, the bootstrap-t approach requires a nested
bootstrap; for each bootstrap iteration, a separate set of bootstrap replications must be generated to compute an
independent, iteration-specific, estimate of the standard error. The empirical distribution then pertains to a
random variable that has two sources of variation: deviation around the parametric estimate and the standard
error used to normalize the difference.
The intervals derived from the hybrid and bootstrap-t methods are immutable to the presence of additive
bias in the distribution. To see why this is so, consider a simple example in which x̂ is a biased prediction of x .
Let the distribution of the estimate x̂ be biased by an additive amount B with respect to x̂ * , an unbiased

( )

estimator of x. Thus, xˆ = xˆ * + B and E ( xˆ ) = E xˆ * + B = x + B . For quantile q, define

(

)

H xˆ−x (q) = Pr ( xˆ − x ≤ q ) to be the distribution of x̂ − x , and define H x*ˆ*− x (q) = Pr xˆ* − x ≤ q to be the
distribution of xˆ * − x = xˆ − x − B . Let q ( p ) and q * ( p ) represent the quantiles of H x̂−x and H x*ˆ*− x

(

)

*
corresponding to probability p; that is, p = H xˆ−x (q ( p )) = H x*ˆ*− x q ( p ) . Because bias is additive, we have

H xˆ−x (q) = H x*ˆ*− x (q − B) ; the distribution H x*ˆ*− x is just the distribution H x̂−x shifted by an amount –B,
implying q * ( p ) = q ( p) − B . The equal-tailed prediction interval having coverage probability Pc derived

(

)

from H x̂−x satisfies the relation Pr xˆ − q ((1− Pc ) 2) ≥ x ≤ xˆ − q ((1 + Pc ) 2) ≥ Pc , implying the upper and
lower bounds of the confidence interval are xˆ − q ((1− Pc ) 2) and xˆ − q ((1 + Pc ) 2) . But, because bias is
additive, we have xˆ − q ( p ) = xˆ * − q * ( p) ; effectively, the bias causing the shift in the distribution of the
statistic, which causes a shift in the quantile, is nullified by the bias arising in the statistic used to form the
interval. Therefore, the prediction interval derived from additively biased centered statistics is equivalent to the
confidence interval derived from bias adjusted statistics, which is the point we wished to establish.
The centering of the distributions raises the possibility that the interval will be inadmissible. This
happens for the same reason the additive bias correction leads to inadmissible estimates (see section 1.6.3): the
distributions of variables restricted to be positive tend to be skewed towards the high end. In fact, inadmissibility
is more likely in this case because it is the potentially highly skewed right tale quantile that is subtracted from
the parametric estimate to form the interval’s lower bound.
One way to ensure admissibility using centered intervals is to transform the analysis into logarithmic
space. The complication of bias is avoided if it is also assumed that bias is additive in logarithm space, in which
case, as shown above, no further adjustments are necessary. Thus, all complications in forming an interval can
be handled by adopting a centering method. In comparing the hybrid method with the bootstrap-t, the hybrid
method is clearly easier to compute. The bootstrap-t requires the difference between the bootstrap replication
estimate and the parametric estimate to be normalized by the standard error of the replication estimate prior to
forming the empirical distribution. Because the bootstrap replication estimate is not a simple function of the
data, such as a mean, the estimation of the standard error requires a separate bootstrap analysis for each
bootstrap iteration (note, if only a single standard error were used for all bootstrap replications the bootstrap-t
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method would default to the hybrid method). The computational burden of doing a double bootstrap analysis in
the context of a SPARROW analysis makes the bootstrap-t method impractical.
We are left, then, with weighing the advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid and percentile methods.
Both methods are approximately equal with respect to computational intensity, and both provide admissible
intervals. Whereas the percentile method requires an estimate of bias in order to unbias the interval, the hybrid
method accommodates bias without the need to estimate it. The hybrid method is also conceptually stronger.
The standard premise underlying a confidence interval is that the shape of the distribution is known (or
assumed) but the location with respect to the variable the interval is designed to cover is not known. This same
premise underlies the empirical distribution used with the hybrid method. Thus, the hybrid method exemplifies
the bootstrap paradigm by simply substituting the empirical distribution for the parametric distribution; the rest
of the method is the same as the standard approach. Conversely, the percentile method contains the implicit
assumption that not only is the shape of the distribution known, but also its location with respect to the true
value. If this were in fact the case, there would be no need for a random interval to localize the true, unknown
value; a simple mean of the distribution would reveal the true value with certainty. Given these considerations,
therefore, we adopt the hybrid method to derive prediction intervals in the SPARROW model.
As explained above, the prediction interval is derived in logarithm space. Accordingly, the distribution
underlying the prediction interval is for the random variable

()

()

ln Fi * βˆ − ln Fi = ln Fi * βˆ − ln Fi * (β) − ei .

(1.145)

()

The source of uncertainty in equation (1.145) is given by the term ln Fi * βˆ − ei , where β̂ is the nonlinear
weighted least squares estimate of the coefficient vector. Note that an estimate of the retransformation bias
factor, or its logarithm transform, is not present in equation (1.145). Although the retransformation bias factor is
a determinant of predictions, it is not required for the development of the prediction interval.
Let the cumulative distribution for equation (1.145) be given by H i ( x) . The standard approach to the
determination of prediction intervals assumes this distribution is known, in which case the quantiles
H i−1 ((1− Pc ) 2) and H i−1 ((1 + Pc ) 2) satisfy the relation
(1.146)

(

)

()

Pr H i−1 ((1− Pc ) 2) ≤ ln Fi* βˆ − ei − ln Fi* (β) ≤ H i−1 ((1 + Pc ) 2) ≥ Pc ,

where Pc is the prediction interval coverage probability (that is, the confidence level). The corresponding
bounds on the prediction interval are

⎡
⎤
⎢ ln Fi * βˆ − H i−1 ((1 + Pc ) 2) , ln Fi * βˆ − H i−1 ((1− Pc ) 2)⎥ .
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

()

(1.147)

()

The bootstrap analog of H i ( x) is given by the empirical distribution H i , R ( x) corresponding to the R
replications of the random variable

( ) (

ln Fi * βˆ ( r ) − eˆ

(1.148)

1− h

)

(r )

i

()

− ln Fi * βˆ ,

where βˆ ( r ) is the estimate of β using the r bootstrap replication of the resampled observations (see section
th

(

1.6.3), and eˆ

1− h

)

(r )

i

th

is the r random draw from the N leverage-adjusted error estimates obtained from the

SPARROW model estimated with the original (non-resampled) data. Note that the empirical distribution is fully
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non-parametric; neither the coefficient estimates nor the underlying errors are required to be normally
distributed.
The appropriate quantiles of the empirical distribution are obtained by ordering the R estimates of

( ) (

ln Fi * βˆ ( r ) − eˆ

1− h

)

(r )

i

th
in ascending order. Let qi ( s ) correspond to the s ordered value in this list. The

quantiles forming the bounds of the prediction interval are given by (see appendix A for an explanation of the
appropriate ranks)

()

H i−, R1 ((1− Pc ) 2) = qi ( ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ + 1) − ln Fi* βˆ , and

(1.149)

()

H i−, R1 ((1 + Pc ) 2) = qi ( ⎡⎢ Pc R ⎤⎥ + ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ ) − ln Fi * βˆ .

()

The term ln Fi * βˆ does not vary across the bootstrap replications so it is simply subtracted from the ranked
bootstrap replications.
Substituting these quantiles for the parametric ones in equation (1.147) gives the bootstrap hybrid
prediction interval in logarithm space; the prediction interval in real space is obtained by transforming the
resulting bounds by the exponential function. In order to focus on the defined interval in real space, define
qi ((1− Pc ) 2) and qi ((1 + Pc ) 2) to be the ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ + 1 and ⎡⎢ Pc R ⎤⎥ + ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ ranked values of

( )

((

Fi * βˆ ( r ) exp eˆ

(1.150)

1− h

)

(r )

i

) . The prediction interval in real space is given by
2
2
⎡
⎤
*
Fi * βˆ
⎢ Fi βˆ
⎥
⎢
⎥.
,
⎢ qi ((1 + Pc ) 2) qi ((1− Pc ) 2) ⎥
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

()

()

()

Note that the prediction interval in equation (1.150) collapses to zero if Fi * βˆ is zero. Such a result is
appropriate if there are no sources of a contaminant for reach i; it is less defensible if the zero value results from
a constrained estimate of the coefficients (for example, if there is only one non-zero source for a reach but the
source coefficient for that source is set at its constrained value of zero).
The prediction interval is potentially undefined if either the lower or upper quantiles qi ((1− Pc ) 2) or

()

qi ((1 + Pc ) 2) are zero. This could happen for the same reasons that Fi * βˆ becomes zero. As explained
above, if the zeros result from no sources, then the prediction interval is properly defined as a point at zero. If a
zero results from a constrained coefficient, then the interval is effectively unbounded. At present, SPARROW
does not distinguish between these two potential outcomes and reports a bound of zero for all cases in which
either the numerator or denominator is zero. Note, however, that a bound of zero may be appropriate in the case
of a source coefficient going to zero because the numerator, being squared, goes to zero faster than the
denominator.
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1.6.6 Discussion
The prediction methods described above are applied to every prediction generated by SPARROW
having the same units as the dependent variable (units of mass). That is, the same methodology used to derive
prediction results (bias-corrected predictions, standard errors and prediction intervals) for total flux is used to
derive prediction results of flux by source, incremental flux (total and by source), flux in reservoirs, flux without
in-stream decay (total and by source), etc. The predictions of flux by individual source each receive the same
retransformation-bias correction factor under the assumption that the error for the reach is due to a common
multiplicative error shared by each of the sources—an assumption that causes the sum of fluxes by individual
source to equal total flux. Accordingly, to compute the variance and prediction intervals, a common
multiplicative error term, equal to the reach’s total flux multiplicative error, is assumed to apply to each source
term. This ensures these predictions display model error that approximately adds up to the model error of the
reach’s total flux. It is, however, a strong assumption that overstates the true correlation between these
predictions.
Additional predictions that can be derived directly from the flux predictions are the contaminant yield
and concentration. The prediction of yield is obtained by simply dividing the flux prediction by the area of the
region that generated the flux. Because area is known, the estimate of uncertainty for yield is simply the estimate
of uncertainty for flux divided by area. A prediction of mean flow-weighted concentration is obtained in similar
fashion by dividing the prediction for flux by the mean streamflow (see the discussion in section 1.3.1). If
streamflow is precisely known, the uncertainty of this estimate is simply the uncertainty of flux divided by mean
streamflow.
Given the rather coarse assumptions regarding the error structure in SPARROW (see section 1.6.1), it is
best to treat each prediction (total, incremental, and flux by source) as an independent estimate. The estimate of
uncertainty associated with disaggregated quantities (for example, flux by source) is meant to be suggestive
pending a more rigorous analysis of error structure. One should be particularly wary of trying to infer
uncertainty of aggregate quantities that represent averages of individual reach results. The simplifying
assumptions regarding error in SPARROW produces a correlation structure that is not sufficient to make a
reliable estimate of aggregate uncertainty; the estimates of error at an individual reach are more defensible.
A different kind of simplifying assumption is adopted for predictions that are not evaluated in the units
of the dependent variable. Such predictions are typically for unitless quantities—for example, the share of flux
delivered to a target reach. Because these variables are generally ratios of masses, the retransformation factors in
the numerator and denominator should effectively cancel. Therefore, the prediction of these unitless variables
does not receive a retransformation-bias correction factor. Accordingly, their standard errors do not include a
model error component and the empirical distributions used to evaluate their confidence intervals do not account
for variations due to model error. It is certainly presumptive to assert these unitless predictions exhibit no
idiosyncratic variation; but in the absence of any estimate of the magnitude of this variation, it would be hard to
justify a less conservative assumption. As remarked above, this problem can be resolved by adopting a richer
error structure, one that allows for the estimation of the magnitude of idiosyncratic variation associated with
individual processes.
As remarked in section 1.6.1, it is possible in SPARROW to condition predictions on measured flux at
monitored reaches. This capability implies that predictions for all reaches at or below the monitored reach will
be adjusted to be consistent with the measured flux. It is important to understand, however, that this capability
does not necessarily imply that predicted flux immediately downstream of a monitored reach will be close in
value to the measured flux. This is because of the assumed error structure for the model in which the error at the
downstream reach is assumed to be independent of the error for the upstream reach. Recall from section 1.6.1
that a prediction is composed of two parts: a modeled component that depends only on the source, land-to-water,
and in-stream processes specified in the SPARROW model, and an error component that is manifested in the
prediction through the application of a retransformation factor. Because the measured flux at the monitored
reach incorporates the model error directly, it is not appropriate to apply a retransformation factor to this flux;
such an application would effectively double count the error process. The prediction for the reach immediately
downstream of the monitored reach, however, does receive the retransformation factor. Thus, although the
modeled flux at the downstream reach may be very close in value to the measured flux, the application of the
retransformation factor necessary for obtaining the complete prediction, which could represent a large
adjustment, may result in a predicted flux that differs from the measured flux by a considerable amount.
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It should also be noted that if the SPARROW model is run in prediction mode for purposes of
simulating water-quality conditions under alternative management scenarios, then it is not appropriate to
condition the predictions on measured flux at monitored reaches. The measured flux is consistent with
management actions actually taken. As such, the conditioning of predictions on measured flux would not
incorporate the changes in water quality associated with the alternative management scenario. For purposes of
comparison, therefore, it is reasonable to obtain predictions for both existing conditions and alternative
management scenarios that are not conditioned on measured flux.
1.6.6.1 The effect of error in measured flux (advanced)
Section 1.5.3.5 discusses the potentially biased coefficient estimators that result from estimation with
dependent variable data that are measured with error. The bias arises because the dependent variable is a
conditional estimate of flux; although the difference between unobserved true flux and estimated flux is
orthogonal to estimated flux, it is not necessarily orthogonal to the SPARROW model predictors. The absence
of this orthogonal variation in the dependent variable, which is a real variation in true flux, implies the model
coefficients are biased if the explanatory variables are capable of explaining part of it. It is shown in section
1.5.3.5 that information on the error of the monitored flux estimate and coefficient and model error in the
SPARROW model can be used to bound the bias.
The problem of incomplete variation in the dependent variable causes a similar problem for the
assessment of prediction uncertainty (see Mullaney and others, 2002, for a discussion of this problem in the
context of a time series model of flux). In standard assessments of prediction error, the model mean squared
error incorporates all residual variation not accounted for by the model. If the dependent variable is a conditional
estimate of the true dependent variable, however, the error in measured flux potentially represents additional
variation not accounted for by the model. A complication in the assessment of total model error is that the
measurement error could be correlated with the model error associated with the measured component.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to precisely estimate this correlation, making it impossible to fully assess the
error of the model; however, as with the case of estimation, it is possible to place bounds on the extent of this
“missing” error component.
To solidify concepts, let yi be the true value of the logarithm of flux at reach i and let yi represent the
measured component. As in section 1.5.3.5, let ui be the difference between true and measured logarithm of
flux, so that

yi = yi + ui ,

(1.151)

where ui is assumed to be orthogonal to yi , having variance σu2 . Let yi be divided into two components, a
component that is “explained” by the model, xi , and a model error component, ei , assumed to be orthogonal to

xi . The relation between true flux and model-explained flux is
yi = xi + ui + ei .

(1.152)

The measured mean squared error of the model is given by σe2 ; however, the full model error is not
necessarily equal to σe2 + σu2 . This is because the terms ui and ei could be correlated. To see how this might
arise, note that orthogonality between ui and yi implies E (ui yi ) = E (ui xi ) + E (ui ei ) = 0 . If the model
predictors are correlated with measurement error term ui , as was the case discussed in section 1.5.3.5, then

E (ui xi ) is not equal to zero. Consequently, E (ui ei ) must be different from zero also. The variance of the full
model error takes the form
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V (ui + ei ) = σu2 + σe2 + 2ρueσu σe ,

where ρue is the correlation coefficient between ui and ei .
Without data on true flux, it is impossible to know the value of ρue , and so it is impossible to know the
exact value of full model error. However, by recognizing that the correlation coefficient must be between –1 and
1, it is possible to place bounds on this error. Setting the correlation coefficient to its extreme values, we see that
the full model variance V (ui + ei ) must have the bounds
(1.154)

2

2

(σe − σu ) ≤ V (ui + ei ) ≤ (σe + σu ) .

As was the case in section 1.5.3.5, the bounds can be evaluated using results from flux estimation and
SPARROW model output. The root mean squared error from the SPARROW model is σ e , and σu represents
the average across all stations of the ratio of the standard error of measured flux to the estimate of measured
flux.
There is no simple way of using these bounds to modify the standard errors of predictions or prediction
confidence intervals generated by SPARROW. This is because these estimates are derived using robust nonparametric methods (a combination of the smearing estimator and bootstrapping). One approach that is likely to
give reasonable approximate estimates is to rescale the estimated model error terms prior to prediction by the
factor σe − σu σe to obtain the lower bound on model error and by (σe + σu ) σe to obtain the upper bound.
However, this feature is not currently implemented in SPARROW.

1.6.7 Share of flux delivered to a target reach
An additional prediction of general interest included in standard SPARROW output is the fraction of
flux leaving a reach that is delivered to some downstream target reach. In many applications, the target is a
waterbody of some interest to water-quality managers, examples being estuaries or reservoirs. In the case in
which there is only one such target downstream from any given reach, the fraction delivered represents the
amount of flux leaving the reach that makes its way through the reach network to the target. If there are multiple
target reaches downstream from a given reach, the fraction delivered is interpreted as the fraction of flux leaving
the reach that is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach.
The method used to compute the fraction of flux delivered to a target reach accounts for all in-stream
attenuation processes defined in the model. If reservoirs represent large sinks for the contaminant being studied
and the target is an estuary, then the fraction delivered should be small for all reaches upstream of a reservoir. If
there is larger in-stream decay in small streams as compared to large streams, as has been found in SPARROW
models of total nitrogen, then a map (figure 1.28) of fraction delivered to estuaries shows the fraction delivered
becomes smaller the higher in the network the reach is located. Conversely, a map of the fraction delivered for a
contaminant that is very conservative in streams and reservoirs shows little variation across the network.
The method used in SPARROW to compute the fraction of flux delivered to a target accounts for
diversions in the reach network. To understand how this works, it helps to understand something about the
algorithm used to compute the share of flux delivered. The calculation of the fraction delivered is a reach
accumulation process that works in reverse. That is, in normal applications of the SPARROW model, prior to
the analysis, reaches are ordered in hydrologic order from upstream to downstream, and the model is processed
by accumulating flux in the downstream direction. As long as the ordering is accurate, no reach is processed
prior to processing all upstream reaches. Where a diversion is encountered, the flux going to each reach
immediately downstream from the diversion is determined by the “fraction-diverted” variable. The sum of the
“fraction-diverted” variable is always one across all diverting reaches (see section 1.3.2), so no flux is lost in the
process of diversion unless one of the diverted streams terminates—that is, fails to reconnect with the stream
network.
For the computation of fraction delivered, the ordering of reaches is exactly reversed. The analysis
begins at the target and the fraction delivered to the target is modified at a reach by multiplying by that reach’s
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incremental delivery fraction. Moving in the upstream direction, if two reaches are joined at a diversion, the
cumulative fraction delivered from each downstream reach is multiplied by that reach’s “fraction-diverted”
variable prior to being aggregated. In this way, the fraction delivered represents the average rate of delivery
across the multiple possible pathways between the reach and the downstream target. Note also that if a diverted
reach terminates before reaching a target, the fraction delivered at the point of the diversion is effectively
reduced by the “fraction-diverted” amount.

Figure 1.28. SPARROW model estimates of in-stream nitrogen delivered to the Gulf of Mexico. [From Alexander and others
(2000).]
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1.7 Summary
This completes the discussion of the concepts and theory underlying the SPARROW surface-water
model. The SPARROW model is shown to derive from a few simple concepts—mass balance, spatial
referencing, and mean annual flux. A rigorous statistical methodology exists for estimating the model and for
deriving predictions from it. The results of a SPARROW analysis can be used to test hypotheses regarding
hydrologic processes, characterize mean conditions, perform a mass balance accounting of the sources of flux,
or simulate alternative management scenarios. Perhaps the most important feature of the SPARROW model,
however, is the close connection forged between the results of an application and the basic hydrologic data from
which they are derived—a connection that adds considerable credibility to the findings.
Although substantial progress has been made in applying the SPARROW methodology to a number of
water-quality constituents across diverse hydrologic settings, there is still much work that needs to be done.
There are many contaminants that have yet to be included in a SPARROW analysis—the analysis of biological
data represents one particularly fertile area for future research—and additional insights will be gained by the
development of multi-year and seasonal mean flux models. Many of these prospective analyses can be
performed within the existing SPARROW framework; however, there are also many analyses that will require
modifications to the methodology. For example, an extension of the basic SPARROW model to facilitate the
simultaneous analysis of multiple contaminants will permit the analyses of nitrogen species and suites of
pesticides. The development of a more flexible error structure will provide more defensible model predictions—
particularly predictions of aggregated water conditions.
The basic SPARROW methodology described in Part 1 is fully implemented in a model written for the
SAS computer software. A detailed description of the model in terms of model specification, required data
input, and model output is contained in Part 2 of this documentation. Many of the hydrologic processes
introduced in Part 1 of the documentation are further discussed in Part 2 as examples of feasible SPARROW
model specifications.
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Part 2: SPARROW Users Guide
2.1 Introduction
Part 2 documents operation of the SPARROW model program, including preparing the model input data
set, executing the model program, interpreting model output, and diagnosing execution errors. The material in this
part of the documentation builds on information presented in Part 1; therefore discussions of operation frequently
refer back to specific sections in Part 1. Conversely, the description of model operations presented in this part of
the documentation, and experience with executing the model or viewing model output, may enhance understanding
of the concepts provided in Part 1. For example, the reader may find that viewing the input data file as instructed in
section 2.6.1, “Data file,” aids in understanding the material presented in section 1.3.2 of Part 1, “Stream network
topology.”
Most components of the SPARROW modeling process are accessible with knowledge of basic statistical
concepts (such as hypothesis testing, statistical regression modeling) and basic knowledge of the Base Statistical
Analysis System (SAS) software (Statistical Analysis System Institute, 2000a), and this documentation assumes
such knowledge. Certain model applications discussed in this chapter (for example, complex process specification
and bootstrap analysis) require more advanced statistical background, or some knowledge of SAS Interactive
Matrix Language (SAS/IML) and programming; sections containing discussion of these applications are marked
‘advanced’. The user interested in the basic components of SPARROW modeling may wish to focus attention away
from these ‘advanced’ sections, returning to them after gaining facility with basic operation of the model program.

2.2 System requirements
The SPARROW model code is written in SAS Macro Language, with statistical procedures written in the
SAS IML. SPARROW version 2.1 runs with SAS version 8.0 (or higher), supported on Windows 95 or Windows
NT Version 4.0 (or higher). Consult SAS documentation (for example, Statistical Analysis System Institute, 2000a)
for additional information about SAS software. SPARROW model execution requires SAS software components
Base SAS, the SAS statistical procedures (SAS/STAT) and SAS/IML. The SAS Geographic Information System
(SAS/GIS) software component is optional for producing maps of model output. The minimum hardware
configuration is Intel or Intel-compatible Pentium class processor with 64 megabytes of memory, and XGA or
SVGA monitors with minimum screen resolution of 800x600. The work directory used by the SAS system must be
of sufficient capacity to hold files as large as several hundred megabytes.
A basic knowledge of the Base SAS software is required to develop simple SPARROW models;
modifications to the model code in order to develop more complex models require more detailed knowledge of
SAS/IML language and programming (Statistical Analysis System Institute, 2000b).

2.3 Obtaining and Installing Software
The following steps are needed to obtain and install the SPARROW model software:
1. Obtain the SPARROW software files through the internet by accessing the U.S. Geological Survey Water
Resources Applications Software page (http://water.usgs.gov/software/) and selecting Surface Water and
SPARROW. Follow the instructions for downloading the compressed file “sparrow_package_v2.zip.”
2. Select a base directory (for example, the host root directory) in which to establish the SPARROW directory
tree to house the model and data. From this directory, create the directory “base-directory_name\sparrow” and
extract the compressed file “sparrow_package_v2.zip.” The extraction creates four subdirectories (fig. 2.1):
“\master” - contains the model program files
“\data” - contains the model input data set
“\results” - contains the model output files (data tables and graphs) from each run
“\gis” (optional) - contains the SAS/GIS mapfiles and layers used to produce SAS/GIS maps of model
output.
The “.\sparrow\master” subdirectory contains all the software (SAS programs, dynamically linked library
(DLL) files, and FORTRAN code) required to run the model. Additional files are included to assist in
building an input data file, to provide advice in creating GIS coverages and DLL files, and to document
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changes in the current SPARROW version. The “.\sparrow\data” subdirectory contains an input data set
(“sparrow_data1”) corresponding to a national example application, and the “.\sparrow\results”
subdirectory contains an example control file (“sparrow_control_example”) for a model application that
will demonstrate executing the model and viewing output. The “.\sparrow\gis” subdirectory contains GIS
coverages for implementing the national example application. The directory is optional, however, pending
the user’s inclusion of geographic information system mapping features in his/her SPARROW application.
3. Modify the host PC system search paths so that the DLL code used by the SPARROW program, specifically
the files “sparrow.dll” and “lf90wiod.dll,” will work on your machine. This is accomplished by modifying the
Path command in the PC system settings so that it includes the pathname for the directory (“basedirectory_name”\sparrow\master) containing the SPARROW model program files. [Note, this step is optional
as SPARROW can successfully run, albeit slower, without the DLL, but see discussion of the variable
if_accumulate_with_dll in section 2.6.3.7, “Options for model execution.”]
a. Click Start, and select Settings, Control Panel; double-click the System
icon to open the System Properties window.
b. Click the Advanced tab and select Environment Variables. In the System variables field,
double-click the variable Path from the listbox to edit it. At the end of this line, enter a semi-colon
followed by the full path in which the SPARROW program resides (e.g. if the root directory of the
d: drive is selected for the base directory, enter “D:\sparrow\master” at the end of this line). This
step may require system administrator permission to execute successfully.

c. Click OK to exit and store the modification.
***** Note that your PC must be rebooted for the change to take effect.*****
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Figure 2.1. SPARROW directory structure.

2.4 Input/output structure
The input/output structure of SPARROW is shown in figure 2.2. For a typical SPARROW application, the
user modifies only the control file and/or the data file.
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Figure 2.2. SPARROW input/output structure.
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Data for all input variables are contained within a single input data file, a SAS data set (specifically, data
table). The SAS file “sparrow_data1,” downloaded from the SPARROW software web site (installed in the
“.\sparrow\data” directory), is an example input data file. This data file contains one record for each stream reach in
the modeled river basin, with data for characteristics of the reach and its associated incremental watershed. See
section 2.6.1, “Data file,” for additional discussion. For SPARROW to run correctly, it is necessary that the data
file contain a variable that permits ordering the observations in downstream hydrologic order.
The control file is a SAS program file containing commands that identify the data to be used, the variables
to be included in the analysis, the model form, and the selection of options for model execution (described in detail
in section 2.6.3, “Control file,”). The SAS program “sparrow_control_example.sas”, downloaded from the
SPARROW software web page (installed in the “.\sparrow\results” directory), is an example control file. The user
typically edits this file before each model run, for example to change a feature in the model structure or to specify a
change in the procedure for estimating model coefficients, and saves the edited file using a descriptive or catalog
name that identifies the model run. (For example, the name “TN_2.sas” might represent the control file for
modeling total nitrogen, specifying the model structure, and selecting the variables catalogued as model number 2).
To facilitate retrieval of results from a specific model run, create a subdirectory in “sparrow\results” to contain the
modified control file along with the output files from the execution.
Execution of a SPARROW model produces four types of output: messages to the SAS Log window, results
listed in the SAS Output window and referred to as “output listing”, text files that summarize current and previous
model specifications and estimation results, and SAS data files (data tables and graphs) written to the directory
“.\sparrow\results.” Optionally, certain data files can be linked to SAS/GIS data sets. The log and output listing and
SAS data files are described in detail in section 2.8, “Model output.” The SAS data files should be moved, after
model execution, from the “.\sparrow\results” directory to more permanent storage in another directory (for
example, a subdirectory created to store the results from this particular model, along with the control file),
otherwise they could be lost when subsequent model execution overwrites them. In addition, the results listed in the
SAS Log and Output windows must be saved (as .log and .lst files, respectively) to retain a permanent record. Note
that SPARROW retains all results from the most previous run by attaching the prefix BAK_ to the name of any
results file in the results directory; however, any existing backup results files are overwritten by this procedure.

2.5 Navigating in SAS for Windows
This introduction to basic features of navigating in the SAS for Windows environment is intended for
experienced SAS users who have worked in SAS on operating systems other than Windows.

2.5.1 The basic workspace
On startup of the SAS for Windows software, the workspace consists of five windows (fig. 2.3). The
Program editor, Output, and Log windows are open in the main SAS window, with the Program editor active
(indicated by the blue title bar); the Explorer and Results windows are docked to the left of the main SAS window,
with the empty Results window hidden behind the Explorer window.
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Figure 2.3. Basic features of the workspace, SAS v8 for Windows.

2.5.2 Active windows and menus
The window bar at the bottom of the main SAS window displays a button for each opened window within
the SAS workspace. Clicking on a button in the window bar (or, if the window is already visible in the workspace,
clicking anywhere on the window) makes that window the active window and displays it on top of all other
windows. Each window is associated with a unique menu of operations that can be accessed either by the menu bar
(which displays menu items for the current active window) or by right-clicking the window’s button on the window
bar and selecting Menu.

2.5.3 Opening SAS Program Files
SAS program files (identified in Windows Explorer by
several ways:

icon) can be opened in the SAS workspace in

1. Before starting SAS, browse Windows Explorer to locate the program file on the operating system and doubleclick the file name; this starts the SAS system and brings the program file into the Program editor window; or
2. If the SAS workspace is already open, select File, Open from the menu for the SAS Program editor window,
then browse to locate the directory on the operating system; or
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3. If the SAS workspace is already open, drag the control file displayed in Windows Explorer onto an open
Program editor window, causing SAS to initiate a new Program editor window containing the dragged control
file; or

4. To access files quickly (by reducing browsing time), assign Favorite Folder status to frequently-visited folders:
Select View, My Favorite Folders from the menu bar to open the My Favorite Folders window in the main
SAS window.

Select File, New from the menu bar to open the New Favorite Folder window, enter a name for the new folder
and then type the path or browse to locate the folder on the operating system (for example, type the pathname
for the “sparrow” directory). Click OK to accept.
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The folder is now added to the My Favorite Folders window and will be enabled automatically as a favorite folder
at startup of every SAS session (until removed by the user by right-clicking the folder in the My Favorite Folders
window and selecting Delete). After adding the “sparrow” directory to the My Favorite Folders window, open the
SAS program file “sparrow_control_example.sas” (downloaded from the SPARROW software webpage) by
opening the “.\sparrow\results” directory and double-clicking the file name.

2.5.4 Viewing SAS data files
To view a SAS data set from Windows Explorer, click on the SAS data set name listed in the Windows
Explorer window. This initiates a SAS session (if a SAS session is not currently running) in which SAS
automatically assigns a library name “tmpX” (where X is a sequential number assigned by SAS that increments
depending on the number of existing auto-defined SAS libraries) to the pathname corresponding to the directory
containing the selected SAS data set. The selected SAS data set is displayed using the “Viewtable” procedure.
SAS/GIS data sets (for example, maplayers) that are linked to SAS data sets, on the other hand, can not be
viewed (with linkage to the data) using this procedure, however, without first assigning a SAS data library. Library
assignment by the user is unnecessary, though, if the SAS/GIS dataset is viewed within a SAS session following
model execution.

2.5.5 Moving around in the SAS Explorer window
View the active SAS data libraries by double-clicking the Libraries entry in the top level of the SAS
Explorer window. The entries displayed include the default data libraries automatically assigned at SAS startup
(“Sashelp,” “Maps,” “Sasuser,” and “Work”); and also, after a SPARROW model execution, include “Dir_data,”
“Dir_gis,” and “Dir_rslt” (corresponding to the directorys named “.\sparrow\data,” “.\sparrow\gis,” and
“.\sparrow\result,” respectively). Double-click a library icon to view the list of SAS data sets in that library.
To move from one SAS data library to another (for example, to view model output data files after viewing
the input data file), return to the Active Libraries window (the second level of the SAS Explorer window, under
Library) by selecting the SAS Explorer window and clicking the Up One Level icon (
toolbar.

) on the Applications
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2.6 Model input
The following sections describe the input files needed for a SPARROW application. There are three input
components to be defined: the data file containing the reach-level information pertaining to the application’s study
area; GIS map files for the spatial display of model results; and the control file containing the detailed specification
of the model to be estimated and/or simulated. The data file and control file are required for every SPARROW
application; the GIS map files are required only if a spatial display of model results using SAS/GIS software is
desired.

2.6.1 Data file
All input data required to execute the SPARROW model is included in a single SAS data file containing
descriptive properties for each reach and its associated watershed. Although this file can have any name the user
wishes to give it, for purposes of this documentation the file will be referred to as “data1.” The “data1” file
downloaded from the SPARROW software web page contains reach and watershed data for the example national
model. To view this file using the SAS Viewtable utility, use the SAS Explorer Window to find the SAS Library
“Dir_data” corresponding to the directory “.\sparrow\data” (see instructions in section 2.5.5, “Moving around in
the SAS Explorer window”).
The minimum set of variables required in the input file “data1” to support SPARROW model estimation
and prediction is listed in table 2.1 and described in detail in the following sections. Each variable must be
evaluated for every stream reach. Note that the variable names listed in the first column of table 2.1 are
macrovariable names, the names used to pass data among the various modules of the SPARROW model code and
to library subroutines. It is not necessary, however (or necessarily desirable), that names of variables in the SAS
input file “data1” correspond to these macrovariable names. Assignments of input-file variables to macrovariables
are made in a series of statements in the SPARROW control file (see section 2.6.3, “Control file”).
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Table 2.1.

Input variables required for SPARROW model execution, evaluated for each stream reach.

[Variables are listed by their SAS macrovariable names; the names of corresponding variables in the SAS input file need not
be the same]
Control variable
(macrovariable
name)

Variable name
in example
input file

Description

arcid

arcnum

A unique reach identifier from the river reach vector coverage (e.g., ArcInfo
COVER#)—required only if the SPARROW application implements GIS
mapping features.

depvar

depvar

Mean-annual estimate of in-stream constituent flux used as the response (or
dependent) variable in the SPARROW model, in kg/yr or metric tons/yr.
The designated variable has non-missing values only for reaches that
contain a monitoring station.

fnode

fnode

Reach from-node identifying the upstream terminus of the reach.

frac

frac

Water diversion fraction indicating the fractional share of the water received
from the upstream reach or confluence (used to identify braided channels
and water diversions; specify 1.0 for no diversion).

hydseq

hydseq

Hydrologic sequence code indicating the downstream ordering of the river
reaches from headwater to terminal reaches. This code is used by the model
to sort the data records to allow the accumulation of constituent mass in the
calibration and model prediction phases. The executable program
“assign_hydseq.exe,” presented in appendix B, “Hydrologic Network
Development,” can be used to create values for hydseq and to determine
total upstream drainage area for each reach.

iftran

iftran

Transport reach flag indicating whether a reach transfers the constituent
(0=nontransport reach; 1=transport reach). Note that values for this variable
can be assigned in the SPARROW control file as a function of termflag;
alternatively the user may specify other values for iftran.

inc_area

demiarea

Incremental drainage area of the reach catchment, in square kilometers.

lat

lat

Monitoring station latitude, in decimal degrees.

lon

lon

Monitoring station longitude, in decimal degrees (assign negative values for
western hemisphere longitudes).

mean_flow

meanq

Mean-annual streamflow associated with the reach, in cubic feet per second.

srcvar

(multiple
variable
names)

Candidate constituent source variables (specified by the user in the
SPARROW control file, e.g. fertilizer use, atmospheric deposition,
wastewater effluent load) describing source inputs or the land use of the
incremental watershed for each reach.

staid

staid

Unique monitoring station identification number associated with the reach
(set to “missing” if the reach contains no monitoring station).

tnode

tnode

Reach to-node identifying the downstream terminus of the reach.

tot_area

demtarea

Total drainage area of the watershed upstream from the reach outlet, in
square kilometers. Note that the executable program “assign_hydseq.exe,”
described in appendix B, “Hydrologic Network Development,” determines
total drainage area by summing the incremental drainage area for reaches
with a positive, nonzero hydseq value.

waterid

waterid

Unique identification number for the river reach.
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2.6.1.1 Reach topology
A digital vector- or raster-based stream network with verified node topology serves as the model
infrastructure to support water and contaminant routing in streams and reservoirs and to spatially reference reach
and watershed properties in the SPARROW model. The network of stream reaches must have a standard node
topology with proper hydrologic connections between reaches. Upstream and downstream nodes must be uniquely
identified according to the numerical values in fnode and tnode, respectively (see table 2.1). Each reach is assigned
a unique identification number in waterid. The numbering system for both the nodes and the reach identification
variables should be compact, meaning that the assigned numbering sequence should not contain many gaps. This is
a technical requirement that is necessary in order to facilitate the referencing of reaches in a dense data matrix—
one that conserves memory by not having many rows containing no data. If SAS/GIS is to be used to display
SPARROW results, a second identification number, arcid, must be defined to correspond to the internal ARC
“cover-id”—see appendix C, “SAS/GIS Mapfile Creation.” Reaches must also be hydrologically oriented in the
direction of flow (i.e., downstream ordering from headwater to terminal reaches) according to a unique numerical
sequence number that is assigned to each reach and identified in the variable hydseq. The user can create values of
hydseq by executing the program “assign_hydseq.exe” (see appendix B, “Hydrologic Network Development” for
details). Stream braiding and water diversions can exist in the network, provided estimates of the fraction of water
diverted can be determined; this fraction must be placed in the field frac (see table 2.1). The variable iftran
controls the gross transport properties of a reach, taking a value of 0 if the reach has no mean flow or is a coastal
reach that has no transport, or a value of 1 if any flux is transported through the reach to the downstream segment.
2.6.1.2 Reach attributes
River reach properties should include mean streamflow (mean_flow), incremental drainage area
(inc_area), and total drainage area (tot_area). The executable program “assign_hydseq.exe,” presented in appendix
B, “Hydrologic Network Development,” can be used to determine incremental and total drainage area for each
reach. Additionally, every SPARROW model must include at least one source variable; the list of source variables
included in the model are referenced by the control variable srcvar. The example SPARROW application for total
nitrogen included with the model software specifies five source variables: point, atmdep, fertilizer, waste, and
nonagr, corresponding to point sources, atmospheric deposition, fertilizer application, animal waste, and nonurban/non-agricultural land.
A number of additional reach attributes, not listed in table 2.1, could be included in the “data1” file to
describe reach attenuation processes. Estimates of mean water velocity can be used to estimate in-stream
contaminant attenuation as a function of the water time of travel (see section 1.4.4 of Part 1). The example “data1”
file for the Reach File 1 (RF1) stream network contains a variable named rchtot, representing the reach average
time of travel calculated as the ratio of channel length to mean water velocity, which can be used to evaluate instream attenuation processes of the kind described in section 1.4.4 of Part 1 (see section 2.6.3.4 for descriptions of
how these processes are specified in the SPARROW control file). If water time-of-travel estimates cannot be
determined, in-stream attenuation can be alternatively estimated as a function of channel length (see discussion in
section 1.3.1.4 of Part 1). Contaminant attenuation in reservoirs and lakes is estimated in the example SPARROW
application (downloaded from the SPARROW sofware web page) as a function of the areal water load (hload,
calculated as the ratio of outflow to surface area of the reservoir, is assigned to the outlet reach of the reservoir).
The proper application of reach and reservoir decay functions requires the identification of reaches according to a
reach-type indicator, rchtype, which identifies a reach as a river reach (unimpounded), as an interior or transport
segment of a reservoir, or as an outlet reach of a reservoir.
2.6.1.3 Contaminant flux
Estimates of mean-annual flux for monitoring stations that are spatially referenced to the reach network are
stored in the variable depvar. Flux estimates are used as the dependent variable in calibrations of SPARROW
models and are determined from the application of load-estimation techniques to long-term stream monitoring
station records (see section 1.3.1 of Part 1, “Monitoring station flux estimation,” for details). The standard error of
estimation of the mean-annual flux can be used to statistically weight the calibration of the model in cases where
errors in flux estimation have a noticeable effect on the variability of SPARROW model residuals. A unique station
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identification number, staid, and the geographic coordinates of the monitoring station location (lat, lon) are also
required in the input file “data1”.

2.6.2 Geographic Information System (GIS) base maps (optional)
Users may create an optional set of map layers in SAS/GIS for the display of model output. Alternatively,
users may export SAS model output files either directly or via text and Dbase files to standard GIS display and
analysis packages, such as ArcView or ArcInfo.
Two types of GIS coverages are useful for displaying and interpreting SPARROW output. The first is a
base map consisting of water-quality monitoring station locations and a background coverage of political
boundaries (e.g., states or counties). This base map is used to display the model prediction residuals for the
monitoring station locations. This can assist users in identifying spatial patterns in model residuals that may be
indicative of spatial biases in model predictions. For example, if the model consistently over- or under-predicts
water-quality loads in a particular region (i.e., negative or positive residuals), this may suggest the presence of one
or more watershed properties in this region that influence stream water quality but are not accurately represented in
the model specification. On the other hand, absence of geographic patterns in the residuals (i.e., random spatial
distribution of residuals) is consistent with a properly specified model.
A second base map consists of the network of river and stream reaches that is used as the SPARROW
modeling infrastructure. This map is used primarily to display any of the reach-level predictions that are output
from the model (described in section 2.8, “Prediction output”) but may also be useful if it is linked to the variables
in the input file “sparrow_data1” to river reaches so that any reach or watershed property contained in the file can
be mapped by reach.
To create SAS/GIS layers and mapfiles from these GIS coverages, the user first converts the coverages to
Arc export files and imports them to SAS/GIS. Instructions for importing the “.e00” Arc export files using the SAS
program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” are given in appendix C, along with instructions for adjusting the display of
mapped information.

2.6.3 Control file
The core of SPARROW modeling and analysis is the specification of the SPARROW control file. The
control file is a SAS program file containing the commands that run the model. This file consists of a series of
statements that identify the data to be used, the variables to be included in the analysis, the model form, and select
the options for model execution. The control file is edited (in a text editor of the user’s choice, or in the SAS
Program window) before each model run.
The control file downloaded from the SPARROW software web page is specified to estimate the example
national model and should serve as a useful template for tailoring a SPARROW analysis. As a visual aid to the
following discussion of control-file contents, load the example control file “sparrow_control_example.sas” (in the
directory “sparrow/results”) in the SAS Program editor window using procedures described in section 2.5.3,
“Opening SAS program files.”
The statements in the control file are in effect assignments of values or variable names to the model control
variables (technically, SAS macrovariables). A control variable specification takes the general form:
%let control_variable = response ;
The %let is a SAS macro command telling SAS to create a macro variable having the name control_variable that
contains the value given by response. The semicolon after the response terminates the assignment statement. The
following discussion addresses the issues to be considered in constructing appropriate responses for each control
variable. Examples of appropriate responses will be described in addition to strategies for specifying the analysis to
efficiently converge on an acceptable model.
In writing the SPARROW program, every effort has been made to minimize the number of control
variables while providing a wide range of flexibility in model specification. A number of control variables address
technical elements of the estimation and can be left “as is” in the typical analysis. Other variables allow the user to
segment the analysis into a sequence of steps, beginning with debugging a model specification, obtaining an
acceptable model form with preliminary predictions, and, finally (with the bootstrap analysis), producing
predictions that reflect the full range of uncertainty included in the model.
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It is expected that in most model applications, the desired model functionality and output can be achieved
using the standard SPARROW core program code (downloaded from the SPARROW software web page as the set
of program files) and therefore can be implemented by modifying the control-variable responses in the control file
(as described in the remainder of the sections under 2.6.3). There are, however, certain advanced applications that
require modification of the SPARROW core program code and, as such, can not be run from the control file.
Because SPARROW is written in open SAS code, with internal documentation describing the purpose of groups of
SAS statements in each SPARROW module, such modification is possible. The user is cautioned, however, that
detailed guidance for modifying these modules is not provided either in this document or in the current version of
internal documentation within the module.
A review of basic conventions of SAS programming language may assist the user in constructing correct
responses for the control file variables. First, the text for the response in a %let statement can span one or more
lines in the file, with a semicolon terminating the response. In some cases (for example, see section 2.6.3.8, “Data
modifications”), the response itself is SAS program code that contains a semicolon as part of the response. In that
case, the response must be enclosed within the SAS macro function %str() so that SAS does not interpret the
semicolon within the response to be the termination of the response.
Second, a given control variable can be specified within the control file multiple times. Only the last
instance of a control variable in the file defines the variable’s operational value. This feature allows the user to
retain optional specifications of a control variable within a given control file, modifying the particular analysis
being performed by simply copying the desired variable specification to the bottom of a list of alternative
specifications.
Third, for control variables designated ‘optional,’ the control variable can be specified to have a null
response. That is, the control variable must still be included in the control file but it can be assigned a value of
nothing. This is done by immediately following the equal sign in the statement by a semicolon (for example, see
the response for the control variable home_gis at the end of the following blocked section).
The control variable specifications in the control file are organized into eight sections corresponding to
common elements of the model. The following descriptions of appropriate responses for each of the control
variables are divided into sections matching the organization of the control file.
2.6.3.1 Directory and input data
The SPARROW model must be told where to obtain data, GIS coverages, and program source code, and
where to write result files. There are four control variables to be specified:
Control variables specifying directories
home_results
Example: %let home_results =
d:\sparrow\results ;

The directory where all output data files will be written.

home_data
Example: %let home_data =
d:\sparrow\data ;

The directory where the SAS input data file is stored.

home_program
Example: %let home_program =
d:\sparrow\master ;

The directory where the SAS SPARROW core program code is stored.

home_gis (optional)
Examples: %let home_gis =
d:\sparrow\gis ;
%let home_gis = ;

The directory where SAS/GIS data files are stored. Entering a null response
(illustrated in the second example shown at left) implies SPARROW will
not automatically link model output to SAS/GIS data files for map display.
In the latter case, an alternative capability of mapping results can be
provided by reading into Arcview the text files of model output (see control
variable if_output_to_tab).

The specified directories must adhere to the naming conventions associated with the operating system.
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In addition, you must specify the name of the SAS data set containing the reach-specific input data. This
file can be modified upon execution of the SPARROW model.

Control variables specifying input data
indata
Example: %let indata =
SPARROW_DATA1 ;

The name of the SAS data set (excluding the path) containing the reach-specific
input data. The name associated with the input data set must be a valid SAS data
set name, implying that the name cannot contain spaces or special characters.

if_make_input_data
Valid responses: yes | no

Specify yes if SPARROW is to create the input data set from the SAS data file
defined by the control variable indata prior to model estimation or prediction.
For the first program execution of a SAS session, the control variable must be set
to yes. Specifying no saves computer execution time and is appropriate in
subsequent executions within the same SAS session as long as there have been no
changes to any of the variables in the original SAS input data file or to the
data_modifications control variable (see section 2.6.3.8).
If the response is yes and SPARROW can find the required input data in the
existing work directory, then the previous data are used in the analysis and a
message is written to the SAS log, “Using indata from a previous run.” If the
response is no and SPARROW cannot find the required input data sets in the
work directory then SPARROW execution will terminate with the message, “No
input data available - stop processing.”

2.6.3.2 Bootstrap iterations and seeds (advanced)
SPARROW uses bootstrap methods to assess the error in predictions. Because bootstrap analysis adds
substantially to execution time, it is recommended that bootstrap analysis be omitted from exploratory model runs,
and included only after a final model specification has been selected. To perform a bootstrap analysis the user
specifies the number of bootstrap iterations, the starting and ending iteration for the bootstrap analysis (if
completing or initiating a partial bootstrap analysis), the master seed used to define all the random variables used in
the bootstrap analysis (needed for reproducing previous results), the number of random variables needed to
perform the analysis, and the coverage probability for the bootstrap-defined confidence intervals.
In performing a bootstrap analysis, it may arise that the model estimation does not successfully converge
for some of the randomly generated pseudo-samples. In this case, SPARROW automatically reestimates the model
for that bootstrap iteration using another set of random seeds. The variables iter and jter, which are stored in the
results SAS file boot_betaest_all, give the iteration sequence numbers identifying the bootstrap iteration and set of
random numbers (generated from the master seed value) used to derive the pseudo-sample. If there are pseudosamples for which the model cannot be estimated, the random seed iteration jter will exceed the bootstrap iteration
iter.
Because of the long program execution time required for bootstrap analysis, provision has been made for
interrupting execution before completion and then restarting execution from intermediate results. Interruption of
execution can be either specified in advance (with the control variable end_iter) or by simply exiting SAS.
Restarting after interruption requires careful specification of the start_iter and start_jter control variables.
Control variables specifying bootstrap iterations and seeds
n_boot_iter
Example: %let
n_boot_iter = 200 ;

The number of bootstrap iterations to be performed. The response must be a non-negative
integer. Specifying 0 implies only a parametric analysis is done (no bootstrap analysis). If
SPARROW is run without estimation (that is, the program is to use preexisting coefficient
estimates to calculate reach predictions), then n_boot_iter must be set less than or equal to
the n_boot_iter used to define the corresponding estimation run on which the coefficient
estimates are based.
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Control variables specifying bootstrap iterations and seeds
start_iter
Example: %let
start_iter = 0 ;

The starting iteration number. The response must be a non-negative integer. Set to 0 unless
completing a partially completed previous boostrap analysis. Before restarting a previous
bootstrap analysis, be sure the results directory (the directory declared in home_results)
contains the required files. To restart a partially completed bootstrap estimation sequence,
the results directory must contain the SAS output file “boot_betaest_all”. To restart a
bootstrap prediction sequence, the results directory must include the SAS output
file“predict_stats” as well as a set of SAS files having the prefix “store.” These are
intermediate SAS files that are erased upon completion of the bootstrap analysis.
A positive value for start_iter causes all results to be appended to the preexisting output
files in the home_results directory—a backup of the preexisting output files is not
performed. In the case of restarting a partially completed previous bootstrap analysis, the
appropriate value for start_iter can be determined by opening the SAS output file
“boot_betaest_all,” ascertaining the value of of the variable iter for the last observation, and
adding one.

start_jter
Example: %let
start_jter = 0 ;

The starting iteration for the seed numbers corresponding to the starting bootstrap iteration
start_iter. The response must be a non-negative integer and equal or exceed start_iter. Set
to 0 if starting a new analysis.
For restarting a partially completed bootstrap estimation sequence, set start_jter to one plus
the value of jter for the last observation in the SAS output file “boot_betaest_all” in the
results directory. It is not necessary to specify a value for start_jter if restarting a bootstrap
prediction-only sequence.

end_iter (optional)
Examples: %let
end_iter = 50 ;
%let end_iter = ;

The last iteration to be performed in the bootstrap iteration sequence. The response must be
a non-negative integer. Leave blank if the bootstrap analysis is to continue until completion
as defined by n_boot_iter.

n_extra_jter
Example: %let
n_extra_jter = 20 ;

The number of random number sequences in excess of the number of bootstrap iterations.
The response must be a non-negative integer. The bootstrap analysis terminates
prematurely if it depletes the random number seeds. This might occur because model
estimation may fail for some pseudo samples. To insure a sufficient number of random
seeds, set this value to a large value – the value of n_boot_iter should suffice. Generally,
there is no operational consequence from setting a large value.

master_seed
Example: %let
master_seed =
57783821 ;

The master seed number used to generate all random numbers in the analysis. Set this value
to a large positive integer. Generally, it is not necessary to change this value.

n_seeds
Example: %let
n_seeds = 4 ;

The number of random seeds required for each bootstrap iteration. It is not necessary to
change this value unless there is a major revision of the program code requiring additional
random number sequences. There are no operational consequences from setting a value that
exceeds the number of random number sequences actually used.

cov_prob
Example: %let
cov_prob = 90 ;

The confidence interval coverage probability, in percent. Specify a number between 0 and
100. For example, specify 90 to compute a confidence interval with a probability of .9 of
including the true value. Generally, the higher the number, the more bootstrap iterations
required to obtain a reliable confidence region. As a rule of thumb, there should be at least
10 bootstrap iterations in each tail of the excluded region. Therefore, for a bootstrap run
consisting of 200 iterations, the coverage probability should not exceed 90 percent
(n_boot_iter × (1 – cov_prob / 100) / 2 ≥ 10).
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As noted above, it is recommended that the number of bootstrap iterations (n_boot_iter) be set to zero for
all exploratory model runs, specifying a positive value for n_boot_iter only after a final model specification has
been decided.
2.6.3.3 Model specification
Model specification consists of (a) defining the coefficients of the model, (b) defining initial values and
constraints for these coefficients, (c) declaring the model variables and assigning their roles (dependent, source,
land-to-water delivery, instream and reservoir attenuation), (d) associating the variables with the defined
coefficients, and (e) formulating the functional form of the processes. Examples are provided to demonstrate that
although SPARROW is limited to three generic processes (land-to-water delivery, and instream and reservoir
attenuation), model specification is actually very flexible and capable of accommodating a wide range of viable
alternatives.
The first step to model specification is to declare the coefficients to be estimated. Because of the structured
nature of a SPARROW model, it is often possible to use theoretical considerations to place restrictions on feasible
ranges for these coefficients. The SPARROW model fully supports the imposition of these restrictions through
specification of the control variable betailst.

Control variables for model specification—list and initialize model coefficients
betailst
Example: %let betailst =
bpoint 0.5 0:.
batmdep 4.2 0:.
bfertilizer 1.0 0:.
bwaste 1.0 0:.
bnonagr 15.0 0:.
bperm -0.0263 .:.
bdrainden 0.05 .:.
btemp –0.01 .:.
brchdecay1 0.45 .:.
brchdecay2 0.12 .:.
brchdecay3 0.05 .:.
bresdecay 6.5 0:. ;

List of model coefficients, including initial values and lower and upper
bound constraints. Each individual coefficient specification consists of three
parts:

if_init_beta_w_previous_est
Valid responses: yes | no

Option for initializing coefficients with previous estimates of the
coefficients. The response must be either yes or no. If the response is yes,
SPARROW initializes the coefficients with the values of the coefficients in
the SAS output file “summary_betaest” in the directory declared in
home_results. If the SAS file “summary_betaest” is not found, SPARROW
initializes the coefficients using the values specified in betailst. Coefficients
in the model that are not included in the “summary_betaest” file are also
initialized according to the values specified in betailst. For bootstrap
estimation, each iteration is initialized with the parametric estimates
contained in “summary_betaest” regardless of the specification of this
option.

coeff_name init_value lower_bnd:upper_bnd
The three parts are delimited by one or more spaces or line breaks; the lower
and upper bounds are delimited by a colon. Coefficient names can be up to
32 characters in length with no spaces or special characters (except the
underscore). The initial values and bounds can be any real number,
expressed in decimal or scientific notation. An unspecified bound is
expressed as a “.” (that is, “.” represents either negative or positive infinity).
If an initial value is specified outside the bound then a new initial value
satisfying the bound is automatically chosen. The three-part specification
for a coefficient is separated from the specification for the next coefficient
by one or more spaces or line breaks. Coefficients may be specified in any
order.
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The following examples demonstrate appropriate betailst specifications.
%let betailst = b_point .78 0:.
b_fertilizer .3E-1 0:.
permeability -.28 .:0 ;
%let betailst = point_sources -.5 0:. fertilizer 0 0:. bdecay1 .3 0:. bdecay2 .2 0:0 ;
In the first example, three coefficients are specified over multiple lines, with the initial value for b_fertilizer
expressed in scientific notation. The coefficients b_point and b_fertilizer have a lower bound constraint of 0 and
no upper bound constraint. The coefficient permeability has no lower bound constraint but an upper bound of
zero. Thus, the estimated values for b_point and b_fertilizer will be non-negative and the estimated value for
permeability will be non-positive. In the second example, three coefficients are specified. The coefficient
point_sources has an initial value that lies outside of its lower bound of 0. The initial value of the coefficient will
be reset to 0 prior to estimation. The coefficient fertilizer has an initial value of 0, which corresponds to its lower
bound. The coefficient bdecay2 has an initial value of .2 but is restricted to a value of exactly 0. In this case, the
restricted value (0) for bdecay2 is used and this parameter is not included in the statistical estimation.
A problem in using SPARROW is that it is sometimes difficult to estimate a viable preliminary model. The
problem arises because the iterative nonlinear minimization method could attempt to evaluate the model for initial
coefficient values that violate numerical limits. For example, as the algorithm converges towards a minimum
solution it may attempt to set a source coefficient to zero, and if a headwater basin for one of the monitoring
stations has only this single source (as might occur for stations located on small headwater reaches) the algorithm
will encounter an error as it attempts to take a logarithm of a zero predicted load. Another example concerns
selecting a coefficient for one of the variables defining land-to-water delivery or instream attenuation. If for some
reach there is a particularly large value for one of the explanatory variables in these processes, and if that value is
multiplied by a large, pre-convergence coefficient value, a fatal error could occur due to numerical overflow in
evaluating the exponential function.
These examples illustrate the care that must be taken in initializing a SPARROW model. Fortunately, there
is a straightforward and reliable approach to obtaining a viable preliminary model. Furthermore, the method can be
efficiently implemented using the betailst control variable because at each step the user changes the model
specification by changing only the bound on one of the model coefficients in betailst. All other model specification
statements (defined below) can remain unchanged.
To implement the method, as a first step, specify a general SPARROW model that encompasses the full
range of processes to be evaluated. For each of the coefficients declared in betailst, set the initial value and upper
and lower estimation bounds to exactly zero. Next, identify the coefficient corresponding to the source variable that
scales most closely with basin area, allow this coefficient to take on non-negative values by specifying a bound of
0:., and estimate the model to obtain a least-squares estimate of the coefficient. Now remove the bound on some
other source variable. Set the control variable if_init_beta_w_previous_est to yes and reestimate. This causes the
starting value for the first variable to be the value estimated in the first regression and fits a second coefficient.
Continue in this manner until all source variable coefficients are estimated in the model. Follow the same
procedure to sequentially include the land-to-water delivery coefficients, and finally, apply the sequential
procedure to include the instream and reservoir attenuation coefficients (if instream attenuation is given by multiple
flow-class streams, free the restriction on the smallest streams first). Additional refinements of the model are
obtained by re-restricting to zero those coefficients that have statistically insignificant values.
The next group of control variables declares the variables in the model, assigns them functional roles, and
associates them with the coefficients listed in betailst. The variables declared in this section must all contain
numeric values and are assumed to be included in the reach input SAS data set (indata). If a variable is not in the
original indata data set, but can be computed from other variables in this data set, then code necessary to create the
variable must be included in the data_modifications specification (described in section 2.6.3.8 below). If
SPARROW cannot find a declared variable in the modified indata data set then the analysis terminates with an
error message stating that the variable could not be found. Variable names can be up to 32 characters in length and
must not contain any special characters other than the underscore. In cases where the control-variable response is a
list of variables, the listed variable names must be separated by one or more spaces or line breaks.
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The SPARROW model described in section 1.4 of Part 1 emphasizes the enhanced interpretation of results
afforded by assigning explanatory variables to process components such as land-to-water delivery, and instream
and reservoir attenuation. The model declaration statements described below allow the user to assign groups of
variables to these processes. The operational advantage of this assignment becomes apparent below where the user
is required to define specific functional forms for these processes. The grouping of variables allows the variables to
be referenced jointly as a vector, with the vectors serving as arguments to the defined process functions. As will be
explained in greater detail below, in assigning variables to various process lists, include only those variables that
can be represented as vectors within the functions used to define the process. Variables within these functions that
cannot be represented as vectors must be assigned as other variables (see below). These variables will be
referenced individually rather than collectively.
Note that in making the assignment of variables to processes, it is possible, due to the nonlinearity of the
model, to assign the same variable to multiple processes. Although such an assignment induces a potentially high
degree of collinearity into the analysis, the nonlinear specification implies the collinearity is not perfect, thereby
making it possible for data to resolve a variable’s multiple roles.

Control variables for model specification—Functional assignments of variables and coefficients
depvar
Example: %let depvar = tnload ;

The name of the dependent variable. Note that the dependent variable
is not logarithm transformed. Logarithm transformation is done in the
SPARROW program automatically.

load_units
Valid responses: kg/yr | mt/yr | Bcol/yr

Units of the dependent variable. Viable responses are kg/yr for
kilograms per year, mt/yr for metric tons per year, or Bcol/yr for
billions of colonies per year. These units will be reported in all output.
If the dependent variable is evaluated in units other than kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr, the user must adjust model output accordingly.

if_concentration_in_micrograms
Valid responses: yes | no

Option specifying if the concentration estimates generated by
SPARROW are to be in units of micrograms per liter. Response must
be either yes or no. A response of yes indicates that estimated
concentrations are expressed in micrograms per liter and SPARROW
output will report these units. A response of no indicates that estimated
concentrations are expressed in units of milligrams per liter. Note that
if the load_units control variable is set to Bcol/yr the concentration
units are automatically set to col/100ml (colonies per 100 milliliters).

srcvar
Example: %let srcvar = POINT
ATMDEP FERTILIZER WASTE
NONAGR ;

List of variables representing contaminant sources or surrogate
information for contaminant sources.

bsrcvar
Example: %let bsrcvar = bpoint
batmdep bfertilizer bwaste bnonagr ;

List of coefficients corresponding to the source variables. The
coefficients must be listed in the same order as the corresponding
source variables declared in srcvar, and must also appear in the
betailst. The number of items in srcvar must equal the number of
items in bsrcvar.

The source variables listed in srcvar appear linearly in the model in the sense that a doubling of all source
variables across all reaches results in a doubling of the predicted contaminant flux at each reach. Similarly, the
coefficients listed in bsrcvar are also expressed linearly in the model, implying that a doubling of their values
results in a doubling of contaminant flux at each reach.
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Control variables for model specification—Functional assignments of variables
and coefficients for the land-to-water process
dlvvar (optional)
Examples: %let dlvvar =
permave drainden temp ;
%let dlvvar = ;

List of land-to-water delivery variables. Leave the response blank if there are no
land-to-water delivery variables included in the analysis.

bdlvvar (optional)
Examples: %let bdlvvar =
bperm bdrainden btemp ;
%let bdlvvar = ;

List of coefficients corresponding to the land-to-water delivery variables. Leave
the response blank if there are no land-to-water delivery variables included in the
analysis. The coefficients must be listed in the same order as the corresponding
delivery variables declared in dlvvar and must also appear in the betailst.

dlvdsgn (optional)
Example: %let dlvdsgn =
0 0 0,
1 1 1,
1 1 1,
1 1 1,
111;

The land-to-water delivery design matrix. The control variable can be left blank
if there are no land-to-water delivery variables included in the analysis (in which
case the dlvdsgn variable is ignored). The land-to-water delivery design matrix is
an R × C array, where R is the number of sources and C is the number of land-towater delivery variables. The elements of this array are either 0 or 1 with the (r,
c) element set equal to 1 if the cth land-to-water delivery variable is applied to the
rth source variable, and 0 otherwise. The rows of the array are delimited by a
comma and the elements of a row are delimited by one or more spaces or line
breaks. The number of delimited rows in dlvdsgn must equal the number of
source variables declared in srcvar and the number of elements per row must
equal the number of land-to-water delivery variables declared in dlvvar. There
must be at least one element assigned the value one in each of the C columns. A
row with all zeros implies the corresponding source has no land-to-water delivery
process, an example being a point source. A column with all ones would imply
the corresponding land-to-water delivery process affects all sources equally.

if_mean_adjust_delivery_vars
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if the land-to-water delivery variables are expressed as
differences from their mean. A valid response is either yes or no. A response of
yes causes SPARROW to transform each land-to-water delivery variable by
subtracting the variable’s mean. The transformation does not affect the estimated
land-to-water delivery coefficients or model fit, but does affect the magnitude of
the source coefficients. The values of the source coefficients estimated using the
mean-adjusted approach are more directly comparable between competeing
models, and more directly interpretable as coefficients of physical processes of
source transport (see section 1.4.3 of Part 1).

A common specification of dlvdsgn is to set the elements in the row corresponding to point sources to
zero. Point sources are directly introduced to the stream network and therefore are not subject to land processes. If
all other sources are subject to the same land processes, then the remaining elements of dlvdsgn should be set to
one.
Consider the example nitrogen model in which the sources are point, atmospheric deposition, fertilizer
application, animal waste, and non-agricultural land area, and the land-to-water delivery variables are the average
soil permeability, stream drainage density, and the mean annual temperature. In this case, because all the non-point
sources are expected to be subject to similar land-to-water delivery processes, the rows for each non-point source
are coded with ones. Point sources have no land-to-water delivery so the point source row contains all zeros. The
dlvdsgn matrix is specified as follows:
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Land-to-water Delivery Variables
Average soil
permeability

Stream drainage
density

Mean temperature

0

0

0

Point

1

1

1

Atmospheric deposition

1

1

1

Fertilizer application

1

1

1

Animal waste

1

1

1

Non-agricultural land area

Sources

%let dlvdsgn = 0 0 0, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1 ;
As an example of a specification that requires a different pattern of zeros and ones in each column of
dlvdsgn, consider a sediment model in which the sediment sources are the land surface, measured in terms of
surface area, and the stream channel, quantified by channel length. In this case, it is reasonable to assume that
attributes of the respective sources affect the amount of sediment flux each source contributes. Appropriate land-towater delivery variables for the land source are the slope of the land, the share of land in agriculture, etc., and
appropriate attributes of the channel source are the slope of the channel, the channel’s sinuosity, if the channel
flows through a floodplain, etc. With no common land-to-water delivery variables between the sources, each
column of dlvdsgn has exactly one non-zero element, and the dlvdsgn matrix has the following form:
Land-to-water Delivery Factors
Mean slope
of land area

Share of land
in agriculture

Channel
slope

Channel
sinuosity

Indicator for
a floodplain

1

1

0

0

0

Land area

0

0

1

1

1

Channel length

Sources

%let dlvdsgn = 1 1 0 0 0, 0 0 1 1 1 ;
A final example concerns the case in which a given land-to-water delivery variable is expected to have a
different effect on different sources. Suppose there are two nitrogen sources, fertilizer application and atmospheric
deposition of nitrogen, and two land-to-water delivery variables, temperature and rainfall. It could be argued that
fertilizer application, being concentrated during certain periods of the year, responds to temperature and rainfall
differently from atmospheric deposition. To evaluate this proposal, it is necessary to specify a SPARROW model
that allows for differential effects from the land-to-water delivery variables. As a first step in this specification, the
land-to-water delivery variables must be duplicated prior to executing the model. As explained below, this can be
done through the data modification control statement. Let the two identical temperature variables have the names
temperature_fert and temperature_atm_dep, and let the duplicate rainfall variables be named rainfall_fert and
rainfall_atm_dep. Because each of the land-to-water variables has a different effect, we require four land-to-water
delivery coefficients. The dlvvar and bdlvvar control variables are specified as:
%let dlvvar = temperature_fert termperature_atm_dep rainfall_fert rainfall_atm_dep ;
%let bdlvvar = b_temperature_fert b_temperature_atm_dep b_rainfall_fert b_rainfall_atm_dep ;
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The dlvdsgn matrix takes the form:
Land-to-water Delivery Variables
Temperature
effect on
fertilizer

Temperature effect on
atmospheric
deposition

Rainfall effect
on fertilizer

Rainfall effect on
atmospheric
deposition

1

0

1

0

Fertilizer
application

0

1

0

1

Atmospheric
deposition

Sources

%let dlvdsgn = 1 0 1 0, 0 1 0 1 ;
The if_mean_adjust_delivery_vars option improves the user’s ability to evaluate the effects of different
specifications of the land-to-water delivery variables on the estimation of source coefficients. The amount of
contaminant derived from a given source is defined by the product of the source amount, the source coefficient,
and the value of the delivery factor. Without mean adjustment, the inclusion of each additional land-to-water
delivery variable causes a change in the mean of the land-to-water delivery factor. If the product of the additional
delivery variable and its coefficient is positive, the mean delivery factor will be increased and, in order to maintain
the amount of contaminant derived from a source, the source coefficient must decrease. Likewise, if the product of
the additional delivery variable and its coefficient is negative, the mean delivery factor decreases, and the source
coefficient must increase. If the magnitude of the product of the mean delivery variable and its coefficient is large,
the effect on the source coefficient will be large, even if there is little change in the overall fit of the model.
Responding yes to the if_mean_adjust_delivery_vars control variable causes each land-to-water variable to enter
the model as a difference from its mean value. This reduces the effect on the source coefficient from a change in
the land-to-water delivery specification, providing for more direct comparison between source-coefficient
estimates from competing models and improving the stability of the estimated source coefficients across alternative
land-to-water specifications.
Additional control variables are used to assign variables and coefficients to channel and reservoir instream
processes and to a residual group of “other” variables. The grouping of variables and coefficients in the “other”
class permits additional flexibility in the specification of SPARROW models, as is explained in section 2.6.3.4,
“Process specification.”

Control variables for model specification—Functional assignment of variables and
coefficients to instream and “other” categories
decvar (optional)
Examples: %let decvar = rchdecay1
rchdecay2 rchdecay3 ;
%let decvar = ;

List of variables affecting instream attenuation. Leave the response
blank if there are no instream attenuation variables included in the
analysis.

bdecvar (optional)
Examples: %let bdecvar = brchdecay1
brchdecay2 brchdecay3 ;
%let bdecvar = ;

List of coefficients associated with the instream attenuation variables.
Leave the response blank if there are no instream attenuation variables
included in the analysis. The coefficients must be listed in the same
order as the associated instream attenuation variables declared in
decvar and must also appear in the betailst.

resvar (optional)
Examples: %let resvar = iresload ;
%let resvar = ;

List of variables determining attenuation in reservoirs. Leave the
response blank if there are no reservoir attenuation variables included
in the analysis.
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Control variables for model specification—Functional assignment of variables and
coefficients to instream and “other” categories
bresvar (optional)
Examples: %let bresvar = biresload ;
%let bresvar = ;

List of coefficients associated with the reservoir attenuation variables.
Leave the response blank if there are no reservoir attenuation variables
included in the analysis. The coefficients must be listed in the same
order as the associated reservoir attenuation variables declared in
resvar and must also appear in the betailst.

othvar (optional)
Examples: %let othvar = temp_decay
res_age ;
%let othvar = ;

List other variables in the model. Leave the response blank if there are
no other variables. A variable included in this list can be referenced in
the SAS/IML code used to specify the land-to-water delivery and
instream and reservoir attenuation processes. To reference these
variables, use the column identifier jNAME, where NAME is the
name of a variable included in the othvar list. jNAME corresponds to
the column occupied by the variable NAME in the input data matrix
used by SPARROW to do estimation and prediction.

bothvar (optional)
Examples: %let bothvar = b_res_age
b_temp_decay ;
%let bothvar = ;

List other coefficients in the model. Leave the response blank if there
are no other coefficients. A coefficient included in this list can be
referenced in the SAS IML code used to specify the land-to-water
delivery and instream and reservoir attenuation processes. Note that
the listed coefficients need not correspond in any way to the variables
listed in the othvar statement. To reference these coefficients, use the
column identifier jNAME, where NAME is the name of a coefficient
included in the bothvar list. jNAME corresponds to the column
occupied by the coefficient NAME in the beta vector used by
SPARROW to do estimation and prediction.

2.6.3.4 Process specification
SPARROW models classify mass transport into three elemental processes: land-to-water delivery and
instream and reservoir attenuation. The user has great flexibility in specifying the functional form of these
processes by modifying the three control variables in which these elemental processes are defined:
reach_decay_specification, reservoir_decay_specification, and incr_delivery_specification. The example
control-variable responses shown below should be sufficient to define the processes for most applications;
guidance in defining alternative specification, however, is discussed in section 2.6.3.5, “Advanced process
specification.”
Control variables for process specification, and example responses that
define processes for basic SPARROW model application
reach_decay_specification (optional)
Example for basic specification:
%let reach_decay_specification =
exp(-data[,jdecvar] * beta[,jbdecvar]`) ;
%let reach_decay_specification = ;

The specification of the reach attenuation process determining the
fraction of flux entering a reach at the upstream node that is
delivered to the downstream node of the reach segment. The
response must be valid SAS/IML code that defines an n-element
vector, where n is the number of reaches in the input data set
(represented in the SAS/IML code by the matrix data). The
components of the SAS/IML code (data, beta, jdecvar, jbdecvar) are
explained in the following paragraph. Leave the response blank if all
contaminant entering the upstream node is delivered to the
downstream node. Examples of alternative, more advanced,
specifications of this control variable are discussed in section 2.6.3.5,
“Advanced process specification.”
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Control variables for process specification, and example responses that
define processes for basic SPARROW model application
reservoir_decay_specification (optional)
Example for basic specification:
%let reservoir_decay_specification =
exp(-data[,jresvar] * beta[,jbresvar]`) ;
%let reservoir_decay_specification = ;

incr_delivery_specification (optional)
Example for basic specification:
%let incr_delivery_specification =
exp((beta[,jbdlvvar] # data[,jdlvvar]) *
dlvdsgn`) ;
%let incr_delivery_specification = ;

The specification of the reservoir attenuation process determining the
fraction of flux entering a reservoir reach segment that is delivered to
the downstream reservoir reach node. The response must be valid
SAS/IML code that defines an n-element vector, where n is the
number of reaches in the input data set (represented in the SAS/IML
code by the matrix data). The components of the SAS/IML code
(data, beta, jresvar, jbresvar) are explained in the following
paragraph. Leave the response blank if all contaminant entering the
reservoir reach is delivered to the downstream node. Examples of
alternative, more advanced, specifications of this control variable are
discussed in section 2.6.3.5, “Advanced process specification.”
The specification of the incremental land-to-water delivery process
determining the amount of land-based source contaminant that is
delivered to streams. The response must be valid SAS/IML code that
defines a matrix having n rows and k columns, where n is the number
of reaches in the input data set (represented in the SAS/IML code by
the matrix data), and k is the number of source variables specified in
the control variable srcvar. The components of the SAS/IML code
(data, beta, jdlvvar, jbdlvvar) are explained in the following
paragraph. Leave the response blank if there is no modification of
source delivery from land to water. Examples of alternative, more
advanced, specifications of this control variable are discussed in
section 2.6.3.5, “Advanced process specification.”

The variables beta and data appearing in the example process specifications shown above refer to two
matrix constructs that are integral to SPARROW model calculations. The matrix beta is a row vector consisting of
all the SPARROW model coefficient estimates (or the constrained values of the coefficients), the columns of which
refer to specific coefficients ordered as they are listed in the betailst control variable. The matrix data contains all
the reach attribute information, each row of which consists of information for a specific reach, with rows ordered in
downstream hydrologic sequence, and each column representing a specific model variable. Only variables declared
by the model specification control variables above or by additional reach navigation control variable statements
described in section 2.6.3.6 below are included in the data matrix. Elements within the beta and data matrix
structures are referenced using the matrix modifier [R, C], where R represents a row number or vector of row
numbers and C represents a column number or vector of column numbers. To reference all the rows within the data
matrix, the matrix modifier takes the form [,C]. For the row vector beta, a row reference is not required and the
columns of the vector can be referenced using the modifier [C].
In addition to the predefined data and beta matrices, the example process specifications refer to several predefined vectors containing the column references of individual variables/coefficients or groups of
variables/coefficients. The source, delivery, and instream and reservoir attenuation variable columns in the data
matrix are referenced by the vectors jsrcvar, jdlvvar, jdecvar, and jresvar. The corresponding coefficient
columns in the beta row vector are referenced by the vectors jbsrcvar, jbdlvvar, jbdecvar, and jbresvar. For
example, to reference a sub-matrix of the data matrix consisting of all the delivery variables including values for
all reaches, the IML language syntax is data[,jdlvvar], and to reference the corresponding delivery coefficients in
the beta row vector the syntax is beta[jbdlvvar]. Note that because beta is a row vector, the index variable
jbdlvvar is assumed to pertain to columns; the use of a comma preceding jbdlvvar to signify the index pertains to
columns is not needed.
The following describes detailed examples of the three transport processes typically included in a
SPARROW model. The examples provide some insight into the range of transport processes SPARROW can
accommodate by appropriate specification of the control variables.
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Example of basic specification of reach attenuation—discrete step function of streamflow and time of travel
The basic reach attenuation process is specified as a discrete step function of streamflow and time of travel
(see section 1.4.4 of Part 1). To implement this specification, three reach time-of-travel variables are created in the
SAS input data set (see the discussion below on the data modification control variable) corresponding to discrete
classes for streamflow. The first time-of-travel variable, call it rchdecay1, takes the value of the reach’s time of
travel if the reach’s streamflow is in the first class and zero otherwise. Similarly, the second and third time-oftravel variables, named rchdecay2 and rchdecay3, take the values of reach time of travel if the reach’s streamflow
is in the second or third discrete classes and zero otherwise. Thus, for this specification, the decvar control variable
has the assignment
%let decvar = rchdecay1 rchdecay2 rchdecay3 ;
Accordingly, three decay coefficients are defined in the reach attenuation control variable bdecvar, one for each
streamflow class
%let bdecvar = brchdecay1 brchdecay2 brchdecay3 ;
The reach_decay_specification control variable defines the SAS/IML code to create a column vector
representing the fraction of flux entering a reach at the upstream node (or entering a reach at the midpoint of reach
length, as is the case for flux from the incremental watershed) that is delivered to the downstream node of the reach
segment. The process is assumed to correspond to first-order exponential decay; therefore, the control variable
specification takes the form
%let reach_decay_specification = exp(-data[,jdecvar] * beta[jbdecvar]`) ;
The term data[,jdecvar] represents the three columns of the input data set corresponding to the three reach
attenuation variables rchdecay1, rchdecay2, and rchdecay3. The row restriction for this matrix modifier is blank
so the matrix refers to all reaches included in the model (which, for model estimation, may be a subset of all
reaches in the input data set if the control variable calibrate_selection_criteria is specified, as described below).
The second term, beta[jbdecvar], represents the three-element row vector corresponding to the three reach
attenuation coefficients brchdecay1, brchdecay2, and brchdecay3, to be estimated by the model. The beta vector
is further modified by applying a transpose operator, so that beta[jbdecvar]` represents a three-element column
vector of the reach attenuation coefficients. The data sub-matrix and the transposed beta sub-vector are multiplied
using the inner product operator. This results in a column vector with number of rows equal to the number of
reaches included in the model. The effect of this operation is to assign a streamflow class-specific decay coefficient
to the reach time of travel. That is, for each row of the data sub-matrix, the values of the three attenuation variables
are multiplied by their corresponding coefficients, and the three products are then summed. Because only one of
the values of the three attenuation variables has a non-zero reach time of travel, the matrix multiplication has the
effect of multiplying the reach time of travel by a reach decay coefficient that depends on the reach’s streamflow
class. The last step in the specification takes the negative of the matrix product and applies the exponential
function. If the reach attenuation coefficients have been restricted to be positive, taking the negative of the matrix
product insures that each element of the product matrix is less than or equal to zero. Thus, application of the
exponential function implies each element of the resulting vector is between zero and one, representing the fraction
of flux delivery over the length of the corresponding reach segment.
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Example of basic specification of reservoir attenuation—discrete step function of reservoir flow rates
Although this specification of reservoir attenuation is not shown in the table above, it is described here
because of its functional equivalence to the preceding example for basic specification of reach attenuation. In this
example, reservoir attenuation is assumed to depend on reservoir time of travel and a discrete step function of
reservoir flow rate. Reservoir time of travel is defined as the reservoir volume divided by the rate of outflow from
the reservoir. Three variables for reservoir time of travel are created in the SAS input data set either by the user
prior to model execution or through statements defined in the data modifications control variable (see section
2.6.3.8). As with the variable specification for the discrete function characterization of reach attenuation described
above, the three variables correspond to the reservoir time of travel interacted with indicator variables identifying
the throughput of the reach reservoir. Thus, the first reservoir decay variable, named resdecay1, takes the value of
the reservoir time of travel if the reach reservoir throughput is in the first class, and zero otherwise. The other two
reservoir decay variables, resdecay2 and resdecay3, are defined similarly for the second and third reservoir reach
throughput classes.
The resvar control variable is specified to consist of the three reservoir decay variables
%let resvar = resdecay1 resdecay2 resdecay3 ;
Accordingly, three reservoir attenuation coefficients are declared in the bresvar control variable
%let bresvar = bresdecay1 bresdecay2 bresdecay3 ;
The control-variable specification takes the form
%let reservoir_decay_specification = exp(-data[,jresvar] * beta[jbresvar]`) ;
The specified reservoir attenuation process defines a column vector in which each element represents the fraction
of flux entering the reach that is delivered to the outlet of the reach. For reaches that are not reservoirs, the three
reservoir attenuation variables are equal to zero so that the corresponding element in the vector takes the value one.
For reaches coded as reservoirs, one of the three reservoir attenuation variables is non-zero, taking the value of the
reservoir time of travel. The effect of the matrix inner product operator is to multiply the reservoir time of travel by
the reservoir attenuation coefficient (to be estimated by the model) corresponding to the reservoir’s throughput
class.
Example of basic specification of reservoir attenuation—continuous function of settling rate represented by hydraulic load
The second example of a basic specification of reservoir attenuation uses the hydraulic load concept
described in section 1.4.5 of Part 1. In this specification, the variable iresload (the inverse of the hydraulic load of
the reservoir) is created in the SAS input data set and is derived from the ratio of reservoir surface area to reservoir
outflow. The reservoir attenuation process depends on a single parameter (to be estimated by the model) that can be
interpreted as the mean settling rate, in units of meters per year. The resvar and bresvar control variables take the
form
%let resvar = iresload ;
%let bresvar = bsettle_rate ;
The reservoir attenuation process assumes the rate of reservoir loss is equal to x /(1 + x) , where x is the
settling rate coefficient divided by the hydraulic load; x therefore can be expressed in terms of the control variables
for this example as the product of bresvar (the settling rate coefficient) and resvar (inverse hydraulic load). The
fraction of flux delivered to the reservoir outlet therefore equals 1 - x /(1 + x) , which simplifies to 1/(1 + x) and is
specified as
%let reservoir_decay_specification = 1 / (1 + data[,jresvar] * beta[,jbresvar]) ;
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The specification results in a column vector consisting of ones for reaches that are not reservoirs (iresload equals
zero) and, if bsettle_rate is bounded below by zero, a value between zero and one for reaches classified as
reservoirs. Note in this case it is not necessary to transpose the coefficient vector prior to matrix multiplication
because beta[,jbresvar] is a scalar.
Example of basic specification of land-to-water delivery—product of delivery variables (exponentiated)
The basic specification of the land-to-water delivery process assumes the delivery factor is the product of
delivery variables, each raised to an exponent that incorporates (through use of an on/off switch) considerations
about specific source/delivery interactions. For source k, the functional form of this factor is
M

source k delivery factor = ∏ xmk ,m ,
γ

m=1

where xm represents delivery variable m, γ k ,m is its corresponding coefficient, and M is the number of delivery
variables. For this specification to be valid, it is necessary that each delivery variable take on only positive values.
The delivery factor given above is evaluated in SPARROW using an exponential function. Each of the
delivery variables is first log transformed, using SAS assignment statements to redefine the delivery variables
contained in the SAS input data set (see the discussion of the data_modifications control variable below). In this
example, we assume there are three sources, point, fert and waste, corresponding to point sources, fertilizer
application, and animal waste, and three delivery variables, perm, slope and temp, corresponding to soil
permeability, mean incremental watershed slope, and mean temperature. The logarithm transformations of the
delivery variables (either created by the user prior to model execution or through statements defined in the
data_modifications control variable) are assigned the names lperm, lslope, and ltemp, and the associated
coefficients are named blperm, blslope, and bltemp. The source variable and coefficient control variables are
%let srcvar = point fert waste ;
%let bsrcvar = bpoint bfert bwaste ;
The delivery variable and coefficient control variables are
%let dlvvar = lperm lslope ltemp ;
%let bdlvvar = blperm blslope bltemp ;
If the control variable if_mean_adjust_delivery_vars is assigned the value yes, each variable in dlvvar is further
transformed (automatically) by expressing each variable as the difference from its mean.
The delivery design matrix (dlvdsgn) in this example has three rows (the number of source variables) and
three columns (the number of delivery variables). The first row consists of zeros, representing the assumption that
delivery variables do not affect the amount of point sources reaching the stream. The remaining sources are
assumed to be identically influenced by each land-to-water delivery variable. Therefore, the dlvdsgn control
variable is specified as
%let dlvdsgn = 0 0 0, 1 1 1, 1 1 1 ;
The land-to-water delivery process is specified using the incr_delivery_specification control variable as
%let incr_delivery_specification = exp((beta[,jbdlvvar] # data[,jdlvvar]) * dlvdsgn`) ;
The term data[,jdlvvar] corresponds to an n × 3 matrix, where n is the number of reaches in the analysis. The
elements of data[,jdlvvar] are the logarithm transformed values of the delivery variables. The term
beta[,jbdlvvar] represents a 3-element row vector of the corresponding land-to-water delivery coefficients
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(because beta is a row vector, the comma before jbdlvvar is not necessary). The data matrix is pre-multipled by
the beta vector using the element-by-element multiplication operator (see section 2.6.3.5). The resulting n × 3
matrix is then matrix multiplied (again, see section 2.6.3.5) by the transposed 3 × 3 delivery design matrix to
obtain an n × 3 matrix. The application of the exponential function results in an n × 3 matrix of land-to-water
delivery factors having the functional form described above.
Modification of basic specification of land-to-water delivery
The specification in the previous example is quite flexible and can accommodate other possible functional
forms. As discussed in section 1.4.3 of Part 1, an alternative approach is to specify the delivery process in such a
way that the resulting estimates of delivery coefficients are all positive. This approach requires that delivery
variables having a positive effect on delivery be transformed prior to model execution to their reciprocal form, and
thereby requires that the user identify the direction of the effect of the delivery variable on transport prior to model
execution. Subsequent to retransformation of the variables, the specification of the delivery process is similar to the
basic example described above.
To illustrate this approach, suppose there are two delivery variables, soil permeability and stream drainage
density. Soil permeability has a presumed inverse relation with delivery and drainage density has a presumed
positive relation. Leaving the soil permeability variable untransformed and expressing the drainage density as its
inverse (that is, 1/(drainage density)) for a specification should result in negative values for the estimated delivery
coefficients (using the same delivery specification as the previous example). Let the name of the untransformed
permeability variable be perm and let the name of the inverse drainage density variable be idrainden. The dlvvar
and bdlvvar control variables are defined as
%let dlvvar = perm idrainden ;
%let bdlvvar = bperm bidrainden ;
As above, let the sources be point, fert and waste. In this case, the delivery design matrix has three rows
(corresponding to the three sources) and two columns (corresponding to the two delivery variables), taking the
form
%let dlvdsgn = 0 0, 1 1, 1 1 ;
The land-to-water delivery specification is similar to the form in the previous example, except a negative sign is
placed before the beta[,jbdlvvar] term
%let incr_delivery_specification = exp((-beta[,jbdlvvar] # data[,jdlvvar]) * dlvdsgn`) ;
The approach to land-to-water delivery specification just described is similar to that used in previous
SPARROW applications (Smith and others, 1997, and Alexander and others, 2001). A model estimated using this
specification is viable if the resulting coefficient estimates for bperm and bidrainden are both positive; the user may
wish to impose this constraint by modifying the betailst specification for these coefficients.
Linking SPARROW to deterministic process models
The examples described above use an exclusively empirical approach to process specification: all process
coefficients are estimated using the SPARROW modeling framework. It is also possible, however, to incorporate
deterministic processes into the analysis. One approach is to define the deterministic process as a variable in the
SAS input data set and then incorporate this variable into the SPARROW model with an estimated coefficient.
For example, it has been argued that the amount of contaminant originating on the land surface that is
delivered to a stream depends on the flow pathway connecting the land to the stream. Non-dissolved contaminants
are transported only by overland flow pathways, whereas dissolved contaminants are transported both overland and
through the subsurface, with subsurface transport related inversely to length of subsurface pathways. The
SPARROW model can be used to evaluate the empirical importance of the overland flow process by evaluating the
statistical significance of estimates of overland flow derived from deterministic modeling.
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The deterministic model TOPMODEL has been used to make estimates of the fraction of generated
streamflow that is overland flow (Dunne or Horton overland flow) as opposed to subsurface flow (Wolock, 1993).
Output from TOPMODEL can be used to create an additional variable in the SAS input data file, call it
lfrac_overland, representing the logarithm of the fraction of streamflow emanating from each incremental
watershed that arises from overland processes. This variable, along with an associated coefficient, is then declared
in the dlvvar and bdlvvar control variables. The land-to-water delivery specification is the same as in the first
example. The deterministic process is empirically verified if the estimated value for the coefficient associated with
lfrac_overland is statistically significant.
2.6.3.5 Advanced process specification
It is recommended that users who wish to modify the delivery specification control variables from the
basic forms described above become familiar with basic commands from the SAS Interactive Matrix Language
(SAS/IML), in which the SPARROW model algorithms are written. It is highly recommended that prior to model
execution the user test modified process specification in an interactive PROC IML SAS session using a sample
data matrix and coefficient vector. The basic operations and rules for working in SAS/IML are included here as a
brief introduction and review.
Matrices can be defined by entering value elements into an array. To define an n × k matrix from
individual elements, the elements are listed within braces, { }, in row major order using spaces to delineate columns
and commas to delineate rows. For example, to create the 2 × 3 matrix

⎡ 1 3 4⎤
⎢
⎥,
⎢⎣ 2 0 8⎥⎦
the SAS/IML statement is {1 3 4, 2 0 8}.
The basic matrix operators useful in specifying the processes are:
Basic matrix operators used in SAS/IML
*

Matrix multiplication (inner or dot product) between two matrices with conforming dimensions. Usage: A * B,
where A is n × k and B is k × m (unless A or B are scalars).

#

Element-by-element product of two matrices having the same dimensions.
Usage: A # B, where A is n × k and B is n × k, unless A or B are vectors (see below).

/

Element-by-element division of two matrices having the same dimensions. Usage: A / B, where A is n × k and B
is n × k (unless A or B are scalars).

+

Element-by-element addition of two matrices having the same dimensions. Usage: A + B, where A is n × k and B
is n × k (unless A or B are scalars).

-

Element-by-element subtraction of two matrices having the same dimensions. Usage: A – B, where A is n × k and
B is n × k (unless A or B are scalars).

##

Element-by-element power operator of two matrices having the same dimensions. Usage: A ## B, where A is
n × k and B is n × k (unless A or B are scalars), results in an n × k matrix in which each element is the
corresponding element of A raised to the power given by the corresponding element of B.

<>

Element-by-element maximum. Usage: A <> B, where A is n × k and B is n × k (unless A or B are scalars),
results in an n × k matrix in which each element is the maximum of the corresponding elements of A and B.

><

Element-by-element minimum. Usage: A >< B, where A is n × k and B is n × k (unless A or B are scalars), results
in an n × k matrix in which each element is the minimum of the corresponding elements of A and B.

||

Horizontal concatenation of two matrices having conforming row dimensions. Usage: A || B, where A is n × k and
B is n × m, results in an n × (k + m) matrix.
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Basic matrix operators used in SAS/IML
//

Vertical concatenation of two matrices having conforming column dimensions. Usage: A // B, where A is n × k
and B is m × k, results in a (n + m) × k matrix.

`

Matrix transpose. Usage: if A is n × k then A` is k × n.

=, <,
>,
<=,
>=,
^=

Element-by-element comparison operators applying to two matrices having the same dimensions. Note ^=
signifies not equal. Usage: A = B, where A is n × k and B is n × k (unless A or B are scalars, see below), results in
an n × k matrix of zeros and ones with an element equal to one if the corresponding elements of A and B are
equal, and zero otherwise.

Note that the rules for conforming matrix dimensions do not apply if one of the matrices is a scalar (a 1 × 1
matrix). For example, if A is a scalar, A * B results in a matrix having the dimensions of B in which each element of
B is multiplied by the scalar A, and A / B results in a matrix having the dimensions of B in which each element is
the scalar A divided by the corresponding element of B. The rules for conforming matrices are modified in the case
of the element-by-element product (#) of two matrices in which A or B is a vector. If A is a row vector having k
columns, then A # B results in an n × k matrix in which each column of B is multiplied by the corresponding
column element of A (for example, {1 2 3} # {1 3 5, 7 9 2} results in the matrix {1 6 15, 7 18 6}). If A is a column
vector having n rows, then A # B results in an n × k matrix in which each row of B is multiplied by the
corresponding row element of A (for example, {1, 2} # {1 3 5, 2 1 4} results in the matrix {1 3 5, 4 2 8}).
The basic matrix functions useful in specifying processes are:
Basic matrix functions used in SAS/IML
exp

The exponential function. Usage: if A is n × k, then exp(A) is an n × k matrix in which each element is the
exponential evaluation of the corresponding element in A. The absolute value of each element of A must be less
than 709.783.

log

The natural logarithm function. Usage: if A is n × k, then log(A) is an n × k matrix in which each element is the
natural logarithm of the corresponding element in A. Each element of A must be positive.

repeat

The repeat function. Usage: if A is n × k, then repeat(A,q,r) results in a qn × rk matrix in which the matrix A is
repeated q times in the row dimension and r times in the column dimension.

block

Forms a block-diagonal matrix from its argument matrices. Usage: block(A1,A2,…), where A1, A2, … are matrices.
The matrices are combined diagonally. Up to 15 matrices can be combined.

abs

The absolute value function Usage: if A is n × k, then abs(A) is an n × k matrix in which each element is the
absolute value of the corresponding element in A.

sqrt

The square root function. Usage: if A is n × k, then sqrt(A) is an n × k matrix in which each element is the
square root of the corresponding element in A. Each element of A must be positive.

sum

The summation function. Usage: sum(A) equals the sum of all elements in A.

j

A function that creates a matrix of identical values. Usage: j(n,k,v) creates an n × k matrix with all elements
equal to v.

diag

Creates a diagonal matrix. Usage: diag(A), where A is either a vector or a square matrix. If A is a square matrix
then diag(A) is a diagonal matrix having the diagonal elements of A. If A is a vector, then diag(A) is a diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements equal to the elements of A.

nrow

Returns the number of rows in its matrix argument. Usage: nrow(A), where A is an n × k matrix, results in the
value n.

ncol

Returns the number of columns in its matrix argument. Usage: ncol(A), where A is an n × k matrix, results in the
value k.
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Example of advanced specification of reach attenuation—continuous function (with upper and lower bounds) of stream depth
and time of travel
This example describes a case in which reach attenuation is a continuous function of stream depth and time
of travel. The practical motivation for this specification is discussed in section 1.4.4 of Part 1 and a depiction of the
process is given in figure 1.17. The process relates the rate of attenuation to stream depth and assumes a cut-off in
the tails of the relation. The process described below specifies the cut-off depths as coefficients to be estimated in
the model—although practical application of this specification shows that it may be difficult to obtain valid
estimates of these cut-off values. Additionally, the process includes an additive coefficient and an additional
coefficient multiplied by stream depth. The functional form of the relation is

⎧
δ
⎪
⎪
δ0 + 1 ,
if D ≤ Dlow
⎪
⎪
Dlow
⎪
⎪
⎪
δ
⎪
decay rate = ⎨ δ0 + 1 , if Dlow < D ≤ Dhi ,
⎪
D
⎪
⎪
⎪
δ
⎪
δ0 + 1 ,
if D > Dhi
⎪
⎪
Dhi
⎪
⎪
⎩
where D is stream depth, Dlow and Dhi are lower and upper cut-offs for stream depth (to be estimated), and δ0 and

δ1 are the additive and multiplicative decay coefficients, respectively. The fraction of flux entering the reach from
upstream that is delivered to the downstream node is determined by applying the exponential function to the
negative product of the decay rate and the value of the reach time of travel.
The reach attenuation process based on stream depth is defined in SPARROW as follows. First, the stream
depth variable must be created in the SAS input data set. Stream depth can be created from streamflow using a SAS
assignment command in the data modification specification (described in section 2.6.3.8)
depth = .2612 * meanq ** .3966 ;
3

-1

where meanq is streamflow in meters second .
In this example, the reach attenuation process is specified using the othvar and bothvar control variables
%let othvar = rchtot depth ;
%let bothvar = brchdecay0 brchdecay1 bdepth_lo bdepth_dif ;
where brchdecay0 and brchdecay1 correspond to δ0 and δ1 , bdepth_lo corresponds to Dlow, and the sum of
bdepth_lo and bdepth_dif corresponds to Dhi. The coefficients bdepth_lo and bdepth_dif are constrained to be
positive in the betailst control variable, insuring that Dlow is positive and Dhi is greater than Dlow.
The attenuation function is specified using the reach_decay_specification control variable
%let reach_decay_specification = exp(-data[,jrchtot] # (beta[,jbrchdecay0] +
beta[,jbrchdecay1] / ((beta[,jbdepth_hi] + beta[,jbdepth_lo]) ><
(beta[,jbdepth_lo] <> data[,jdepth])))) ;
As with the first example, the reach delivery function is an exponential function of the negative of reach time of
travel. The term data[,jrchtot] is a column vector representing the time of travel values for each reach. The
elements of this vector are multiplied by the additive decay coefficient, given by the scalar beta[,jbrchdecay0],
and a second term representing the effect of stream depth on reach attenuation. The denominator of the second term
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is evaluated using the element-by-element minimum and maximum operator: the first operation (<>) compares
stream depth to the coefficient bdepth_lo (which bounds the lower tail of stream depth) and returns the larger of
the two; the second operator (><) compares stream depth to the sum of bdepth_lo and bdepth_dif (this sum
bounds the upper tail of depth) and returns the smaller of the two. The denominator is therefore evaluated either as
equal to stream depth or, if the stream depth lies outside the upper or lower bound, as equal to the respective
bound.
Example of advanced specification of reservoir attenuation—continuous function of settling rate represented as function of
hydraulic load and temperature
In this example, the process specified in a previous reservoir attenuation example is modified by
introducing temperature as an additional variable affecting reservoir attenuation. This modification is based on the
Arrhenius equation having the general form

kT = kbT −20 ,
where kT is a temperature-dependent reaction rate, k is the standard reaction rate—assumed here to be determined
by the reservoir hydraulic load, b is an estimated coefficient, and T is temperature in degrees Celsius.
In addition to the iresload variable (inverse hydraulic load, see previous example) the SAS input file is
assumed to include a re-centered temperature variable, named rwtempdif, given by
rwtempdif = wtemp - 20.0 ;
where wtemp is water temperature in degrees Celsius.
As in the previous example, the inverse hydraulic load and the settling rate are declared as a reservoir
decay variable and coefficient. The temperature variable and coefficient cannot be declared similarly (that is, as a
second reservoir decay variable and coefficient), however, because they enter the process specification nonsymmetrically (with respect to the hydraulic load and settling rate). Instead, the temperature variable and
coefficient must be declared in the model using the othvar and bothvar control variables. The reservoir and other
variable and coefficient declarations are therefore
%let resvar = iresload ;
%let bresvar = bsettle_rate ;
%let othvar = rwtempdif ;
%let bothvar = brwtempdif ;
The reservoir attenuation process is redefined so that the Arrhenius function is integrated with the
hydraulic load term (see section 1.4.5 of Part 1)
%let reservoir_decay_specification = 1 / (1 + (data[,jresvar] * beta[,jbresvar]) #
beta[,jbrwtempdif] ## data[,jrwtempdif] ) ;
Note that both the variable rwtempdif and the coefficient brwtempdif must be referenced explicitly in the control
variable specification (rather than by their namelist variables othvar and bothvar); this rule applies for any
variable-coefficient pair declared in the othvar and bothvar specifications. The Arrhenius function is evaluated by
raising the scalar beta[,jbrwtempdif] to a power defined by the column vector data[,jrwtempdif]. This operation
results in a column vector that is then integrated with the hydraulic load term from the previous specification using
element-by-element multiplication.
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Example of advanced specification of land-to-water delivery—using high-resolution attribute information for incremental
watersheds
A third example of the land-to-water delivery specification describes the implementation of the cell-based
model of land-to-water delivery described in section 1.4.3 of Part 1. According to this approach, an incremental
watershed is subdivided into Ti individual cells, each cell having high-resolution information concerning the cell’s
elevation, source contributions, and other attributes. A generalization of the model described in section 1.4.3 of
Part 1 to R land-to-water delivery variables results in a first-order approximation of the amount of source k
delivered to reach segment i given by
R

R
∑ λr xr ,i ⎛
⎞
⎜⎜1 + ∑ λ T Cov ( S , x )⎟⎟ ,
αk S k ,i e r=1
r i
k ,i
r ,i
⎜⎝
⎠⎟
r =1

where αk is the source-specific coefficient, Sk,i is the amount of source k in incremental watershed i, λr is the
delivery coefficient for delivery variable r, xr ,i is the mean of the Ti cell-based values of delivery variable r in
incremental watershed i, and Cov(Sk,i,xr,i) is the cell-based covariance between source k and delivery variable r in
watershed i.
Although this example is much more complex than the previous examples, it demonstrates the degree of
flexibility in model specification afforded by the process-specification control variables. The example assumes
there are three sources—point sources, fertilizer application, and animal waste, with variable names point, fert and
waste, and two delivery variables—pathway distance to the edge of stream and soil permeability, with names dist
and perm. The associated coefficients for these sources and delivery variables are named bpoint, bfert, bwaste,
bdist, and bperm. The source variable and coefficient control variables are assigned as
%let srcvar = point fert waste ;
%let bsrcvar = bpoint bfert bwaste ;
The specification of this model in SPARROW requires a preprocessing step in which the mean pathway
distance, mean permeability, and covariance terms (multiplied by the number of cells Ti) are computed and stored
as reach attributes in the SAS input data set. Let the mean value (across all cells within an incremental watershed)
of each of the delivery variables be given by mndist and mnperm. Let Ti times the covariance between fertilizer
application and distance be given by the variable tcovd_fert, and between fertilizer application and permeability be
given by tcovp_fert. Let Ti times the covariance between animal waste and distance be given by the variable
tcovd_waste, and between animal waste and permeability be given by tcovp_waste. Additionally, the covariance
terms between the point source and delivery variables are given by tcovd_point and tcovp_point. Because point
sources are delivered directly to the reach, they are not subject to land-to-water delivery processes. Consequently,
the point source covariance variables can be defined to equal zero.
The land-to-water delivery variable and coefficient control variables are assigned as
%let dlvvar = mndist mnperm ;
%let bdlvvar = bdist bperm ;

The covariance terms are declared in the model using the othvar control variable, and without associated
coefficients
%let othvar = tcovd_point tcovp_point tcovd_fert tcovp_fert tcovd_waste tcovp_waste ;
%let bothvar = ;
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The delivery factors are assumed to apply equally to fertilizer and animal waste. The delivery design matrix has
three rows and two columns and is defined as
%let dlvdsgn = 0 0, 1 1, 1 1 ;
The land-to-water delivery specification is defined as
%let incr_delivery_specification =
exp((data[,jdlvvar] # beta[,jbdlvvar]) * dlvdsgn`) #
(1 + ((data[,jtcovd_point || jtcovp_point || jtcovd_fert || jtcovp_fert ||
jtcovd_waste || jtcovp_waste] # repeat(beta[,jbdlvvar],1,3)) *
block(dlvdsgn[1,],dlvdsgn[2,],dlvdsgn[3,])`) ;
The exponential term in this specification is identical to the delivery specifications given in previous examples.
This term represents a n × k matrix, where n is the number of reaches in the analysis and k is the number of
sources. The term data[,jtcovd_point || jtcovp_point || jtcovd_fert || jtcovp_fert || jtcovd_waste || jtcovp_waste]
represents a six-column matrix corresponding to the covariances between the three sources—point, fertilizer, and
waste—and the two delivery variables—distance and permeability. This matrix is element-by-element multiplied
by a 6-element row vector consisting of three repeated values of the two-element delivery coefficients row vector
(repeat(beta[,jbdlvvar],1,3)). The resulting matrix consists of six columns. This matrix is post multiplied by a
block-modified delivery design matrix, the result being a matrix having three columns, each column corresponding
to a source in the model. The value one is added to each element of this matrix and the result is element-by-element
multiplied with the three-column matrix of exponential terms.
2.6.3.6 Additional variable definitions
The control variables described below represent variables required by SPARROW to navigate the reach
network, compute alternative prediction output (e.g., yield and concentration), identify water-quality monitoring
stations and their locations, assign weights in the least squares algorithm, provide ancillary information in the
output, and identify target locations for estimating delivery ratios. As with the name-list variables defined above,
each variable identified in the response to these control variables must be included in the SAS input data or created
from existing variables in the SAS input data using the data modifications specification described below. Variable
names given in the response can be up to 32 characters and cannot include any special characters except the
underscore. In cases where a list is requested, the listed items must be separated by one or more spaces or line
breaks.
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Control variables for additional variable definitions
staid
Example: %let staid = staid ;

The name of the variable containing the SPARROW monitoring
station identifier. The declared variable must be numeric and contain
non-missing values for all reaches having a monitored flux.

optional_station_information (optional)
Examples:
%let optional_station_information =
station_id station_name ;
%let optional_station_information = ;

List of monitoring station ancillary information to be passed to
SPARROW output files. Leave the response blank if there are no
ancillary data to be included. The listed variables can be either
character or numeric. Variables commonly included are the
monitoring-agency station identifier (for example the USGS
downstream station number) and station name. Note that the
monitoring station variables declared in staid, lat, lon, and ls_weight
(see below) are automatically included in the output and therefore
need not be included in this response. Additionally, the reach
variables declared in waterid, arcid, inc_area, tot_area, and
mean_flow are also automatically included in the output.

lat
Example: %let lat = dec_lat ;

The name of the variable containing the monitoring station latitude.
The declared variable must have latitude expressed in decimal
degrees and must contain non-missing values for all reaches having a
monitored flux.

lon
Example: %let lon = dec_lon ;

The name of the variable containing the monitoring station longitude.
The declared variable must have longitude expressed in decimal
degrees, with negative values for locations in the Western
Hemisphere, and must contain non-missing values for all reaches
having a monitored flux.

ls_weight
Example: %let ls_weight = ls_weight ;

The name of the variable containing the least squares weight. The
variable must be numeric. This variable determines the amount of
weight to apply to a given monitored load in model estimation.
Larger values of the weight variable receive greater weight in
determining the estimates of model coefficients. Monitored loads
with high uncertainty generally should receive lower weights. Note,
this variable must be present in the input data set regardless of
whether observations are to receive differential weights in estimation;
to estimate a model without weights, specify the variable declared in
ls_weight to have a value of one for all monitored reaches.

waterid
Example: %let waterid = e2rf1 ;

The name of the variable containing the unique reach identifier. The
variable must be numeric. For applications using the ERF1-2 reach
network, declare the e2rf1 variable as the response for waterid.

optional_reach_information (optional)
Examples:
%let optional_reach_information = rr
pname rchtype headflag termflag
station_id CULTIV PASTURE
FOREST RANGE URBAN;
%let optional_reach_information = ;

List of reach ancillary information to be passed to SPARROW output
files. Leave the response blank if there are no ancillary data to be
included. The listed variables can be either character or numeric.
Common variables to include are the 11-digit RF1 reach identifier,
stream name, reservoir identifier, headwater identifier, terminal reach
identifier, station identifier (non-missing if the reach is monitored),
and station name. Note that the reach variables declared in waterid,
inc_area, tot_area, mean_flow, arcid, fnode, tnode, hydseq, frac,
iftran, and target are automatically included in the output and
therefore need not be included in this response.

inc_area
Example: %let inc_area = demiarea ;

The name of the variable containing the area for the incremental
watershed associated with the reach (in square kilometers). The
variable must be numeric.
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tot_area
Example: %let tot_area = demtarea ;

The name of the variable containing the total upstream area for each
reach (in square kilometers). The variable must be numeric.

mean_flow
Example: %let mean_flow = meanq ;

The name of the variable containing the mean streamflow for the
reach. Units can be either feet3 second-1 (ft3/s) or 100 liters second-1
(100 L/s). The variable must be numeric.

if_flow_units_metric
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if the flow variable declared in mean_flow is in
metric units. A valid response is either yes or no. A response of yes
implies the units are 100 L/s, and a response of no implies the units
are ft3/s.

arcid (optional)
Examples: %let arcid = arcid ;
%let arcid = ;

The name of the variable containing the reach’s arcid value from an
ARC/INFO coverage of the reach network. Leave blank if there is no
ARC/INFO coverage or if SAS/GIS output is not desired. The
variable must be numeric.

fnode
Example: %let fnode = fnode ;

The name of the variable containing the unique upstream node
identifier. The variable must contain only positive integers. Avoid
specifying node identifiers that are much larger than the number of
reaches in the network.

tnode
Example: %let tnode = tnode ;

The name of the variable containing the unique downstream node
identifier. The variable must contain only positive integers. Avoid
specifying node identifiers that are much larger than the number of
reaches in the network.

hydseq
Example: %let hydseq = hydseq ;

The name of the variable containing the hydrologic sequencing
number for ordering reaches in a downstream order. Sorting the
variable declared in hydseq in ascending order allows SPARROW to
accumulate flux in the downstream direction. The variable must be
numeric.

frac
Example: %let frac = frac ;

The name of the variable containing the fraction of upstream flow
entering the current reach. The variable must be numeric. The value
for a reach must be between 0 and 1, inclusive. The value of this
variable is set to one for reaches that have no diversion immediately
upstream. Otherwise, the value is the fraction of upstream flow
entering the reach. The frac variable may take a value of 0 if the
reach is a coastal segment, in which case there is no accumulation
across segments.

iftran
Example: %let iftran = iftran ;

The name of the variable containing the 0/1 code designating if flow
is transmitted through the reach segment to the downstream node.
The variable must be numeric and takes a value 1 if the reach
transmits load and 0 otherwise. Generally, the iftran variable is set to
zero if the reach has zero mean flow. Note that a reach with the
iftran variable set to zero may have a non-zero reported flux, derived
from sources within the reach and upstream, but this flux does not
contribute to the next reach downstream.
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Control variables for additional variable definitions
target (optional)
Examples: %let target = term_rch ;
%let target = ;

The name of the variable containing the 0/1 code designating target
reaches. The variable must be numeric (0 or 1). Leave the response
blank if model calculation of the fraction of flux leaving every reach
that is delivered to target reaches is not required. The identification of
target reaches (reaches with the target variable set to 1) enables
SPARROW to compute the amount of flux leaving a given reach that
is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach (or receiving
water body). For applications in which the receiving water body is
the ocean, the target variable takes the value 1 for all estuary and
coastline reaches and 0 for all others. (In this case, set the response
for target as a function of termflag.) Other examples of target-reach
assignments include reaches with a drinking-water intake, reservoir
reaches, reaches with impaired water quality, and reaches at State
borders. See section 1.6.7 of Part 1 for additional details.

2.6.3.7 Options for model execution
The following control variables specify execution options for the SPARROW model. These variables
determine: if SPARROW performs model estimation or prediction, the printout of results and details of the
estimation process, if test computations are peformed for debugging or evaluating estimation and prediction results,
the output of prediction summaries, the method used for bootstrapping, and other program options.

Control variables for options for model execution
retrans_exclude_list (optional)
Examples: %let
retrans_exclude_list = del_frac ;
%let retrans_exclude_list = ;

The list of names of prediction variables (variables to be generated by
SPARROW) that are not adjusted for retransformation bias arising from
model error. See the list of SPARROW prediction variables to select which
variables should be included in this list. (As a guide, prediction variables that
do not depend on mass units should be listed here.) Leave the response blank
if all prediction variables are to be adjusted for retransformation bias.
Retransformation bias due to model error arises because the model is
estimated in logarithmic space, whereas predictions are generated in real
space. All prediction variables that retain units of mass (for example, the
predicted incremental load from point sources, predicted yield, or
concentration) exhibit this bias and must receive a bias adjustment. An
example of a prediction variable that is not measured in mass units and
should not receive a bias adjustment is del_frac (unitless) -the fraction of
flux leaving a reach that is delivered to a downstream target location.

if_estimate
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW performs model estimation. Valid
responses are yes or no. A response of yes causes SPARROW to generate
coefficient estimates for the specified model. A response of no causes
SPARROW to acquire coefficient estimates from SAS files stored in the
home_results directory. This option allows the user to perform a
SPARROW analysis in stages; first obtaining a valid model specification and
then generating predictions.

if_gis
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW links model output (data tables) to
SAS/GIS maplayers for display of model results. This option is automatically
disabled if the home_gis directory is not specified (see section 2.6.3.1).
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calibrate_selection_criteria
(optional)
Examples: %let
calibrate_selection_criteria =
&WATERID > 0 & &waterid <
80000 & &hydseq > 0 ;
%let
calibrate_selection_criteria = ;

The SAS code used to select reach observations from the input data set (the
file declared in the control variable indata) that are used to estimate the
SPARROW model. Leave the response blank if all reaches are to be included
in model estimation. The set of reaches used in model estimation can be
smaller than the set used in prediction; for example, reaches downstream
from all monitoring stations can be excluded from the estimation set because
they have no effect on estimation results. Excluding these reaches from
estimation speeds up the estimation algorithm. In the example shown at left,
reaches known to be located downstream from all monitoring stations are
identified by values of the waterid variable and excluded.

NLP_printing_option
Valid responses: any integer
between 0 and 5

The nonlinear optimization procedure printing option. A valid response is an
integer between 0 and 5. A higher integer causes model results from a greater
number of the optimization steps to be printed to the SAS Output window.
The options are:
0 No optimization results are printed to the Output window.
1 The summaries for optimization start and termination, as well as the
iteration history, are printed.
2 The initial and final parameter estimates are also printed.
3 The values of the termination criteria and other control parameters are also
printed.
4 The parameter vector, x, is also printed after each iteration.
5 The gradient vector, g, is also printed after each iteration.
For a bootstrap analysis that reestimates the model for each bootstrap
iteration it is recommended that the NLP printing option be set to 0 to avoid
excessive output.

if_test_calibrate
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW estimates the model in test mode. Valid
responses are yes or no. Run SPARROW in this test mode (respond yes)
after a SPARROW execution fails upon evaluation of coefficients at initial
values (no output after listing initial values). In this test mode, SPARROW
lists waterid and relevant stream attenuation and land-to-water delivery
variables for observations that, when evaluated at initial parameter values,
cause an error due to applying an exponential function that results in a
numerical overflow condition. (Large values in the stream attenuation and
land-to-water delivery variables typically underlie these errors.) SPARROW
in test mode also checks for negative reach values of the stream and reservoir
attenuation factors, the incremental flux, and for non-positive values of the
accumulated flux at monitoring stations (evaluated at the initial coefficient
values). In test mode, the if_accumulate_with_dll option (see below) is
automatically set to no to obtain more informative error flagging. See section
2.9.2.2, “Estimation errors caused by numerical overflow,” for additional
information.

if_accumulate_with_dll
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW estimates the model using the dynamically
linked library (DLL) code in the file “sparrow.dll” to accumulate flux across
the reach network. Valid responses are yes or no. A response of yes causes
SPARROW to use the DLL code to accumulate flux downstream. To
implement the DLL, the file “sparrow.dll” must be in a directory that is
included in the automatic search path of the operating environment (see the
installation instructions for details). A response of no causes SPARROW to
accumulate flux downstream using a looping algorithm implemented in the
SAS/IML language. The DLL method reduces estimation time by about two
thirds as compared to SAS/IML.
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Control variables for options for model execution
if_parm_bootstrap
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW performs bootstrapping using a parametric
bootstrap as opposed to resampling from the empirical distribution. Valid
responses are yes or no. A response of yes causes SPARROW to perform
bootstrapping by generating successive realizations of the coefficients based
on the assumption that the coefficients are distributed multivariate normal
with mean and covariance matrix given by the parametric model estimates. A
response of no causes SPARROW to generate successive realizations of the
coefficients by reestimation of the model using random integer weights that
sum to the number of monitored reaches. The method based on re-estimation
of the model is much slower but may be more robust for analyses with small
sample sizes in which the assumption of normality of the coefficient
estimates is not tenable.

if_predict
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW performs prediction. Valid responses are
yes or no. A response of yes causes SPARROW to perform prediction. If the
control variable if_estimate is set to no, prediction will use preexisting
coefficient estimates contained in the SAS files stored in the directory
declared in the home_results variable. If no coefficient estimates are found,
SPARROW terminates with an error message. The if_estimate and
if_predict control variables allow the user to perform a SPARROW analysis
in stages, first obtaining a valid model specification and then generating
predictions.

if_test_predict
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW produces detailed prediction output for a
single reach. Valid responses are yes or no. A response of yes causes
SPARROW to create two additional output data sets, “test_predict” and
“test_data,” containing the input data and results of intermediate calculations
for a single reach (specified below by the test_obs control variable). The
additional output facilitates validation of the prediction algorithm. See
section 2.9.3.1 for additional discussion.

test_obs
Valid response: a positive integer
representing an observation from
the input SAS data set to be used
for generating the test output.
Example: %let test_obs = 2134 ;

The observation number from the SAS input data set corresponding to the
reach to be used for generating prediction-test output. A valid response is any
positive integer between 1 and the number of reaches in the input data set. To
obtain the most useful diagnostic information, select an observation
corresponding to a reach that is not monitored (no monitoring station
associated with that reach) and not coded as a target reach (so that
SPARROW will predict the fraction of its flux delivered to the nearest
downstream target water body). It is also helpful if the designated
observation corresponds to a reach having at least one (but not all) of its
sources—both total and incremental—equal to zero. The control variable
test_obs is activated only if the preceding control variable if_test_predict is
set to yes. See section 2.9.3.1 for additional discussion.

if_print_boot_predictions
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW reports bootstrap bias-adjusted
predictions in the summary of prediction results for reaches (printed to the
Output window and written to the output data set “summary_predict”). Valid
responses are yes or no. A response of yes causes SPARROW to summarize
the reach predictions using the bootstrap bias-adjusted estimates. A response
of no causes SPARROW to summarize the reach predictions using the
parametric predictions. If the response is yes but n_boot_iter is set to zero,
the parametric predictions are used in the summary.
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Control variables for options for model execution
if_distribute_yield_by_land_use
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if SPARROW summarizes predicted yields according to
land use. Valid responses are yes or no. A response of yes causes
SPARROW to calculate percentiles of predicted yields for reaches grouped
by dominant land use, with results printed to the Output window and written
to the output data set “lu_yield_percentiles”. If this option is selected, a
variable named LU_class is created containing a land-use classification for
each reach based on the predominant land use in the incremental watershed
for that reach. The user specifies the variable determining each land use
class, with an associated assignment criterion, in the subsequent control
statement.

land_class_list
Example: %let land_class_list =
demiarea Crops cultiv 90
Pasture pasture 85 Forest forest
95 Range range 95 Urban urban
75 ;

List of land use classes, variable names, and criteria for classification of
reaches for summarizing (percentiles of distribution) predictions according to
land use. The response for control variable land_class_list is a list specified
as follows:
1. The name of the variable containing the area of the incremental watershed
for the reach.
2. The name of the first land-use class (as it is to appear in printed output).
3. The name of the variable containing the area of the corresponding land use
for the incremental watershed of the reach.
4. The user-selected percentage criteria for assigning the first land-use class
to a reach (for example, assign the reach to the class Crops if 90 percent of
the area in the incremental watershed is cultivated).
5. Repeat items 2-4 for the second land-use class, etc.
The control variable land_class_list is activated only if the preceding control
variable if_distribute_yield_by_land_use is set to yes.

if_adjust
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if predictions for reaches having monitoring stations are
adjusted to correspond to observed flux. A response of yes causes predicted
flux for monitored reaches to exactly equal the monitored flux. To adjust the
by-source predicted flux for these reaches, monitored flux is apportioned
according to the predicted source shares. This option affects calculation of
predicted flux for reaches downstream from a monitored reach because these
fluxes depend on the predicted flux delivered from upstream reaches. Note,
however, that because model error is assumed to be independent across
reaches, the conditioning of predictions on monitored flux does not have a
large effect on prediction error for downstream reaches. A response of no
causes predicted flux to be based solely on the estimated SPARROW model.
Additional discussion of this option, and the effect of setting to ‘yes’ on the
estimate of standard error and confidence interval, is given in section 1.6.6 of
Part 1.

if_print_details
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if detailed notes about the model execution (generated
automatically by the SAS software) is printed to the SAS Log window. To
avoid excessive output, it is recommended that this option be set to no for
bootstrap analysis.

if_output_to_tab
Valid responses: yes | no

Option determining if model output is also written to tab-delimited text files.
A response of yes writes output to both SAS files and to tab-delimited ASCII
files (with the extension .txt). A response of no writes output to SAS data
files only. Text output is useful for loading results into ArcView projects or
into Excel spreadsheets.
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2.6.3.8 Data modifications
The single control variable data_modifications allows the user to modify the SAS input data to conform
to the analysis specified in the control file. The SAS input data file stored in the directory declared in the
home_data control variable typically serves as a data source for multiple SPARROW analyses that test different
specifications of the model. The data_modifications variable allows for testing various transformations of a
variable, or testing variables calculated from other variables, without preparing a new input data file. Additionally,
the SPARROW model requires the input data to adhere to certain conventions, and the data_modifications allows
for changing the data to adhere to these conventions without modifying the original SAS input data file.
Data modifications specified in the data modifications control variable are SAS language commands valid
within a SAS DATA step. Consult SAS documentation (for example, Statistical Analysis System Institute, 2000a)
to become familiar with SAS DATA step commands. Typically, these commands are assignment statements that
define or redefine variables in terms of existing variables included in the SAS input data set. Each specified SAS
command is terminated using a semicolon. To distinguish semicolons used to terminate SAS commands from the
semi-colon that terminates the specification of the data modifications control variable, all SAS commands are
entered as an argument to the SAS macro language function %str(). The %str() function allows special SAS
characters, such as the semicolon, that appear in the function’s argument to be treated as text during program
compilation, and as special characters during program execution.
Other control variables can be referenced in the data_modifications control variable; because they are
SAS macrovariables, however, references to them must include a preceding ‘&’. For example, a statement
assigning a modification to &fnode actually assigns modifications to the upstream node variable from the SAS
input file declared as the response for the control variable fnode.
An assignment statement in SAS takes the general form: <variable> = <expression> ;, where <variable>
is the name of a SAS variable to be either created or modified, and <espression> is a valid SAS expression (see
Statistical Analysis System Institute, 2000a, for additional information). A conditional statement that restricts the
observations included in the analysis takes the form: if <condition> ;, where <condition> is a valid SAS
condition. An if-then assignment statement is constructed using the syntax: if <condition> then <variable> =
<expression> ;. It is also possible to include a condition within an expression. In this case, the condition, enclosed
in parenthesis, defines a 0/1 variable that is used to evaluate the expression. For example, the statement A = B * (C
> 0) ; assigns the variable A the value of variable B if variable C is positive and zero otherwise. Finally, it should
be noted that missing values are represented in SAS by a ‘.’ and are interpreted as minus infinity when encountered
in evaluating a condition.

Control variables for model specification—Functional assignment of variables and coefficients
data_modifications (optional)
Examples:
%let data_modifications = %str(
if fnode > 0 and tnode > 0 ;
if rchtot < 0 then rchtot = 0 ;
rchtot1 = rchtot * (meanq <= 1000) ;
rchtot2 = rchtot *
(1000 < meanq <= 10000) ;
rchtot3 = rchtot * (meanq > 10000) ;
);
%let data_modifications = ;

The SAS code used to select a subset of observations, and to create
and modify variables, using existing variables included in the SAS
input data set stored in the home_data directory. Leave the
response blank if no data modifications are required. The SAS code
must be specified as an argument to the %str() macro function,
and must comply with SAS DATA step conventions. Use the
data_modifications control variable to restrict observations used
in the SPARROW analysis, to create or modify variables needed in
the specified model, and to eliminate missing values (coded as ‘.’
and interpreted in SAS as negative infinity) from the input data.

The following example illustrates typical modifications applied to a SAS input data set prior to model
execution. The text shown below in plain typeface (unbolded )is commentary that should not be included in the
data modifications specification. Bolded text appearing between the symbols ‘/*’ and ‘*/’ are interpreted by SAS as
comments.
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%let data_modifications = %str(
/* Select reaches to be included in the analysis */
if &fnode > 0 and &tnode > 0 ; (Remove observations that have invalid topological identifiers.)
/* Modify the monitored load variable */
IF &depvar = 0 then &depvar = . ; (Set non-positive monitored loads to missing so that they are not used for
estimation.)
/* Set the least squares weights. */
if &depvar > 0 and &ls_weight = . then &ls_weight = 1 ; (Defines a default value for the least squares
weights so that each observation with unassigned ls_weight gets equal weight in the analysis.)
/* Designate target reaches. */
&target = (termflag = 1 or termflag = 3) ; (Set the target variable to 1 if the termflag variable takes a value of
1 or 3 [a reach terminating in an estuary or coastline], and 0 otherwise.)
/* Specify the condition for transfer of load from upstream node to downstream node */
&iftran = (termflag = 3 or termflag = 1 or meanq > 0 or staid ^= '') ; (Set the transfer variable to 1 if the
termflag variable equals 1 or 3, or if the meanq [streamflow] variable is positive, or if the staid [station id]
variable is not blank, and 0 otherwise.)
/* Specify the frac variable for coastline reaches */
if termflag = 3 then &frac = 0 ; (Set the fractional diversion variable to zero if the reach is a coastline reach –
this prevents accumulation of flux across coastline reaches.)
/* Define the reach decay variables. */
if rchtot < 0 or termflag = 3 or rchtype = 0 then rchtot = 0 ; (If the rchtot variable [reach time of travel] is
negative or missing, or if the termflag variable is equal to 3 [reach is a coastline], or if the reach type is a
reservoir, then set rchtot to zero.)
rchdecay1 = (meanq <= 500) * rchtot ;
rchdecay2 = (500 < meanq <= 10000) * rchtot ;
rchdecay3 = (meanq > 10000) * rchtot ;
(rchdecay1 is set to the value of rchtot [reach time of travel] if meanq [streamflow] is less than or equal to 500
cfs, and 0 otherwise; rchdecay2 is set to the value of rchtot if meanq is between 500 and 10000 cfs, and 0
otherwise; rchdecay3 is set to the value of rchtot if meanq is greater than 10000 cfs, and 0 otherwise.)
/* Define the reservoir decay variable */
if hload > 0 and rchtype = 2 then iresload = 1 / hload ;
else iresload = 0 ; (irhload [inverse reservoir hydraulic load] is set to the inverse of hload [hydraulic load] if
hload is positive and rchtype equals 2 [the reach is a reservoir reach], and 0 otherwise.)
lon = -lon ; (Reverse the sign on the variable in the input data file containing the longitude coordinate to insure
proper plotting for Western Hemisphere coordinates. This statement is not necessary if the longitude
coordinate for Western Hemisphere locations is negative in the input data file.)
IF POINT = . THEN POINT = 0 ;
IF ATMDEP = . THEN ATMDEP = 0 ;
IF FERTILIZER = . THEN FERTILIZER = 0 ;
IF WASTE = . THEN WASTE = 0 ;
IF NONAGR = . THEN NONAGR = 0 ;
(Convert any missing values for the source variables into zeros.)
) ; (This terminates the data_modifications control variable.)
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2.7 Executing the model
The SPARROW model is executed by loading and submitting the control file (a SAS program file) in the
SAS workspace. This section demonstrates the typical steps in model execution and provides model output to be
used as reference for viewing output files in the following sections.
1. Open the control file “sparrow_control_example.sas” (in the directory “.\sparrow\master”) into the Program
editor window of the SAS workspace, using any of the three procedures described in section 2.5.3, “Opening
SAS program files.”
2. Modify the responses for the four control variables that specify directory structure (home_results, home_data,
home_program, and home_gis), if necessary, so that the specified pathnames match those on your operating
system. Modify the response for the control variable indata, if necessary, to match the name of the file in the
directory “.\sparrow\data.” Typically these are the only changes required when the model is moved to a new
location.

3. Save the modified version of the control file (by selecting File, Save As from the menu bar for the SAS
Program editor window) to a new subdirectory that will eventually house all the model output (including the
log file) associated with this particular model run. (This practice is recommended in order to track and organize
results for different model specifications and constituents). For example, save the file as
“NationalTN_1_current_date”) in a subdirectory by the same name under “.\sparrow\results”, to correspond to
the naming convention and subdirectory structure suggested in section 2.4, “Input/output structure,” and figure
2.1.
4. Run the model by clicking the icon for Submit (
) on the applications toolbar or by selecting Run, Submit
from the menu bar for the Program editor window.
5. Switch to the SAS Log window as the program is running (for instructions see section 2.5.2, “Active windows
and menus”). This window is used for reviewing program statements that are submitted to SAS, reviewing
system messages and errors, and reviewing program speed and resource usage figures.
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6. After model execution, review the model results listed in the SAS Output window and scan the SAS Log
window for error messages. The SAS data files produced by the model execution can be viewed using the SAS
Viewtable utility (see instructions in section 2.5.5, “Moving around in the SAS Explorer window”). The user is
referred to section 2.8, “Model output” for detailed discussion of model results and output files and for
guidance in reviewing and interpreting results. In addition, guidance for diagnosing and resolving fatal errors
during model execution and certain cases of invalid results is given in section 2.9, “Common execution errors
and diagnostic tests”.
7. If a permanent record of all the model results is desired:
a. Save the contents of the SAS Log and Output windows by selecting File, Save from the menu bar for each
of these windows. Save these files to the same subdirectory as the control file.
b. Using Windows Explorer, copy or move the SAS output data files (data tables and graphs) to the
subdirectory with the control, log, and output-listing files from this run. Although the model program
retains pre-existing (that is, created by the preceding model run) output SAS data files in the directory
“.\sparrow\results” by renaming them with the prefix BAK_, these BAK_ files overwrite the backup files
from earlier runs and consequently data files must be moved if a permanent record is desired. Note that a
SPARROW run with the if_estimate control variable set to no does not convert existing SAS data sets
containing estimation output to backup status and existing backup files containing estimation output are
not deleted. A similar action is taken with respect to SAS files containing prediction output if the
if_predict control variable is set to no.
Clear the SAS Log and Output windows after each model run (to avoid confusion over logs from successive runs)
by selecting Edit, Clear All from the menu bar for each of these windows.
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2.8 Model output
This section describes and interprets the different forms of SPARROW model output. Output consists of
two separate components, estimation output (for example, coefficients and fit statistics) and prediction output (for
example, reach-level predictions). A model run produces output from either or both of these components depending
on the responses for the control variables if_estimate and if_predict control variables in the control file.
Each component of the output in turn consists of three forms of output: messages printed to the SAS Log
window, tables and graphs listed in the SAS Results and Output windows, and text files and SAS data files written
to the “.\sparrow\results” directory. The discussion of estimation output in section 2.8.1 below is organized into
four subsections, according to the form of output:
• estimation results listed in the SAS Output window (tables of nonlinear optimizations results and diagnostics,
model fit statistics and coefficient estimates),
• graphs listed in the SAS Results window,
• SAS data files containing estimation output,
• text files summarizing the estimation results.
Similarly, the discussion of prediction output in section 2.8.2 is organized into two subsections:
• Summary tables of prediction results listed in the SAS Results and Output windows, and
• SAS data files containing prediction output.
Other output files, described in section 2.8.3, contain output from either estimation or prediction, or both. Finally,
estimation and prediction output can be linked, optionally, to SAS/GIS spatial data bases during SPARROW model
execution, as described in section 2.8.4.
Messages printed to the SAS Log window are of interest for tracking the source of any errors that occurred
during a SPARROW program execution. A brief inspection of the SAS Log window following a model run
therefore should be common practice. Even if detailed printing to the SAS Log window is turned off (if the control
variable if_print_details in the control file is set to no), messages pertaining to execution errors are printed to the
Log window.
The elements (tables) in the SAS Output window after a model run can also be accessed through the tree
structure in the SAS Results window. To view specific output tables or graphs, double-click the corresponding
entry in the SAS Results window.
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The SAS output data files listed in the SAS Explorer window after a model run can be viewed using the
SAS Viewtable utility (see section 2.5.4, “Viewing SAS data files from the SAS Explorer window”).

Suggestions for storing and cataloging output from a series of model runs are given in section 2.7,
“Executing the model.” The output produced by execution (steps described in section 2.7, “Executing the model”)
of the example model downloaded from the SPARROW software web page can serve as a visual aid to the
discussion of the log file, the various elements of the SAS Output and Results windows, and the SAS data files.
Every execution of the SPARROW model results in the creation or extension of a model specifications text
file called “summary_model_specs.txt” stored in the designated home_results directory. This file records most of
the important control variable settings used in current and past runs of the model. The file is created the first time a
SPARROW model run is directed to store output in the designated home_results directory. Specification
summaries for subsequent model runs using the same results directory are appended to the original
“summary_model_specs.txt” file. Each specification summary is annotated with the date and time the model was
executed. A similar annotated file called “summary_model_rslts.txt” is created for summarizing SPARROW
estimation results (see section 2.8.1), allowing the user to reconstruct a history of alternative control settings that
were attempted and the subsequent results each setting obtained.

2.8.1. Estimation output

1.

2.
3.
4.

Output from model estimation consists of:
the tables of estimation results listed in the SAS Results and Output windows after a model run, including the
diagnostic output produced by the nonlinear optimization algorithm (described and interpreted in section
2.8.1.1) and the resulting model coefficients and associated statistics (described and interpreted in section
2.8.1.2);
graphs showing the relation of predicted flux to observed flux and residuals and the degree to which the
residuals approximate a normal distribution (described and interpreted in section 2.8.1.3);
SAS data files (and text files if requested ) of estimation results and test mode output (described in section
2.8.1.4 and appendix D); and
a text file containing a summary of the model estimation results.

2.8.1.1 Nonlinear optimization results and diagnostics
The diagnostic output produced by the nonlinear optimization algorithm consists of six major parts: the
initial coefficient estimates, the initial objective function estimates, the requested options for optimization, the
iteration history of the optimization, the final coefficient estimates, and the final objective function estimates. The
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level of detail included in the diagnostic output depends on the level specified for the control variable
“NLP_printing_option” in the control file. The description here pertains to the highest level of detail that can be
produced (level 5).

Note that the term parameter is used throughout the following discussion in place of the term coefficient.
Although both these terms refer to the SPARROW model coefficients, the term parameter is more commonly used
in discussions of methods for optimization and nonlinear estimation.
Initial coefficient estimates
The table titled “Starting Parameters” in the Results window, and “Optimization Start Parameter
Estimates” in the Output window, lists the initial parameter values (named X1, X2,…) specified for the
optimization along with the gradient of the objective function evaluated at the initial values. [The gradient of the
objective function evaluated at a parameter value is the change in the function value resulting from a one unit
change in the parameter—see section 1.5.1.5 of Part 1 for details.]
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The initial parameter values and the lower and upper bound constraints are those declared in the control
variable betailst, either explicitly or implicitly (through default assignment). The displayed parameter names, X1,
X2, …, are listed in the same order as the coefficients specified in betailst. Parameters and bounds set to the
implied default in betailst are assigned zero for the parameter estimate, with no lower or upper bound (thus a
missing value for a lower or upper bound implies no imposed constraint). See the discussion in section 2.5.3,
“Control file,” for appropriate specifications of bounds. If there are errors in the optimization, check to see that the
initial values and constraint bounds are consistent with the model you wish to estimate.
Initial objective function estimates
The table titled “Starting Parameters” in the Results window, and “Optimization Start Function Values” in
the SAS Output window, lists values of the objective function evaluated at the initial parameter values. For the
least squares objective used by SPARROW, the function value is the residual of contaminant flux for each
monitoring station in the calibration data set, expressed in natural logarithm units. One objective value is listed for
each monitoring station in the model, ordered according to the value of hydseq for the associated monitored reach.

Summary of requested options for optimization
The table titled “Input Options” in the Results window and “Levenberg-Marquardt Optimization” in the
Output window, displays the options used in the optimization method for the model. The Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm used in SPARROW modeling is an appropriate optimization method for least-squares problems.
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The first 14 options displayed in the table (through ABSCONV Function Criterion) pertain to termination
criteria used by SAS. The first three of these options define limits on the algorithm that, if exceeded, constitute an
abnormal termination of the algorithm. The maximum number of iterations is set to 100, which far exceeds the 1020 iterations typically required to achieve convergence for a SPARROW model. Generally, failure to converge
within 100 iterations indicates an error in the model specification. The maximum function calls, set at 500, defines
the maximum number of times the objective function is evaluated. This number should be greater than the number
of iterations because multiple function calls are required for each iteration to determine numerical gradients (that is,
changes in the objective with respect to changes in the parameter values) used for evaluating the step change in
parameter values between iterations (see section 1.5.1.5 in Part 1). The maximum limit for function calls should not
be set too high, however; setting a limit which far exceeds the limit for iterations could result in unnecessarily long
execution times (each evaluation of the objective function requires a complete pass through the reach network)
prior to determining that the algorithm is not converging, an indication of a problem in model specification.
The remaining 11 termination criteria pertain to conditions for convergence of the algorithm (see Statistical
Analysis System Institute, 2000b, for documentation of the different criteria). A zero value for a setting effectively
disables that particular criterion. The SPARROW model is configured to terminate based on convergence of the
relative gradients (GCONV) criterion. This criterion is evaluated by pre- and post-multiplying the inverse of the
Hessian matrix by the gradient vectors, and normalizing the result by the value of the objective function. Note,
however, that a SPARROW model may converge on the basis of other criteria; for example, if successive values of
the objective function across iterations show no change. In this case, the solution is deemed within the noise of the
numerical precision of the estimated objective function, so convergence is assumed. The item defining FD
Derivatives refers to the number of digits accuracy applied to the objective function in computing numerical, finite
difference derivatives. SPARROW uses forward difference approximations to the derivatives of the objective
function with respect to the model coefficients. (A more accurate approximation is central differences but this
requires more evaluations of the objective function at each iteration.) The remaining items pertain to the precision
with which SAS tests the solution for singularity of the Hessian matrix and imposition of active constraints on the
estimated coefficients.
Iteration history
The iteration history gives details on progress towards convergence for each iteration of the optimization
algorithm. For each iteration, SAS reports the values and gradients for each parameter (listed in the same order as
specified in the control variable betailst in the control file), the value of the objective function evaluated at the
parameter values shown, as well as information on the number of function calls required to complete the iteration
and any active constraints associated with the parameter values. A well-specified SPARROW model should show
steady progress towards convergence, with the gradients of unconstrained coefficients going to zero.
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Optimization results: parameter estimates
The table titled “Resulting Parameters” in the Results window and “Optimization Results Parameter
Estimates” in the Output window lists the values of the parameters at the convergence criterion and the gradient of
the objective function with respect to each parameter. Parameters are listed in the same order as specified in the
control variable betailst in the control file. Small values of the gradients for the unconstrained parameters are
desired. Constrained parameters will have non-zero gradients. Note that the gradients will generally be larger than
the GCONV criterion listed in the Levenberg-Marquardt Optimization table because the GCONV criterion is based
on a quadratic form of the gradients (which effectively squares the value of the gradient), normalized by the
objective function value.

Optimization results: function values
The table titled “Resulting Parameters” in the Results window and “Optimization Results Function Values”
in the Output window lists the values of the objective function for each observation in the SPARROW model. The
values are the residuals of contaminant flux for each monitoring station in the calibration data set, evaluated by
using the final parameter estimates and expressed in natural logarithm units.
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2.8.1.2 Coefficients and diagnostic statistics for the nonlinear weighted least squares model
Final estimates of coefficients and statistics describing model fit are listed in the SAS Output window,
along with associated measures of significance, covariance, and collinearity of the coefficient estimates.
Fit statistics
The listing of statistics titled “NOBS_DF_MODEL_DF_ERROR_SSE_MSE__” in the Results window,
and shown on the first page of “SPARROW Nonlinear Least Squares Results” in the Output window, reports
descriptive statistics relating to model fit (a description of these statistics is included in section 1.5.6 of Part 1).
These results are also written to the SAS data file “summary_betaest” and, if requested, to the text file
“summary_betaest.txt.”

The number of observations, N, representing the number of reaches with a monitoring station reporting a
flux measurement, is given by the statistic “N Obs.” The “DF Model” statistic is the number of degrees of freedom
used in the model estimation process—in this case, the number of model coefficients for which an unconstrained
value is estimated (here, denoted K). The “DF Error” statistic pertains to the difference between the number of
observations and the number of degrees of freedom used in model estimation (N – K). This statistic represents the
number of degrees of freedom used to estimate the N residuals of the model. The Sum of Squared Errors (SSE)
statistic is the squared value of the estimated residual, ε̂ , times its weight, w (specified in the control variable
ls_weight in the control file and automatically normlized to sum to N), and summed over all N monitored reaches

SSE = ∑ wi εˆi2 .
i∈ I

The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is equal to the SSE divided by (N – K), the number of degrees of freedom for the
error (DF Error).
The root mean-squared error (Root MSE or RMSE) is the square root of the mean squared error. A rule-ofthumb for interpreting RMSE in relation to percent error is described in section 1.5.6 of Part 1. If RMSE is less
than 0.6, then 100 times RMSE is approximately equal to the percent error (associated with one standard deviation)
in the flux estimate for any given reach. For RMSE greater than 0.6, the approximation is less precise and results in
an overestimate of the percent error.
The remaining fit statistics are R-square, adjusted R-square (Adj R-Sq), and R-square of the logarithm of
contaminant yield (Yld R-Sq). As explained in section 1.5.6 of Part 1, the R-square and Adj R-Sq statistic for a
SPARROW model tend to be large (greater than 0.6) partly because of the fact that much of the variation in the
dependent variable is associated with the size (drainage area) of the basin upstream from the monitored reach, and
drainage area in turn is typically highly correlated with contaminant source variables. A high R-square therefore
does not necessarily indicate a good model fit. Goodness of model fit might be better described by R-square of the
logarithm of contaminant yield given by the Yld R-sq statistic in the SAS output (see section 1.5.6 of Part 1 for
details).
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Coefficient estimates
The table titled “PARAMETERS_ESTIMATE_SD_ESTIMATE_ in the SAS Results window, and shown
on the first page of “SPARROW Nonlinear Least Squares Results” in the SAS Output window, reports coefficient
estimates, standard errors (Std Err), t-statistics, p-values (Pr > |t|), and variance inflation factors (VIF). Coefficients
that are constrained according to the bounds specified in the control variable betailst in the control file show
missing values for all statistics except the estimate. All statistics are biased in finite samples but, under the stated
assumptions of the SPARROW model (see section 1.5.2 of Part 1), consistent as sample size goes to infinity. Also
under the stated assumptions, the t-statistics are asymptotically distributed standard normal. The p-values are based
on a two-tailed probability from a Student’s t distribution.

The noncentered variance inflation factor (VIF) and eigenvalue spread (Eigen Sprd), both reported on the
first page of “SPARROW Nonlinear Least Squares Results” in the SAS Output window, are commonly used
statistics for determining the importance of multicollinearity. As explained in section 1.5.4.3 of Part 1, high values
for the variance inflation factor (VIF) identify predictors (or, more precisely, gradients) that are highly collinear
with other predictors (i.e., gradients). Because a SPARROW model is typically estimated without an intercept, the
reported VIF is typically based on non-centered transformations of the gradients (see section 1.5.4.3 of Part 1 for
details). The SPARROW model automatically tests the model specification to determine if an intercept is present
and modifies the VIF accordingly. Reported VIF with the qualifier “(NC)” pertain to variance inflation factors
computed from non-centered transformed gradients.
The standard rule of thumb indicates high collinearity if the VIF based on centered gradients is greater than
10, implying an R-square for the regression of the gradient on the remaining gradients exceeds 90 percent. This
rule of thumb is not appropriate if the VIF is based on non-centered gradients. As explained in section 1.5.4.3 of
Part 1, a better interpretation of the VIF is in terms of the potential increase in the t-statistic that could be obtained
if the gradients were formed using an orthogonal sampling design. Evidence that multicollinearity is potentially
masking the significance of an insignificant coefficient is obtained if inflating the coefficient’s t-statistic by the
square root of its VIF (centered or non-centered) causes the t-statistic to become significant.
High values of the eigenvalue spread provide an additional indication of multicollinearity. The derivation
of this statistic and a discussion of how it should be interpreted is included in section 1.5.4.3 of Part 1.
The table titled “X’X Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors” in the SAS Results and Output windows lists the
eigensystem of the transformed gradient’s X ′X matrix (see section 1.5.4.3 of Part 1 for details). If the SPARROW
model is run without an intercept, then the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are based on non-centered gradients and
the title will include the qualifier “(NC).” The first row of the eigensystem output gives the K eigenvalues, and the
column beneath each eigenvalue represents the associated eigenvector. Eigenvalues near zero are an indicator of
collinearity. The variables causing the collinearity are identified as those having the largest elements within the
eigenvalue’s corresponding eigenvector (see the discussion in section 1.5.4.3 of Part 1).
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Statistics for evaluating the residual distribution
The printout of statistics titled “E_VAL_SPREAD_PPCC_SWILD_STAT_SW_” in the SAS Results
window, and shown at the bottom of the first page of “SPARROW Nonlinear Least Squares Results” in the SAS
Output window, reports three additional statistics that can be used to evaluate the distribution of the residuals: the
normal distribution probability plot correlation coefficient, the Shapiro-Wilks normality test statistic, and the
probability value of the Shapiro-Wilks test statistic. A low value for the probability value of the Shapiro-Wilks
statistic indicates rejection of the hypothesis that the residuals are identically normally distributed. As explained in
section 1.5.5.1 of Part 1, non-normal residuals do not necessarily invalidate the results of a SPARROW model,
although rejection caused by heteroscedasticity could pose a problem for evaluating model coefficient estimates.
Evidence of this particular problem, however, should be gathered primarily by inspection of graphs depicting
predicted and observed log of flux or yield (see section 2.8.1.3, “Graphical output”).

Covariance and multicollinearity diagnostic matrices
In addition to the diagnostics for multicollinearity discussed in the section ‘Coefficient estimates’, the
covariance and correlation matrix are useful in cases of multicollinearity for identifying collinear predictors. The
covariance matrix (printed in the table titled “Parameter Covariances” in the SAS Results and Output windows)
describes the covariances between the estimated coefficients that arises from the particular finite sample used to
estimate the model. (The covariance matrix is also written to the SAS data file “cov_betaest”.) The reported
covariances for the nonlinear SPARROW model are asymptotically valid, meaning that the estimates are valid in
large samples but are only suggestive in small samples. The square roots of the diagonal elements represent the
standard errors of the coefficients reported in the preceding table of the SAS Output window. If one of the two
coefficients being compared is constrained, the covariance is reported as a missing value.
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Because covariances are somewhat difficult to interpret, SPARROW also reports the correlation matrix
(titled “Parameter Correlations” in the SAS Results and Output windows). An element in the correlation matrix
represents the correlation between two estimated coefficients. The element given in the ith row and jth column is
computed by taking the covariance between the ith and jth coefficients and dividing by the square root of the
product of the variances for the ith and jth coefficients. As with correlations in general, the elements of this matrix
must lie between –1 and 1. Because a coefficient estimate is perfectly correlated with itself, the elements along the
diagonal are set to 1. Correlations of constrained coefficients are reported as missing values. The correlation matrix
can be useful in identifying the bivariate case of multicollinearity—that is, collinearity between only two
predictors. See section 1.5.4.3 of Part 1 for further discussion.

2.8.1.3 Graphical output
Each model run produces graphs of observed, predicted, and residual values of the dependent variable for
the calibration data set, and saves the graphs in the “.\sparrow\results” directory as SAS data sets (catalogs)
(described in section 2.8.1.4, “Estimation output files”). The graphs can be viewed by clicking on the SAS catalog
name (“gbt_graphname”) listed in a Windows Explorer window, or by double-clicking the “Gplot” entries in the
SAS Results window.
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Additionally, the graphs can be exported to image files (for use in reports or presentations) by selecting
File, Export as Image from the menu bar and specifying the format and file name. Alternatively, export a graph to
an image file by selecting File, Print from the menu bar, clicking the Print to file box, and entering a graphics
driver name in the SAS graphics driver. (A list of SAS graphics drivers can be obtained by opening the SAS
Explorer window and clicking on “SAShelp” and then on “Devices.” Clicking on the device name gives
information about each device. Generally, the device “CLJPS” (color HP laser jet postscript) provides reasonable
results.) Click OK to create the graphics file (automatically saved or appended to the postscript file in the
“.\sparrow\results” directory); or select Preview instead to preview the quality of the image, then click the Print
button to create the graphics file.
The validity of the weighted least squares methodology used by SPARROW relies on three assumptions
about the weighted residuals of the model: they are mutually independent, they have a common variance (i.e., the
weighted residuals are homoscedastic), and they are independent of the predictor variables. Although not a rigorous
statistical test, the graphs of predicted log of flux versus observed log of flux, predicted log of flux versus the
residual log of flux, and predicted log of yield versus residual log of flux are useful for detecting meaningful
deviations from the last two of these assumptions. Evidence that the residuals are not identically distributed (that is,
not homoscedastic) is often expressed as systematic variations in the scatter of the plotted points across different
regions of the graphs. Examples are given in the next sections illustrating interpretation of the graphs.
Predicted relative to observed flux
What to look for to validate the estimated model: The graphed points should exhibit an even spread about
the one-to-one line with no outliers.
A common pattern expressed in the graph of the predicted log of flux versus the observed log of flux for
SPARROW nutrient models is the tendency for larger scatter among observations with smaller predicted flux. The
pattern in the graph produced from executing the example model illustrates this type of heteroscedasticity.
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Predicted relative to residual flux
What to look for to validate the estimated model: The residuals should not vary systematically (either in
terms of spread or bias) with the predictions.
The graph of predicted log of flux versus the residual (in logarithm space) provides a second check of
whether residuals meet the assumptions of the least squares methodology (that residuals are identically distributed
(homoscedastic) and independent of the predictor variables). The plotted residuals are the unweighted residuals,
eˆi , obtained from the fitted model.

Under heteroscedasticity, unweighted residuals will exhibit varying levels of spread across the range of
predictions. The pattern in the graph produced from executing the example model illustrates heteroscedasticity,
specifically larger residuals for smaller observations of flux. In this case, the user can test various assignments of
weights (weighting the flux observations) in order to remove the heteroscedasticity (see the discussion in section
1.5.5.1 of Part 1, “Heteroscedasticity,” for more information about assigning weights). Trial assignments are
specified either by modifying the input data file or defining modifications to the control variable ls_weight in the
control file.
The effects of different weighting assignments can be directly observed by inspecting the graph of
predicted log of flux versus the weighted residual (“Predicted Relative to Weighted Residual Flux”, created only if
the residuals and weighted residuals differ), eˆi wi , where eˆi is the estimated residual from the fitted model and

wi is the associated weight assigned by the user to each observation and declared in the control variable ls_weight
in the control file. If the weights are correctly specified, the resulting graph should correct any systematic
heteroscedasticity visible in the “Predicted Relative to Residual Flux” graph.
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Predicted yield relative to residual flux
What to look for to validate the estimated model: The residuals should not vary systematically (either in
terms of spread or bias) with the prediction; a systematic pattern indicates misspecification of the model at the
watershed scale.
The plot of predicted log of yield versus the residual log of flux, or weighted residual log of flux if the
model is estimated with weights that vary across observations, can be used to determine if there are any systematic
relations between the predictors and the residuals (that is, failure of the assumption that residuals are independent
of predictors) that transcend scale effects. Observation of a systematic pattern in this plot indicates that the model is
misspecified, and further indicates, as a pattern observed on this plot would not be due to scale effects, that the
likely source of the misspecification is the land-to-water delivery process or the omission of an important source
variable. Conversely, if a systematic pattern is not observed on this plot, but is observed between the weighted
residuals and predicted flux (see previous discussion of “Predicted Relative to Residual Flux”), then it can be
concluded that misspecification of the model is likely related to processes that accumulate flux across different
scales.

Probability plot of residuals
What to look for: normally distributed weighted residuals will plot along the reference line (departure
from this condition does not, however, necessarily invalidate the estimated model).
The probability plot depicts the relation between the empirical distribution of the residuals and the normal
distribution. Specifically, it is the scatter plot relating the ordered standardized weighted residuals, ei∗ and the
quantiles of the adjusted ranks qi (see the discussion of the probability plot correlation coefficient in section
1.5.5.1 of Part 1). If the weighted residuals are approximately normally distributed, and the probability plot
correlation coefficient is near one, the points should plot along the one-to-one line. (The one-to-one line
corresponds to the line formed by the mean of e* plus the standard deviation of e* times the minimum and
maximum values of e*.) If the probability plot correlation coefficient is considerably less than one, on the other
hand, the points will deviate from the one-to-one line. In the latter case, further interpretation of the graph can
indicate the nature of the deviation from normality (see section 1.5.5.1 of Part 1 for additional details).
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Using graphical output to identify outliers
The graphs of predicted versus observed flux or predicted versus residual flux are also useful for
evaluating the presence of outlier observations. (Past experience with SPARROW models shows that outlier
observations are more likely to be caused by problems with the data rather than problems with the model.) The
identity of outlying observations can be determined by preparing a separate graph of the data using the
SAS/INSIGHT software (Statistical Analysis System Institute, 2000c) and the estimation output data file “resids”
(described in section 2.8.1.4, “Estimation output files). Refer to appendix D.3, “Estimation Output File ‘resids,’”
for the names of variables in the “resids” file corresponding to observed and predicted log flux or log yield and to
residual flux, and select from these to prepare the graph in SAS/INSIGHT. Clicking a point on the SAS/INSIGHT
graph highlights the corresponding observation in the “resids” data file in INSIGHT, from which identifying
information such as the station identifier and name can be determined.
2.8.1.4 Estimation output data files
The SPARROW model writes to the directory “.\sparrow\results” several SAS data tables (described in
table 2.2) containing the results of model estimation. The graphs displayed in the SAS Results and Output windows
after a model run are also written to SAS data files (catalogs, also described in table 2.2) in the “.\sparrow\results”
directory. The files can be accessed by double-clicking the library Dir_rslt in the SAS Explorer window, then
double-clicking the entry for the data table (

) or catalog (

).
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Table 2.2.

Estimation output files.

Output data file name

Conditions for output

Description of contents

SAS Data Tables
summary_betaest

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains in a single row the parametric and, if
requested, bootstrap coefficient estimates and
standard errors, model fit statistics, and other
summary statistics.

cov_betaest

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains the parametric estimates of the coefficient
covariance matrix.

resids

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains monitored flux and estimates of predicted
flux and residuals, and other monitoring station
information.

boot_betaest_all

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains the coefficient estimates generated from
the parametric and bootstrap analyses. If bootstrap
analysis is not requested, this file contains a single
row with coefficient estimates from parametric
estimation.

test_resids

Optional, if estimation testing is
requested.

Contains monitored flux and estimates of predicted
flux and residuals derived from initial coefficient
values.

gbt_pred_vs_obs

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains the plot “Predicted Relative to Observed
Flux.”

gbt_pred_vs_resid

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains the plot “Predicted Relative to Residual
Flux.”

gbt_pred_vs_wresid

Standard, if model estimation is
requested and variable weights
are assigned.

Contains the plot “Predicted Relative to Weighted
Residual Flux.”

gbt_pred_yld_vs_wresid

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains the plot “Predicted Yield Relative to
Residual Flux.”

gbt_prob_plot

Standard, if model estimation is
requested.

Contains the plot “Probability Plot of Residuals.”

SAS Data Catalogs

Additional discussion of the general structure and function of each estimation output data table is given in
the following sections. Detailed descriptions of the variables in each data table are included in appendix D,
“Description of Output Files.” SPARROW can create (if the control variable if_output_to_tab is set to yes) a
duplicate tab-delimited text file for each of the SAS data tables listed in table 2.2.
Output file “summary_betaest”
The file consists of a single row containing the set of parametric coefficient estimates, the standard
deviation of the parametric estimates, the mean and variance of the exponentiated weighted errors, the number of
observations, the degrees of freedom of the model and error, fit statistics, the eigenvalue spread of the coefficients,
the probability plot correlation coefficient, and the Shapiro-Wilks test statistic and probability value for evaluating
the normality of the model weighted residuals (see section 2.8.1.2 for discussion of these output items).
Additionally, if the analysis includes bootstrapping (see the description of the control variable n_boot_iter in
section 2.6.3.2, “Bootstrap iterations and seeds”), the file contains the bootstrap unbiased estimates of the
coefficients, the bootstrap estimates of the coefficient standard deviations, and the lower and upper bounds on the
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bootstrap-defined confidence interval (see section 1.5.3.3 of Part 1 for an explanation of the bootstrap estimates).
Note that if a parametric bootstrap has been specified (see the description of the control variable
if_parm_bootstrap in section 2.6.3.7, “Options for model execution”), the bootstrap estimates will closely match
the parametric equivalents. Appendix D.1, “Estimation Output File ‘summary_betaest,’” contains detailed
descriptions of each variable in this file.
Output file “cov_betaest”
The file contains the covariance matrix, variance inflation factors and eigenvalues for the SPARROW
model parametric coefficient estimates (see section 1.5.4.3 of Part 1 for a discussion of the interpretation of the
variance inflation factors and eigenvalues). The number of observations in this file equals the number of
coefficients in the model. The order of the coefficients across the rows and columns is the same as that specified in
the control variable betailst in the control file. Appendix D.2, “Estimation Output File ‘cov_betaest,’” contains
detailed descriptions of each variable in this file.
Output file “resids”
The file contains the ancillary information about each monitoring station, the station weight used for
computing weighted least squares, measured and predicted flux in both real and natural logarithm units, various
transformations of the model residuals, the observation’s leverage, and the gradients associated with the model
coefficients. Many of the variables used in the graphs described in section 2.8.1.3, “Graphical output,” are included
in the “resids” file. Appendix D.3, “Estimation Output File ‘resids,’” contains detailed descriptions of each variable
in this file. The tab-delimited text file version of this file is particularly useful for transporting station results to
ArcView in order to produce spatial plots of the residuals.
Output file “boot_betaest_all”
This file contains the coefficient estimates for each bootstrap iteration. The first observation pertains to
coefficient estimates from the parametric model. Subsequent observations pertain to the bootstrap iteration
estimates. The file is created even if a bootstrap analysis is not requested, and in this case contains a single row
with the parametric estimates. Appendix D.4, “Estimation Output File ‘boot_betaest,’” contains detailed
descriptions of each variable in this file.
If a parametric bootstrap has been specified (see the description of the control variable if_parm_bootstrap
in section 2.6.3.7, “Options for model execution”), the coefficient estimates for the bootstrap iterations are
generated using a normal random number generator with the set of bootstrap coefficients in the rth iteration given
by

bˆr = bˆ + Pzr ,
where b̂ is the k-element vector of parametric coefficient estimates, P is a k × k matrix representing the Cholesky

()

()

decomposition of the parametric estimates’ covariance matrix V bˆ (that is, PP ′ = V bˆ ), and z r is a k-element
th

vector corresponding to the r iteration’s random draw from a independent standard normal distribution. If the
parametric bootstrap is not selected, then the bootstrap coefficient estimates are obtained by reestimating the
SPARROW model using random weights (see section 1.5.3.1 of Part 1). The number of observations (rows) in the
file “boot_betaest_all” equals the number of bootstrap iterations performed plus one, the additional observation
representing the parametric estimates.
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Output file “test_resids” (optional)
This file contains output from the estimation algorithm in test mode. The file is created only if the control
variables if_estimate and if_test_calibrate in the control file are both set to yes, in which case the estimation test
output supplants the creation of all other SPARROW estimation output. The contents of the file “test_resids” can
be used to determine if any monitored reaches have negative values of predicted flux (the variable PREDICT).
Instances of negative flux require a modification of the model—either by changing the included variables,
modifying the process specifications, or imposing additional bounds on the coefficients. All values of the
predictions and residuals reported in the file “test_resids” are obtained using the initial values of the coefficients as
specified in the control variable betailst. See additional discussion in section 2.9.2.2, “Estimation execution errors
caused by numerical overflow—using the test-calibration mode”; a description of the variables in the test_resids
data set is contained in appendix D.5, “Estimation Output File ‘test_resids.’”
2.8.1.5 Summary estimation output
In order to assist the user in organizing output from multiple model runs, SPARROW produces summary
files that record the options selected for each model run and, if model estimation is performed, a summary of the
weighted nonlinear least squares estimation results. The summary estimation results from multiple runs of the
model are stored in the text file “summary_model_rslts.txt” stored in the home_results directory. The summary
file is created the first time a SPARROW model directs estimation results to the home_results directory.
Estimation results from subsequent model runs are appended to the file and annotated with respect to the date and
time the model was run. The annotation permits the user to correlate the estimation results with the model control
specifications for that run as recorded in the “summary_model_specs.txt” file.
The summary file includes all the fit statistics, coefficient estimates and associated standard errors, tstatistics and p-values, variance inflation factors, eigenvalue spread, Shapiro-Wilks test statistic and significance
level, and probability plot correlation coefficient. Additionally, the summary output includes the eigenvector
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue.

2.8.2 Prediction output
Prediction output consists of tables summarizing reach-level predictions listed in the SAS Output window
after a model run (described and interpreted in section 2.8.2.1), SAS data files (and text files, if requested)
containing reach-level predictions and summaries, and test mode output (described in section 2.8.2.2).
2.8.2.1 Summary results
SPARROW prediction output printed to the SAS Output window includes at least one, and optionally a
second, statistical summary of the reach-level predictions. The first summary gives means and quantile statistics for
the reach predictions of flux, yield, concentration, and source shares. The second, optional, summary gives quantile
statistics of predicted yield for reaches classified according to various land uses.
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Summary of reach-level predictions
The table titled “Mean, Standard Deviation, Percentile, and Range of Reach Predictions” in the SAS
Results and Output windows describes means and quantile statistics for reach-level predictions of the variables
flux, yield, concentration, and source shares. The results contained in this table are also written to the SAS data file
“summary_predict” and, if requested, to the text file “summary_predict.txt”.

The prediction variables, arranged in rows, are defined as:

Prediction Variable (arranged in
rows)

Description

Upstream Yield (kg/ha/yr,
mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)

The total flux predicted to leave the reach divided by the total upstream area,
expressed in units of kilograms hectare-1 year-1 (kg/ha/yr), metric tons
hectare-1 year-1 (mt/ha/yr), or billion colonies hectare-1 year-1 (Bcol/ha/yr),
depending on the load_units control variable specification.

Incremental Yield (kg/ha/yr,
mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)

The total flux originating within the reach’s incremental watershed and
delivered to the reach outlet divided by the area of the incremental
watershed, expressed in units of kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/yr, depending on
the load_units control variable specification.

Flow Weighted Concentration
(mg/L, ug/L, or col/100 ml)

The long-term mean flow-weighted concentration of the contaminant leaving
the reach. Concentration is determined by dividing the predicted flux by
mean flow (the variable declared by the control variable mean_flow in the
control file). The units of the estimate are micrograms per liter (ug/L) if the
if_concentration_in_micrograms control variable is set to yes. Otherwise,
the units are milligrams per liter (mg/L) or, if load_units is set to Bcol/yr,
colonies per 100 milliliters (col/100 ml)

Reach Flux Share Delivered (%)

The share of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the nearest
downstream target reach, expressed as a percent (%). The share delivered is
not subject to retransformation bias due to model error. Statistics for this
variable are set to missing if no target reaches are defined using the control
variable target.
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Prediction Variable (arranged in
rows)
[source_k] Source Share (%)

Description
The share of flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed that
can be attributed to the kth source in the model, expressed as a percent.
[source_k] corresponds to the kth source listed in the srcvar control variable.

For each prediction variable, the columns contain the following descriptive statistics: the number of
reaches (incremental watersheds) summarized, the mean and standard deviation of the predictions across all
th
th
th
th
th
reaches, the predictions corresponding to the 10 , 25 , 50 , 75 , and 90 percentile, and the range of the
predictions.
Summaries are based on the prediction variables total_yield, inc_total_yield, concentration,
map_del_frac, and sh_[source_k] included in the reach-level prediction output file “predict” (described in section
2.8.2.2, “Prediction output data files”). The total_yield, inc_total_yield, and concentration variables have been
adjusted for retransformation bias due to model error but none of the variables have been adjusted for nonlinear
prediction bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. See appendix D.6, “Prediction Output File
‘predict,’” for additional discussion of these variables, nonlinear prediction bias, and sampling error in coefficient
estimates.
Summary of reach-level predictions by land use (optional)
The table titled “Distribution of Yield Exported from SPARROW Watersheds” in the SAS Results and
Output windows is produced only if the control variable if_distribute_yield_by_land_use is set to yes. The table
shows summary statistics, across columns, of predicted yield for reaches grouped by predominant land use in the
incremental watershed (land use classes are listed in rows). The results contained in the table are useful for
comparing yield estimates obtained from SPARROW with estimates of yield by land use reported in the literature.
The columns of the table contain the following descriptive statistics for each land use classification: the
number of reaches (incremental watersheds) that meet the classification criteria (as specified by the land_class_list
th
th
th
th
th
control variable), the 10 , 25 , 50 , 75 , and 90 percentile incremental watershed yield for reaches classified into
that land use, and the range of values for incremental watershed yield across all reaches classified into that land
use, each expressed in units of kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr, depending on the specification of the control
variable load_units,. Note that not all reaches are classified into a specified land use.
Summaries are based on the prediction variable inc_total_yield, which has been adjusted for
retransformation bias associated with model error but has not been adjusted for bias arising from nonlinear
sampling error in the coefficients (see appendix D.6, “Prediction Output File ‘predict,’” for additional discussion of
inc_total_yield).
The results contained in this table are also written to the SAS data file “lu_yield_percentiles” and, if
requested, to the text file “lu_yield_percentiles.txt”.
2.8.2.2 Prediction output data files
The SPARROW model writes to the directory “.\sparrow\results” several SAS data files (table 2.3)
containing prediction results. In addition, if the control variable if_output_to_tab is set to yes, SPARROW also
creates a duplicate tab-delimited text file for each of the SAS data files listed in table 2.3. Additional discussion of
the general structure and function of each prediction output file is given in the following sections, and detailed
descriptions of the variables in each file are included in appendix D, “Description of Output Files.”
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Prediction output files (SAS data tables).

Output data file
name

Conditions for output

Description of contents

predict

Standard, if prediction is
requested.

Contains predictions of total flux and flux by source for
each reach in the stream network along with echo of userselected input variables.

summary_
predict

Standard, if prediction is
requested.

Contains a statistical summary of reach-level predictions.

lu_yield_
percentiles

Optional, if land-use summary is
requested.

Contains a statistical summary of yield by land use.

test_predict,
test_data

Optional, if prediction testing is
requested.

Contains information to validate the detailed computations
underlying the predictions for selected reaches.

Output file “predict” (standard, if prediction requested)
The file contains values for each reach of all the reach-level prediction variables. and also the reach
identifiers and ancillary information as specified in the control variable optional_reach_information. The values
of prediction variables are derived from the parametric coefficient estimates, and the variables include predicted
total flux and flux by source, predicted flux (total and by source) without instream or reservoir attenuation,
predicted incremental watershed flux (total and by source), the amount of flux removed in reservoirs, the fraction
of flux leaving the reach delivered to a target reach, and the share of flux attributed to each source. If a bootstrap
analysis is requested (as specified by the control variable n_boot_iter in the control file, see section 2.6.3.2,
“Bootstrap iterations and seeds”), the file also includes a number of bootstrap-derived estimates to assess the errors
inherent in most of the parametric predictions. The bootstrap assessment provides estimates of the bias and
standard error of the parametric estimates, and derives confidence intervals for the predicted quantities. See
appendix D.6, “Prediction Output File ‘predict,’” for detailed descriptions of each variable in this file. The tabdelimited version of this file is useful for transporting SPARROW results to ArcView for graphing reach-level
results using a spatial coverage of the reach network.
Output file “summary_predict” (standard, if prediction requested)
The file contains a statistical summary of the reach-level prediction variables from the SAS data file
“predict.” The file is organized with summary statistics serving as the column headings and the summarized
prediction variables as the rows. The list of prediction variables included in the summary is given in section
2.8.2.1, “Summary results.” If bootstrapping is requested (the control variable n_boot_iter is set to a value greater
than zero) and if the control variable if_print_boot_predictions is set to yes, the summaries are based on the
prediction variables computed using the bootstrap estimates (variables with the mean_ prefix in the SAS data file
“predict”), which include an adjustment for retransformation bias due to both model and sampling error. Otherwise
the predictions are based on the parametric estimates (variables without the prefix mean_ in the SAS data file
“predict”) with adjustment for retransformation bias caused by model error only.
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The summary statistics reported across the columns for each prediction variable are:

Description of summary statistics (columns) in the file “summary_predict”
n_watersheds - The number of watersheds or, equivalently, the number of reaches.
Mean - The mean across all reaches.
Std - The standard deviation across all reaches.
Range - The range of values across all reaches.
p_10 - The 10th percentile across all reaches.
p_25 - The 25th percentile
p_50 - The 50th percentile or median value.
p_75 - The 75th percentile.
p_90 - The 90th percentile.

Output file “lu_yield_percentiles” (optional)
File contains summary statistics of predicted incremental watershed yield for reaches grouped by
predominant land use. Reaches are classified according to land use in the associated incremental watershed
following the criteria defined in the control variable land_class_list. The file of summary statistics is created if the
input SAS data file includes land-use variables, and if the control variable if_distribute_yield_by_land_use is set
to yes. The columns of the file are the summary statistics and the rows are the land-use classes. The names of the
land-use classes are taken from the names declared in the land_class_list control variable. The incremental
watershed yield is the total flux originating from the reach’s incremental watershed and delivered to the reach
outlet divided by incremental watershed area. All yield statistics are in units of kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr,
depending on the specification of the load_units control variable.

Description of summary statistics (columns) in the file “lu_yield_percentiles”
inc_total_yield_n
The number of incremental watersheds (reach segments) classified into the given land use.
inc_total_yield_range (kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)
The range of values for incremental watershed yield across all reaches classified into a given land use.
inc_total_yield_p10 (kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)
The 10th percentile incremental watershed yield for reaches classified into the given land use.
inc_total_yield_p25 (kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)
The 25th percentile incremental watershed yield for reaches classified into the given land use.
inc_total_yield_p50 (kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)
The 50th percentile, or median, incremental watershed yield for reaches classified into the given land use.
inc_total_yield_p75 (kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)
The 75th percentile incremental watershed yield for reaches classified into the given land use.
inc_total_yield_p90 (kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)
The 90th percentile incremental watershed yield for reaches classified into the given land use.
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2.8.3 Other file output
SPARROW file output to the “.\sparrow\results” directory may also include the SAS file “comments_all”
containing comments generated by SPARROW during model execution, the SPARROW output in text file format,
and intermediate results from bootstrap calculations.
2.8.3.1 Output file “comments_all”
File contains comments from model execution and is created only if comments from program execution are
generated. The columns of the file are the iteration number (iter), the seed number (jter) and the descriptive
comment (comment).
2.8.3.2 Text file output (optional)
If text format for output files is requested (control variable if_output_to_tab is set to yes), SPARROW
also writes to the “.\sparrow\results” directory a duplicate tab-delimited text file for each SAS data file listed in
tables 2.2 and 2.3. Note that because these files are in text format they are not included in the listing of files
displayed in SAS Explorer. The text files can be easily imported into Arcview or a spreadsheet. The structure and
variable names in the text files are the same as the structure and variable names in the equivalent SAS data files
(see appendix D, “Description of Output Files”). The first row of each text file contains the list of variable names.
When importing the text files into a spreadsheet, it will be necessary to designate as character variables certain
variables that appear to be numeric. For example, the USGS station identification code is treated in SAS as a
character variable because codes for eastern stations have a leading zero; without special intervention, the import of
this variable into a spreadsheet is likely to result in a numeric field that has dropped the leading zero.
The following is a list of the tab-delimited files (duplicating SAS data files) written to the
“.\sparrow\results” directory:
Estimation Output Files

Prediction Output Files

summary_betaest.txt

predict.txt

cov_betaest.txt

summary_predict.txt

boot_betaest.txt (optional)

LU_yield_percentiles.txt (optional)

resids.txt

test_data.txt (optional)

test_resids.txt (optional)

test_predict.txt (optional)

2.8.3.3 Bootstrap intermediate files (optional)
In the process of generating the bootstrap estimates, SPARROW writes a number of intermediate results to
SAS data files in the “.\sparrow\results” directory. These files are automatically deleted upon completion of the
bootstrap analysis. If a bootstrap analysis is terminated prior to completion (for example, execution interrupted by
computer system shutdown), however, these files will appear in a listing of the “.\sparrow\results” directory, and
must remain in that directory if the user intends to continue a previously initiated but uncompleted bootstrap
analysis. These intermediate files include:
•

a file named “predict_stats” containing reach running tallies for computing the bootstrap mean and variance for
every prediction made by SPARROW, and

•

a group of data files, each having the prefix “store_”, containing the prediction output from individual
bootstrap iterations needed to compute the lower and upper bounds of the confidence interval for each
prediction variable. A separate “store_” data file is created for each prediction variable generated by
SPARROW.
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Only bootstrap estimates comprising the symmetric tails of the distribution are retained. The number of
values in the lower tail is given by ⎢⎣(1− p ) B 2⎥⎦ + 1 , where ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ is the floor function representing the largest
integer that is less than or equal to the function’s argument, p is the coverage probability given by the cov_prob
control variable (divided by 100), and B is the number of bootstrap iterations defined by the n_boot_iter control
variable. The number of values in the upper tail is given by ⎢⎣(1− p ) B ⎥⎦ − ⎢⎣(1− p ) B 2⎥⎦ + 1 (see section 1.6.5 and
appendix A for additional details). Appendix D.11, “Prediction Output Files with Bootstrap Intermediate Results
(‘store_[variable_name]’),” contains a detailed description of each variable in this file.

2.8.4 GIS maps (optional)
This section describes the use of SAS/GIS spatial databases and software to produce map displays of
model prediction residuals for the calibration data set and model predictions for river reaches. SPARROW links
model results (specifically, variables from the output data files “resids” and “predict” in the “.\sparrow\results”
directory) to SAS/GIS spatial databases during program execution, provided the spatial databases have been
created in advance by the user (see appendix C, “SAS/GIS Mapfile Creation”). The spatial databases (mapfiles)
“Resids,” “Resids_map,” and “Reach_map” are provided with the demonstration model, and become linked with
output during execution of the demonstration SPARROW model; these serve as a visual aid to the following
discussion of the SAS/GIS maps. It is noted, however, that users may achieve the same functionality described in
this section by importing the tab-delimited text files “resids.txt” and “predict.txt” (created by SPARROW if the
control variable if_output_to_tab is set to yes) into standard GIS display and analysis packages such as ArcView
or ArcInfo. Alternatively, text or Dbase files can be exported from the SAS output files “resids” and “predict” by
clicking on “File” and “Export Data…” in the SAS menu bar, and subsequently read into the standard GIS
packages.
2.8.4.1 Residuals map
To view a map of model prediction residuals for the calibration data set, open the map entry in the
SAS/GIS spatial data base “Reach_map” and do the following:
1. Double-click Libraries in the top level of the SAS Explorer window, then double-click the library “Dir_gis”
and the catalog “Resids_map.”

2. The three entries displayed for this catalog, all named Resids_map, include the spatial entry (
the SAS data sets containing the spatial information; the coverage (
available for display in the map; and the mapfile itself (
open the GIS Map window and display the map.

) identifying

) specifying the subset of spatial data

). Double-click the mapfile entry Reach_map to
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The map shows values of the variable mapresid, the studentized residual of predicted versus observed load
of total nitrogen. This variable is linked to the SAS/GIS spatial data base through the linkage with the SAS data file
“resids” (see appendix D.3, “Estimation Output File ‘resids,’” for a detailed description of this variable).
The map can be exported to an image file (for use in reports or presentations) by selecting File, Save as
Image from the Map window menu bar and specifying the image-file format and name. Alternatively, select File,
Print from the Map menu bar to export the map to an image file, or to print the map select the device name (see the
instructions for obtaining graphics device names in section 2.8.1.3, “Graphical output”), select Print to file (if file
output is desired), and click Print. If Print to file is selected, the file is saved to a postscript file in the
“.\sparrow\results” directory.
Displaying record information for monitoring stations
To display the information for an individual monitoring station from the SAS/GIS map layer “mapresids,”
click the object in the GIS Map window (note that the symbol for the selected station changes from a triangle to a
point). Select the FSVIEW: tab that appears at the bottom of the main SAS window to view values for each of the
variables in the layer.
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(If these steps fail to display record information in the FSView window, verify that you have followed the steps in
appendix C to modify the map display properties of the mapfile.) To clear records from the FSVIEW window,
select Select from the menu bar for the GIS map window, then choose Unselect All or Unselect Current.
To view a brief description of each variable in the maplayer “mapresids,” right-click the layer button
(labeled “MAPRESIDS”) at the top of the map window, select Edit to open the GIS Layer window, and click the
Theme Variable box. In addition, refer to the detailed description of each variable in appendix D.3, “Estimation
Output File ‘resids’”).

Record information can be displayed for selected groups of map objects, selected based on location (for
example, use the circle or box tool on the side bar of the map) or based on criteria for values of the layer variables.
For the latter, select Select, Define from the Map window menu bar to open the GIS Selection Criteria window.

Remove previously selected objects from this window by clicking Unselect All, and click Add, Where,
and Attribute in this window to open the GIS Attribute Data Sets window. Click the Continue button at the
bottom of the window to open the Where Expression window displaying the list of variables that can be used to
define the selection criteria.
Select a variable and operator to define the criteria. For example, to select the group of monitoring stations
from the layer “Mapresids” that have a positive value of studentized residual (the variable map_resid), select the
variable “MAPRESIDS.MAP_RESID” and the operator “GT,” then select <CONSTANT enter value> (at the top
of the list box) and enter “0.” More than one criterion can be specified for the group selection; click Operators,
choose “And” or “Or,” then specify another selection criterion.
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Click OK to accept the selection. Records for the group of objects will be displayed in the FSVIEW table
window. The selected monitoring stations are shown on the residuals map as small cyan dots (the first station on
the FSVIEW table list appears as a small red dot on the map).
2.8.4.2 Reach map
To view the map of predicted flux for each stream reach, return to the “Dir_gis” library level in the SAS
Explorer window, double-click the catalog “Reach_map” and then the map entry (

) for “Reach_map.”
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The map shows predicted values of the variable map_del_frac, the fraction (expressed in percentage) of
the total flux across the downstream end of the reach that is ultimately delivered to the target reach (receiving water
body, such as estuary or coastline). See appendix D.6, “Prediction Output File ‘predict,’” for a detailed description
of this variable.
Displaying record information for stream reaches
The procedure for displaying information for stream reaches is the same as described in the previous
section for the monitoring stations. The map layer “ERF 1_2” contains the stream-reach variables for display; see
appendix D.6, “Prediction Output File ‘predict,’” for a detailed description of these variables.
Changing the theme variable for the reach map
To map a different variable from the map layer “ERF 1_2”:
1. Right-click the layer button at the top of the map window and select Edit to open the GIS Layer window.

2. Click the Theme Variable box and select from the list of variables; note that only variables with numeric
values (NUM) can be successfully mapped.

3. Select theme intervals appropriate to the distribution for the newly selected variable by clicking the Theme
Range box in the GIS Layer window to open the GIS Thematic Layer Ranges window and define the intervals.
(Recommendation: view the SAS data file “summary_predict” in the SAS library “Dir_rslt” to determine
appropriate intervals for the variable, then click the Specified box in the GIS Thematic Layer Ranges window
and specify appropriate break points.)
4. To change the size or color of the mapping symbol for an individual theme interval, click the symbol displayed
next to the interval and make changes. To change the text for the map title or legend to correspond to the newly
selected theme variable, right-click the text and select Edit.
5. Save the changes to the map by selecting File, Save, All from the menu bar for the GIS Map window.
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2.9 Common execution errors and diagnostic tests
This section describes several commonly encountered errors in the execution of a SPARROW model and
provides strategies for identifying and removing them. The occurrence of a fatal error during model execution can
be detected most readily by examining the contents of the SAS Output window: an empty output listing or a partial
listing indicates the general class of error. A subsequent scan of the execution log (in the SAS Log window) for
error or warning messages can further diagnose the cause. This process is outlined further in the following
paragraphs.
An empty output listing indicates that the program failed prior to beginning the estimation algorithm; that
is, as a result of an error during execution of one of the macros (commonly MAKELST or SETDATA) that prepare
the data and variable structure. (The user should first verify that the NLP_printing_option control variable is set
to 5, requesting full printing of progress in the optimization algorithm, and that the if_print_details control
variable is set to yes, causing SPARROW to provide a detailed printing of the SAS log.) The most common causes
for these types of errors are described in section 2.9.1, “Errors during data preparation.” Failure of execution during
model estimation is indicated by an output listing that is not empty but does not include output labeled
‘SPARROW Model Nonlinear Least Squares Results’; common causes of this type of error are described in section
2.9.2, “Estimation execution errors.” Likewise, a fatal error in the prediction algorithm is indicated when the output
listing includes the nonlinear least squares results but is missing the table of reach-prediction summaries (when the
prediction option was requested in the control file). The user also should be aware that certain problems with data
or model specification may cause invalid prediction results without causing a fatal execution error (explained in
section 2.9.3, “Prediction execution errors”).
The execution log and the output file “comment_all” (in the directory “.\sparrow\results”) list fatal-error
and warning messages. Typically, messages coded as ERROR are fatal and terminate model execution within a
partition of code. Scanning the lines of executed code (and their associated SAS macro, identified at the beginning
of each line) above the fatal error message may assist in diagnosing the cause of the error. Because results from one
section of code are required to execute subsequent code, a single error early in program execution can trigger a
cascade of additional errors along the way; a long series of different error messages may therefore be corrected by
simply fixing the first error encountered in the log listing.
Warning messages (coded as WARNING in the execution log) are less severe and do not typically lead to
immediate program termination or invalid results. Often, these warnings are caused by declaring in one of the
ancillary variable specifications of the control file a variable that is not included in the input data file. Because the
variable is not part of model estimation, such a warning does not lead to termination of the program; however, if
the warning pertains to a variable that is needed in the model specification, a subsequent consequential error will be
produced in the estimation code and model execution will terminate. Thus, the importance to be placed on warning
messages depends on their context – some are entirely benign and can be ignored whereas others are ultimately
fatal.

2.9.1 Errors during data preparation
Several common causes of fatal errors during preparation of the data and variable structure are discussed
below.
1. Improper specification of the control variable betailst
Indications: Output listing is empty; execution log and output file “comment_all” contain the message:
“Coefficient(s) (name of missing coefficient) of (name-list control variable for missing coefficient) not in the
betailst – stop processing.”
Source of error: The initial value and upper and lower boundary constraint for each model coefficient
(corresponding to each variable in the model specification) must be specified in the betailst control variable in
the SPARROW control file. The model run illustrated below (with part of the execution log and with the
output file “comment_all”) failed during execution of the MAKELST macro because the coefficient btemp
(corresponding to the variable temp used to model land-to-water delivery) is missing from the response for
betailst.
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Solution: Find and edit in the SPARROW control file the response for the control variable betailst, adding the
name, initial values, and upper and lower boundary constraints for the missing coefficient.
2. Improper specification of name lists for variables or coefficients
Indications: Output listing is blank; execution log and output file “comment_all” contain the message:
“Number of delivery variables (x) and delivery variable coefficients (y) are unequal – stop processing.”
Source of error: When a variable is added (or dropped) as a predictor in the model, changes must be made to
the responses for two separate control variables in the SPARROW control file: the response for one of the
variable name lists (srcvar, delvar, or decvar), and for the associated coefficient name list (bsrcvar, bdelvar,
or bdecvar). The model run illustrated below (with part of the execution log and with the output file
“comment_all”) failed during the execution of the MAKELST macro because the coefficient btemp
(associated with the variable temp used to model land-to-water delivery) was included in the coefficient name
list bdlvvar, but the associated delivery variable temp was missing from the name list dlvvar.
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Solution: Find and edit in the SPARROW control file the response for either (or both) the control variables
dlvvar or bdlvvar so that the name lists match.

2.9.2 Estimation execution errors
In almost all cases, if no warnings arise from setting the data, an error appearing in the listing can be traced
to model estimation. This section describes errors commonly encountered during the estimation process and gives
suggestions for their resolution. Additionally, SPARROW has been designed with an estimation test mode that
produces output to help diagnose the most common execution errors.
2.9.2.1 Estimation execution errors caused by systematic errors in input data
1. Missing values of an input variable for one or more records in the input data file
Indications: Output listing is a single page with table titled “Optimization Start”; execution log contains the
error message: “Invalid argument or operand; contains missing values.”
Source of error: Variables specified as model predictor variables (sources, land-to-water delivery, stream reach
or reservoir decay) must not have missing values (value = ‘.’) for any reaches in the input file “sparrow_data1.”
The model run illustrated below (with part of the execution log) failed during execution of the CALIBRATE
macro because at least one reach in the input file “sparrow_data1” is missing a value for the variable temp
(annual mean air temperature), which is used to model land-to-water delivery.
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Solution: Missing values must be replaced with a non-missing value before model execution. Should the user
prefer not to permanently alter the input file “sparrow_data1” in this way (the user may prefer to preserve
within “sparrow_data1” the information that a variable was never evaluated for certain reaches), commands
can be added to the data modification section of the SPARROW control file to change missing variables to
zero in the SAS temporary ‘work’ file before execution of the model. For example, add the following SAS
command to the data modifications section of the control file:
if TEMP = . then TEMP = 0 ;
2. An input variable is set to zero for all reaches
Indications: Output listing indicates that the optimization has converged (reports optimized parameter estimates
and function values) but fails to report nonlinear least squares results; execution log contains the message:
“Matrix should be non-singular.”
Source of error: Source variables must have non-zero values for at least one reach that is upstream of at least
one monitoring station. The error arises because a column of zeros for a source produces a non-singular X’X
matrix that cannot be inverted as part of the parameter estimation. The model run illustrated below (with part
of the execution log) failed during execution of the CALIBRATE module because the source variable point
(wastewater discharge) contains a zero value for all reaches in the input file “sparrow_data1.”
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2.9.2.2 Estimation execution errors caused by numerical overflow—using the test-calibration mode
Indications: Output listing is a single page with table titled “Optimization Start;” execution log contains the
message “Invalid argument to function.”
Source of error: On occasion, the input data and initial values of the coefficients are such that they cause errors
due to numerical overflow. There are two general reasons for this contingency. The first occurs if the predicted flux
from the model, evaluated at the initial parameter values, contains non-positive values for some monitored reaches.
This could arise if there are no sources upstream of the monitored reach, if the source coefficients on non-zero
sources are zero, or if one of the source coefficients is sufficiently negative to cause the accumulated predicted flux
to become negative. The second cause for numerical overflow concerns an excessively large argument to the
exponential function used to evaluate land-to-water delivery or reach decay. This situation arises if some of the
values of the delivery variables or reach decay variables are too large relative to the associated coefficients, causing
the product of the variable and its coefficient to be excessively large.
Solution: To help determine the cause of these errors, SPARROW has the capability for model estimation to be run
in test mode. The user can then examine the special error messages and data sets generated in calibration test mode
and either redefine the bounds for the coefficient or modify the input data file. Test-calibration mode is invoked by
setting the control variables if_estimate and if_test_calibrate both to yes. In test-calibration mode, the standard
SPARROW estimation procedure is supplanted with a single evaluation of the objective function at the initial
coefficient values specified in the control variable betailst. In making this evaluation, SPARROW catalogs all the
instances of ill-conditioned data causing a numerical error (nonpositive predicted flux and/or excessively large
argument to the exponential function for delivery or decay) and prints a summary of its findings to the SAS Results
window and the output file “test_resids.” Note that when SPARROW is operating in this mode it produces no
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output except for the error messages and special test data sets; test-calibration mode should be invoked therefore
only when a problem has been encountered.
Nonpositive predicted flux
If the predicted flux for a monitoring station is nonpositive, SPARROW (running in test-calibration mode)
prints the following message to the SAS Results window:
Non-positive rchld <rchld value> for obs: <observation number> station: <[staid] value> at reach ID:
<[waterid] value>,
where <rchld value> is the negative estimate of predicted flux, <observation number> is the sequential observation
number in the input file “sparrow_data1” corresponding to the given monitored reach, <[staid] value> is the station
identifier given by the variable identified by the control variable staid, and <[waterid] value> is the reach identifier
given by the variable identified by the control variable waterid. A close examination of the input data for reaches
upstream of a negative flux estimate will usually determine the underlying cause. In most cases, the problem can be
corrected by specifying appropriate bounds on the coefficients in the betailst control variable.
Argument to delivery or decay function exceeds maximum
SPARROW scans the input data file to determine if there are instances in which the absolute value of the
product of a land-to-water delivery variable (identified by the control variable dlvvar) and its associated coefficient
(control variable bdlvvar) or a reach decay variable (identified by the control variable decvar) and its associated
coefficient (identified by the control variable bdecvar) exceeds 709—the maximum value the exponential function
can numerically evaluate. If any cases of large products are detected, SPARROW prints a report to the SAS Results
window consisting of the number of reaches with excessive products, the values of the delivery coefficients, and
the reach identifier (waterid) and values of the delivery variables for the first few exceeding reaches (up to five). A
similar report is printed if there are any excessively large products of a reach decay variable and its associated
coefficient.
Although the solution for excessively large products of reach decay or land-to-water delivery variables and
their associated coefficients may be as simple as appropriately bounding the relevant coefficients, more often the
root cause of the problem is that one of the delivery or decay variables has an extremely large range. In this case,
the appropriate correction involves redefining the ill-conditioned variable; a logarithm transformation of the
offending variable may solve the problem.
2.9.2.3 Estimation execution errors related to bootstrap analysis
For applications using bootstrapping, messages are printed to the SAS Log window documenting the
completion of bootstrap resampling iterations. If errors are encountered only for specific bootstrap iterations, the
execution log provides sufficient information to determine which iterations are affected. SPARROW can be run for
these specific iterations using the start_iter, start_jter and n_boot_iter control variables to try and isolate the
cause of the problem. Note, however, that if the SPARROW model cannot be estimated for a particular bootstrap
iteration, SPARROW automatically skips the random seed value that gives rise to the estimation problem and goes
on to the next seed value. In this case, the jter counter will increment by one and the iter counter will remain
unchanged.
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2.9.3 Prediction execution errors
SPARROW must make predictions as part of the estimation process. If the model is successfully estimated,
then typically it is also free of fatal errors during the prediction algorithm. Prediction output from a model that is
executed without fatal errors is not necessarily valid, however (for example, if a process specification is coded
incorrectly), and the user should evaluate validity using the lines of evidence described in this section.
2.9.3.1 Test-prediction mode
SPARROW can be run in a test-prediction mode to produce two test files, “test_predict” and “test_data”
(contained in the directory “.\sparrow\results”) that enable the user to check the intermediate calculations leading to
the final prediction results. Test-prediction mode is invoked by setting the control variable if_test_predict to yes.
A detailed description of each test file is included in appendices D.9 and D.10, “Prediction Output File ‘test_data’”
and “Prediction Output File ‘test_predict.’”
The following are examples of potential problems that can be detected and resolved by inspection of output
files produced from the test-predict mode. To assist in checking prediction output, it is helpful to load text file
versions of SPARROW output into a spreadsheet. Text file output is obtained by setting the control variable
if_output_to_tab to yes in the control file.
1. Integrity of the accumulation process
The integrity of the accumulation process is one potential concern that can be thoroughly examined with
the test output. Included in the “test_data” output file are estimates of flux at the upstream node of the test reach,
the incremental flux generated in the test reach, and the reach and reservoir delivery factors associated with the test
reach. The flux estimate for the test reach can be independently verified by loading the text file version of the
“test_data” data file into a spreadsheet and undertaking a series of calculations on the included variables. The
accumulation process is valid if the estimate of flux for the reach, as given by the variable PLOAD_TOTAL in the
“test_predict” data file, equals the product of the upstream node flux (NODE_TOTAL), the fraction diverted value
([frac]), and the values of the reach and reservoir delivery factors (RCHDCAYF and RESDCAYF), plus the
estimate of incremental flux delivered to the reach outlet (INCDDSRC_TOTAL). The value of the incremental
flux delivered to the reach can itself be checked by comparing the value of INCDDSRC_TOTAL given in the
“test_data” file with the product of RESDCAYF, the square root of RCHDCAYF and the incremental flux
estimate given by the variable PLOAD_INC_TOTAL in the file “test_predict.”
An additional validation of the accumulation process is possible by comparing prediction output from the
“predict” file with output from the “test_data” file. To perform the check, open the “predict” and “test_data” SAS
files in the SAS Viewtable utility. From the “test_data” output, determine the value of the “from node” variable for
the test reach. Then select the reaches in the “predict” data set that flow into the test reach by clicking on
Data/Where in the command menu and doing a selection of all reaches that have values for the “to node” equal to
the value of “from node” for the test reach. The accumulation process is valid if the upstream node estimate of flux
given by the variable NODE_TOTAL in the “test_data” file, times MEAN_EXP_WEIGHTED_ERROR in the
“summary_betaest” file, equals the sum of the PLOAD_TOTAL variable for the selected upstream reaches in the
“predict” file.
2. Integrity of the reach and reservoir delivery processes
An independent check on the reach and reservoir delivery processes can be made by loading the text file
version of the “test_data” and “summary_betaest” files into a spreadsheet and applying the process equations as
defined in the control variables reach_decay_specification and reservoir_decay_specification specified in the
control file. The processes are validated if the spreadsheet estimates match the estimates for RCHDCAYF and
RESDCAYF given in the “test_data” file.
3. Integrity of the land-to-water delivery process
The land-to-water delivery process can be checked for individual sources by loading text file versions of
the “test_data” and “summary_betaest” output files into a spreadsheet. To test the delivery process, the variable
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INCDDSRC_[source_k] (for source k) is first divided by the product of the source-k source coefficient
([bsrcvar_k]), the source-k source ([srcvar_k]), the reservoir delivery factor (RESDCAYF), and the square root
of the reach delivery factor (the square root of RCHDCAYF). The resulting value is then compared to the factor
computed from the specified land-to-water-delivery function, defined by the control variable
incr_delivery_specification, applied to the pertinent land-to-water delivery variables and coefficients. In
computing the factor, it is necessary to include only those land-to-water delivery variables that pertain to source k,
as defined in the control file by the dlvdsgn matrix.
4. Integrity of the bootstrap estimates
The “test_predict” output data set includes bootstrap iteration intermediate results that permit the checking
of bootstrap estimates of bias adjustment, standard error, and confidence interval bounds. To perform the checks,
the text file version of the “test_predict” output file can be loaded into a spreadsheet and the equations from
sections 1.6.3-1.6.5 of Part 1 can be applied to the bootstrap iteration values of PLOAD_PREDICT to obtain
independent estimates of the bootstrap summary statistics MN_PLOAD_PREDICT, SD_PLOAD_PREDICT,
and CI_LOW_PLOAD_TOTAL and CI_HI_PLOAD_TOTAL.
2.9.3.2 Evaluation of summary table of reach predictions
In addition to the test files generated by the test-prediction mode, certain characteristics of the reachprediction table potentially indicate invalid prediction results.
1. Inappropriate accumulation of flux along the stream reach network
Indication: The maximum predicted value (reported as ‘Range’ in the summary table of reach predictions) for “
Reach Flux Share Delivered” exceeds 100 percent. (The summary table titled “Mean, Standard Deviation,
Percentiles, and Range of Reach Predictions” is included in the output listing and also in the output SAS data
file “Summary_predict”).
Source of error: This may result from duplicate reaches in the input file “sparrow_data1,” which causes the
reach shares to be duplicated, or may arise in a model in which the stream channel represents a source of flux.
For the model run illustrated below, the input data file contained duplicate records with the same value for the
variable waterid, and the problem was resolved by removing duplicate reach records from the input file
“sparrow_data1.”
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The second possible cause for Reach Flux Share Delivered exceeding 100 percent, the estimated model
representing the stream channel as a source of flux, may indicate a valid physical condition. Examples include
instream sources of sediment (bed and bank erosion), and ground-water inflow of nitrogen to the stream channel. In
both of these examples, to account for the channel source the estimated stream decay rate may be negative, causing
the computation of “Reach Flux Share Delivered” to exceed 100 percent.
A careful specification of the model may alleviate this situation. Because the amount of contaminant
entering the stream in these cases is not expected to be proportional to the amount of flux already carried by the
stream, the incorporation of stream sources through the stream decay process is not technically defensible. A better
method may be to specify an additional source term that depends on the length of the reach segment—perhaps with
modifying factors defined through the land-to-water delivery process. The specification of the model in this way
permits the stream decay coefficients to be constrained to be positive, thereby constraining the “Reach Flux Share
Delivered” to be less than or equal to 100 percent.
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APPENDIX A. Determination of the Bootstrap Confidence Interval Quantiles
The definition of a confidence interval for coefficient θ is

(A.1)

Pr (θL ≤ θ ≤ θU ) ≥ Pc ,

where Pc is the coverage probability (for example, for a 90-percent confidence interval, Pc equals 0.9), and θL
and θU are the lower and upper bounds on the confidence interval. Specific values for θL and θU are obtained
by imposing the additional constraint that the confidence interval is to have equal probability in the tails such
that

(A.2)

Pr (θL > θ ) = Pr (θU < θ ) ,

to the extent possible, given the constraint in equation (A.1).
Let there be R bootstrap replications, ordered in ascending order. We seek the ranks of the R replications
that serve as the lower and upper bounds θL and θU defined above. To satisfy equation (A.1), the number of
replications within the bounds, including the replications that define the bounds, must equal ⎡⎢ Pc R⎤⎥ , where ⎡⎢ ⎤⎥
defines the ceiling function corresponding to the next highest integer for its argument. Consequently, there are
R − ⎡⎢ Pc R ⎤⎥ = ⎢⎣(1− Pc ) R ⎥⎦ replications excluded from the interval, where ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ is the floor function corresponding
to the next lowest integer for its argument. In order to satisfy equation (A.2), the number of excluded
replications at the bottom must match, as closely as possible, the number of excluded replications at the top. We
take the number of excluded replications from the bottom to be one-half of (1− Pc ) R rounded to the next
lowest integer. Therefore the lower bound of the confidence interval is determined by the ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ + 1
ordered bootstrap replication. In order to satisfy equation (A.1), this implies there are
R − ⎡⎢ Pc R ⎤⎥ − ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ replications excluded from the top. The rank determining the upper bound is given
by R minus the number of replications excluded from the top, which is ⎡⎢ Pc R ⎤⎥ + ⎢⎣ R (1− Pc ) 2⎥⎦ .
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APPENDIX B. Hydrologic Network Development
Each reach in the SAS input data file for the SPARROW model must be assigned a unique numerical
sequence code indicating downstream ordering from headwater to terminal reaches. The preprocessing steps
described here can be used to assign the hydrologic sequence code based on node topology of the digital stream
network. Note that these pre-processing steps were previously completed for the national Reach File 1 (RF1)
network data set (Nolan and others, 2002); the corresponding SAS reach data set used for calibration and
prediction (“sparrow_data1”) already contains the variables produced in step 3 below.
In the following discussion, ‘[…]’ represents the path on the user’s computer containing the sparrow
software package.
1. Create a flat file (reach.dat) from the arc attribute table (aat) associated with the reach coverage**:
[**The package for the example model application does not include the reach coverage (rather, it
contains only the .e00 export file) due to size considerations, and therefore it is not possible to run this
first step for the example. The description of this first step is included here to guide the user in preparing
a file for preprocessing.]
Using a text editor, edit the file “extract_reachaat.aml” (in “[…]\sparrow\master\preprocess”) to
conform to the directory structure, name of the reach coverage, and names of various coverage attributes
for this application (program listing shown in table B1). Specific instructions for editing are included as
comments within the AML file. Run the AML in the Arc environment, using the command “&r
d:\sparrow\master\preprocess\extract_reachaat.aml”; the output file reach.dat is written to the directory
“[…]\sparrow\data.”
2. Calculate the hydrologic sequence code and total upstream drainage area for each reach:
Copy the FORTRAN program “assign_hydseq.exe” (in “[…]\sparrow\master\preprocess,”
documentation shown in table B2) to the directory “[…]\sparrow\data.” Execute the program from the
data directory [note: if the default settings for the national RF1 coverage were used in the AML in step
1, then answer ‘Yes’ to the first question and ‘No’ to the second question]. Examine the output files
“hydseq.dat,” “nohydseq.dat,” and “tarea.dat” to validate connectivity of the stream network
information in the reach coverage and to compare accumulated drainage areas (calculated by
“assign_hydseq.exe”) to known drainage areas at certain locations. (See description of these files in
table B2, “Documentation for the preprocessing program ‘assign_hydseq.exe.’”)
3. Merge the hydrologic sequence code and total upstream drainage area for each reach to the ASA input
data file “sparrow_data1”:
Edit the SAS program “merge_hydseq.sas” (program listing shown in table B3) to conform to the
directory structure for this application. Run the program to overwrite the existing “sparrow_data1”
dataset with a new version containing the variables hydseq (column label “HYDROLOGIC
SEQUENCE NUMBER”) and demtarea (column label “TOTAL DRAINAGE AREA”).
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Table B1.

Listing of the preprocessing program “extract_reachaat.aml.”

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------/*
/* Command name: EXTRACT_REACHAAT.AML
/* Language: AML
/*
/*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
/*
/* Purpose: Extracts necessary attributes from the
/* arc attribute table (aat) of the ArcInfo reach coverage
/*
for input to assign_hydseq FORTRAN program
/*
/*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
/*
/* Comments:
/*
/* History:
/* Author/Site, Date,
Event
/* -----------------------------------------------------------/* R. Alexander 09/10/03 Created
/*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
/* Edit the pathname for the directory containing the ArcInfo reach coverage as
/* necessary
&workspace D:\sparrow\data
&DATA arc info
ARC
CALC $NM = 1
CALC $COMMA-SWITCH = -1
CALC $PRINTER-SIZE = 200
/* Edit the name of the aat as necessary
SEL ERF1_2_L.AAT
/* Edit the name of the attribute for the unique reach identifier
/* as necessary
SORT E2RF1
RESEL E2RF1 LT 80000
/************************************
/* Output reach attributes for non-coastal reaches
/* Edit the path for the output file as necessary, but retain the
/* name reach.dat for the output file.
/* Edit attribute names as necessary.
/************************************
OUTPUT D:\sparrow\data\reach.dat INIT
PRINT E2RF1,FNODE#,TNODE#,DEMIAREA,FRAC,HUC2
ASEL/* Edit the aat file name as necessary (retain the # symbol)
SORT ERF1_2_L#
Q STOP
&END
&RETURN
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Table B2. Documentation for the preprocessing program “assign_hydseq.exe.”
Program “assign_hydseq.exe”
Programmed by R.B. Alexander
December 20, 2002
Revised: January 28, 2003
PURPOSE:
The program creates the attribute variables HYDSEQ and DEMTAREA, which are output to two separate data files, for use in version 2.0
of the SPARROW model.
The output file HYDSEQ.DAT contains hydrologically ordered (from upstream to downstream) river reach records for use in computing
total drainage areas and summing constituent mass in the SPARROW model.
The output file TAREA.DAT contains values of the total drainage area (DEMTAREA) for the watershed above the outlet of each river
reach.
The optional output file REACHSTA.DAT contains the monitoring station ID of the nearest downstream monitoring station—can be used
to identify reaches with monitoring sites (for comparison of total drainage areas calculated using this program with other estimates of
drainage area).
DATA REQUIREMENTS:
The river reach file must be topologically correct (full connectivity) and contain a from-node (FNODE) and to-node (TNODE) number for
every reach in the domain. Flow direction is FROM-TO. The maximum limits of the program are 600,000 reach segments. The
program can handle up to a maximum of four tributary reaches converging on a single reach node and can handle a maximum of two
diverging reaches. The values of reach and to- and from-node numbers (WATERID, FNODE, and TNODE) must not exceed 600,000.
In computing the total reach drainage area, the fractional diversion (FRAC) assumes braided channels for values less than 1.0 (i.e., the
total drainage area of the upstream reach is multiplied by FRAC in computing the total area of the downstream reach).
The user may select to have the program identify headwater reaches.
Headwater reaches (HEADFLAG=1) are identified as those reaches where the FROM node has no matching TO node.
FILE STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS:
INPUT FILE (REACH.DAT; free-format with each variable separated by a blank)
WATERID - unique identification number for the reach
FNODE - reach from-node (upstream node)
TNODE - reach to-node (downstream node)
DEMIAREA - incremental drainage area of the reach catchment
FRAC - Water diversion fraction indicating the fractional share of the water received from the upstream reach
STAID - Unique monitoring station identification number associated with the reach (set to zero if the reach contains no monitoring
station)
HEADFLAG - optional headwater reach flag (0=non-headwater reach; 1=headwater reach)—A value should NOT be included in the
file if the user wants the program to automatically identify headwater reaches
OUTPUT FILE (HYDSEQ.DAT)
HYDSEQ - Hydrologic sequence code indicating the downstream order of the river reach
WATERID - unique identification number for the reach
FNODE - reach from-node (upstream node)
TNODE - reach to-node (downstream node)
DEMIAREA - incremental drainage area of the reach catchment
FRAC - Water diversion fraction indicating the fractional share of the water received from the upstream reach (1=no diversion)
HEADFLAG - headwater reach flag (0=non-headwater reach; 1=headwater reach)
OUTPUT FILE (NOHYDSEQ.DAT)
WATERID - unique identification number for reaches not assigned a HYDSEQ number. These may reflect non-connected or
improperly flipped reaches.
OUTPUT FILE (TAREA.DAT)
WATERID - unique identification number for the reach
DEMTAREA - total drainage area of the watershed upstream from the reach outlet
OPTIONAL OUTPUT FILE (REACHSTA.DAT)
WATERID - unique identification number for the reach
STAID - Unique monitoring station identification number of the nearest downstream station
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Table B3.

Listing of the preprocessing program “merge_hydseq.sas”

/*
Program: merge_hydseq.sas
Function: Combines DATA1 (containing all required variables for
reaches incremental watersheds except for HYDSEQ and
DEMTAREA) with output from the assign_hydseq FORTRAN program.
Creates illustration dataset for SPARROW version 2.1
Created : R. Alexander
Date
: 09/10/03
*/
LIBNAME DIR 'D:\sparrow\data' ;
FILENAME HYDSEQ 'D:\sparrow\data\hydseq.dat';
FILENAME TAREA 'D:\sparrow\data\tarea.dat';
/* input hydrologic sequence number */
DATA HYDSEQ;
INFILE HYDSEQ ;
INPUT
HYDSEQ WATERID FNODE TNODE DEMIAREA FRAC HEADFLAG;
KEEP WATERID HYDSEQ;
RUN;
/* input total accumulated drainage area */
DATA TAREA;
INFILE TAREA ;
INPUT
WATERID DEMTAREA;
RUN;
PROC SORT DATA=HYDSEQ; BY WATERID;
PROC SORT DATA=TAREA; BY WATERID;
PROC SORT DATA=DIR.SPARROW_DATA1; BY WATERID;
RUN;
/* merge input data with existing SAS DATA1 file */
DATA DIR.SPARROW_DATA1; MERGE HYDSEQ TAREA DIR.SPARROW_DATA1; BY
WATERID;
LABEL
HYDSEQ = 'HYDROLOGIC ORDERING NUMBER'
DEMTAREA = 'TOTAL DRAINAGE AREA (KM2)' ;
RUN;
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APPENDIX C. SAS/GIS Mapfile Creation
The SAS program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” creates SAS/GIS datasets (mapfiles and layers) from the
ArcInfo coverages supplied by the user. The SAS/GIS mapfiles and layers are then used in combination with
SPARROW model output to produce maps of calibration residuals and reach predictions after each model run.
Certain SAS/GIS features can not be specified, however, in the execution of “sparrow_create_gis.sas”; these
include break points for intervals for thematic variables and various map display properties such as projection
format, legend, and color. These processing steps must be done manually by the user after running
“sparrow_create_gis.sas,” working with the mapfiles in the SAS/GIS user interface. The user need make these
changes only once; the user then saves the altered version of the mapfiles and re-uses them with all successive
model runs. It is recommended that these changes be made immediately after running “sparrow_create_gis.sas.”
The SPARROW package downloaded from the SPARROW software web page contains files that can
serve as a visual aid in the following discussion.
I. Create the SAS/GIS layers and mapfiles using “sparrow_create_gis.sas”
The ArcInfo coverages (in noncompressed, export file format) of the reach network and stateboundaries base map (files named “erf1_2_l.e00” and “states2mprjp.e00,” respectively, in the zip file
“sparrow_gis_exports.zip”) must be converted to SAS/GIS spatial data sets so that SAS can produce thematic
maps of model output as part of each model run (see section 2.8.4, “GIS maps”).
First, edit the header information in the SAS program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” (in the directory
“[…]\sparrow\master\preprocess”) so that path names for the \gis and \results directories, and path and file
names for the Arc export (.e00) files correspond with the directory structure described in section 2.3, “Obtaining
and installing software.” Then run the “sparrow_create_gis.sas” program to convert the Arc export files to
SAS/GIS data sets. Execution of this program may take several minutes, due to the size of the reach coverage
for the demonstration model.
This first step may be omitted for the purpose of the demonstration model, and the user may execute the
remainder of the steps using the SAS/GIS layers and mapfiles provided in the main SPARROW package zip
file. Note that the program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” can be run in two different modes (as specified by the
“if_previous” switch); the create mode (as currently specified) or the update mode. In create mode, the program
imports the Arc export files and saves the information as SAS/GIS mapfiles and layers. In update mode, the
program simply updates existing mapfiles and layers with specified model output files. The update mode is
useful when a user wants to view maps of results from an earlier (other than the most recent) model run, but
doesn’t wish to rerun the SPARROW program (which automatically updates the mapfiles and layers by relinking them to the most recent model output files).
II. Specify additional SAS/GIS features for the SAS/GIS layers and mapfiles
The SAS/GIS mapfiles (“resids”, “resids_map”, and “reach_map”) and layers are edited manually to
specify the thematic and display properties for the maps of model output. The detailed instructions for the
manual edits that follow also are included as comments within the “sparrow_create_gis.sas” program. The user
need make these changes to the mapfiles and layers only once.
A. Modify the mapfile “resids” to specify theme intervals and symbols for the layer “Mapresids”
1. Load the mapfile “resids” into SAS/GIS. In the top level of the SAS Explorer window, doubleclick Libraries, the library “Dir_gis,” the catalog “Resids,” and the globe-shaped icon for the GIS
mapfile “Resids.” If the user is editing the mapfiles at the beginning of a new SAS session
(separate from running sparrow_create_gis.sas), the user must specify the directories (by assigning
them SAS library names) that contain the SAS/GIS data sets and the SPARROW model output
files. See section 2.5.4, “Opening SAS data files from the SAS Explorer window,” for instructions
on assignment of a SAS library.
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2.
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The GIS Map window should display the layer “Mapresids” as indicated by the layer button
MAPRESIDS at the top of the map window. “Mapresids” is a SAS/GIS point layer containing
information for the monitoring stations. If the SPARROW model had not been executed prior to
when this maplayer was created by the “sparrow_create_gis.sas” program (so that the output data
file named “resids” had not been generated in the “[…]\sparrow\results” directory), the set of
points and attributes in the “Mapresids” layer are temporary until the model is executed
(providing structure for the linkage between the layer and the expected model output file of
calibration residuals). In such cases the layer contains 10 randomly generated point locations;
otherwise, it contains the stations from the latest model run.
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3.

Right-click the MAPRESIDS layer button and select Edit. In the GIS Layer window, verify that
the Thematic button is switched on. If the SAS program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” ran smoothly,
it established a thematic link between the layer “Mapresids” and the model output data file
“Resids” in the SAS library “dir_rslt,” and also specified which variable from the data file
“Resids” is to be used as the map theme (the variable map_resid, which is the studentized
residual calculated for each monitoring station during model estimation). The link between
“Mapresids” and “Resids” can be established even without a pre-existing SPARROW model run
and output file, because in this case the program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” creates an empty shell
of the file “Resids” and saves it to a directory with SAS library name “dir_rslt.”

4. Specify the theme intervals for the layer “Mapresids.” Click the Theme Range box to open the
GIS Thematic Layer Ranges window; click Specified and specify interval break points 1.5, 0, and
-1.5 as follows:
a.

Click Add Break, enter the value -1.5, and click Apply.

b.

Click Add Break, enter the value 1.5 and click Apply.

c.

Click Remove Break, select all values except -1.5, 0, and 1.5, and click Apply.

d.

Click OK to return to the GIS Layer window.
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5.

To modify colors and sizes of the theme symbols from the default selections displayed in the
boxes, click each box and specify the selection.

6.

Close the Layer window (click the X button in the top right corner).

7.

Save the changes to the mapfile “resids” by selecting File, Save, All from the menu bar.
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B. Modify map display properties for the mapfile “resids_map”
1.

Load the mapfile “resids_map” into SAS/GIS. To do this, click on the SAS Explorer window and
return to the “Dir_gis” library level. Double-click the catalog “Resids_map,” then the globeshaped icon for the GIS mapfile “Resids_map.”

2.

The GIS Map window should display two layers, “States2m” (the layer created from the Arc
export file of state boundaries in the example application) and “Mapresids”; if this is not the case,
make sure that the buttons STATES2M and MAPRESIDS at the top of the map window are
switched to on. The boundaries for states should be displayed as detailed boundaries: if this is not
the case, right click the STATES2M layer button and select Show Details.

3.

Change projection options for the “resids_map” mapfile. The resids_map is currently in
geographic projection to accommodate the coordinate system used for the monitoring sites, but
this causes the state outlines to appear distorted. Converting the projection to Albers will remove
this distortion.
a. Starting from the GIS Map window, select Tools, Map Properties, Map Options from the
menu bar.
b. In the Map Options window, click Projections to open the Projection Options window.

c. In the Display Projection System field, select Alber's Conical from the list box. A separate
st
nd
Projection Options window then displays a set of Albers projection parameters (1 and 2
standard parallel and origin of projection). Click Close to accept these parameters and return
to the first Projection Options window.
d. Change the value in the Units Multiplier box to 10,000.
e. Click Close to save these changes, click OK to the confirmation request.
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4.

Enable the mapfile to display, in an FSView table, values from the layer “Mapresids” and the
attribute dataset “Resids” for any selected (clicked) point on the map:
a. Starting from the GIS Map window, select Actions, Define from the menu bar.
b. In the Action Definitions window, click the scroll arrow for the Type box and select VIEW.

c. The field Data Link will appear below the Type field, with MAPRESIDS displayed in the list
box. MAPRESIDS is the link (created and named during the execution of the
“sparrow_create_gis.sas”) between the attribute data file “Resids” and the layer “Mapresids.”
Examine the link definition by clicking the right-arrow button on the Data Link box: the
Attribute Data Sets window displays variables from the data file “Resids” in the Data Set
Vars box and variables from the spatial data set in the Composites box. This link specifies
that when points are clicked on the mapfile, the FSView table will display attribute values
from these two data sets: the variables (both named “id”) linking the two data sets are
highlighted in each box. Click Continue to accept this link definition.
d. Save by clicking Save then Close.

5.

e. Right-click the MAPRESIDS layer button at the top of the map window and select Make
Layer Selectable.
Select a background color for the map (optional formatting):
a. Starting from the GIS Map window, select Tools, Map Properties, Colors.
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b. In the Map Styles and Colors window, click the down-arrow control on the Background box
to specify a standard color. For custom color (RGB mode) selection, click the right-arrow
control on the Background box and either use the RGB color sliders or type the predefined
SAS 8-digit color name (for example CXE1E9DA for beige) in the Name box.
c. Save these settings by clicking OK and Close.
6.

Create and format a legend for the residuals (optional formatting):
a. Starting from the GIS Map window, select View, Legend, New from the menu bar to open the
Legend Options window.

b. Select MAPRESIDS from the list box in the Layers field. This specifies the layer
“Mapresids” will appear in the legend.
c. In the Footnote box, enter the text to appear at the bottom of the legend frame: “(+) underpredict, (-) over-predict”.
d. In the Display Options field, change the settings on the checkboxes as necessary so that
Dynamic and Show Missing Values are set to on. Set Frame to off to suppress an outline
box around the legend.
e. Use the Text Attributes field to specify the font, size, and color for text in the legend frame.
Click the right-arrow control on the Font box to specify Arial, 12 point. Click the down-arrow
control on the Color box to specify a standard font color. For custom color (RGB) selection,
click the right-arrow control on the Color box and either use the RGB color sliders or type the
predefined SAS 8-digit color name (for example CX336CD7 for blue) in the Name box.
f. Click Close to accept these legend settings, and follow the prompt (cursor appears as hand) to
position the legend on the map. To make any additional changes to the legend, right-click over
the legend area on the map and select either Edit (to change layer or display options) or Move
(to change location).
7.

Edit the map title (optional formatting). The default title “Studentized Residuals Map” was
created during execution of the SAS program “sparrow_create_gis.sas”. To modify, right click
over the title on the map and select either Edit (to change the font or color or edit the text) or
Move (to change location).

8.

Save the changes to the mapfile “resids_map” by selecting File, Save, All from the menu bar.
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C. Modify map display properties for the mapfile “reach_map”
1.

Load the mapfile “reach_map” into SAS/GIS. To do this, click on the SAS Explorer window and
return to the “Dir_gis” library level. Double-click the catalog “Reach_map,” then the globeshaped icon for the GIS mapfile “Reach_map.”

2.

The GIS Map window should display the layer “Erf1_2,” as indicated by the layer button
ERF1_2 at the top of the map window. “Erf1_2” is the layer created from the Arc export file of
stream reaches in the example application.

3.

Verify the selection of the theme data set for the layer “Erf1_2.” Right-click the ERF1_2 layer
button and select Edit. In the GIS Layer window, verify that the Thematic button is switched on.
If the SAS program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” ran smoothly, it established a thematic link
between the layer “Erf1_2” and the model output data file “Predict” in the SAS library “dir_rslt,”
and also specified which variable from the “Predict” data file is to be used as the map theme (the
variable “map_del_frac,” which is the fraction (expressed in percentage) of the total flux across
the downstream end of the reach that is ultimately delivered to the target reach (receiving water
body, such as estuary or coastline). The link between “Erf1_2” and “Predict” can be established
even without a pre-existing SPARROW model run and output file, because in this case the
program “sparrow_create_gis.sas” creates an empty shell of the data file “Predict” and saves it to
a directory with SAS library name “dir_rslt.” [As a note of interest: Clicking Theme Data Set in
this window, and New in the next window, would allow the user to establish an additional data
link between the layer “Erf1_2” and another SAS data file. The user may find it useful, for
example, to establish a separate link to the SPARROW input data file “sparrow_data1” in order
to map the distribution of various reach and watershed input variables.]

4.

Enable the mapfile to display, in an FSView table, attributes from the layer “Erf1_2” for any
selected (clicked) point on the map:
a. Starting from the GIS Map window, select Actions, Define from the menu bar.
b. In the Action Definitions window, click the scroll arrow for the Type box and select VIEW.
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c. The field Data Link will appear below the Type field, with PREDICT displayed in the list
box. PREDICT is the link (created and named during the execution of the
“sparrow_create_gis.sas”) between the attribute data set “Predict” and the layer “Erf1_2.”
Examine the link definition by clicking the right-arrow button on the Data Link box: the
Attribute Data Sets window displays variables from the data file “Predict” in the Data Set
Vars box and variables from the spatial data set in the Composites box. This link specifies
that when points are clicked on the mapfile, the FSView table will display attribute values
from these two data: the variables (both named arcid) used to link the two data sets are
highlighted in each box. Click Continue to accept this link definition.
d. Save by clicking Save then Close.

5.

e. Right-click the ERF1_2 layer button at the top of the map window and select Make Layer
Selectable.
Select background color for the map (optional formatting):
a. Starting from the GIS Map window, select Tools, Map Properties, Colors.

b. In the Map Styles and Colors window, click the down-arrow control on the Background box
to specify a standard color. For custom color (RGB) selection, click the right-arrow control on
the Background box and either use the RGB color sliders or type the predefined SAS 8-digit
color name (for example CXE1E9DA for beige) in the Name box.
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c. Save these settings by clicking OK and Close.
6.

Create and format legend for the model-predicted variable (optional formatting):
a. Starting from the GIS Map window, select View, Legend, New from the menu bar to open the
Legend Options window.

b. Select ERF1_2 from the list box in the Layers field. This specifies the layer “Erf1_2” will
appear in the legend.
c. In the Display Options field, change settings as necessary so that Dynamic and Show
Missing Values are set to on. Set Frame to off to suppress an outline box around the legend.
d. Use the Text Attributes field to specify font, size, and color for text in the legend. Click the
right-arrow control on the Font box to specify Arial, 12 point. Click the down-arrow control
on the Color box to specify a standard font color. For custom color (RGB) selection, click the
right-arrow control on the Color box and either use the RGB color sliders or type the
predefined SAS 8-digit color name (for example CX336CD7 for blue) in the Name box.
e. Click Close to accept these legend settings, and follow the prompt (cursor appears as hand) to
position the legend on the map. To make any additional changes to the legend, right-click over
the legend area on the map and select either Edit (to change layer or display options) or Move
(to change location).
7.

Save the changes to the mapfile “reach_map” by clicking File, Save, All from the menu bar.
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APPENDIX D. Descriptions of Output Files
D.1 Estimation Output File “summary_betaest” (standard if estimation requested)
A summary of the structure and function of this file is given in section 2.8.1.4, “Estimation output data
files.”

Description of variables in the file “summary_betaest”

[coefficient_name_k]
th
The parametric estimate of the k coefficient (of K total coefficients) in the SPARROW model. The
th
name [coefficient_name_k] corresponds to the k coefficient specified in the betailst control variable
in the control file.
(Continue [coefficient_name_1] through [coefficient_name_K])
SD_[coefficient_name_k]
th
The parametric estimate of the standard deviation of the k coefficient (of K total coefficients) in the
th
SPARROW model. [coefficient_name_k] refers to the k coefficient specified in the betailst control
variable in the control file. Note that the standard deviation is only valid asymptotically.
(Continue SD_[coefficient_name_1] through SD_[coefficient_name_K])
MEAN_EXP_WEIGHTED_ERROR

(

)

The mean of the exponentially transformed, weighted model residuals, exp eˆi wi /(1− hi ) , where
th

eˆi is the estimated residual for the i observation, hi is the observation’s leverage, and wi is the
observation’s weight. This statistic is used to correct for retransformation bias associated with model
error in converting results in natural logarithm space to real space.
VAR_EXP_WEIGHTED_ERROR

(

)

The variance of the exponentially transformed weighted model residuals, exp eˆi wi /(1− hi ) , where
th

eˆi is the estimated residual for the i observation, hi is the observation’s leverage, and wi is the
observation’s weight. This statistic is used to compute standard errors for model predictions expressed
in real space.
NOBS
The number of observations used in model estimation.
DF_ERROR
The degrees of freedom associated with the model error. This equals the number of observations
minus the number of estimated coefficients.
DF_MODEL
The degrees of freedom associated with the coefficient estimates. This equals the number of estimated
coefficients in the model. Note that constrained coefficients are not included in this statistic.
SSE
The sum of squares of the weighted model residuals, eˆi wi , where eˆi is the estimated residual for
th

the i observation and wi is the observation’s weight.
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Description of variables in the file “summary_betaest”

MSE
The mean squared error of the SPARROW model, computed by dividing SSE by DF_ERROR.
RMSE
The root mean squared error of the SPARROW model, computed as the square root of MSE. This
statistic, multiplied by 100, can be interpreted as the one standard deviation percent error associated
with a prediction for any single reach (see section 1.5.6).
R_SQUARE
The R 2 statistic for the logarithm form of the estimated model. The statistic is equal to
1 − SSE SSQ c (ln (flux )) , where SSQc is the sum of squares of the centered values of its argument. Note
that because the SPARROW model does not generally have an intercept, there is no guarantee that this
statistic will be between 0 and 1.
ADJ_R_SQUARE
The R 2 statistic adjusted for the degrees of freedom in the model. The statistic is equal to
1 − (1 − R 2 )( NOBS −1) DF_ERROR .
R_SQ_YLD
The R 2 statistic for the logarithm of yield form of the model. The statistic is equal to
1− SSE SSQ c (ln ( yield )) , where SSQc(ln(yield) is the sum of squares of the centered values of the
natural logarithm of yield. Note that because a SPARROW model does not generally have an
intercept, there is no guarantee that this statistic will be between 0 and 1. This statistic generally will
have a value that is lower than the R 2 statistic.
E_VAL_SPREAD
The eigenvalue spread. The eigenvalues are determined from the X ′X matrix, where X is the matrix
of coefficient gradients, normalized by the square root of the sum of squares of the gradients for each
coefficient (see section 1.5.4.3). If the SPARROW model includes an intercept, the gradients are
centered prior to computing X . The spread equals the maximum eigenvalue divided by the minimum
eigenvalue. Eigenvalue spreads greater than 100 indicate a potential problem due to multicollinearity.
PPCC
The probability plot correlation coefficient. The statistic is the correlation between the standardized
weighted model residual, ei∗ = eˆi wi s 2 (1− hi ) , and the inverse normal value of the residual’s rank,

(

)

Φ−1 (rank (ei∗ ) − .4) ( N + .2) , where wi is the weight for observation i, eˆi is the model residual
for observation i (expressed in natural logarithm units), s 2 is the mean-squared error of the weighted
−1
model residual, hi is the observation i leverage statistic, Φ (⋅) is the inverse of the standard normal
cumulative distribution function, and N is the number of observations (see section 1.5.5.1). A value
near one indicates the weighted residuals are approximately normally distributed.
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Description of variables in the file “summary_betaest”

SWILK_STAT
The Shapiro-Wilks test statistic for testing the assumption of normally distributed weighted residuals
eˆi wi , where eˆi is the estimated residual for the ith observation and wi is the observation’s weight.
The statistic may be interpreted as the squared correlation coefficient between the ordered values of
the weighted residuals and the corresponding order statistics generated from a standard normal
distribution, appropriately adjusted for covariance between the order statistics (see section 1.5.5.1). A
small value for the statistic implies a low correlation and is indicative of a departure from normality.
SWILK_PVAL
The probability value for the Shapiro-Wilks test statistic evaluating the normality of the weighted
th
residuals eˆi wi , where eˆi is the estimated residual for the i observation and wi is the observation’s
weight. The p-value is between 0 and 1, with values less than 0.05 implying the assumption of
normality of the residuals is rejected at a significance level of 5 percent.
UNBIAS_[coefficient_name_k] (optional)
th
The bootstrap estimate of the unbiased value of the k coefficient (of K total coefficients) in the model.
The estimate is equal to two times the parametric estimate minus the mean of the bootstrap estimates
th
(see section 1.5.3.1). [coefficient_name_k] corresponds to the k coefficient specified in the betailst
control variable in the control file. This variable appears only if bootstrapping is requested by setting a
non-zero value for the n_boot_iter control variable in the control file.
(Continue UNBIAS_[coefficient_name_1] through UNBIAS_[coefficient_name_K])
STDEV_[coefficient_name_k] (optional)
The bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation of the kth coefficient (of K total coefficients) in the
model. The estimate is equal to the square root of the variance of the bootstrap estimates (see section
1.5.3.2). [coefficient_name_k] corresponds to the kth coefficient specified in the betailst control
variable in the control file. This variable appears only if bootstrapping is requested by setting a nonzero value for the n_boot_iter control variable in the control file.
(Continue STDEV_[coefficient_name_1] through STDEV_[coefficient_name_K])
CI_LO_[coefficient_name_k] (optional)
th
The bootstrap estimate of the lower bound on the confidence interval for the k coefficient in the
model (of K total coefficients). The lower bound estimate is equal to two times the parametric
th
coefficient estimate minus the r lowest value of the bootstrap estimates, with
r = B + ⎢⎣(1− p ) B 2⎥⎦ − ⎢⎣(1− p ) B ⎥⎦ , where ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ is the floor function representing the largest integer
that is less than or equal to the function’s argument, p is the coverage probability given by the
cov_prob control variable (divided by 100), and B is the number of bootstrap iterations defined by the
th
n_boot_iter control variable (see section 1.5.3.3). [coefficient_name_k] corresponds to the k
coefficient specified in the betailst control variable in the control file. This variable appears only if
bootstrapping is requested by setting a non-zero value for the n_boot_iter control variable in the
control file.
(Continue CI_LO_[coefficient_name_1] through CI_LO_[coefficient_name_K])
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Description of variables in the file “summary_betaest”

CI_HI_[coefficient_name_k] (optional)
th
The bootstrap estimate of the upper bound on the confidence interval for the k coefficient in the
model (of K total coefficients). The upper bound estimate is equal to two times the parametric
th
coefficient estimate minus the r lowest value of the bootstrap estimates, with r = ⎢⎣(1− p ) B 2⎥⎦ + 1 ,
where ⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ is the floor function representing the largest integer that is less than or equal to the
function’s argument, p is the coverage probability given by the cov_prob control variable (divided by
100), and B is the number of bootstrap iterations defined by the n_boot_iter control variable (see
th
section 1.5.3.3). [coefficient_name_k] corresponds to the k coefficient specified in the betailst
control variable in the control file. This variable appears only if bootstrapping is requested by setting a
non-zero value for the n_boot_iter control variable in the control file.
(Continue CI_HI_[coefficient_name_1] through CI_HI_[coefficient_name_K])
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D.2 Estimation Output File “cov_betaest” (standard if estimation requested)
A summary of the structure and function of this file is given in section 2.8.1.4, “Estimation output data
files.” Note that each row of the “cov_betaest” file corresponds to one of the coefficients declared in the betailst
control variable, appearing in the same order as the coefficients are listed across the columns of the “cov_betaest”
file.

Description of variables in the file “cov_betaest”

[coefficient_name_k]
th
The parametric covariances for the k coefficient (of K total coefficients) in the SPARROW model.
th
[coefficient_name_k] corresponds to the k coefficient name specified in the betailst control variable
in the control file. Note that the covariance estimates are only valid asymptotically (see section
1.5.1.3).
(Continue [coefficient_name_1] through [coefficient_name_K])
VIF
The variance inflation factor for each coefficient. The square root of the variance inflation factor is
equal to the proportion by which the coefficient’s t-statistic could be increased if multicollinearity was
eliminated (that is, if the gradient associated with the coefficient was orthogonal to the gradients of all
the other coefficients in the model) (see section 1.5.4.3).
E_VAL
The eigenvalue for each coefficient. The eigenvalues are determined from the X ′X matrix, where X
is the matrix of coefficient gradients, normalized by the square root of the sum of squares of the
gradients for each coefficient. If the SPARROW model includes an intercept, the gradients are
centered prior to computing X (see section 1.5.4.3).
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D.3 Estimation Output File “resids” (standard if estimation requested)
A summary of the structure and function of this file is given in section 2.8.1.4, “Estimation output data
files.”

Description of variables in the file “resids”

[station_identifier]
The station identification code. [station_identifier] is the name of the variable defined by the control
variable staid in the control file. This variable must be numeric.
[station_ancillary_variable_n] (optional)
th
n ancillary variable (of N total ancillary variables) defined in the control variable
optional_station_information in the control file. Ancillary station variables are included only if the
optional_station_information control variable is not blank. Ancillary station variables can be
character or numeric.
(Continue [station_ancillary_variable_1] through [station_ancillary_variable_N])
[station_longitude]
The station longitude, expressed in decimal degrees. [station_longitude] is the name of the variable
defined by the control variable lon in the control file. The longitude value is negative for locations in
the Western Hemisphere.
[station_latitude]
The station latitude, expressed in decimal degrees. [station_latitude] is the name of the variable
defined by the control variable lat in the control file.
[reach_identifier]
The reach identification code for the reach in which the station is located. [reach_identifier] is the
name of the variable defined by the control variable waterid in the control file. The variable must be
numeric.
[arc_identifier] (optional)
The identification number for linking to the ARC coverage imported into SAS/GIS for the spatial
display of residuals. [arc_identifier] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable arcid
in the control file. The specification of this control variable is optional.
[least_squares_weight]
The weight used in the least squares model estimation. [least-squares-weight] is the name of the
variable defined by the control variable ls_weight in the control file. Prior to model estimation, each
weight is automatically normalized by dividing by the mean of the weights for all observations. If no
preferential weighting is required, the variable should have equivalent values for all observations.
ACTUAL
-1
-1
The monitored flux, expressed in units of kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons year (mt/yr), or
-1
billion-colonies year (Bcol/yr) depending on the specification of the control variable load_units in
the control file.
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Description of variables in the file “resids”

PREDICT
The predicted flux at monitoring stations, expressed in units of kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr depending on
the specification of the control variable load_units in the control file. The predicted flux is computed
by accumulating the contaminant sources delivered to streams and applying the in-stream and
reservoir attenuation processes (see section 1.4.1). The prediction is not adjusted for retransformation
bias. All processes are evaluated using the parametric estimates of the coefficients. Moreover, the
predictions are contingent on upstream monitored flux (regardless of the specification of the
if_adjust control variable—see section 2.6.3.7). That is, in accumulating predicted flux in the
downstream direction, if a reach has a monitored flux, the monitored value is substituted for the
predicted value in the amount of flux delivered to the reach’s downstream node. This does not affect
the prediction for the monitored reach but it does affect the predictions for all reaches downstream
from the monitored reach.
LN_ACTUAL
The natural logarithm of the monitored flux, ACTUAL.
LN_PREDICT
The natural logarithm of the predicted flux, PREDICT.
LN_PRED_YIELD
The natural logarithm of predicted yield. The variable equals LN_PREDICT minus the natural
logarithm of the drainage area for the monitored reach. The variable representing drainage area is
defined by the control variable tot_area.
LN_RESID
The estimated model residual, expressed in natural logarithm units. The residual is equal to the
difference between LN_ACTUAL and LN_PREDICT.
WEIGHTED_LN_RESID
The weighted model residual, expressed in natural logarithm units. The weighted model residual
equals eˆi wi , where eˆi is the model residual LN_RESID and wi is the least squares weight
([ls_weight]), the variable defined by the control variable ls_weight.
MAP_RESID
The Studentized residual, used to generate the spatial map of model residuals. The Studentized
residual is equal to eˆi wi s 2 (1− hi ) , where eˆi is the model residual LN_RESID, wi is the least
squares weight defined by the control variable ls_weight, s 2 is the mean squared error of the model
(MSE) – the sum of squares of the weighted residual WEIGHTED_LN_RESID divided by the
number of degrees of freedom for the model (NOBS minus DF_MODEL), and hi is the leverage for
the observation (see the LEVERAGE variable defined below). By assumption, the effect of
weighting makes the underlying model residual homoscedastic. For linear models, the adjustment for
the leverage causes the estimated residuals to have equal variance across all observations. For the
nonlinear model, the leverage statistic is formed from the model gradients (see section 1.5.1.4). In
this case, the leverage adjustment is justified by assuming that the gradients for each observation
have proportional representation in extending the sample to infinity. Finally, normalization by the
root mean squared error causes each residual to have unit variance. The Studentized normalization of
the residuals provides a general scale for evaluating the magnitude of the residuals. Values of the
Studentized residual greater than 3.6 are generally considered outliers and warrant further
investigation.
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Description of variables in the file “resids”

BOOT_RESID
The weighted residual used for computing the Smearing estimator of the retransformation bias
adjustment factor. The weighted residual is equal to eˆi wi (1− hi ) , where eˆi is the model residual
LN_RESID, wi is the least squares weight defined by the control variable ls_weight, and hi is the
leverage statistic (see LEVERAGE below). The mean of the exponential transform of these
residuals represents the retransformation bias adjustment factor (see section 1.6.2). The variance of
the exponential transform of these residuals defines the model-error component of the prediction
error (see section 1.6.4)
LEVERAGE
The leverage statistic for each observation. The leverage statistic represents the influence the given
observation has on model estimation. An observation with a large leverage statistic implies the value
of the dependent variable for that observation has a large effect on that observation’s prediction. In
−1

the context of a linear model, the leverage statistic is equal to xi′( X ′X )

xi , where xi is the vector

of values of the explanatory variables for observation i and X is the matrix of explanatory variables
for all observations in the regression. If the linear model has an intercept, a large leverage statistic
indicates the values of the explanatory variables for the observation differ substantially from the
mean values of the explanatory variables for the entire regression. Consequently, such an observation
has a large effect on the determination of the coefficient estimates. The sum of the leverage statistics
across all observations equals the number of estimated coefficients in the model. Therefore, in a
linear model, observations with a leverage statistic greater than DF_MODEL/NOBS are relatively
more influential. In the context of a nonlinear model, the leverage statistic is computed using the
model gradients (see the description below of the variables containing the gradient for each model
coefficient) in place of xi and X. The statistical properties of a nonlinear model are generally defined
only for large samples. In large samples, however, the leverage statistic for any given observation
goes to zero, implying the influence of any single observation is of no consequence. The leverage
statistic has practical relevance in a nonlinear model if it is assumed that large samples are obtained
by reproducing the observed set of explanatory variables in repeated samples. Under this
interpretation, an observation with a leverage statistic greater than DF_MODEL/NOBS is
representative of a non-negligible group of observations that collectively have a larger influence on
model estimation than other observation groups (see section 1.5.1.4).
Z_MAP_RESID
The normal quantile of the offset rank of the Studentized residual used to generate the probability
plot gbt_prob_plot and the probability plot correlation coefficient PPCC. The variable is equal to

(

)

Φ−1 (rank (ei∗ ) − .4) ( N + .2) , where Φ−1 (⋅) is the inverse of the normal cumulative distribution

function, rank (ei∗ ) is the rank of the observation’s Studentized residual (MAP_RESID), and N is
the number of observations (NOBS) (see section 1.5.5.1).
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Description of variables in the file “resids”

[coefficient_name_k]
th
The gradient for the k model coefficient (of K total coefficients). The gradient is the derivative of
the weighted squared residual with respect to the named coefficient (see section 1.5.1.2). In
SPARROW, the gradients are computed numerically by evaluating the change induced in a model
prediction (LN_PREDICT) from a small change in one of the coefficient estimates (see section
1.5.1.5). The gradients can be used to compute the leverage statistics and perform non-nested
th
hypothesis tests. [coefficient_name_k] represents the k coefficient identified by the betailst control
variable in the control file.
(Continue [coefficient_name_1] through [coefficient_name_K])
id
A sequential identifier, assigned by SPARROW to facilitate the referencing of monitoring sites.
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D.4 Estimation Output File “boot_betaest_all” (standard if estimation requested)
A summary of the structure and function of this file is given in section 2.8.1.4, “Estimation output data
files.”

Description of variables in the file “boot_betaest_all”

iter
The bootstrap iteration number. Iteration 0 pertains to the parametric estimates.
jter
The bootstrap random seed index number. The value for jter could exceed iter if the estimation of
the model fails for some randomly selected resampling of the observations, in which case the
iteration estimates are obtained by drawing a new set of random variables.
[coefficient_name_k]
th
The estimate of the k coefficient (of K total coefficients) in the SPARROW model.
th
[coefficient_name_k] corresponds to the k name specified in the betailst control variable in the
control file and are in the same order.
(Continue [coefficient_name_1] through [coefficient_name_K])
mean_exp_weighted_error

(

)

The mean of the exponentially transformed, weighted model residuals, exp eˆi wi /(1− hi ) , where

eˆi is the estimated residual for the ith observation as obtained from the iter-th bootstrap sample, hi
is the observation’s leverage, and wi is the observation’s weight. This statistic is used to correct for
retransformation bias associated with model error in converting results in natural logarithm space to
real space.
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D.5 Estimation Output File “test_resids” (optional)
A summary of the structure and function of this file is given in section 2.8.1.4, “Estimation output data files.”
Description of variables in the file “test_resids”

[waterid]
The reach identification code for the reach in which the station is located. [waterid] is the name of the
variable defined by the control variable waterid. The variable must be numeric.
[staid]
The station identification code. [staid] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable staid.
ACTUAL
-1
-1
The monitored flux, expressed in units of kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons year (mt/yr), or billion
-1
colonies year (Bcol/yr) depending on the specification of the control variable load_units in the control
file.
PREDICT
The predicted flux at monitoring stations, expressed in units of kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr depending on the
specification of the control variable load_units in the control file. For a description of how this variable
is computed, see the discussion above (appendix D.3) of the variable PREDICT in the “resids” file. For
monitored reaches for which computed flux is nonpositive (due to numerical overflow in model
computation for an upstream reach), the value for ACTUAL is reported in place of PREDICT.
LN_ACTUAL
The natural logarithm of the monitored flux, ACTUAL.
LN_PREDICT
The natural logarithm of the predicted flux, PREDICT, or for monitored reaches for which computed
flux is nonpositive, the value for LN_ACTUAL is reported in place of LN_PREDICT.
LN_PRED_YIELD
The natural logarithm of predicted yield. The variable equals LN_PREDICT minus the natural
logarithm of the drainage area for the monitored reach. The variable representing drainage area is
defined by the control variable tot_area.
LN_RESID
The estimated model residual, expressed in natural logarithm units. For monitored reaches with a
nonpositive value of the predicted flux (that is, PREDICT is less than or equal to zero) the value of
LN_RESID is set equal to zero. Otherwise, the residual is equal to the difference between
LN_ACTUAL and LN_PREDICT.
WEIGHTED_LN_RESID
The weighted model residual, expressed in natural logarithm units. For monitored reaches with a
nonpositive value of the predicted flux (that is, PREDICT is less than or equal to zero) the value of
WEIGHTED_LN_RESID is set to zero. Otherwise, the weighted model residual equals eˆi wi , where

eˆi is the model residual LN_RESID and wi is the least squares weight ([ls_weight]), the variable
defined by the control variable ls_weight.
N_RCH
The number of reaches making up the station’s nested basin. That is, the number of reaches upstream of
the given monitoring station (including the monitored reach) and below any upstream monitoring
station.
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D.6 Prediction Output File “predict” (standard if prediction requested)
All variables are defined in detail in the table at the end of this section. The following discussion explains
naming conventions for the variables and discusses special considerations for bias-adjusted estimates, confidence
intervals, reservoir and reach decay, and delivery fraction.
Predictions are given for total flux and flux by source. Predictions of total flux have the suffix TOTAL
th
and predictions for a topical source have the suffix [source_k], where [source_k] refers to the k source variable
defined by the control variable srcvar. Flux predictions are also reported for three constitutions: the amount of
flux exported from the reach, the amount exported from the reach if there was no in-stream or reservoir
attenuation, and the amount of flux leaving the reach that was generated within the reach’s incremental
watershed. Additionally, the predictions include an estimate of the accumulated amount of flux removed from the
stream network from reservoirs at and upstream of the given reach. If the control variable target is specified, the
predictions contain an estimate of the fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the outlet of the nearest
downstream target reach.
All predictions having the prefix PLOAD_ in their name are based on parametric estimates of the
coefficients—the coefficients obtained from model estimation using the full original sample of observations.
These predictions have been corrected for retransformation bias in the model residuals but not in the coefficient
sampling error (see section 1.6.2). The adjustment for retransformation bias uses a Smearing estimator evaluated
using the weighted estimated residuals, adjusted for the leverage of the observation (see section 1.6.2). Note that
the same retransformation bias adjustment factor is applied to all flux predictions, regardless of source, location,
or constitution (that is, exported, non-decayed, or incremental). Additionally, the retransformation bias
adjustment factor is applied to the predicted amount of flux removed in reservoirs. However, the factor is not
applied to prediction variables that are declared in the control variable retrans_exclude_list. These variables, for
example the delivery fraction variable, are not denominated in units of flux so the model error is not included in
their estimation (see section 1.6.6).
Predictions having the prefix MEAN_PLOAD_ are based on a bootstrap analysis in conjunction with the
parametric estimates to obtain a bootstrap estimate that is corrected for both the retransformation bias due to
model error and the nonlinear prediction bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The method
of correction for nonlinear bias caused by sampling error is to generate multiple model prediction estimates using
multiple sets of coefficient estimates obtained either from resampled data or from randomly generated coefficient
vectors using a normal random number generator (see section 1.5.3.1). A proportional nonlinear bias adjustment
factor is computed by dividing the parametric prediction by the average of the multiple bootstrap model
predictions (see section 1.6.3). The ratio form of the bias adjustment factor insures that the restrictions placed on
the coefficients to guarantee that flux predictions are positive will hold for the bias-adjusted estimate (that is, will
result in a positive bias-adjusted estimate). A consequence of this adjustment, however, is that mass balance
restrictions across prediction variables no longer hold. For example, whereas the parametric predictions described
above restrict the sum of predicted flux by source to equal total flux, predictions that have been adjusted using the
proportional bias adjustment factor no longer retain that restriction. The restriction can instead be imposed in user
post-processing of model output, by computing the estimates of bias-adjusted individual source shares of flux
estimates as a function of total bias-adjusted flux, or vice versa. For example, one approach is to allocate the biasadjusted prediction of total flux to the individual sources based on the share of flux from each source estimated
from the parametric predictions. A second approach is to set the total bias-adjusted flux to equal the sum of the
individual source bias adjusted flux. Or third, the bias-adjusted prediction of total flux can be allocated to the
individual sources based on the ratio of the bias-adjusted source estimates to the total of the bias-adjusted source
estimates.
Bootstrap-derived standard error estimates of the predictions are contained in variables having the prefix
SE_PLOAD_. The standard errors reflect variability due to sampling error in the coefficient estimates and
variability arising from model error (see section 1.6.4). The standard errors for prediction variables included in
the retrans_exclude_list reflect only the variance caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates; the
variance due to model error is excluded.
Prediction variables with the prefix CI_LO_ and CI_HI_ represent the estimate’s lower and upper
bounds on an equal-tailed confidence interval. The coverage probability for the interval, p, is defined by the
control variable cov_prob. The confidence interval is based on bootstrap methods, and expresses the lower and
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upper bounds as a ratio between the square of the parametric prediction and the appropriate order statistic from
the bootstrap simulations (see section 1.6.5). The ratio form used to derive the lower and upper bounds insures
that the bounds are strictly positive for positive source variables. The randomly selected weighted model residual
is not included for prediction variables defined by the control variable retrans_exclude_list.
Prediction variables with the prefix PLOAD_ND_ or MEAN_PLOAD_ND_ refer to estimates of flux
that would have left the reach if there were no in-stream or reservoir attenuation processes (ND denotes “No
Decay”). Therefore the difference between the predicted “no-decay” flux and predicted flux represents the
amount of flux reaching streams, including and upstream of the given reach, that is removed from the outflow of
the reach due to in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes.
Prediction variables with the prefix PLOAD_INC_ and MEAN_PLOAD_INC_ refer to estimates of
flux leaving the reach that are generated within the incremental reach watershed. The predicted flux represents
the amount of flux delivered to the reach from sources within the reach’s incremental watershed (by the given
source if the suffix consists of a source name) and attenuated by reservoir and in-stream processes within the
same reach. If the reach is a reservoir reach, the reach’s full reservoir attenuation process is applied to the
delivered flux. If the reach is not a reservoir, the incremental watershed flux is assumed to enter the reach at the
reach’s midpoint and receives only a portion of the reach’s in-stream attenuation (the reach delivery factor for
incremental watershed flux is the square root of the reach delivery factor applied to flux from an upstream reach).
The variable RES_DECAY and MEAN_RES_DECAY correspond to the amount of flux removed from
the reach network through reservoir attenuation. That is, these variables represent the change in the amount of
flux leaving the reach if all reservoirs at or upstream of the reach were removed from the network. A non-zero
value is reported only if a resevoir attenuation process is defined in the control variable
reservoir_decay_specification. Although the predictions do not include a direct estimate, the flux removed due
to in-stream attenuation can be estimated by taking the difference between PLOAD_ND_TOTAL and the sum of
RES_DECAY and PLOAD_TOTAL (or by the difference between MEAN_PLOAD_ND_TOTAL and the
sum of MEAN_RES_DECAY and MEAN_PLOAD_TOTAL).
The variables DEL_FRAC and MEAN_DEL_FRAC represent the parametric and bias-adjusted
estimates of the share of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the outlet of the nearest downstream target
reach (see section 1.6.7), as identified by the variable defined by the control variable target. The variable
DEL_FRAC should be listed in the retrans_exclude control variable to preclude application of the
retransformation bias adjustment. The prediction variable MAP_DEL_FRAC is the DEL_FRAC variable
expressed in percent. This variable is included in the output to support the generation of the default reach map in
SAS/GIS. The amount of flux generated in the reach and delivered to the outlet of the nearest downstream target
reach can be estimated as a post-processing step by multiplying the predicted incremental watershed flux
(prediction variables with the prefix PLOAD_INC_ and MEAN_PLOAD_INC_) by DEL_FRAC.
If the control variable if_adjust is set to yes, all predictions at and downstream of monitored reaches are
conditioned on the monitored flux—meaning that the monitored flux is substituted for the predicted flux at those
reaches, this monitored value being used in the subsequent predictions of downstream flux. For a monitored
reach, the conditioning of predicted flux on monitored flux causes the standard error of the total flux estimate to
be set to zero and the source shares for the reach are derived by applying the predicted source share times the
monitored flux. For simulation of alternative water management scenarios it is generally the case that if_adjust is
set to no. Note that the predictions for a reach immediately downstream of a monitored reach receive an
adjustment to account for retransformation bias arising from the expectation of the multiplicative error term; with
if_adjust set to yes, the measured flux at a monitored reach receives no such adjustment because the error (rather
than its expectation) is assumed to be incorporated directly in the flux measurement (see section 1.6.6).
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[reach_identifier]
The reach identification code. [reach_identifier] is the name of the variable defined by the control
variable waterid in the control file. The variable must be numeric.
[reach_ancillary_variable_n]
th
The n ancillary variable (of N total ancillary variables) defined in the control variable
optional_reach_information. Ancillary reach variables are included only if the
optional_reach_information control variable is not blank. Ancillary reach variables can be character
or numeric.
(Continue [reach_ancillary_variable_1] through [reach_ancillary_variable_N])
[station_identifier]
The station identification code. [station_identifier] is the name of the variable defined by the control
variable staid in the control file. This variable must be numeric.
2

2

2

2

[tot_area] (kilometers , km )
2
2
The total area upstream of the reach outlet, in units of kilometers (km ). [tot_area] is the name of the
variable defined by the control variable tot_area.
[inc_area] (kilometers , km )
2
The incremental watershed area, in units of km . [inc_area] is the name of the variable defined by the
control variable inc_area.
3

-1

3

-1

[mean_flow] (feet second , ft /s, or 100 liters second , 100 L/s)
The mean flow of the reach. [mean_flow] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable
3
-1
3
-1
mean_flow. Units are either feet second (ft /s) or 100 liters second (100 L/s) as defined by the
control variable flow_units.
[arc_identifier] (optional)
The idenfication number for linking to the ARC coverage imported into SAS/GIS for the spatial
display of residuals. [arc_identifier] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable arcid
in the control file. The specification of this control variable is optional.
[from_node]
The upstream node of the reach. [from_node] is the name of the variable defined by the control
variable fnode.
[to_node]
The downstream node of the reach. [to_node] is the name of the variable defined by the control
variable tnode.
[hydseq]
The hydrologic sequence of reaches in the network. [hydseq] is the name of the variable defined by
the control variable hydseq. Sorting the SAS input data set by [hydseq] in ascending order facilitates
the sequential accumulation of flux—the incremental flux for any reach is not accumulated until the
incremental fluxes from all upstream reaches have been accumulated.
[frac]
The fraction of upstream flux diverted to the reach. [frac] is the name of the variable defined by the
control variable frac. The value of [frac] for a reach is less than one only if there is a diversion at the
upstream node.
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[iftran]
The variable determining if flux is delivered through the reach to the downstream node. [iftran] is the
name of the variable defined by the control variable iftran.
[target]
Target classification (0/1) of the reach. [target] is the name of the variable identified by the control
variable target.
[least_squares_weight]
The weight used in the least squares model estimation. [least_squares_weight] is the name of the
variable defined by the control variable ls_weight in the control file. Prior to model estimation, each
weight is automatically normalized by dividing by the mean of the weights for all observations. If no
preferential weighting is required, the variable should have equivalent values for all observations.
LU_class
Land use classification for the reach. A value is reported for the reaches that meet one of the criteria
defined in the control variable land_class_list (that is, for the reaches that will be included in the
statistical summary of yield by land use). LU_class is blank for reaches that do not meet any of the
criteria. The values recorded for this variable are the class names defined in the land_class_list
control variable. The variable LU_class is included in the output file only if the control variable
if_distribute_yield_by_land_use is set to yes.
-1

-1

-1

[depvar] (kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons year (mt/yr), or billion colonies year (Bcol/yr))
The monitored flux. [depvar] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable depvar. The
-1
units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons
-1
-1
year (mt/yr), or billion colonies year (Bcol/yr).
PLOAD_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux leaving the reach. Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias caused by the
model residuals but are not corrected for bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates.
The units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
PLOAD_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted flux leaving the reach attributed to the s source (of S total sources) in the SPARROW
model. Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model residuals but are not
th
corrected for bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. [source_s] is the s source
defined in the control variable srcvar. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and
may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue PLOAD_[source_1] through PLOAD_[source_S])
PLOAD_ND_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux leaving the reach if there are no in-stream or reservoir attenuation processes.
Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model residuals but are not corrected
for bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The units are defined in the control
variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
PLOAD_ND_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted flux attributed to the s source (of S total sources) in the model that leaves the reach
assuming no in-stream or reservoir attenuation processes. Estimates are corrected for retransformation
bias caused by the model residuals but are not corrected for bias caused by sampling error in the
th
coefficient estimates. [source_s] is the s source defined by the control variable srcvar. The units are
defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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(Continue PLOAD_ND_[source_1] through PLOAD_ND_[source_S])
PLOAD_INC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed. Estimates receive an
adjustment for stream attenuation within the reach (see preceeding text for details). Estimates are
corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model residuals but are not corrected for bias caused
by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The units are defined in the control variable load_units
and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
PLOAD_INC_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed and attributed to the s source
th
in the model. [source_s] is the s variable defined in the control variable srcvar. Estimates receive an
adjustment for stream attenuation within the reach (see preceeding text for details). Estimates are
corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model residuals but are not corrected for bias caused
by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The units are defined in the control variable load_units
and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue PLOAD_INC_[source_1] through PLOAD_INC_[source_S])
RES_DECAY (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The amount that total flux leaving the reach is reduced because of reservoir attenuation within and
upstream of the given reach. Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model
residuals but are not corrected for bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The
value is zero if no reservoir attenuation process is specified in the control variable
reservoir_decay_specification.The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be
kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
DEL_FRAC (unitless)
The fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach. Because
the predicted variable is not a flux, the estimate does not receive an adjustment for retransformation
bias. If in-stream and reservoir processes are restricted to be attenuating, the predicted value is
between zero and one. The value is set to missing if no target variable is defined by the control
variable target. The value is set to one if no in-stream or reservoir attenuation processes are specified
in the control variables reach_decay_specification and reservoir_decay_specification. The
prediction is a fraction and therefore unitless.
MEAN_PLOAD_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted total flux leaving the reach. Estimates are corrected for
retransformation bias caused by the model residuals and nonlinear bias caused by sampling error in
the coefficient estimates. The variable is only included if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting
the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined in the control
variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
SE_PLOAD_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Standard error of the predicted total flux leaving the reach. The standard error includes the variation
arising from model error and the variation caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The
variable is only included if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable
n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and
may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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CI_LO_PLOAD_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the total flux leaving the reach. The
coverage probability is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is only included if a
bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero.
The units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_HI_PLOAD_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the total flux leaving the reach. The
coverage probability is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is only included if a
bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero.
The units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
MEAN_PLOAD_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
th
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted flux leaving the reach attributed to the s source (of S total sources)
th
in the model. [source_s] is the s source listed in the control variable srcvar. Estimates are corrected
for retransformation bias caused by the model residuals and nonlinear bias caused by sampling error
in the coefficient estimates. The variable is only included if a bootstrap analysis is requested by
setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined in the
control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
SE_PLOAD_[source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
th
Standard error of the predicted flux leaving the reach attributed to the s source (of S total sources) in
th
the model. [source_ s] is the s source listed in the control variable srcvar. The standard error
includes the variation arising from model error and the variation caused by sampling error in the
coefficient estimates. The variable is only included if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the
control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined in the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_LO_PLOAD_[source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)(optional)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for flux leaving the reach attributed to the
th
th
s source (of S total sources) in the model. [source_ s] is the s source listed in the control variable
srcvar. The coverage probability is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is only
included if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value
greater than zero. The units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr.
CI_HI_PLOAD_[source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for flux leaving the reach attributed to the
th
th
s source (of S total sources) in the model. [source_ s] is the s source listed in the control variable
srcvar. The coverage probability is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is only
included if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value
greater than zero. The units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr.
(Continue MEAN_PLOAD_, SE_PLOAD_, CI_LO_PLOAD_, CI_HI_PLOAD_ [source_1] through
MEAN_PLOAD_, SE_PLOAD_, CI_LO_PLOAD_, CI_HI_PLOAD_ [source_S])
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MEAN_PLOAD_ND_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted total flux leaving the reach with in-stream and reservoir attenuation
processes “turned off.” Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model
residuals and nonlinear bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The variable is
included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value
greater than zero. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr.
SE_PLOAD_ ND_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Standard error of the predicted total flux leaving the reach with in-stream and reservoir attenuation
processes “turned off.” The standard error includes the variation arising from model error and the
variation caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The variable is included only if a
bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero.
The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_LO_PLOAD_ ND_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the total flux leaving the reach
assuming in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off.” The coverage probability is
defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is
requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are
defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_HI_PLOAD_ ND_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the total flux leaving the reach
assuming in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off.” The coverage probability is
defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is
requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are
defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
MEAN_PLOAD_ ND_ [source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
th
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted flux leaving the reach attributed to the s source (of S total sources)
in the model assuming in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off.” [source_s]
th
represents the s variable listed in the control variable srcvar. Estimates are corrected for
retransformation bias caused by the model residuals and nonlinear bias caused by sampling error in
the coefficient estimates. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting
the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined in the control
variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
SE_PLOAD_ ND_ [source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
th
Standard error of the predicted flux leaving the reach attributed to the s source (of S total sources) in
the model assuming in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off.” [source_ s]
th
represents the s variable listed in the control variable srcvar. The standard error includes the
variation arising from model error and the variation caused by sampling error in the coefficient
estimates. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control
variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined in the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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CI_LO_PLOAD_ ND_ [source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for flux leaving the reach attributed to the
th
s source (of S total sources) in the model assuming there are no in-stream or reservoir attenuation
th
processes. [source_ s] is the s source listed in the control variable srcvar. The coverage probability
is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is
requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are
defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_HI_PLOAD_ ND_ [source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for flux leaving the reach attributed to the
sth source (of S total sources) in the model assuming there are no in-stream or reservoir attenuation
processes. [source_ s] is the sth source listed in the control variable srcvar. The coverage probability
is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is
requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are
defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue MEAN_PLOAD_ND_, SE_PLOAD_ND, CI_LO_PLOAD_ND_, CI_HI_PLOAD_
ND_[source_1] through MEAN_PLOAD_ND_, SE_PLOAD_ND_, CI_LO_PLOAD_ND_,
CI_HI_PLOAD_ ND_[source_S])
MEAN_PLOAD_INC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed.
Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation within the reach (see preceeding text for
details). Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model residuals and nonlinear
bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The variable is included only if a bootstrap
analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units
are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
SE_PLOAD_ INC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Standard error of the predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed.
Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation within the reach (see preceeding text for
details). The standard error includes the variation arising from model error and the variation caused by
sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is
requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are
defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_LO_PLOAD_ INC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the total flux generated within the
reach’s incremental watershed. Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation within the
reach (see preceeding text for details). The coverage probability is defined by the control variable
cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control
variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined by the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_HI_PLOAD_ INC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the total flux generated within the
reach’s incremental watershed. Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation within the
reach (see preceeding text for details). The coverage probability is defined by the control variable
cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control
variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined by the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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MEAN_PLOAD_ INC_ [source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed attributed
th
th
to the s source (of S total sources) in the model. [source_ s] is the s source listed in the control
variable srcvar. Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation within the reach (see
preceeding text for details). Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias caused by the model
residuals and nonlinear bias caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The variable is
included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value
greater than zero. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr.
SE_PLOAD_ INC_ [source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Standard error of the predicted flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed attributed to
th
th
the s source (of S total sources) in the model. [source_ s] is the s source listed in the control variable
srcvar. Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation within the reach (see preceeding text
for details). The standard error includes the variation arising from model error and the variation
caused by sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The variable is included only if a bootstrap
analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units
are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_LO_PLOAD_ INC_ [source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for flux generated within the reach’s
th
th
incremental watershed attributed to the s source (of S total sources) in the model. [source_ s] is the s
source listed in the control variable srcvar. Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation
within the reach (see preceeding text for details). Estimates receive an adjustment for stream
attenuation within the reach (see preceeding text for details). The coverage probability is defined by
the control variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by
setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined by the
control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_HI_PLOAD_ INC_ [source_ s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for flux generated within the reach’s
th
th
incremental watershed attributed to the s source (of S total sources) in the model. [source_ s] is the s
source listed in the control variable srcvar. Estimates receive an adjustment for stream attenuation
within the reach (see preceeding text for details). The coverage probability is defined by the control
variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the
control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The units are defined by the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue MEAN_PLOAD_INC_, SE_PLOAD_INC, CI_LO_PLOAD_INC_, CI_HI_PLOAD_
INC_[source_1] through MEAN_PLOAD_INC_, SE_PLOAD_INC_, CI_LO_PLOAD_INC_,
CI_HI_PLOAD_ INC_[source_S])
MEAN_RES_DECAY (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted amount that total flux leaving the reach is reduced because of
reservoir attenuation within and upstream of the given reach. Estimates are corrected for
retransformation bias caused by the model residuals and nonlinear bias caused by sampling error in
the coefficient estimates. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting
the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The value is zero if no reservoir
attenuation process is specified in the control variable reservoir_decay_specification.The units are
defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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SE_RES_DECAY (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Standard error of the predicted amount that total flux leaving the reach is reduced because of reservoir
attenuation within and upstream of the given reach. The standard error includes the variation arising
from model error and the variation due to sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The variable is
included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value
greater than zero. The value is zero if no reservoir attenuation process is specified in the control
variable reservoir_decay_specification. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and
may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_LO_RES_DECAY (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the amount that total flux leaving the
reach is reduced because of reservoir attenuation within and upstream of the given reach. The
coverage probability is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a
bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero.
The value is zero if no reservoir attenuation process is specified in the control variable
reservoir_decay_specification. The units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be
kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
CI_HI_RES_DECAY (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr) (optional)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the amount that total flux leaving the
reach is reduced because of reservoir attenuation within and upstream of the given reach. The
coverage probability is defined by the control variable cov_prob. The variable is included only if a
bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero.
The value is zero if no reservoir attenuation process is specified in the control variable
reservoir_decay_specification. The units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be
kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
MEAN_DEL_FRAC (unitless) (optional)
Bootstrap bias-adjusted predicted fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the nearest
downstream target reach. Estimates are corrected for nonlinear bias caused by sampling error in the
coefficient estimates, but because the predicted variable is not a flux, the estimate does not receive an
adjustment for retransformation bias. Because of the proportional bias adjustment used to correct all
predictions, the value can be greater than one even if in-stream and reservoir processes are restricted
to be attenuating. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the
control variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The value is set to missing if no target
variable is defined by the control variable target. The value is set to one if no in-stream or reservoir
attenuation processes are specified in the control variables reach_decay_specification and
reservoir_decay_specification. The prediction is a fraction and therefore unitless.
SE_DEL_FRAC (unitless) (optional)
Standard error of the predicted fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the nearest
downstream target reach. The standard error includes the variation caused by sampling error in the
coefficient estimates, but because the predicted variable is not a flux there is no variation arising from
model error. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control
variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The value is set to missing if no target variable is
defined by the control variable target. The value is set to zero if no in-stream or reservoir attenuation
processes are specified in the control variables reach_decay_specification and
reservoir_decay_specification. The prediction is a fraction and therefore unitless.
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CI_LO_DEL_FRAC (unitless) (optional)
Lower bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the fraction of flux leaving the reach
that is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach. The coverage probability is defined by the
control variable cov_prob. Because of the proportional bias adjustment used to correct all predictions,
the value can be greater than one even if in-stream and reservoir processes are restricted to be
attenuating. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control
variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The value is set to missing if no target variable is
defined by the control variable target. The value is set to zero if no in-stream or reservoir attenuation
processes are specified in the control variables reach_decay_specification and
reservoir_decay_specification. The prediction is a fraction and therefore unitless.
CI_HI_DEL_FRAC (unitless) (optional)
Upper bound on the bootstrap-derived confidence interval for the fraction of flux leaving the reach
that is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach. The coverage probability is defined by the
control variable cov_prob. Because of the proportional bias adjustment used to correct all predictions,
the value can be greater than one even if in-stream and reservoir processes are restricted to be
attenuating. The variable is included only if a bootstrap analysis is requested by setting the control
variable n_boot_iter to a value greater than zero. The value is set to missing if no target variable is
defined by the control variable target. The value is set to zero if no in-stream or reservoir attenuation
processes are specified in the control variables reach_decay_specification and
reservoir_decay_specification. The prediction is a fraction and therefore unitless.
-1

-1

-1

-1

total_yield (kilograms hectare year (kg/ha/yr), metric tons hectare year (mt/ha/yr), or billion colonies
-1
-1
hectare year (Bcol/ha/yr))
-1
-1
Predicted yield for total flux leaving the reach, in units of kilograms hectare year (kg/ha/yr), metric
-1
-1
-1
-1
tons hectare year (mt/ha/yr), or billion colonies hectare year (Bcol/ha/yr), depending on the units
specified in the control variable load_units. The predicted value is based on parametric estimates and
equals PLOAD_TOTAL divided by [tot_area].
inc_total_yield (kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr)
Predicted incremental yield for total flux generated within the incremental watershed and delivered to
the reach outlet, in units of kg/ha/yr, mt/ha/yr, or Bcol/ha/yr, depending on the units declared in the
control variable load_units. The predicted value is based on parametric estimates and equals
PLOAD_INC_TOTAL divided by [inc_area].
concentration (milligrams per liter (mg/L), micrograms per liter (ug/L), or colonies per 100 milliliters
(col/100ml))
The predicted flow weighted concentration. The predicted value is based on parametric estimates and
equals PLOAD_TOTAL divided by [mean_flow]. If the unit of the dependent variable is Bcol/yr,
the unit for concentration is automatically set to colonies per 100 milliliters (col/100ml); otherwise,
concentration units are milligrams per liter (mg/L) if the control variable
if_concentration_in_micrograms is set to no, and micrograms per liter (ug/L) if the control variable
is set to yes.
map_del_frac (percent)
The fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach,
expressed in percent. The predicted value is based on parametric estimates and equals DEL_FRAC
times 100. The variable is used for plotting the delivery fraction in the default version of the SAS/GIS
map file “reach_map.”
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Description of variables in the file “predict” (preceding text contains additional explanations)

sh_[source_s] (unitless)
th
Share of incremental predicted flux leaving the reach that is attributed to the s source (of S total
th
sources) in the model. [source_s] is the s source listed in the control variable srcvar. The predicted
value is based on the parametric estimates and equals PLOAD_INC_[source_s] divided by
PLOAD_INC_TOTAL.
(Continue sh_[source_1] through sh_[source_S])

D.7 Prediction Output File “summary_predict” (standard if prediction requested)
Contents of this file are described completely in section 2.8.2.2, “Prediction output data files.”

D.8 Prediction Output File “lu_yield_percentiles” (optional)
Contents of this file are described completely in section 2.8.2.2, “Prediction output data files.”

D.9 Prediction Output File “test_data” (optional)
The file contains detailed output from SPARROW for a selected reach. The file is created if the control
variable if_test_predict is set to yes, with the reach selected by the control variable test_obs. The inclusion of
test output from the prediction algorithm does not preclude the output of standard SPARROW prediction results.
Rather, the detailed output permits the user to verify these results. If a bootstrap analysis is requested, the
test_data file includes as separate observations the detailed output for the selected reach from all bootstrap
iterations. See section 2.9.3.2, “Test-prediction mode,” for additional discussion.
Calculations for the in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes specified by the control variables
reach_decay_specification and reservoir_decay_specification can be verified by checking the values reported
by the RCHDECAYF and RESDCAYF variables in conjunction with the input reach and reservoir decay
variables (the variables listed in the decvar and resvar control variables). Calculations for the land-to-water
delivery process specified by the control variable incr_delivery_specification can be checked for a given source
by dividing the source’s incremental watershed flux without in-stream or reservoir decay
th
(ND_INCDDSRC_[source_k], where [source_k] refers to the k source listed in the control variable srcvar) by
th
the product of the appropriate source amount and source-specific coefficient (the input value of the k variable
and the estimated value of the associated coefficient, as defined and ordered in the control variables srcvar and
bsrcvar).
Note that for all variables having INCDDSRC_ as part of the prefix, the incremental watershed flux is
determined by the product of the source variables (defined by the control variable srcvar), the source coefficients
(defined by the control variable bsrcvar), and the source-specific land-to-water delivery factor as specified by the
control variable incr_delivery_specification using the source assignment given by the dlvdsgn control variable.
Note also that for the variables with the prefix INCDDSRC_, the incremental watershed flux delivered to the
reach outlet, the flux from the incremental watershed is assumed to enter the reach at the midpoint. Therefore, the
fraction of incremental watershed flux delivered to the reach that is then delivered to the reach outlet equals the
square root of the fraction of flux entering the reach from the upstream node and delivered to the reach outlet
(that is, the square root of the RCHDECAYF variable defined below).
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Description of variables in the file “test_data”

[waterid]
The reach identification code. [waterid] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable waterid.
[staid]
The station identification code. [staid] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable staid.
[fnode]
The upstream node of the reach. [from_node] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable
fnode.
[tnode]
The downstream nodeof the reach. [tnode] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable tnode.
[frac]
The fraction of upstream flux diverted to the reach. [frac] is the name of the variable defined by the control
variable frac. The value of [frac] for a reach is less than one only if there is a diversion at the upstream
node.
[iftran]
The variable determining if flux is delivered through the reach to the downstream node. [iftran] is the name
of the variable defined by the control variable iftran.
[target]
The target classification of the reach. [target] is the name of the variable identified by the control variable
target.
[tot_area]
2
2
The total area upstream of the reach outlet, in kilometers (km ). [tot_area] is the name of the variable
defined by the control variable tot_area.
[depvar]
The monitored flux. [depvar] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable depvar.
[srcvar_s]
th
The s source variable (of S total source variables) in the SPARROW model. [srcvar_ s] corresponds to the
th
s source variable specified for the control variable srcvar.
(Continue [srcvar_1] through [srcvar_S])
[dlvvar_k] (optional)
th
The k land-to-water delivery variable (of a total K land-to-water variables) in the SPARROW model.
th
[dlvvar_k] represents the k land-to-water delivery variable listed in the control variable dlvvar.
(Continue [dlvvar_1] through [dlvvar_K])
[decvar_n] (optional)
th
The n in-stream attenuation variable (of a total N in-stream attenuation variables) in the SPARROW
th
model. [decvar_n] represents the n in-stream attenuation variable listed in the control variable decvar.
(Continue [decvar_1] through [decvar_N])
[resvar_m] (optional)
th
The m reservoir attenuation variable (of a total M reservoir attenuation variables) in the SPARROW model.
th
[resvar_m] represents the m reservoir attenuation variable listed in the control variable resvar.
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Description of variables in the file “test_data”

(Continue [resvar_1] through [resvar_M])
[othvar_r] (optional)
th
The r other variable (of a total R other variables) included in the SPARROW model. [othvar_r]
th
corresponds to the r variable listed in the control variable othvar.
(Continue [othvar_1] through [othvar_R])
RCHDCAYF
The fraction of flux entering the reach from the upstream node that is delivered to the downstream node—
excluding reservoir processes. The variable represents the effect of reach attenuation processes applied to
the entire length of the reach as specified by the reach_decay_specification control variable.
RESDCAYF
The fraction of flux entering the reach from the upstream node that is delivered to the downstream node as
modified by reservoir attenuation processes. The variable represents the effect of reservoir attenuation
processes applied to the entire length of the reach as specified by the control variable
reservoir_decay_specification.
-1

-1

-1

INCDDSRC_TOTAL (kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons year (mt/yr), or billion colonies year (Bcol/yr))
The total amount of flux that is generated within the incremental watershed and delivered to the reach
outlet. The reported amount reflects the product of the source coefficients (defined by the control variable
bsrcvar), the source variables (defined by the control variable srcvar), the source-specific land-to-water
delivery processes specified by the control variable incr_delivery_specification, the reservoir attenuation
processes specified by the control variable reservoir_decay_specification (equal to RESDECAYF (see
above)), and the square root of the in-stream attenuation processes specified by the control variable
reach_decay_specification (equal to the square root of RCHDECAYF (see above)). Units are given by the
-1
-1
control variable load_units and may be kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons year (mt/yr), or billion
-1
colonies year (Bcol/yr).
INCDDSRC_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
The amount of flux attributed to the s source (of a total S sources) in the SPARROW model that is
generated within the incremental watershed and delivered to the reach outlet. The reported amount reflects
th
th
th
the product of the s source coefficient (the s coefficient defined by the control variable bsrcvar), the s
th
th
source variable (s variable listed in the control variable srcvar), the s source-specific land-to-water
delivery processes specified by the control variable incr_delivery_specification, the reservoir attenuation
processes specified by the control variable reservoir_decay_specification (equal to RESDECAYF (see
above)), and the square root of the in-stream attenuation processes specified by the control variable
reach_decay_specification (equal to the square root of RCHDECAYF (see above)). Units are given by the
control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue INCDDSRC_[source_1] through INCDDSRC_[source_S])
ND_INCDDSRC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The total amount of flux that is generated within the incremental watershed and delivered to the reach. The
reported amount reflects the product of the source coefficients (defined by the control variable bsrcvar), the
source variables (defined by the control variable srcvar), and the source-specific land-to-water delivery
processes specified by the control variable incr_delivery_specification. No in-stream or reservoir
attenuation is applied. Units are given by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr.
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Description of variables in the file “test_data”

ND_INCDDSRC_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
The amount of flux attributed to the s source (of a total S sources) in the SPARROW model that is
generated within the incremental watershed and delivered to the reach. The reported amount reflects the
th
th
th
product of the s source coefficient (the s coefficient defined by the control variable bsrcvar), the s source
th
th
variable (s variable listed in the control variable srcvar), and the s source-specific land-to-water delivery
process specified by the control variable incr_delivery_specification. No in-stream or reservoir attenuation
is applied. Units are given by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue ND_INCDDSRC_[source_1] through ND_INCDDSRC_[source_S])
INCDDSRC_RES_LOSS (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The amount of total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed that is removed from the reach
via the reach’s reservoir attenuation process. Amount equals the amount of incremental watershed flux
leaving the reach times ((1/RESDECAYF) – 1). The reservoir loss equals zero if the reach is not a
reservoir. Units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
NODE_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The total amount of flux recorded at the reach’s upstream node. This amount, multipled by the variable
[frac], determines the amount of flux entering the reach from the upstream node. Units are defined by the
control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
NODE_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The amount of flux recorded at the reach’s upstream node that is attributed to the sth source (of a total S
th
sources) in the SPARROW model (defined by the s variable in the control variable srcvar). Units are
defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue NODE_[source_1] through NODE_[source_S])
ND_NODE_TOTAL(kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The total amount of flux that would be recorded at the reach’s upstream node if in-stream and reservoir
attenuation are “turned off.” Units are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr.
ND_NODE_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
The amount of flux attributed to the s source (of a total S sources) in the SPARROW model that would be
recorded at the reach’s upstream node if in-stream and reservoir attenuation are “turned off.” [source_s]
th
corresponds to the s source listed for the control variable srcvar. Units are defined by the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue ND_NODE_[source_1] through ND_NODE_[source_S])
NODE_RES_LOSS (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The total amount of flux removed from the stream network because of reservoirs in upstream reaches, as
recorded at the reach’s upstream node. Amount equals the amount of incremental watershed flux leaving the
reach times ((1/RESDECAYF) – 1) summed over all upstream reaches (excluding the current reach). The
reservoir loss equals zero if there are no upstream reservoirs. Units are defined by the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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D.10 Prediction Output File “test_predict” (optional)
The file contains the estimates, for a selected reach, from successive bootstrap iterations. The estimates
include predictions, with prefix PLOAD, based on parametric estimates of coefficients (and adjusted for
retransformation bias) as well as predictions, with prefix boot_PLOAD, based on multiplying bootstrap model
predictions (predictions that exclude model error) by a randomly selected error derived from the exponential
transformation of a randomly selected residual from parametric model estimation. The subject reach is defined by
the control variable test_obs. The information contained in this file, in conjunction with the information
contained in the test_data file, permit a validation of all bootstrap results. The file is generated if the control
variable if_test_predict is set to yes and the control variable n_boot_iter is greater than zero. See section 2.9.3.2,
“Test-prediction mode,” for additional discussion.

Description of variables in the file “test_predict”

iter
Bootstrap iteration index number.
jter
Bootstrap random seed index number. The value for jter could exceed the bootstrap iteration number
iter if the estimation of the model fails for some randomly selected resampling of the observations, in
which case the iteration estimates are obtained by drawing a new set of random variables using a new
seed.
[waterid]
The reach identifier code. [waterid] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable waterid.
[staid]
The station identification code. [staid] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable staid.
-1

-1

-1

[depvar] (kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons year (mt/yr), or billion colonies year (Bcol/yr))
Monitored flux. [depvar] is the name of the variable defined by the control variable depvar. The units
-1
-1
are defined by the control variable load_units and may be kilograms year (kg/yr), metric tons year
-1
(mt/yr), or billion colonies year (Bcol/yr).
PLOAD_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux leaving the reach. Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias due to the model
residuals but are not corrected for bias due to sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The units are
defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
PLOAD_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted flux leaving the reach attributed to the s source (of a total S sources) in the SPARROW
model. Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias due to the model residuals but are not corrected
th
for bias due to sampling error in the coefficient estimates. [source_s] is the s source defined in the
control variable srcvar. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr
or Bcol/yr.
(Continue PLOAD_[source_1] through PLOAD_[source_S])
PLOAD_ND_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux leaving the reach if in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off.”
Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias due to the model residuals but are not corrected for bias
due to sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The units are defined in the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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Description of variables in the file “test_predict”

PLOAD_ND_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted flux attributed to the s source (of a total S sources) in the model that leaves the reach
assuming in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off.” Estimates are corrected for
retransformation bias due to the model residuals but are not corrected for bias due to sampling error in
th
the coefficient estimates. [source_s] is the s source defined by the control variable srcvar. The units are
defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue PLOAD_ND_[source_1] through PLOAD_ND_[source_S])
PLOAD_INC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed. Estimates are adjusted for
stream attenuation within the reach (see the discussion in appendix D.6). Estimates are corrected for
retransformation bias due to the model residuals but are not corrected for bias due to sampling error in
the coefficient estimates. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr,
mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
PLOAD_INC_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed and attributed to the s th source
th
(of a total S sources) in the model. [source_ s] is the s variable defined in the control variable srcvar.
Estimates are adjusted for stream attenuation within the reach (see the discussion in appendix D.6).
Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias due to the model residuals but are not corrected for bias
due to sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The units are defined in the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue PLOAD_INC_[source_1] through PLOAD_INC_[source_S])
RES_DECAY (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The amount that total flux leaving the reach is reduced due to reservoir attenuation within and upstream
of the given reach. Estimates are corrected for retransformation bias due to the model residuals but are
not corrected for bias due to sampling error in the coefficient estimates. The value is zero if no reservoir
attenuation process is specified in the control variable reservoir_decay_specification.The units are
defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
DEL_FRAC (unitless)
The fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach. Because
the predicted variable is not a flux, the estimate does not receive an adjustment for retransformation bias.
If in-stream and reservoir processes are restricted to be attenuating, the predicted value is between zero
and one. The value is set to missing if no target variable is defined by the control variable target. The
value is set to one if no in-stream or reservoir attenuation processes are specified in the control variables
reach_decay_specification and reservoir_decay_specification.
boot_PLOAD_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux leaving the reach for the bootstrap iteration given by iter. Estimates reflect
multiplication by the exponential of a randomly selected weighted residual, normalized to have a
common variance (see the variable boot_resid in the resids SAS data set). The units are defined in the
control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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Description of variables in the file “test_predict”

boot_PLOAD_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted flux leaving the reach attributed to the s source (of a total S sources) in the SPARROW
model, for the bootstrap iteration given by iter. Estimates reflect multiplication by the exponential of a
randomly selected weighted residual, normalized to have a common variance (see the variable
th
boot_resid in the resids SAS data set). [source_s] is the s source defined in the control variable srcvar.
The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue boot_PLOAD_[source_1] through boot_PLOAD_[source_S])
boot_PLOAD_ND_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux leaving the reach if in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off,”
for the bootstrap iteration given by iter. Estimates reflect multiplication by the exponential of a
randomly selected weighted residual, normalized to have a common variance (see the variable
boot_resid in the resids SAS data set). The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may
be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
boot_PLOAD_ND_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted flux attributed to the s source (of a total S sources) in the model that leaves the reach
assuming in-stream and reservoir attenuation processes are “turned off,” for the bootstrap iteration given
by iter. Estimates reflect multiplication by the exponential of a randomly selected weighted residual,
normalized to have a common variance (see the variable boot_resid in the resids SAS data set).
th
[source_s] is the s source defined by the control variable srcvar. The units are defined in the control
variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
(Continue boot_PLOAD_ND_[source_1] through boot_PLOAD_ND_[source_S])
boot_PLOAD_INC_TOTAL (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
Predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed for the bootstrap iteration given
by iter. Estimates are adjusted for stream attenuation within the reach (see the discussion in appendix
D.6). Estimates reflect multiplication by the exponential of a randomly selected weighted residual,
normalized to have a common variance (see the variable boot_resid in the resids SAS data set). The
units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
boot_PLOAD_INC_[source_s] (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
th
Predicted total flux generated within the reach’s incremental watershed and attributed to the s source (of
a total S sources) in the model, for the bootstrap iteration given by iter. Estimates are adjusted for stream
attenuation within the reach (see the discussion in appendix D.6). Estimates reflect multiplication by the
exponential of a randomly selected weighted residual, normalized to have a common variance (see the
th
variable boot_resid in the resids SAS data set). [source_s] is the s variable defined in the control
variable srcvar. The units are defined in the control variable load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or
Bcol/yr.
(Continue boot_PLOAD_INC_[source_1] through boot_PLOAD_INC_[source_S])
boot_RES_DECAY (kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr)
The amount total flux leaving the reach is reduced due to reservoir attenuation in and upstream of the
given reach, for the bootstrap iteration given by iter. Estimates reflect multiplication by the exponential
of a randomly selected weighted residual, normalized to have a common variance (see the variable
boot_resid in the resids SAS data set). The value is zero if no reservoir attenuation process is specified
in the control variable reservoir_decay_specification. The units are defined in the control variable
load_units and may be kg/yr, mt/yr or Bcol/yr.
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Description of variables in the file “test_predict”

boot_DEL_FRAC (unitless)
The fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the nearest downstream target reach, for the
bootstrap iteration given by iter. Because the predicted variable is not a flux, the estimate does not
receive an adjustment for retransformation bias. If in-stream and reservoir processes are restricted to be
attenuating, the predicted value is between zero and one. The value is set to missing if no target variable
is defined by the control variable target. The value is set to one if no in-stream or reservoir attenuation
processes are specified in the control variables reach_decay_specification and
reservoir_decay_specification.
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D.11 Prediction Output Files with Bootstrap Intermediate Results (“store_[variable_name]”)
(optional)
A summary of the structure and function of these files, and of the conditions under which they are
created, is given in section 2.8.2.2, “Prediction output data files.”
Description of bootstrap intermediate-results files

predict_stats
File contains a running tally of the bootstrap mean and variance for all prediction variables generated by
SPARROW. The stored statistics incorporate the results from all bootstrap iterations that were completed
prior to termination of the bootstrap analysis.
store_pload_total
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of total predicted flux at the outlet of every reach. The stored
estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the bootstrap empirical distribution, as given by all
bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to termination of the bootstrap analysis.
store_pload_[source_s]
th
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of predicted flux attributed to the s contaminant source (of a
th
total S sources) in the model. [source_s] is the name of the s source variable defined by the srcvar
control variable in the control file. The stored estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the
bootstrap empirical distribution, as given by all bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to
termination of the bootstrap analysis.
(Continue store_pload_[source_1] through store_pload_[source_S])
store_pload_ND_total
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of total non-decayed flux at the outlet of every reach. The
stored estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the bootstrap empirical distribution, as given by all
bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to termination of the bootstrap analysis.
store_pload_ND_[source_s]
th
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of non-decayed flux attributed to the s contaminant source
th
(of a total S sources) in the model. [source_s] is the name of the s source variable defined by the srcvar
control variable in the control file. The stored estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the
bootstrap empirical distribution, as given by all bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to
termination of the bootstrap analysis.
(Continue store_pload_ND_[source_1] through store_pload_ND_[source_S])
store_pload_INC_total
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of total flux delivered to the reach from the reach’s
incremental watershed. The stored estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the bootstrap empirical
distribution, as given by all bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to termination of the bootstrap
analysis.
store_pload_INC_[source_s]
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of flux delivered to the reach from the reach’s incremental
th
watershed attributed to the s contaminant source (of a total S sources) in the model. [source_s] is the
th
name of the s source variable defined by the srcvar control variable in the control file. The stored
estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the bootstrap empirical distribution, as given by all
bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to termination of the bootstrap analysis.
(Continue store_pload_INC_[source_1] through store_pload_INC_[source_S])
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store_res_decay
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of the amount of flux attenuation in reservoirs. If no reservoir
attenuation process is defined by the specify_reservoir_decay control variable the file consists of all
zeros. The stored estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the bootstrap empirical distribution, as
given by all bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to termination of the bootstrap analysis.
store_del_frac
File contains individual bootstrap estimates of the fraction of flux leaving the reach that is delivered to the
nearest downstream target reach. The variable identifying target reaches is defined in the control variable
target. If no delivery target variable is assigned, the file consists of all missing values. The stored
estimates represent the lower and upper tails of the bootstrap empirical distribution, as given by all
bootstrap iterations that were completed prior to termination of the bootstrap analysis.

